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Projects in progress at the Frying Pan Experimental
Range, myrrell County, North Carolina

Utilization of Reeds in Forest Grazing — Purnell
(P14~A13)
Range Study No. 13 —-Management of Switch Cane
type Forest Range: Deferred Rotation vs. Conn
tinuous Grazing.

This study to develop and evaluate methods of managing forest range and

livestock for sustaining a profitable range cattle enterprise was initiated in

January 1950. Twelve ranges varying in size from 60 to 100 acres are devoted

to the study.

The calf crop was less than 50% Which was due in part to wet conditions

last year it is believed. Differences between the management systems are not

expected to develop until next year. In the past, about two years have been re-
See Next 6 equired for misuse of cane range to be reflected in cattle performance. ?°" baffle

‘ FanonIM-Gmte
Range Study No. 14 — Cattle Management on Swtich Cane Ranges:
Supplemental Feeding of Calves and Yearlings.

This study was initiated with two groups of yearling heifers in May 1950.

One group was fed‘a protein supplement, the other was not. The supplemented

group did better on range but both groups failed to perform satisfactorily in come

parison to results expected from wintering at a farm. Last winter was rather

severe, and additional trials are considered necessary to fully evaluate the

possibilities of wintering on the range.

No yearling heifErs are available for work in 1951 but weaned calves will

be used in the winter of 1951.

Project: Development of Beef Cattle Especially adapted to the
Coastal Plain Region of North Carolina and Similar Areas
5464117 R.M. S—lO

Inter se matings were made within Brahmanrfiereford and.Africandethereford

crossbred groups. The production of Rome—Sinuano-Hereford calves has been initiated.

Comparison of performance between these three crosses and grade Herefords is being

done.



.2...

The cows were maintained in reasonably good condition over the winter

by supplementing the range with soybean oil meal - 3 to 4 pounds per head

daily from January through March, and 5 pounds daily"in April. Cows almost

maintained_their weight from late December to mid4February, losing.an average

of only 7 pounds per head. From mid-February through April, weights declined

an average of 70 pounds per head, primarily as a result of weight losses

associated with calving. During May and June, daily gains have averaged l.l.

pounds for cows and 1.2 pounds for calves. Brahman-Hereford crossbreds have

made appreciably greater gains this spring than have other breeds in the study,

both cows and calves gaining about lé'pounds per day.

In past studies the Brahmanefiereford crossbreds have shown slightly

superior perfonnence in the feed lot.



Projects in Progress at the Tidewater EXperiment Station,
Plymouth, N. C.

Utilization of Reeds in Forest Grazing, Pumell‘ (mien)
Subproject No. 11 — Forage Species and Construction
Methods Useful for Establishing Pasture Firebreaks
in The Pond Pine Forest type.

In moderately brushy land, a bush-and—bog narrow or a Marden rotary brush
cutter, were found to be about equally effective for the initial construction of
pasture firebreaks. A Mathis fire~plow followed by the bush~end~bog harros‘ses‘
particularly effective where brush was very large and thick. For most efficienqy,
it is thought that the plowing should be done several months in advance of the
harrowing and seedbed preparation. Ditching and slight crowning of the lanes

(with fireplow and road grader) proved to be highly desirable in poorly drained

sites.

The main problem in maintaining effective firebreaks of this kind has

proved to be the maintenance of a dense enough stand of palatable forage to re-

sist the invasion of weeds - primarily rushes and sedges. For this purpose, local

drainage, adequate fertilization, and selection of adapted Species seem essential.

Mowing is being tried as a weed—control measure, but it appears that renovation

may be necessary to restore the effectiveness of firebreaks which have been in-

vaded by sedges and rushes.

Among the legumes, Ledino and white Dutch clover, and big trefoil have

given best results, and indications are that a legume should always be included in

the mixture planted. Of the grasses tried, tall fescue, redtop, and Dellisgrass

are promising, although Dallisgress was slow to establish. Redtop was particular~

ly effective in controlling weeds but tended to be somewhat inflammable.

Inflammability was tested with fire during a period of Very high fire hazard

in 1950. In general the lanes were effective fire barriers. Legumes were less in-

uflammable than grasses, and a mixture of a grass with s legume was best. The use



Sburteof pasture firebreaks is showing much promise, both as a sereiee-of supple~
mental forage and as an aid in fire control.

Subproject No. 12 ~ Grazing Capacity and Response of
Switch Cane to Utilization at Different Seasons.

This study is showing that cane is particularly susceptible to over—

grasing in the spring and summer, relatively resistant in the fall, and un~

damaged by winter grazing. under trees, grazing capacity remains relatively

constant from.May through October, drops about oneathird during early winter

(Nov. - Jan.), and one-half to two-thirds during late winter (Feb. - Apr.).

In the Open, cane sheds most of its foliage in winter and is not grazable after

January.

Except in Spring, the protein content of cane forage under trees has

been found to be higher than that of Open-grown cane. Ho effect of the tree

canogy an the calcium or phOSphorus content has been found.

It has been found that grazing capacity can be predicted with reasonable,

accuracy from estimates of the percentage of foliage ground cover and cane

height, or the number of stems per square yard and cane height. is applied hy

one investigator, such estimates were within 15% of the grazing capacity measure

ed with cattle. on test g; the methods was run in July 1951, with seven investiga—

tors, but the results have not.yet been analyzed.

Project - Evaluation of Permanent Pasture Species.

Yearlings and 2-year oldg Grade Herefords, were pastured on the IE pad-

docks of 2 acres each of various combinations of grasses and legumes. The pas-

tures were seed/i: 1948. The legumes used were big trefoil, Ladino clover and

white Dutch clover. The legumes were each seeded with various grass combinations.

The data has not yet been analyzed, but no appreciable differences between pas-

ture mixtures are showing up in cattle gains this year. Cattle performmance on

all the pastures has been favorable.

«fincimr...,Kiu.in
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1b April 1951

Dr. R. 5. Cummings
Director of Research ,, “
‘N. C. Agricultural Experiment Station
Campus

'Dear Dr. Cummings:

, The purpose of this letter is to outline the status of Project Plh—AiB
.entitled "Utilization of Reeds in Forest Grazing" and its several subprojects.

Final reports for Subprojects 1, 2, and 3 were Submitted in 19h9, and
final report for Subproject 6 was submitted in 1950. You will find enclosed
with the Experiment Station reports completed reports for the Easter Project
and for Suhprojects h, 5, 7, 8,9 and 10. .

Two other Subprojects, numbers 11 and 12, are being revised and
revision forms are submitted with the Experiment Station reports. It is
proposed that the work formerly conducted under.these Subprojects be transferred
to new State projects. Five copies each of the following proposed new projects
are attached. ‘ ’ .

‘ 1. Integration of Grazing and Forest fianagement. (This is revised
to include the work formerly carried under Subprojeot 11.)

2. Forage Management in the Gene Ty;6 Forest Range. (This revision
includes the work formerly conducted under Suhproject 12. )

' 3. Cattle Management in the-Cane Type Forest Range.

Most of the major facilities such as land, cattle and fences have
been provided, and it is believed that the three new projects as outlined
above can be operated by the use of some State funds along with support
provided by the Bureau of Animal Industry as a cooperating agency.

‘ It is further recommended that the Purnell funds which have been used
wwwflwwwlg9 in the support of the P1h~A13 project be diverted to the support of two ‘ .

projects which are now'being prepared dealing with the utilization of improved
pastures by beef cattle and Swine. An outline of the proposed work under
these projects is attached and formal projects will be submitted at an. eaxly
date 0

‘1

You will also find attached copies of Subproject 7. The Federal
Inspector advised us that he was unable to find his copy of this outline, and
.these are included to complete the record.

If there is further information needed with regard to theSe projects
we shall be very pleased to_provide'it.l'

.Sincerely yours,
1

D5C:ho " D. 5. Solvard, Head
cc: E. H. Hostetler ' ~ ~ ‘ Department of Animal Industry
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6 July 1950

i sOHANDUM TO PROFESSOR E. H. HOSTETLER:

Subject: Revision of Forest Grazing project entitled
”Utilization of Reeds.in Forest Grazing“.
Purnell, PlAFeiB

I have discussed with Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Geode and Dr. Stewart the
comments by Mr. Nestler and others relative to revision of the above projects.
There seems to be some difference of opinion as to just what attack would be
best for clarifying the work being done in connection with this project.

In line with what I believe to be the objects of this revision I would
like to propose the following solution for consideration and approval by
Mr. Nestler:

l.

4.

5.

6.

Records in this office indicate that with the final report presented this
year for Subproject No. 6 all subprojects up to No. 9 have been closed
or revised.

A revision report will be prepared for the major project which will in-
dicate work completed to date.

In line with request by Mr. Nestler three (3) new line projects will be
prepared for approval.

Current studies (Nos. 9, lo, 11, 12) and proposed studies (Nos. 13 and 14)
will be classified under the appropriate line project. The present
numbers will be maintained to prevent confusion by changing numbers.

It is proposed that the objectives for the three major projects will be
broad enough to include present and proposed studies.

Any additional studies will be numbered consecutively beginning where
present numbers stop and will be classified under one of the three line
projects. 5

Proposed line projects will be:

(1) Forage management in the cane tgpe Forest Range. jg five”

(2? Cattle management on cane type Forest ranges.
J; H(3) Integration of Grazing and Forest Management. ear

E. U. Dillard
Assistant Professor
Animal Industry
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FOREWORD

The aim and purpose of this anaLysis is to provide a current
appraisal of forest grazing problems in the Coastal Plain region to
serve as a guide for the research program. Because of the large number
of cooperating agencies involved, such an analysis is particularly use— -
ful for providing a general understanding of the problems involved, the
studies undertaken, and the methods of attack.

In two previous project analyses (1942 and l9h5) studies were
designated as "subprojects" and assigned numbers. When subprojects were
closed out others were given the same number. This numbering practice
and the term "subproject" has been a source of some confusion in the
records of one participating agency. Therefore, we propose to substi-
tute ”study" for "subproject“ and assign consecutive numbers, continuing
from numbers assigned to the subprojects in the 19h5 project analysis
and the supplement of l9h7.

It is also proposed to indicate in the title of a study the major
aspect of forest grazing with which it is primarily concerned. In the
present analysis, problems are classified under three major aspects: (1)
forage or range management, (2) cattle management, and (3) integrating
grazing and forest management. These could be considered as lines of
work (line projects), although they are closely related aspects in-
volved in grazing forest lands of the Coastal Plain.

This analysis is only considered to be applicable to the immediate
future. It should be revised and brought up—to—date within five years.



AN ANALYSIS OF FOREST GRAZING PROBLEMS
IN THE NORTH CAROLINA COASTAL PLAIN,
PARTICULARLY THE TIDEWATER SECTION

INTRODUCTION

The U. S. Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act of Fiscal
Year 19A0 provided for the establishment of forest grazing research in
Southeastern United States on a c00perative basis between Federal and
State Agencies. »Georgia and North Carolina were designated as the
participating states, and the Forest Service, and the Bureaus of Animal
and Plant Industry as the Federal agencies representing the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. In North Carolina, the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station of the State College and the N. C. Department of agri~
culture have been the active state cooperators.

After a preliminary survey of forest grazing practices and
conditions in l9hO—hl, a project analysis, wit working plans for the
initial studies, was formulated in 1942 (11)1 and revised in l9h5 (12).

From the initial analysis it was concluded that forest and forage
conditions in the Coastal Plain region were more suited to forest graz-
ing than were those of the Piedmont and Mountain RegiOns. This
conclusion has since been substantiated by limited research in the
mountains by Biswell and Hoover (6) and in the Piedmont by Kaufman (18).
hfithin the Coastal Plain, the tidewater section appears to have the
'highest grazing values and greatest opportunities foreaxpanding forest
grazing on a sound and profitable baSis. Therefore, research effort
has been concentrated in the tidewater section.

The purpose of the present discussion is to review the current
‘ status of forest grazing problems in the Coastal Plain, particularly the
tidewater section, in the light of recent developments and reSearch
findings.

l/ Figures in parenthesis refer to "LITERATURE CITED“, page5l-



TERRITORIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Although the present report is based entirely on data collected
in North Carolina, the principal conclusions probably apply also to
southeastern Virginia. As far north as the James River, at least,
forest conditions in the tidewater section appear to be quite Similar
to those of northeastern North Carolina. This analysis therefore can“
be broadly construed as applying to the territory of the North Coastal
Plain Branch of the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station.

A general description of the North Carolina Coastal Plain is
given in the previous analyses of forest grazing problems (l%§8%g) and
in the forest management problem analysis for the territory

It is pertinent to mention here that the tidewater section andthe western Coastal Plain are fairly distinct topographic areas. The
tidewater section comprises, roughly, the eastern one—third of the
Coastal Plain Region. It is a low, level, poorly drained regioncharacterized by extensive, almost impenetrable swamps. Only a smallpreportion, perhaps one-fourth, of the tidewater section is cultivated.Extensive drainage would be required to increase the cultivated area.The western Coastal Plain is higher in elevation and fairly well drained.It has a gently rolling topography but slopes are usually not steepenough to cause serious erosion when the soil is disturbed. From one—third to one~half of the land in this section is under cultivation.

The Coastal Plain as a whole is a forest and farm region, approxi-mately one-half in farm ownership (2). Forest land accounts for 64 percent of the total area and cropland"30 percent (Table 1). Agriculture isthe leading industry. The principal crops, approximately in order ofcash value are tobacco, corn, peanuts, cotton and potatoes (26). Beefcattle production has been a minor item in the agricultural EEonomy eventhough agricultural agencies have long been urging farmers to increaselivestock production. Pasture accounted for less than three percent ofthe agricultural acreage in 1937. Reliable figures on recent pastureacreages are not available, but general observations indicate relativelysmall increases in pasture acreage during recent years, particularly inthe tidewater section. It seems that any great increase in beef pro-duction in the tidewater section during the immediate future will proba—bly occur on fbrest or "wild" grazing land -— for the following reasons:1) Farmers have shown little inclination to convert to pasture theirhigh-priced land on which the are producing specialized crops underintensive management. 2) Although relatively cheap uncultivated landsare available, the costs of draining and establishing improved pastureson them are very high. 3) Rather extensive areas of good quality nativeforage is available and unused. Much of this potential grazing land isin large holdings adapted to an extensive type of cattle production.



The major forest types are listed in Table 2. The forests are
generally understocked and overcut.3 Almost half of the forest stands
were classified as under sawlog size in 1937. Considering the heavy
cutting during the war years it is probable that the condition of the
forests has not improved, and presumably most forest tracts will not
be in full timber production for many years. This is particularly true
in the pond pine-hardwoods type where two—thirds of the stands Were
under sawlog size in 1937. One-fourth million acres were classified
as clear—cut. About half of this amount is the "open land" in Dare,
Hyde, Tyrrell, and washington counties where fire, rather than lumber—
msn, is primarily responsible for the devastation. Much of this clear—
cut area, and also poorly stocked pond pine type produces usable forage.

About 95 percent of the forest land is privately owned and approxiumately half of this was in farm woodlands in 1937. The remainder wasowned by pulp and paper companies, lumber companies, investment concerns,railroads, and private estates. Approximately 20 percent of the forestarea is in holdings larger than 10,000 acres. These large holdings aremost common in the tidewater section.

Table 1.4-Total land area of the Coastal Plain of North Carolina
, yclassified according to land use, 1937

Land Use ‘ Area (acres) Proportion of total (%)g/' p I . .
Forest +< _ 9,603,600 ’ 6h.l
Nonforest:

Agriculture:
Cropland A,515,300 30.1
Pasture » _ ‘ l ‘500 0.9Total agriculture A, #95800, 31.0

Abandoned cropland. T 84,000 0.6Other nonforest ‘ 6§2,6OO « &.2Total nonforest' ' 5,387,200 ’ , 35-9
Total area . 1a,99o,800 “ 100.0

l/ Consolidated from tables of North Carolina Units 1 and 2 ofthe Forest Survey. ’~' .

g/ Includes 13,800 acres of non productive forest.
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Table 2.~-Forest land area of the Coastal Plain classified
l/according to forest type, 1937

Forest Type Area (acres) Proportion of total (%)

LoblolLy pine-hardwoods 4,229,h00 ‘ ‘ hh.l
Bottomland hardwoods 2,027,400 ~ 21.1
Pond pine—hardwoods 1,956,900 20.4
Longleaf pine 81h,800 8.5
,Upland hardwoods Q61,§00 ‘ ‘ §.2
Total 9,589,800 100.0

, l/ Consolidated from tables of North Carolina Units 1 and 2 of the
Fore st Survey. " '

HISTORY OF FOREST GRAZING

Coastal Plain forests were grazed much more extensively in the
past then they are at the preSent time. Local residents report that
thousands of seminwild cattle roamed the forests and swamps of the
tidewater section prior to 1920. By custom and tradition, forest range
was"free range" and the cattle owners were not held responsible fortrespass on unfenced land. Range burning was a common practice whichfostered the usual antagonism between timber and cattle interests. Inthis instance the timber interests gained the upper hand with the aidof an unusual but potent ally -— the Texas fever tick.

In the early 1920's an intensive, nationwide campaign was conductedto eradicate the Texas fever tick. All cattle were required by law to bedipped periodically. At this opportune time, state laws were passedrequiring owners to fence or otherwise control their cattle. Rather thancomply with the compulsory dipping and fencing, many cattle owners,accustomed to the freedom of open range, sold their herds and went out ofthe cattle business. Animals too wild to corral were hunted with riflesand shot down in the woods. As a result, very few of the former herdsremained when the State was finally declared free of the fever tick in1925. Cattle numbers were slow in building up again even on rangeswhich were known to be of high quality. Valuable forage remains unusedon extensive tracts of excellent grazing land, only.to accumulate asfuel for devastating wild fires. Local residents claim that fires havebecome more intense, although less frequent, since the range herdsdisappeared.



There are several possible explanations for this apparent neglect
of a valuable resource. most local farmers are accustomed to an intensive,
"row crop” type of agriculture and they probably lack interest or training
in cattle production.' Also, a herd of cattle represents a considerable
investment of capital which may not be available to the average farmer,
and gross returns from the investment are not striking in comparison to
those sometimes received from tobacco, cotton, potatoes, and other a
specialized crepe. Then too, much of the best range land is owned by.
large lumber or pulp companies who have been interested only in tree.
products. And finally, the danger of destructive wild fires has un— _
doubtedly discouraged investments in a range cattle enterprise.

IMPQRTANCE AND STATUS or FOREST GRAZING

In 19Al, Biswell and Foster (g) estimated that forest range was
providing 29 percent of the total sustenance of Coastal Plain beef cattleand equalled tame permanent pastures in contribution to the beef industry.Ninety percent of the cattle owners interviewed were using forest range.for part of the year. During the remainder of the time the cattle wereeither on tame pasture, field crops, or harvested feeds. Most of the.herds were small —~ less than 125 head. A large proportion of the herdswere started with native and dairy cows and graded up by the use of beef"bulls. The number of purebred bulls had increased threefold from 1938.to 1940, indicating a general appreciation of the value of good breeding.

'Cattle numbers and general interest in forest grazing appeared tobe increasing rapidly at the time or the survey. The number of herds andnumber of cattle had nearly doubled between 1938 and 1940. It is doubt-ful that this trend continued but no reliable information is available toshow the present status of beef cattle in this area because numbers ofbeef~type cattle are not published. Mr. Frank Parker, Agri ulturalStatistician of the N. 0. Crop Reporting Service, recentl examinedunpublished census reocrds from l9h2 through 1948 for the Coastal Plaincounties. He reported verbally that the records suggested a slight _decline in the numbers of beef cattle during that period although.dairycattle had increased. He pointed out, however, that figures fluctuatedwidely from year to year and that the census samples were not reliableenough to draw conclusions from.' The data further indicated that thedecline was chiefly in the northern Coastal Plain counties. These coun-ties contain the best forest range. Contrary to the census indications,er. J. L. Rea, Jr., Assistant Director in Charge, Tidewater ExperimentStation, Plymouth, N. 0., reports that beef cattle herds and numbers havedefinitely increased since 19h2 in the general vicinity of the Wenona areawhere part of our range research has been conducted. The vicinity referredto includes portions of washington, Hyde, and Beaufort counties. Nearlyall of the herds in this area use native range during a large part of theyear.

l/ August 19a9



In 1941 most of the operators contacted were not making full use
of their forest range and it seems reasonable to assume that there has
not been a great increase in grazing use since that time. Mbst farmers
said that the high cost of fencing was the chief deterrent to increased
grazing use of their forest land. This suggests a need for developing
systems of efficient management to obtain the greatest possible returns
and a realistic evaluation of possible profits to be expected from forest
gra21ng.

During the last few years, large companies have been showing
considerable interest in forest grazing. A pulp and paper company in
Martin County invested heavily in a range cattle enterprise during the
recent war. Due to unfortunate events resulting from ineXperience and
poor judgment, the enterprise failed. They imported Arizona cattle and
herdsmen, and ignored the advice of local cattlemen.‘ Their cattle
venture suffered heavy financial losses and was abandoned the second
“year. A local cattleman bought their surviving herd, however, and _
quickly made a handsome profit. Another large outfit, the Riegal Paper
Corporation, started a program on their forest tract in Columbus County
in 1946. This company has successfully integrated grazing with forest
management for fire protection and cattle profit even though the quality
of their native range is below the average of the Coastal Plain region.

The large landowners appear to be vitally interested in the fire
hazard reduction and pine regeneration aspects of forest grazing, While
cattle profit seems to be the primary concern of small farmers.

FORAGE TYPES

Five broad forage types, based on the'most abundant palatable
Species, were recognized in the l9hl survey and all grazable areas examinedwere classified according to forage types present. The estimated relativeimportance of the five types in the Coastal Plain region as a whole isshown in Table 3. A censiderable propertion of the forested area of the
region has no grazing value because of very dense stands of unpalatablebrush. No attempt was made to estimate the proportion of nongrazable
area.



Table 3.~-Relative importance of.forage types in the Coastal Plain

on the basis of acreage and grazing use

, . Proportion of 3 Proportion of
Forage type : grazable range : total range use

° (percent) : (percent)

Switch Bane (Reed) 30 he
Woodsgrass 30 18
Broomsedge ‘ 25 33
Wiregrass 1h 2
Marshgrass u_l__ , ll__
Total 100 100

The switch cane, or reed, type was furnishing most grazing and the
majority of farmers regarded it as the best native forage type. It is
also one of the most extensive types, and since there are large areas of
it not being used, this type seems to offer the greatest promise for
expanding forest grazing on a profitable basis. Therefore, it was
selected as the type deserving first attention in a forest grazing
research program. This type is discussed fully later on in this report.
It is particularly important in the tidewater section.

"WOodsgrass type" was applied to the heterogeneous mixture of
panicum grasses (PanicUm), beardgrasses or bluestems (Andropogon),
sedges (Carex and fihynchospera) and other herbaceous species character~
istic of loblolly pine~hardwoods forests which have never been cultivated.
This type is extensive in the western Coastal Plain but the forage cover
is rather sparse. Its principal value is for spring and early summer
grazing in connection with farm crops or pasture.

Broomsedge (AndrOpogon virginicus) is the most common grass on
abandoned cultivated land and "Oldfield" forests. It is most prevalent
in the western Coastal Plain but occurs also in the tidewater section.
It furnishes reasonabLy good spring forage and is often used to supple-
ment lespcdeza pastures which do not reach full productivity until late
June.



The wiregrass tgrpe is typically found on sites which were origi
nally occupiedy lengleaf pipe. Her3 “inrlnni theecwn turret"
stric_taw) is the dor‘r3o4 zLass. Annt'MW'phasz of ilis type,c11Lei
"wiregrass sav«nncr‘ or “wriLrlo”ocans‘on flat tClracos in association
with pond pineL According to Bells (33, this t1he has r3ulLei from the
destruction of an earlrer shrub—hog t§te by £r31uant fi 33 which curned
off the surface 136351.46 "important preseason "M scirmoz‘hs era—3 Tmly—
grass (muhlenoeraga), toocnachearass (Ctepjwn}, pinelaid urcccivo. wdges,
and scattered switch cane. From the graai o vuruwoLnt the sa~anJ1 and
savannah phases are quite similar. The >o“1&; is fiLerous and he.sh in
lignin content. When burned, however, this trpe provides good spring
grazing. Although it is being utilized to a rez'y limited. extent at the
present tine, this type has considerable potenticl -mportance in grazing
fire control systems and also as a source of forCLge during the critical
period in early spring when other types such as switch cane are of
limited value.

The marshgrass type is relatively unimportant, occurring only along
the coast and sounds. Rushes (Scirpus, Tuncus), cordgrass (Spartina),
«sawgrass (Cadium), and saltgrass (DistichliS) are among the important
Species. The marshgrass type is utilized meet for wihter grazing when
other forage is scarce.

Other types are locally important and further refinement in forage
type classification is desirable when more information is available. For
instance, a panicgrass-sedge type is quite common along wet era nageways,
particularly where the tree stand is open as a result of cutting or fire,
and apparently provides good grazing through the summer months.' Until
'the major forest grazing problems are solved for the more important
forage types, however, it does not seem advisable to divert any apprecin
able amount of research effort to the minor types unless more facilities
become available.

erTcs 0mm ‘1

, The remaind.er of this report will.do31 primarily with the switch
cane type which, as already pointed out, is cor'Ldercd“““ to be tie most
important native forage type in the Coastal Plei.n of horth Corrl'na

30-1nvce C133sification and Ch1r3c+er1s+1c3

There has been considerable confusion regarding the botanical
classification of the plant we are calling switch cane (Arundinaria
tect_l. host botanical manuals list two species of the genus Arundinaria:A g1gantea and A. tecta, differentiated on the basis of flowering habit.
Individual plants, however, often have the key characteristics oi' both
Species, and recent investigators (15, 31) have concluded that there is in
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reality only one species in North_America. The valid name of that species
has apparently not been definitely established. The type species for the
genus is A. macrosperma Michx. which has been changed to g. gigantea
(wa1t.) Chapm. This suggests that g. i antea, rather than A. tecta, .
might be the proper scientific name. Since much of the cane in our region
corresponds to the size attributed in the manuals to A, tecta (usually not
more than two meters tall") rather than to A. gigantea ("as much as 10
meters tall") the former name has been widely used. wells, and wells and
Shunk have applied it to North Carolina cane in botanical publications
since 1928 (30). The accepted common name for g. tecta, according to
Standardized—Flant Names (19), is switch cane. It is also called small
cane, and in North Carolina—it is generally known as reed. The larger
forms have been called giant cane or southern cane. Perhaps it would be
least confusing to use only the generic common name, cane.

Cane has the distinction of being the only bamboo native to United
States. Its woody perennial stems grow erect from stout underground
rhizomes. New branches and leaves are produced each year near the summit
of the stems. Stems ordinarily live for several years but they are very
sensitive to fire. The aerial stems are killed even by light surface fires
which may barely scorch the stem bases and not consume dry leaves at the
top of the stem. Cane sprouts vigorously from.the stem bases and large
rhizomes, however, and the stand is almost completely re-established the
first growing season after burning if the rhizomes are not destroyed.
Growth rates of 1% inches per day for the new stems following later winter
burns have been measured at wenona (2).

Reproduction is essentially vegetative. As with most bamboos, cane
flowers only once and then dies. Apparently an entire clone flowers
simultaneously. The space it occupied is then invaded by rhizomes from
adjacent cane which did not flower at the same time. Observations indicate
that a very small percentage of the florets develop into seed and most of
these are destroyed by insects before they mature. Once a stand of cane
is completely killed, therefore, there is little chance of re—establishing
it. most rhizomes are within 8 to l2 inches of the surface on swampy
sites and many cane stands on organic soils have been.destroyed by ground
fires which have burned off the topefoot or so. Cane is also killed by
continuous overgrazing, especially in combination with burning.

Distribution

The geographic distribution of cane extends from Virginia to southernOhio and Illinois and south to Florida and east Texas. Extensive cano-
brakes formerly occurred on lowlands adjoining streams and rivers in theswamps throughout the southeast. The only extensive stands remaining todayoccur in the swamps of eastern North Carolina and Virginia, and in thebottomlands of the lower Mississippi River. Its decline is attributed tocultivation, fire, and grazing. On uncultivated lands, grazing is probablychiefly responsible. ~ ' ‘
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In North Carolina it is most important in the tidewater section.
Along rivers and streams, however, it extends throughout the Coastal

, Plain and even into the mountains. -

39232531

There is little factual information available pertaining to the
ecology of switch cane. west's unpublished dissertation (3;) is the
most complete work we know of and it is more or less observational data.
many of the following statements, therefore, are based on personal
observations.

Soil and moisture requirements

Switch cane makes its best development on deep, moist, fertile
soils (along the Mississippi bottom lands) but tolerates a fairly wide
range of edaphic conditions. Where.heavy grazing has not been a dis—
turbing influence, cane seems to be a sensitive indicator of site
quality.

It often occurs on relatively dry and rather poor sandy sites and
also in shrub~bogs where the water table is at the surface most of the
time. In these unfavorable situations the cane plants are small and
scattered. It does not occur in the wettest parts of shrub~bogs and other
swamps, nor on the poorest upland soils. Perhaps the ideal cane sites are
now in cultivation. At the present time the best stands in North Carolina
are on organic soils which are above water during most of the growing
season, and on the fertile lowlands bordering streams. It responds
readily to drainage and good soil aeration as indicated by noticeably
better growth in the proximity of drainage ditches. Very likely, it would
also respond to fertilization although this has not been established
experimentally. It has been shown, however, that the protein, phosphorus,
and calcium content of cane foliage, as well as total foliage production,
are much greater on good sites than on poor sites —~ using cane height
_as an indicator of site quality. It seems that switch cane would be an
ideal plant with which to check the theory advanced by Albrecht of the
relationship of calcium, potassium, and phosphorus to the protein-
carbohydrate centent of vegetative structure (30). It is claimed that
calcium is correlated with high protein, and potassium with high
carbohydrate. Therefore, the low calcium content, with relatively high
potassium, of sandhill and shrubobog soils is suggested as the cause forthe highly fiberous and lignified type of vegetation on these sites.
Fire influence

Cane appears to be a "fire species" occupying an ecological “niche"
comparable to pine. It is quite shade-tolerant and persists as scattered
plants even under dense hardwood canopies. The relatively open pine cano~pies ordinarily existing in pond pine forests apparently have only minor
effects on cane stands, but hardwood brush species are serious competitors.

- 10 -



Fire or other disturbances probably favor.the cans in direct relation—
ship to the proportion of tree and brush competition removed. _Since
ungrazed cane promptly regains its full height after burning, it is
favored most by periodic fires which occur just often enough to keep
the brush and tree canopy below that of the cane. Such periodic burn-
ing should result in almost pure stands of cane on good sites ~—
provided the soil is not burned. The American Indians are probably
largely responsible for the extensive canebrakes originally found in
the Southeast, fer the fact that fire was commonly employed by the
Indians to drive game in well established by the writings of early
explorers in this region (l; g9). ’
Association with other species

Because of the fire relationships, switch cane is commonly
associated with pond pine. It also occurs with other pines and lowland
hardwoods. In swamp areas it is frequently associated with cypress and
gums, but for some unknown reason it apparently never occurs on cedar
sites.

In shrub—bogs cane grows in mixture with many fire tolerant shrubs
such as gallberry (Ilex), honeycup or zenobia (Zenobia), Swampbay
(Persea), summersweet clethra (Clethra), greenbriar ZSmilax), cyrilla orti—ti (C rilla), lyonia (Lyonias, and huckleberries (gaylussacia andWVaccinium . In such areas management of cane is very difficult because
grazing of cane favors the competitive position of the brush. Burningtemporarily favors the cane but the sites are too poor for cane to makea sufficiently dense stand to control the brushkaffectively.
Poisonous plants

Two species known to be poisonous to livestock, lambkill kalmia
(Kalmia angustifolia) and Carolina Jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens),are often associated with switch cane. Lambkill kalmia, a low shrub, ismost prominent in acid bogs and was fairly abundant in the experimentalranges at Hermann Forest. Carolina jessamine, an evergreen vine, occursthroughout the Coastal Plain and lower Piedmont. Other poisonousspecies such as water hemlock (Cicuta maculata) and crowApoison
(Amianthium muscaetoxicum) may also occur with switch cane but they havenot been observed in the experimental areas. Although_farmers haveattributed cattle losses to poisonous plants (2), the importance of suchlosses on forest range is not known. Very few losses at Hofmann Forestcould be attributed to poisoning and no poisonous species occurred atwenona. Poisonous plants unquestionably deserve further study butapparently the problem is not serious in the switch cane type. Poisonousplants are relatively unpalatable and cattle will not ordinarily eatharmful amounts of them unless forced to do so by hunger. Therefore, ifadequate forage is provided the danger of poisoning will be largelyeliminated. Poisoning is most apt to occur during late winter or earlyspring when desirable forage is limited.

-11-
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Insects~and diseases

Insect and disease damage to switch cane apparentLy offer no
hazard, and drought has never been observed to affect this SpeCleS
appreciably. Therefore, cane offers a remarkablyciependable source
of forage.

An infestation of army worms in July and August destroyed about15 percent of the cane forage at Wenona in l9tl. This is the onlyrecorded evidence of forage damage by insects. The infection occurred
on freshly burned range and during an extreme drought. Insects common~
1y destroy the seed of cane but it is doubtful that seed is of anyconsequence in natural reproduction of cane.

An unidentified "stem borer" has been observed to contribute tothe death of old stems, but relatively few stems are killed in any one
Year and this source of damage is thought to be of minor importance.

Over the past four years, a physiological condition and a
disease of cane foliage have been observed to be associated with autumnalleaf shedding. Although these observations are primarily of philosophi~cal interest, they might possibly have some significance in relation tomanagement, particularly for winter forage.

When growing in full sunlight, cane foliage begins to acquire ayellowish cast in late summer. As the season progresses the yellowing
increases until the leaves fall to the ground. The older leaves arethe first to shed. The yellowing is due to minute chlorotic spots, theresult of chlorosis of individual cells or groups of cells. Eficroscopicexamination has revealed no pathologic organisms in these spots andtheir distribution in the leaves suggests a physiological origin.

Another leaf condition which has a more definite effect on leafshedding, but which is not so general in occurrence, resembles a leafblight. Lesions, commonly beginning near the tip or edge, progressdownward or inward until most of the leaf is killed. Badly infectedleaves drop off. This blight is apparently pathogenic because thelesions are covered with small dark-brown or black fruiting bodies ofsome organism, located like dots between the veins of the leaf.
The chlorosis commonly affects the older leaves and in contrastthe new growth has a distinctly darker appearance. The blight, on theother hand, affects old or young leaves alike. It has been observed tokill the rolled terminal leaf during the active growth stage and thusarrest fUrther growth on affected stems.
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Summary of Previous Grazinngesearchyin the Cane Type

Throughout this report are references to past findings as they
apply to particular phases of the grazing problems in the cane type. At
the expense of repitition, the principal results of studies at wenona
and Hofmann Forest, the two former work centers of grazing research, are
briefly summarized here.

First it would be well to charaCterize the range conditions at the
two locations.

The wenona ranges were located in washington County at the site
of a cypress~hardwood forest, approximately 16 feet above sea level,
which was logged and drained in the early 1900's. A small portion of
the drained area was put into cultivation; the remainder has been sub-
jected to frequent wildfires which killed the remaining trees and
prevented tree regeneration. The dense and vigorous cane stand that
developed on these organic soils was apprently well above the average
for the region. Cane has been eliminated from a large part of the area
by recent severe fires, particularly during the last 10 years, which
have burned the soil to depths up to 18 inches in a single season.

Hofmann Forest, in Jones and Onslow counties, is mainly an open
pond pine forest, with a dense understory of shrubs, on poorly drained
sandy muck soil. Scattered canebrakes occur on sites intermediate
between the very wet "pocosin" and the Sand ridges. The cane stands
are of moderate height (two to five feet) and are always mixed with
shrubs. Consequently, grazing values are rather mediocre. A few of
the shrubs are palatable and suitable for browse. Palatable ferns are
also abundant and furnish much spring grazing. The winter ranges also
contained a consideraole proportion of savannahs, thought to be relicts
of shrub-bogs destroyed by ground fires. Like the wiregrass type, the
savannahs actually have little grazing value unless they are burned.
The entire forest has apparently been subjected to frequent wildfires
since early colonial times.

Results at Wenona

Research on native range began about 20 years ago at wnona. Al—
though early studies were primarily aimed at comparing breeds of cattle,they demonstrated the high quality of cane forage {l0). Over a five-
year period, cows grasing cane range from May to January 1 (sometimes
February 1) gained O.h pounds per day'and produced a 95 percent annual
calf crop. Calves gained one pound per day and weighed between 330 andAGO pounds when weaned-at 7 to 10 months of age. Similar cow and calfgains obtained in more recent studies have further demonstrated the valueof cane forage. Also, limited digestion trials have indicated that thetotal digestible nutrients in cane forage at wenona compare favorably inearly summer with other green forages commonly used by cattle (Q3.
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Cane forage here contained between 18 percent and 12 percent crude
protein from any through December, well above the approximate minimum.
requirement (nine percent) for breeding cows. However, there were slight
deficiencies of calcium in the early summer, and of phosphorus in.winter.

On this good range, creep feeding of calves did not increase calf
gains enough to make this practice worthwhile (lg).

Rotational grazing, where cattleyvere shifted between ranges at
28-day intervals or in mid-summer, gave results similar to continuous
grazing as tested under a moderate degree of utilization. A pertinent
feature of this study, however, is the indication that grazing gag be
deferred without sacrificing cattle gains.

A three-year study of different intensities of continuous summer
grazing showed that cane is easily weakened by over grazing. Apparently,
at least 30 percent of the total foliage must be left at the end of the
grazing season (December) to maintain satisfactory vigor and productivity
of the forage stand. Although moderate grazing produced best cattle gains
in the long run, cattle weights did not reflect overgrazing until late in
the season and after approximately 80 percent of the forage had been
utilized.

Three acres of good cane range per cow was found to be adequate
for a seven month season at wenona.

Grazing reduced fire hazard in direct relation to the degree of
grazing. Three years of heavy grazing (80 to 90 percent utilization)

”resulted in a 70 percent reduction in total combustible material (living
and dead) as compared to very lightly grazed or ungrazed canebranes.
Good fire protection, however, was obtained at the expense of vigor andproductivity of the forage stand.

Open grown cane has not been a dependable source of winter forageat wcnona because most of the foliage drops in January or February.
Steers have been partially and entirely fattened for market by

feeding concentrates while on range, cane replacing hay as roughage inthe fattening diet. The financial aspects of this practice, however,have not been completely analysed.

Results at Hofmann Forest

Grazing values were considerably lower here than at wenona. Al—though the crude protein content of cane foliage was apparently above theminimum requirements from may (13 percent) to December (10 percent), itwas four or five percent lower than at wenona. Similarly, cane foragecontained less calcium and phosphorus and was deficient in these mineralsmost of the year. Also, the forage was apparently somewhat less digestibleat Hofmann Forest (§).
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Grazing capacity athofmann Forest was not well established
(experimental ranges were inadvertently overgrazed) but apparently the
average capacity in cane areas was approximately 1.5 to 2 acres per cow
month. H. .

Calf crops averaged between 60 and 70 percent, and calves at
weaning time usually weighed between 275 and 300 pounds —— almost 100
pounds less than at wenOna. Although overgrazing may be partially
responsible for the relatively poor cattle performance at Hofmann
Forest, forage quality was_probably a Contributing factor also. It
seems reasonable to assume that the forage quality and cattle. per—
formance measured at Hofmann Forest are about the minimum to be
expected from cane range, because the experimental ranges apparently
approach the lower limit of site quality tolerated by this species.

By feeding four to six pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily K
from January through April, the breeding herd was successfully wintered
on the range at less than the usual cost of wintering on a farm with
harvested feeds (12). It was thought, however, that a better practice
would be to startmfheding two pounds in December and increase the rate
gradually to 6 pounds by April.

Relationships between grazing and forest management was an
important phase of the Hofmann Forest studies. In general, grazing
was found to be compatable with forestry.

Grazing favored pine seedling establishment (five~fold on un—
burned areas) and also increased the growth rate of small seedlings
(67% for the 6 to 12-inch height class), but had no apparent effect on
seedlings taller than three feet. '

Grazing increased mortality of very small seedlings about 1
percent, but had no affect after they were a footgtall. Damage was
apparently due to trampling ~— no appreciable browsing was detected°

Logging had no measurable effect on pine seedlings nor grazing
value.

Relatively few pine seedlings became established during the study
except on areas accidentally burned. Apparently fire iscssential for
adequate regeneration of pond pine.

The performance of three separate wildfires demonstrated that
grazing definitely reduced fire hazards. In spite of the prevalence
of unpalatable shrubs, plot measurements showed that fuel was reduced
50 percent after two years of heavy grazing. The density of cans and
palatable shrubs was also reduced to about half of the original standby heavy utilization.
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FORAGE MANAGEMENT IN THE SWITCH CANE TYPE

Of the numerous kinds of native plants associated with switch
cane, at least two dozen are eaten in sufficient quantities to warrant
recognition in the cattle diet at some season of the year (3). Manage-
ment of the forage type, however, should be based almost entirely on
the cane because it is by far the most important and most valuable
single species. Other species should be censidered as incidental or
supplementary, although they may be important for emergency forage in
winter and early spring. ‘

Sustained productivity of high quality forage is ordinarily the
major objective of range management. In Southeastern forest ranges,
however, fire hazard reduction and pine regeneration are additional
aspects for range management which may sometimes be more important than
forage yields. These special aspects of management will be treated
separately and, unless otherwise mentioned, management of cane ranges
will be discussed primarily from the viewpoint of maintaining sustained
forage yield.

Pertinent characteristics and growth habits

There are several unique characteristics of the growth habits of
switch cane which are pertinent to its utilization and management.

Of major importance is the tendency of the foliage to remain green
and intact on the stems most of the year. This is particularfig'true of
shade~grown leaves. Beneath a tree canopy, one-third to oncmhalf of the
leaves usually are still’green and intact when new growth begins in the
spring. In forest stands, therefore, cane can be grazed at any season.
In the Open, however, most cane foliage dies and drops off by mid—winter
and open stands are ordinarily usable only'through December, though some
of the lower leaves may persist throughout the winter if the cane is
dense. The shedding of leaves has usually been attributed to frost (3),but as discussed in the section on diseases, there are indications that
other factors may also be involved.

Even though the grazing season is unusually long, most of the
total forage is produced during a restricted period in late spring andearly summer. Foliage growth on old stone begins in April and is
completed in July. Active growth of new culms or stems usually occurssomewhat later, from May through August or September. New stems account
for a relatively small percentage of the total forage in dense standsbut stem production increases as the old stand is thinned out by the
mechanical effects of grazing or otherwise. When the old stand isremoved by fire or mechanical means, new stem growth begins earlier,usually in late April or early Hay.
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Characteristically, cane has five or six primary leaves Per hranch,
in addition to one or two small, bract-like leaves. The leaves are pro-
duoed one at a time at intervals of about two weeks. The growang P0111t
is terminal and foliage growth is complete when there is a fully develOped
leaf at the tip of the branch. It is convenient, therefore. to refer t9the stage of development during the active growth period in terms of the
number of leaves per branch, i.e., first leaf stage, fourth leaf stage,
etc.

Plot studies at Hofmann Forest have shown that very little row
growth occurs when cane is defoliated after active growth is completed
but considerable regrowth follows utilization during the active growth
period. Relatively few small leaves were produced in August and
September on plots defoliated in mid July (early full leaf stage) andpractically no regrowth followed September defoliation. Plots defoliated
in May (second-leaf stage) however, produced abundant new foliage. A
large percentage of the leaves must be removed to induce appreciable
regrowth. No regrowth occurred where only 20 percent of the leaves wereharvested from individual stems each month, and only limited PegPOWthfollowed 40 percent utilization. It was noticed that removing part of
the branches early in the season increased the size of the leaves pro~
duced later on the remaining branches.

These plot studies indicated that a heavy utilization early in
the active growth period is not particularly detrimental if the plants
are allowed to recover during the remainder of the season. Heavy
defoliation in July, however, did not allow for sufficient regrowth and
vigor declined. Defoliation in September caused some of the cans to
break dormancy late in the fall and a large percentage of the stems died
(presumably from.winter killing), although the vigor of the stand
appeared to hold up fairly well (as indicated by subsequent new stems).
Heavy defoliation in early winter (late November) had very little effect.

The rhizomes and stems of switch cane serve as storage organs fora tremendous amount of plant food. A preliminary investigation at. Hofmann Forest (gl) revealed that available carbohydrates (starches andsugars) made up as much as 26 percent of the dry weight of rhizomes and11 percent of the stems. Even the mediocre stands of cans at HofmannForest have approximately four tons (dry weight) of rhizomes per acreand about two tone of stone. This represents over a ton of availablecarbohydrates per acre. The food.reserve may fluctuate widely duringthe season, being lowest during the period of rapid growth and highestin the fall dormant period. Heavy grazing during the active growthperiod, when food reserves are low, would be expected to further depletethe reserves and weaken the cane. If, however, the regrowth is probectedduring the remainder of the season the reserves are apparently replenish—ed adequately. The reserves apparently are still rather low at the earlyfull-leaf stage, and defoliation than (July) may not allow for sufficientregrowth or sufficient time to restore food loserves to a high level.The indications are that by early fall (September) reserves in protected
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cane are near the maximum level and ill effects of utilization then or
later would seem.to be from causes other than food depletion. Burning
a cane stand undoubtedly depletes food reserves to a low level. Not
only are the stem reserves destroyed, but also the new stand of aerial
stems must be produced at the expense of the rhizome reserves. There
are indications that three growing seasons after burning were required
to completely replenish the feed reserves of the cane stand studied at
Hofmann Forest.

More information of a definite nature is needed on some of the
growth characteristics'and requirements of cane, but it is already
apparent that growth habits and physiological processes must be kept in
mind to manage this species intelligently.

yForage management.§ysteme

Nest of our forest grazing research in North Carolina has been
conducted under the continuous grazing system, where cattle are kept
on one range throughout the summer and moved to anothex'range or to a
farm in winter. It is difficult to make efficient use of the forage
and at the same time maintain the density and vigor of the cane stand
under this system. Cane is particularly vulnerable to overeuse because
all of its foliage is well off the ground and readily accessible to' '
cattle. At Hofmann Forest, the density of the cane stand was reduced.
about one—half, and the vigor equally as much, by two seasons of une
intentional over~use. Even though rates of stocking were reduded 50
percent the next two years the grazing capacity of the weakened cane
had declined and the cane was not able.to recover appreciably. Pre~‘
liminary results from hand-harvested plots at Hofmann Forest indicateethat 60 to 70 percent defoliation at the_end of the grazing season
(October or November) is the maximum allowable degree of use with
continuous grazing. Results at Wenona, also, have shown that utili—zation must be carefully controlledpunder dentinuous grazing if highforage productivity is to be maintained. AThere, it appears that 60 to75 percent utilization of total herbage atrthe end of the season inNovember and December are the safe upper limits. This implies thatonly one—third of the total foliage should be used up by the end of‘August. In order to insure light utilization during the spring andsummer, which appears to be the most critical period, it seemsdesirable to base the rate of cattle stocking on the longest seasonpossible. Repeated observations have shown, however, that cattleseldom utilize a cane range uniformly, and some portions of a rangewill often be very heavily grazed before other portions are scarcelygrazed at all.
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In tall cane, grazing rates which are light enough to maintain
good plant vigor may still thin out the cane stand under continuous
grazing. Cattle first eat the low foliage within easy reach (below
four feet) and utilize this layer heavily before taking much of the
upper foliage. New basal shoots, being succulent and highly palatable,
are sought out and kept grazed off. Thus, new stems are largely
eliminated and as the old stems die from breakage or other causes, the
stand of cane gradually thins out even though the remaining cane is
vigorous and'productive. .This effect may not be important on ranges
where the cane is less than six feet tall but it was quite apparent at
Wenona.

Management of winter range is not a problem from the standpoint
of maintaining the vigor of the stand, although there may be possibili—
ties for increasing the proportion of green forage in winter by manipur
lating the management. There is definite need, however, for a system
of grazing which is less apt to weaken or thin out the cane stands than
is continuous summer use.

Two rotational systems were compared with continuous summer
grazing at wenona from 1941 through l9hh (2). The pertinent conclusionsto be drawn from the study are that cattle gains were similar under all
three systems tried: 1) continuous grazing, 2) mid-season rotation, and3) 28-day rotation. This indicates that a range can be deferred at
least until mid-August without affecting cattle gains. Interpretationof vegetation responses in this study was complicated by wild fireswhich burned over the experimental ranges in l9hl, 1942, and 1943.Differential effects on the forage stand from the three systems ofgrazing could hardly have been expected, however, under the rates ofgrazing applied. On most pastures, only 25 to 45 percent of the canefoliage was utilized at the close of the season. This degree of useis probably not harmful under any system of use. Heavy utilizationwas obtained in 1944 on one replication of pastures heavily burned theprevious year, but this was the last year of the study. Rotationalgrazing, therefore, has not been thoroughly investigated on switch caneranges. . ,

' Considering the growth habits of cane, a 28~day rotation systemhas no apparent advantages over continuous grazing.
A mid—season rotation, where the cattle graze one half of a rangeearly in the season and the other half late, should be somewhat betterthan continuous use. By mid~season, approximately August 15, the newshoots have had time to make most of their growth and they may not bekilled even if the top half were eaten.. Therefore, this system wouldpossibly maintain stand density adequately. But whether forage vigorcan be maintained easily on the early—grazed range with this system isquestionable. As already pointed out, cane apparently makes only limitedregrowth after July. Therefore, itvrould probably be necessany to controlearly utilization almost as carefully with this system as with continuous
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grazing. With more information on the degree of utilization tolerated
at different seasons of the year, the mid-season rotation system might
be adjusted so that it would meet the requirements of switch cane. The
current "grazing capacity" study at Tidewater Station (Subproject No.
12) will be helpful along this line since it will show the effects of
heavy utilization at different.seasons.

The ideal system of management would be one which would allow
full use of the forage, maintain the vigor and productivity of the
stand, and be simple to apply. It seems that a rotation system, where
grazing was alternated between summer and winter, wouldumnn;nearly
meet these requirements. Such a system would require that the range be
divided into two parts of approximately equal capacity. Each part would
be grazed continuously for a full year, beginning with the winter period,
and then rested a full year.' Since the forage produced during the
summer rest period would be utilized the following winter, no forage
would be wasted. Heavy winter use does not seem to be harmful, and, with
an entire season for recovery, heavy use during alternate summers may not
deteriorate the cane stand. If this were the case the system would beeasy to apply since it would not require careful control of utilization.

For Open ranges not adapted to grazing in late winter, the
suggested system.would need some adjustments. Two possible schemes,
involving only two ranges, are as fellows: l) graze one range early inthe season and the other late, but rotate the season of use so thatearly grazing one year will be followed by late grazing the next year.2) Graze seasonlong (even though heavy grazing results) but use aparticular range only on alternate years, thus allowing a full year forrecovery. . r.. .

Degree y of utilization

The determination of the degree of utilization commensurate withsustained forage yields, i.e., proper use, is a fundamental problem offorage management. The proper degree of utilization will, of course,depend on the system.of management, season of grazing, and perhaps sitefactors.

To date, proper use has been studied only for continuous summer-long grazing. With this-system of management, studies at wenona havebeen adequate to show that 60 to 70 percent utilization by December 1 isthe maximum.pr0per use on highly productive sites. Limited data fromplot studies at Hofmann Forest indicate that a similar degree of utili—zation is applicable to lower quality ranges on relatively poor sites.Final evaluation of the plot stud , however, is pending until foodreserves of the treated cane have been analyzed. If it is found thatproper use is independent of site quality (and cane size), managementproblems will be greatly simplified and the results of research in alimited area will have wide application.
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In order to devise improved systems of_management, it is necessary
to know the degree of use that switch cane will tolerate during restrict-
ed seasons. Studies already underway are expected to reveal the seasons
when cane is vulnerable to grazing and also when it is resistant. The
next step will be to determine the proper degree of utilization during
the periods when it is sensitive to over-use. It has already been found
that total defoliation in JuLy or in September is harmful. Heavy utili~
zation at five different "seasons" is now being investigated at Tidewater
Station. The seasons are: 1) may - June, 2) July ~ August, 3) September~
October, h) November - January, and 5) February - April. These correspond
to the following stages of growth or development of switch cane: 1) rapid
growth (food reserves decreasing), 2) late growth and full leaf stage
(food reserves increasing), 3) growth dormant (reserves increasing), h)
early winter (leaves beginning to shed), 5) late winter (green foliage
limited). Results from this study should begin to show up in 1950, al-
though the study should run at least through the third year, 1951.

Grazing capacity

The first requirement of efficient management is a determination
of range grazing capacity, or amount of available forage. To date no
satisfactory method of evaluating grazing capacity of switch cane ranges
has been devised. The capacity of the highly productive range at wenona
has been quite accurately established but only after years of experience
with the "trial and error" approach. At Hofmann Forest, the capacity
of the experimental ranges was greatly over—estimated at the beginning
of the studies. Since the cane stand was severely damaged before the
stocking rate was adjusted, we have no reliable standard of correct
carrying capacity for medium and low quality cane range. Because of the
great variation in the productivity of cans stands, not only between
different parts of the region but also on different sites within a
relatively restricted area, it is almost imperative that procedures be
develOped for estimating carrying capacity with reasonable accuracy.

The amount of forage can be measured directly, of course, by
harvesting sample plots. But the labor involved in sampling an entire
range adequately by this method would be exorbitant. Forage weight
estimates, which are more quickly obtained than harvested weights, have
been found to be satisfactory on some types of forage in the west. This
procedure has not been investigated in the switch cane type. The most
common methods used in range appraisal involve estimates of foliage
”density", or percentage ground cover. The density data are convertedto grazing capacity by certain "productivity" or "proper use" factors
which evaluate the relative amounts of usable forage represented by aunit of density of individual species. This is a rapid method of rangeappraisal and preliminary tests indicate that it can be used in the canetype. It has some weaknesses, however, in that it is_based on subjectivemeasures, requires trained technicians, and is difficult to use in verytall and dense vegetation.
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A study has been started at Tidewater Station (Subproject No. 12) to
' develop reliable criteria for estimating carrying capacity of switch cane
range.‘ The density method is being investigated in this study and also
more objective measurements such as the number of stems per unit of ground
surface, size of stems, and the number and size of leaves per stem,‘ The
data are being evaluated in terms of forage yields and cow days of grazing.
From one year's results it appears that the density method can be success~
fully applied to switch cane if adjustments are made for cane height and
tree canopy. No simple relationship between stem numbers and grazing
capacity is apparent from the first year's data. Apparently the number
and size of leaves must also be recognized. After the second year's
results are available, an attempt will be made to develop a precise method
of range appraisal and also one suitable for use by farmers or county agri—
cultural agents without special training. These methbds will need to be
cheeked on herd-size ranges. ' ‘ ’

Research techniques

The accuracy of research results largely depends on the techniques
employed. Relatively little research effort has gone into the development
of efficient techniques for evaluating forage management studies in the
switch cane type. Because of its unique characteristics, methods developed
for other range types may not be directly applicable to switch cane. Some
technique problems have already been mentioned in relation to estimating '
grazing capacity. we also need to know more about the numbers and sizesof plots required for efficiency in sampling ranges and evaluating treat-ments. methods of determining degree of utilization aCcurately are also
needed. .-. . ...

The need for more efficient techniques is illustrated by the resultsat Hofmann Forest where uncontrolled variability among pastures largelymasked the differential effects of the grazing treatments applied. The
results here also emphasize the desirability of evaluating forage responsesquickly before the cane stand is seriously weakened or killed. Criteriafor recognizing and measuring the vigor of cane stands should be developedat an early date. Some information on leaf size, new stem production, etc.,useful for this purpose was obtained at wenona’(Subproject No. l) and in aplot study at Hofmann Forest (Subproject Ho. 9). Additional data are beingcollected at Tidewater Station (Subproject No. 12).

For experimental purposes, a physiological approach in measuringcane vigor may be efficient and practical. Food reserves have been shownto be associated with plant vigor in cultivated‘and native forage species(l6, gg, g3). As already mentioned, switch cane is known to possess thefacilities for rather remarkable food storage capacity in its stoutrhizomes and perennial stems. It is highly probable that the cane foodreserves are depleted by mismanagement before other evidences of reduced ,vigor are apparent. It seems logical, therefore, that a measurement ofthe food reserves might be helpful for an early evaluation of managementpractices before deterioration in vigor has progressed to the stage wherethe stand is seriously damaged. A simplified procedure for chemically
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analyzing the food reserves of switch cane has already been worked out
(21) and found to be sensitive to seasonal fluctuations in food reserves.
The method is also being applied to a plot study (Subproject No. 9) to
test its sensitivity in.measuring the effects of different intensities
and seasons of utilization of cane foliage. If the method proves to be
efficient, it should be given full consideration as a standard technique
in switch cane management research.

CATTLE MANAGEMENT ON CANE RANGE

Beef cattle.produotion is commonly divided into several distinct
phases which may be carried on independently or in succession as a part
of a continuous process which may involve all phases. A rather generally
accepted classification of these phases is as follows:

1. Production of slaughter calves.
2. Production of stocker cattle.
3. Production of fat market cattle as yearlings or older.
4. Baby beef production.

The first two phases are those normally associated with range
grazing and it is these phases with which we are primarily concerned.
Production of fat market cattle is ordinarily a farm or feedlot Operation
although it may have a limited place in forest grazing in conjunction with
the best cane ranges. Baby beef production is a highly specialized phase,
usually found only in the corn belt states, involving the use of highly
nutritious feeds, mostly concentrates.

Production of slaughter calves

In 1937, Foster, Hostetler, and Case (10) reported that in studies
at the Blackland Branch Station (wenona) the average weaning weight. of
grade calves produced on switch cane pasture was about 330 ~ 385 pounds
when approximately eight to nine months of age. The beef was produced
entirely on range and the calves were offSpring of native cows.

Later studies (lg) at the same station indicated that calves could
be weaned averaging 390 pounds or more off switch cane ranges. Calves
used in these later studies were from daughters or grand-daughters of the
old native cows and were three—quarters to seven—sights Hereford.

At the Hofmann Forest, where the forage is supposedly of poorer
quality, calves have generally gained from 50 to 100 pounds less than the
calves produced at Wenona. It is interesting to note, however, that for
the first year or so that cattle were grazed at the Hofmann Forest the
weaned weights of the calves were quite comparable to those of the wenona
calves. It would seem from such indications that limited quantity as
well as quality may have caused poor gains at the Hofmann Forest
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Four years’ work on creep feeding of Calves on the Wenona range in
an attempt to produce.heavier and fatter weaned calves showed little ad—
vantage for creep feeding. There did seem to be an advantage for the
last month or so prior to weaning, but the feeding was not profitable for
the season. .

No experiments with creep feeding have been conducted on range of
lower quality than that at Wenona, but a one year preliminary test at
Hofmann Forest indicated that creep feeding may be practical there. The
calves ate the supplement well and made good gains. Since the Wenona
range is recognized as one of the best in the Coastal Plain area, and in
view of the factthat many investigators (7, 17, 29) have found creep
feeding profitable, it would seem advisable to*eofiduct further studies
on ranges of average quality.

One of the major problems, if not the major problem, in the pro-~
duction of calves in the Coastal Plain area is that of increasing the
percentage calf crop. Even the production of 500 or 600 pound calves
at weaning could not be very profitable with a to to 50 percent calf
crop. This kind of calf crop has not been unusual at Hofmann Forest.
The problem seems primarily to be one of nutrition. For many years the
calf crop at wenona ranged from 85 to 100 percent with only an occasional
bad year. Cows were generally wintered at the farm and kept in rather
good condition. At Hofmann Forest the cows were wintered on the range
at a lower state of nutrition than at wenona, as indicated by their
weights. Difficulties involved in servicing several separate experi—-
mental groups of cows with one bull may have contributed to low calf crops
but it is thought that the nutritional level of the cows, particularly . .
during late winter, was partially responsible. CoWS tended to calve in
alternate years —— a further indication of poor nutrition.

Different amounts of protein supplements fed to the cows during
winter did not materially effect the calf crop in studies conducted at
the Hermann Forest over a six year period. It may have been, however,
that the nutritional state was somewhat 10w in all instances. Certainly
the problem is one deserving further consideration.

ProductiOn of stocker cattle

The production of stocker cattle, while generally censidered a
phase of beef production, is Ia step in the overall process aimed prima—
rily at supplying cattle for the feed lot or supplying replacements for
the breeding herd. Stockers are any cattle kept beyond weaning for
future use in the feed lot or herd. Hence, many of the problems involved
in producing slaughter calves also apply to the production of stockers
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Continuous growth and development is important in young animals
whether they are to be need as replacement heifers or as fattening stock.
Hinimum requirements, as to forage quality, are considerably higher for
young animals than for mature cows. ‘Past experience seems to indicate
that the quality of cane forage is not high enough during a large part
of the year to maintain the rate of growth in weaned calves and yearlings
that is usually considered desirable for preper development into breeding
stock, or for most profitable production of feeder stock. This would
suggest selling range calves at weaning time, or transferring stocker
cattle to farms or improved pastures. As mentioned previously, however,
pasture and cultivated land is quite limited in the principal cane areas.
It is quite possible that range forage can be economically supplemented
with concentrated feeds in order to meet the nutritional requirements of
young animals. Mbreover, there may be several advantages in raising herd
replacements on the range: The Supply of replacements would be assured,
production costs may be below market price of comparable replacements,
and it is thought that cattle raised on range do better than those not
accustomed to such forage. '

It seems, than,that problems involved in producing stocker cattle
merit considerable attention in a range research program. They can con-
veniently be broken down into problems of "wintering" and "summering".

Winterigg ,

The most critical part of the year for growing stacker cattle on
range is the winter season. The nutritional value of cane forage de~
creases in winter and at this season cane forage alone cannot be expected
to supply the quality of feed necessary for young growing animals.

Very little experimental work has been done in our area using
native range for wintering stocker cattle and the feasibility of winter—
ing young animals on cane range has not been established. Both at'wenona
and the Hofmann Forest the weaned calves were moved off the range duringthe winter, except for two years work at Wenona where calves were fedtwo and four pounds of cottonseed meal daily while on open cane range.
Those two years, calf gains on range were not as good as gains on pasture
by comparable groups. The rate of gain was less than what is usually
considered desirable for weaned calves.

The kinds and amounts of supplemental feed required, and methods
and costs of supplementing need to be determined in order to evaluate the
feasibility of wintering young stock on the range.

Summering

Summer gains of yearlings using switch cane forage alone have
generally ranged between .60 and .90 pounds per head per day for the
season at the wenona area. This is from 30 to 50 percent less than gainsnormally expected from good improved pastures. Gains on yearling heifersat the Hofmann Forest generally were not quite so good as at wenona. For
some undetermined reason, it has not been unusual for yearling cattle oncane range to make little or no gain for a month or so in midsummer.
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a. .- .-
Stocker cattle produced in connection with arotation grazing

experiment at wenona (5) did well in the feed lot and made gains quite
comparable to those usually made by somewhat larger stocker cattle
raised on pasture. ,_

The indications are, then, that young stocker cattle can'be pro-
duced on good range during the summer but that their rate of growth will
be somewhat less than is desired. The economies of such production,
needs to be clarified. Also, the practicability of improving summer 7
gains with supplemental feeds seems to warrant investigations, particu-
larly in connection with raising replacement heifers.

Production of fat market cattle

This phase of beef production is practiced to some extent by
farmers making use of the native range for grazing, since corn is a
cash crop in a large area of the Coastal Plain and, therefore, usually
relatively cheap. Also, some farmers grow both cattle and corn and
market the corn through cattle.

Three years work just completed at the Tidewater Station indicates
that switch cane might be used to a limited extent as a roughage in the
fattening program. These farmers who have native range grazing in
abundance may wish to fatten out some cattle if the native forage will do
the job when supplemented with corn, or corn and protein concentrate. In
view of the information at hand, however, research on this phase of range
cattle production would seem to warrant low priority.

' Mineral supplements

As stated elsewhere calcium and phosphorus are often deficient
in native forage and it is considered good practice to provide both these
minerals.

Some work has been done on the so~called trace elements in the
Coastal Plain area of North Carolina and deficiencies are known to exist
for certain agricultural crops. Whether or not deficienecies materielly
affecting cattle production are present has not been determined. How;
ever, work with cattle in Florida (24, 25) and the known deficiencies
for crops in the Coastal Plain of North Carolina would indicate that the
problem deserves study The minor elements mav explain some of the poor
performance encountered in the areas of less abundant or less nutritious
forage.
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Herd management

In addition to the strictly nutritional problems there are problems
of herd management which may be more or less closely associated with
nutritional problems, but which are also important for other reasons.

Season of calving

Most commercial beef producers raising calves have their cows
calve either in the early spring or fall. Each season possesses certain
advantages and disadvantages under farm or ranch conditions. Under the
forage conditions of the Coastal Plain, however, spring or late winter
seem to be the most logical times for range calving. The problem arises
as to just how early or late the calves should be drbpped in the spring.

The common practice in previous research has been one of early
calving, February and March in most instances. This way the cows were
generally at the farm (at Wenona) or receiving supplement (at Hofmann
Forest) when the calves were born and better attention could be given
to cow and calf. Since the cows are not-on good lush pastures and aregenerally wintered in only fair conditibn the cows apparently do not
give milk up to their capacities during the first two or three months.It is thought by some that cows calving at about the time they went tosummer range might get their calves off to a better start. This is aproblem that should be given early consideration, since the productionof slaughter calves is of primary importance in this area.
Age at calving

Studies have been conducted in the western range states to studythe effect of age of breeding upon performance of the cow; Studies atKansas (1919-20 Experiment_3tation Report) indicated that cows calvingfirst as two year olds did not raise as large calves as cows calvingfirst as three year olds and never fully recovered from the shock of thefirst calving regardless of feeding.

In the poorer Coastal Plain ranges the cows have been rather smallto calve even at three years of age and while it would mean waiting a muchlonger time for cows to return anything on investment it might be bestnot to have the cow calve until four years of age. A more promisingapproach to the problem of small cow size, however, would seem to bethrough efforts to obtain better growth in the calf and yearling stage,and through selection of breeds or strains of cattle particularly adaptedto Coastal Plain ranges.
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Control and distribution of cattle

In large tracts of CoastallPlain forest land the control and distri—
bution of the animals are definite problems in cattle and forage manage—
ment. The two problems are closely related in that many of the factors
and conditions involved are common to both.. ‘

Uniform distribution of grazing is important in the switch cane
type to efficiently utilize the forage in accordance with good range and
cattle management practices. There is a marked tendency for cattle to
overgraze areas near concentration points, such as watering or salting
places. Uniform utilization of a range is also often hindered by brush
and briar thickets, and perhaps by dense stands of cane. From experience,
particularly at Hofmann Forest, it has been found that distribution of
cattle is facilitated by the presence of logging trails, roads, or even
hunting trails. Also, grazing was more unifOrm in the areas where brush
‘had been reduced by recent wildfires. Salting cattle at different ’
locations or moving salt from one place to another has been used as a
distribution method on western ranges, but the effectiveness of this ~use
of salt in the switch cane type has not been investigated. The nee of
pasture firebreaks or fire lanes would seem to offer good possibilities
for distributing cattle, eSpecially if such lanes formed a network over
the range.

In addition to the distribution problem some control over the cattle
must be maintained for such purposes as checking on numbers and condition,
treating injuries, moving the herd from one range to another, weighing,
etc. Effective control is particularly important in the cane type where
the vegetation may completely obscure the cattle, and where the use of
horses is precluded by the density and height_of cane and brush, the
frequent occurrence of briars,-and the precarious footing.

It has been found that limited‘amountsof feeding with palatable
concentrates such as corn or cottonseed meal can be very helpful in train~
ing cattle to come to the herdsman when called. ’This practice was used
quite successfully at Henona. Control would logically be expected to be
much better where the cattle were in relatively small pastures and where
the herdsman was able to see and work with the cattle frequently. Roads
and trails are very helpful in control as the cattle tend to follow them
rather than break through dense vegetation.

more factual information is needed in order to judge the effective~
mess-and value of possible management practices for controlling range
cattle and obtaining proper distribution of grazing. Observations and
experiences‘Suggest that the following practices, separately or in com~
bination, merit consideration: 1) Use of ranges small enough to permit
finding cattle easily 2) feeding limited amounts of concentrates at
frequent intervals, 33 providing access trails and perhaps open strips
such as pasture firebreaks, and A) proper distribution of water and salt.
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Breeding for better performance

Investigations at the North Carolina stations as well as those
conducted at other statiOns have shown that better breeding methods may
be effective in producing more beef. Foster, Hostetler, and Case (l9)
report calves sired by a purebred Hereford bull averaged 386 pounds at
weaning as compared to calves averaging 332 pounds sired by a native
bull. All calves were out of native cows. Rhoad, Phillips and Dawson
(27) reported significant differences between sires of different breeds
asumeasured by weight of calf at six.months. C. T. Bray of Louisiana
State University reported in a personal communication that over a four
year period calves sired by a Brahman bull made 16.3 percent more
growth up to weaning age than calves sired by Hereford and Angus bulls.

From observations and experience many farmers and cattlemen have
noticed that the so—called "native" cattle seem to thrive better than
the high grades of the English breeds which were brought into the range
area. .Even though the natives lack the scale and conformation desired
in beef production, their hardiness and milk production might make them
of considerable value in a breeding program.

The extensive use being made of the Egg indicus species of cattle
principally Brahman, in the South, especially in Texas, Louisiana, and
Florida, had focused attention upon their possible use in the Coastal
Plain of North Carolina. The present studies with these and other
desirable breeds should be continued and every effort made to find that
breed or strain of cattle best suited to beef production for this area.

THE PLACE FOR GRAZING IN FOREST MANAGEMENT

It is generally assumed that a full stand of trees will yield
highest returns from the forest lands of the Coastal Plain and that
grazing values are of secondary importance. we have no conclusive data
to substantiate or refute this premise because the timber production
potentialities have not been determined for the sites where grazing hasbeen studied. However, from hypothetical comparisons discussed in a
later section of this report ("Income from cattle”) it appears that foragevalues might compare favorably with timber values on switch cane sites.
The question of priority of use needs to be answered, but it will depend
somewhat on the solution of problems of cattle and forage management.

A more urgent question would seem to be: are grazing and timber
production compatible kinds of multiple land use? The indications are
that grazing and timber production go well together in pine types and
that grazing can be used to advantage in a land use program aimed at
maximum forest production. To fully evaluate grazing in relation to
forest management, several angles must be considered. Besides income or
profit, these include effects on fire hazards, tree establishment,
survival and growth, and possibly soil factors. Although problems
related to beef production have received most emphasis to date, enough
information has been obtained on the other aspects mentioned (except
soil factors) to indicate some of the possibilities and problems involved.
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Forest regeneration"

Seedling establishment and growth were definitely encouraged by
grazing in pond pine stands at Hofmann Forest.‘ Five to six times more
seedlings appeared on grazed plots than on ungrazed plots in unburned
areas and the growth rates of seedlings less than three feet tall were
7 to 67 percent higher on the grazed plots. Disturbance of the surface
litter by grazing animals probably increased the chances for pine seed
to reach a suitable environment for germination and establishment, and
the removal of competing herbage undoubtedly accounts for the increased
growth. Growth response was greatest for seedlings between 6 and 12
inches tall and no effect was apparent on seedlings over three feet tall,
although numbers in the experimental sample were very limited in the
taller height classes; ’It seems logical, however, that grazing would
have progreSsively less effect on seedlings as they become larger and
overtop competing vegetation. The principal source of competition
materially influenced by grazing was switch cane which, in this case, was
about three feet tall. Cane, however, made up less than one-third of the
understory vegetation. The effect of grazing might be much more pro~
nounced where cane or other palatable herbage accounted for most of the
competition to pine seedlings, particularly in dense tall oanebrakes.

Even though grazing encourages seedling establishment, burning
seems to be eseential for successful regeneration of pond pine. ,In areas
unburned for at least six years at Hofmann Forest, the average annual
rate of establishment was less than 10 seedlings per acre withoutagrazing,
and only slightly over 50 per acre with grazing. Establishment was not
significantly increased by logging. Following a wild fire in l9hl and ,two in l9h5, however, seedling establishment was fairly abundant. Obser—vations from these three fires indicate that burning effectively increasesseedling establishment for at least three years althougithe greatest
effect occurs during the first year. Also, hot fires are most effective:
A relatively cool fire in February l9h5 produced about 600 seedlings peracre in two years, while a very-intense fire in April of the same year
accounted for a total of AOOOseedlings per acre during 1945 and 1946 ,_(table A). In the latter caSe, grazing apparently reduced the effectiVe-
ness of fire by decreasing its intensity, as indicated by more vegetationand surface litter remaining on grazed plots and about to percent fewer 'subsequent seedlings. ~ ' . ,,,. y., ~
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Table A.-—Establishment of pond pine seedlings (Average number per acre)
on grazed and ungrazed plots-at Hofmann Forest before and after
two wild fires in 1945, compared to establishment on unburned
areas

Hmaeanleia QrWazedblots.

mm. in: mm lie mm mm.
Unburned y 20 4 ' 12 28 28 76

Burned Feb.l9h5 _2_/ 67 267 333 33 367 300
Burned April 1915 3/ o 2250 1700 150 1675 775

l/ A few of these plots were burned in lth; the remainder were
last burned in 1936.

2/ A relatively cool fire.
2/ A very hot fire.

The mortality of pine seedlings less than a foot tall averaged
about 12 percent higher on grazed plots than on protected plots at Hof—
mann Forest. Larger seedlings were not affected appreciably although
there was a slight indication that mortality among these might be
decreased by grazing.- Trampling was probably responsible for the
increased mortality under grazing. Browsing damage was seldom observed.

Planting will be necessary to establish an adequate forest stand
in many cane areas where fires have eliminated seed trees, or where it is
desirable to convert from pond pine to some other species such as loblolly
pine. In such cases grazing should be valuable for site preparation and
fire control.

In summary, the available evidence indicates that grazing can
benefit the establishment and growth of pine seedlings but it can also
contribute to their mortality.“ The amount'Of benefit or damage under
different circumstances needs further inVestigation.and more information -
is needed on the silviculture of pone pine. It should be possible toadjust the grazing so as to maximize its advantages and minimize itsdisadvantages during the regeneration phase of forest management.

Fire protection
Wildfire is undoubtedly the major forest hazard of the Coastal Plainregion. During the 1937 forest survey, almost 100 percent of the ponepine hardwood type showed evidence of burning, and on 1/4 to 1/3 of itsarea fire had been severe enough to kill saw=timber trees (9). Althoughthe damage was less severe in other types, almost 80 percentmof all forestland in the Coastal Plain had been burned recently enough that the
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evidence of fire still remained. 'Fire cdnditions have improved only
slightly in recent years and many areas, particularly in the Tidewater
section, continue to burn periodically. Fire control is‘difficult
because of the expense and limited accessibility of forest tracts with
few fire barriers. The prolific understory of brush, cane, and other
herbage characteristic of Coastal Plain fbrests produces intense fires
which are difficult and dangerous to combat. wet conditions which
ordinarily prevail over much of the year add to the difficulty and
eXpense of maintaining an adequate system of firebreaks in preparation
for the occasional dry periods of high fire hazard. Under such cir-
cumstances grazing offers considerable promise as a presuppression
measure in an effective fire control program. "

Direct tests of the effect of grazing on fire behavior have never
been attempted in North carolina but general observations and fuel
measurements indicate that grazing can effectively reduce fire hazards.
Definite benefits of grazing were demonstrated on three recent occasions at
Hofmann Forest when wildfires died out or were brought under control
upon entering the experimental ranges. Fuel samples taken in these
ranges after the first summer of grazing (l9h3) showed that there was
only half as much fuel in the understory and on the forest floor inheavily grazed areas as there was in areas protected from grazing.
After four years, there was 30 percent less total vegetation, and 50
percent less of the palatable species, on the grazed areas.f Fuel re-
duction under moderate grazing was not determined at Hofmann Forest.

. . Fragmentary data from.winter ranges at Hofmann Forest indicates
that heavy winter utilization in the cane type can reduce the total fuel
at least 50 percent, and keep inflammable material near the ground, with—
out materially affecting forage yields of cans.

In the dense canebrakes at wenona, reduction of total fuel was in
direct proportion to the degree of utilization. After three years of
continuous summer grazing, ranges heavily utilized (over 90 percent) had
only four tons of fuel per acre as compared to lh'tons per acre on un—
grazed or lightly utilized (30 percent) ranges. The actual fire hazardwas probably decreased even more than is indicated by the reduction in
total fuel because the continuity of the highly inflammable surface
litter was broken up by trails and the less inflammable Standing cane
was thinned out to the point where it is doubtful that it would havecarried fire even in a heavy wind. ' " h i, V a

The results cited above were obtained in instances where firecontrol was not of primary consideration. The efficiency of grazing asa fire control tool could undoubtedly be greatly increased if it-wereapplied specifically for fire protection. This application warrantsfurther study. One promising application which is now being investigatedinvolves the cheap maintenance by cattle of wide fire lanes or "pasturefirebreaks" established at strategic locations in the forest. In thecane type, concentrated grazing alone may provide effective fire pro~tection. Prescribed burning would undoubtedly increase the protectionby reducing fuel and concentrating grazing in strategic locations. Con-trol of unpalatable brush in grazed firebreaks will also be a problem inmany areas.
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In view of the fire situation in the Coastal Plain, fire control
might well be the most important benefit to be derived from grazing forest
lands of this region. Efficient methods of applying grazing for this
purpose, and tangible evaluation of the benefits obtainable, should be
given full consideration in the grazing research program.

Income from cattle

Judging from experimental results obtained to date, forest grazing
should be a profitable enterprise where good switch cane forage is avail~
able. The highly productive summer ranges atJWehpna have produced
approximately 125 pounds of gain per acre annually on a sustained yield
basis, and up to 160 pounds per acre for a few years with overgrazing.
Considering that no feed except salt and minerals were supplied during
the seven~month summer grazing period there is no apparent reason for
such performance not being profitable with reasonably good herd manage—
ment. At current prices of feeder and stocker cattle, 125 pounds of
beef represents a gross income of $25 per acre. About $20 of this could
be expected to be net profit if overhead costs were distributed over a
herd of 100 to 200 head. No trees are now on this area to indicate its
timber producing potential, but assuming a site index of 80, yield tables

, (International rule) for loblolly pine indicate 34,500 bd. ft. per acre
. at 60 years of age, or 575 bd. it. per year. To equal the estimated $20
net profit from cattle, the timber would have to sell at $35 per thousand
board feet on the stUmp. Current stumpage prices on comparable sites
seem to be in the realm of $15 or $20. Pond Pine would be expected to
produce not more than two~thirds as much as loblolly pine, on the basis
of limited comparisons at Hermann Forest by Prof. G. K. Slocum (Forestry
Dept., N. C. State College).

On poorer range at Hofmann Forest, cattle gains on summer range
have averaged around 20 pounds per acre, worth about $4 at current prices
for stocker and feeder cattle. Of this amount about $2 could reasonably
be expected to be profit. On the same site, an annual growth of around
200 bd. ft. of pond pine timber per acre, with a current stumpage value
of about t3, could be expected under good management (according to Dr.
~C. M. Kaufman, Forestry Dept., N. C. State College).

These rough estimates indicate that profits from cattle might ere
ceed those from trees on good cane sites. Alec, grazing can provide anannual income whereas trees are usually harvested at infrequent intervals.In addition, an undetermined amount of fire protection insurance could
reasonably be credited to the cattle. It is possible that cattle perfor-
mance on poor sites such as at-Hofmann Forest could be materially
improved by altering the management system. For example, one operator inNorth Carolina has found'it practical to provide improved forage onpasture firebreaks and sapplemental pastures.
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r, The economic aspects of forest grazing should perhaps be given
i, more attention in our reSearCh‘prOgram than they have yet received.

Practical operators are primarily interested in net profits and can
best understand results which are directly interpreted in terms of
dollars and cents. There are some difficulties involved in this
approach because certain effects related to fire control and tree
reproduction cannot easily be evaluated. Cattle performance is quite
tangible, however, and an attempt should be made to realistically
evaluate forest grating practices in terms of cattle profits, at least,
and to establish relative values of forage and timber.

.",”.T 71 . gfIntfigrating,grazing and timber management

It is highly probable that a combination of cattle and timber
production will yield greater returns than either use alone. Specific
guides as to the most efficient integration cannot be formulated, how»
ever, until the interactions between forage production and timber stands
are established, and the relative value of the two resources are
determined. ‘But after efficient methods of forage and cattle management
are developed, it should be relatively easy to adapt them to situations
where either grazing or timber is to be the primary use.

If maximum tree production is desired, it would seem that timber
management need not be materially affected by incorporating grazing use
because grazing apparently has little or no effect on trees beyond the
‘seedling stage. On the other hand, trees may have a pronounced effect
upon forage, and grazing management will probably be influenced by the

' timber management. .

As mentioned previously, a tree canOpy seems to be esSential for
'good winter forage in the switch.cane type particularly after December.
Clearecut or very open forest sites, therefore, are most useful for
summer range, while timbered areas may.be need at any season.

Forage production undoubtedly decreases as the timber stand density
increases. The relationships between tree density and forage production
have not been investigated but apparently the effect of pine trees on Cane
productivity is not as pronounced as might be expected. Cane is shade
tolerant and maintains a fairly productive stand beneath a closed canopy
of young pine. It has been observed, however, that.after a closed stand
of pine reaches pole size the cane thins out considerably. In a relative~
1y Open stand of mature pond pine at Hofmann Forest logging had no
measurable effect on grazing capacity. In this case, however, brush
competition apparently influenced forage production more than did thetrees. ‘At the present time, most pine stands associated with the switch canetype apparently are relatively open or very young (2).

It is probably safe to assume that changes in grazing capacity dueto tree growth will be gradual. There should be no difficulty, therefore,in adjusting grazing as forest stands develop. It would be very helfulin making long~time plans, however, if the general relationships betweentimber stand density and forage production were knoWn.. Also, the re~sponse of cane following removal of timber should be investigated further.
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The most efficient use of grazing during the regeneration phase
of forest management will depend upon the silvicultural requirements of
the species involved. Silvicultural information on pond pine is axe
tremely limited, but as pointed out previously a hot fire seems to be
necesSary to obtain effective seedling establishment and young seedlings
grow rather slowly. Also, seedlings less than six inches tall are
particularly vulnerable to trampling damage. Therefore, in order to
regenerate pond pine in cane areas, taking full advantage of the bene~
ficial aspects of grazing, some procedure involving the following
features seems to warrant consideration: 1) heavy grazing preceeding
logging to weaken the cane stand; 2) burning just prior to logging;
3) complete protection until seedlings are well established (perhapstwo or three years); then, A) moderately heavy grazing to encourage
seedling growth and reduce fire hazards.

Cattle might be incorporated into a fire control system byproviding for concentrations of grazing at strategic locations duringcritical seasons of the year. This could possibly be accomplished byfencing, burning, or introducing improved forage Species. The mostpractical and effective methods of using grazing for this purpose shouldbe determined. Establishing pasture firebreaks, where feasible, oughtto improve Cattle performance and aid in cattle management in additionto providing some fire protection.

To summarize, then the incorporation of grazing into a forestry, program need not complicate timber management. Only minor adjustmentsin the management system seem to be necessary to take full advantage ofthe potential benefits of grazing. The details of these adjustmentsneed to be worked out, and their value demonstrated, on an experimentalbasis. Much more needs to be known concerning the relationship betweenforage and timber values, and the effects of trees on forage production,before the most profitable integration can be formulated.

summer ‘OF Bremen PROBLEi-IS

As indicated by the foregoing analysis, many problems pertainingto forest grazing have not yet been attacked in the research program andothers have been only partially solved. Questions which should beanswered in order to manage grazing efficiently, and to determine itsproper place in a sound land use program in the switch cane forage type,are listed below. The list is not considered to be complete but it in—cludes questions clearly recognized by the authors at the present time.Priority ratings represent the authors' judgment of the relativeimportance of the problems involved or the urgency for information inthe orderly development of a research program.
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A. xForage Management‘

1. Grazing capacity

-sWhat is the generalcarrying capacity of switch cane
1 range and how is it related to reCognizable variations
in site quality? (Priority medium. Some information

gavailable.) _

r.What are the general relationships between timber
stand and grazing capacity? (Priority high. Some
leads obtalnable from current studies. )

How does carrying capacity vary' among seasons and
between years? (Priority high. Preliminary study
begun.)

, 2. Degree of utilization

a. For sustained forage yield

What is the maximum degree of utilization permissable
at various seasons, or growth stages, and under

. different systems of grazing management? (Priority
high. Current studies providing.preliminary infor—
mation on seasonal aspect.) Does site quality, or
cane sine, influence the proper degree of utilization?
(Priority high. Limited preliminary information
available.)

b. For other purposes

What degree and season of utilizatiOn will most
effectively cut down the height or density of the
cane stand in order to encourage tree reproduction
or reduce fire hazards? (Priority medium. Pre~
liminary information provided by current studies.)

3. Management systems

What systems of management will preduce most cattle
gains, maintain high forage productivity, and be easy
for a farmer or cattleman to apply? (Priority highl )

How can cane range be managed most effectively in con-
j-unction aith other native forage types or farm pastures
and crops? (Priority medium. Some information avail—
able.) ‘ ,
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l h.. Techniques

How can gross carrying capacity, or total amount of
forage, be measured or estimated with reasonable
accuracy by a) research technicians and b) farmers
or cattlemen? (Priority high. Studies underway.)

What are the most efficient methods or procedures for
determining degree of utilization of cane foliage?
(Priority highi INo work done on techniques.)

What experimental techniques are most efficient for
evaluating forage response to management practices?
(Priority high.)

What early indications of deterioration of the ferage
stand can a practical operator use to detect mis—
management before the forage stand has been damaged»
seriously, i. e., what-are the indicators of condition
and trend? (Priority high. Leads provided by current
studieéi)

5. Cultural treatments

iWill fertilization or drainage materially affect the
quality or quantity of cans forage? (Priority low.)

What are the possibilities for increasing carrying
capacity or cattle performance, particularly during
winter and early spring, by introducing improved
forage species? (Priority medium.)

13 it feasible to artificially establish cane on
: adapted sites or re—establish stands destroyed by
fire or grazing? (Priority low.)

Are brush control measures such as burning, mechanical
chopping, or chemical sprays feasible or practical on
.brushy range? (Priority medium. We work done.)

6. Ecology

What are the fertility and moisture requirements and
tolerances of cane? (Priority medium.)

, What is the relationship between soil fertility and
lthe chemical composition of cane foliage? (Priority
medium. ) * ‘

What is the value of cone as an indicator of site
quality? (Priority low.)
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How is the competitive position of cane influenced by
fire? (Priority medium.)

What is the life cycle of cans; what factors affect or
control flowering and seed_production? (Priority low.)

‘
"6. Poisonous plants

What is the economic importance of cattle losses due to
poisonous plants? (Priority medium.)

What is the general distribution, abundance, toxic
property, danger period, and method of control for the
species of poisonous plants in the region? (Priority
low.)

B.” Cattle management

1. Economic aspects

Under what conditions is a range'cattle operation profit~
able in the switch cane forage type? (Priority high. Will
be answered by accumulated data from separate related
investigations.)

What are the relative profits in the production of
slaughter calveszxnd stocker cattle? (Priority medium.
Few cost figures available.)

2. managing the breeding herd

a. Age at calving

What effect has age of first calving upon calf pro-
duced and future performance of range cows? (Priority
medium. Very little information available for this
qmermged

b. Season of calving

What is the Optimum calving season for the Coastal
Plain range conditions? (Priority high. Some leads
obtained in previous work.)

c. Wintering the cow herd

What conditions of forest cover and kinds of forage
and browse species are suitable for winter range?
(Priority medium. This question partially answered.)
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How is the level of nutrition of the cow herd in
winter related to percentage conception and calf
performance the following summer, and what kinds
and amounts of supplemental feed should be pro~
vided cows on winter range? (Priority high.
Some information available from'wenona and Hof—
mann Forest.)

Summer grazing

What are the effects of different forage manage-
ment systems on cattle performance? (Priority
radium. Some information available.)

What effect has summer gain upon the amount of
"supplemental winter feed required? (Priority
medium.)

Is it practical and economical to provide supple-
mental concentrate feed for the cow herd during
the summer? (Priority medium.)

Under what conditions is creep feeding of range
calves profitable? (Priority medium. Some
information available.)

How much do flies and external parasites influence
the performance of range cattle and_what control
measures ere practical? (Priority medium.) -

Mineral supplement

To what extent are mineral deficiencies present
and how may they be corrected? (Priority medium.
Some leads have been obtained in a previous study.)

Wintering stacker cattle.

Is it practical to.winter weaned calves and yearling cattle
on the range? (PriOrity high.)

What kinds and amounts of supplemental feeds are required
by weaned calves and yearling cattle on winter range?
(Priority high.)

What use may be made of improved forage species for
supplementing native range in the winter? (Priority
medium. )
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4". _Breed improvement

What breeds of cattle and breeding programs are most suit—
able for beef production under Coastal Plain range conditions?
(Prioritynfl-dum. Investigation underway.)

How can the "native" cattle found in the area be used
effectively in an improvement program? (Priority low. Some
information available.)

0. Integration of grazing and forest management

l. Fire protection

How much are fire hazards reduced by systems of grazing de~
signed to maintain maximum yields? (Priority high. Data
available only for continuous Summer grazing.)

How should grazing be managed for maximum reduction of fire
hazards? (Priority high.)

Can prescribed burning in combination with grazing be used
effectively to reduce fire hazards? (Priority high. Limited
information obtainable from one preliminary trial.)

Can effective pasture firebreaks be established and maintain—
ed economically in Coastal Plain forests? (Priority high.
Study begun. )

What forage species and cultural practises are useful for
establishing pasture firebreaks on switch cane sites?
(Priority high. Study underway.)

Pine regeneration

How can burning and grazing be applied most effectively to
secure adeouete seed.ling establishment of pond pine? (Priority
medium. Bra...m *arv leads obtainei at Hoimann Forest.

How can grazing be applied to e1fectivelg increase tr2e growth
rate of pine seoriixgs unthout matxiriallg increasing seedling
mortality? {Prim+v medium. Leis ob: ais:sec at ncflnenn
Forest,}

Does r‘1‘”"r3 h:a arv effect on trees beyond the seedling
stage? .rr.r W3 h1.gh )

Does graz rg }re cnv val.ue for contrOlling undesirable
hardwoods.’ “ProrLty low. )
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3. Supplementary income

[What is the eConomic value of grazing use, and how much eon-
sideration do grazing values warrant in forest management
plans? (Priority high.)

Which silvicultural systems or cultural practices will maintain
highest grazing values? (Priority medium) -

h. Miscellaneous influences

. How does grazing affect forest soils? (Priority medium.) How
does grazing influence wildlife, particularly deer? (Priority
low.)

THE,RESEARCH,PROGRAM

Limitations of manpower, finances, cattle, land, equipment, and
other facilities will necessarily dictate the extent of the research
program. Relatively few problems can be undertaken at one time. High
priority problems will receive first attention insofar as facilities
and conditions permit. Wherever possible, individual studies will be
designed so that they will yield information on several problems at the
same time. Some important questions will not require special projects
but can be answered from cumulative data from studies of relate
problems. p. -

Certain problems, particularly those pertaining to cattle manage—
ment, require expensive studies involving herd-size range pastures.
Others can be studied efficiently on a smaller scale employing plots or
"miniature pastures". This latter group could include some of the forage
management problems and perhaps those involving the integration of graz-
ing and forest management. Promising procedures or practices worked outon a plot basis, however, should be tested and demonstrated on a real-istic or practical scale.

Current studies

At the present time, three major studies are active, two more arein the final stages of completion, and four have been completed in’the field and are being analyzed and summarized for publication.
The active studies include a long—term cattle breeding investi-gation (subproject No. 8) started at Hermann Forest and now transferred

at the Frying Pan Range; an investigation of methods and species usefulfor establishing pasture firebreaks (Subproject No. ll) which is beingconducted at Tidewater Station and at the Drying Pan Range: and a forage
study involving methods of determining grazing capacity of switch caneand effects of heavy utilization at various seasons (Subproject No. 12)at Ti deviate. 1" St31.71on .
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The field work on two plot studies, conducted at Hofmann Forest
was finished last spring but final data involving chemical analysis have
not been completed. They are concerned with effects of degree and season
of defoliation on the productivity and vigor of cane (Subproject No. 9),and organic food reserves of cane in relation to season and stage of
growth (subproject No. 10).

Closed out studies in the process of being analyzed and summarized
include grazing rates (Subproject No. l) at wenona, finishing steers on
range (Subproject No. 2) at wenona and Tidewater Station, wintering breed~
ing cows (Subproject No. 5) at Hofmann Forest, and relative grazing values
and nutritive properties of native forage species (Subproject No. 7) atwanona and Hofmann Forest. Portions of the data from subproject 5 and 7have already been published.

Subproject No. 3, "Logging Effectsaind Degree of Grazing" at Hof—mann Forest, has been analyzed and written up as an office report but notpublished.

ggperimental Areas

The Frying'Pan Experimental Range provides a very good work centerfor large and small scale studies. The ZSOO—acre tract includes about1800 acres of good switch cane range in a pond pine forest having varioustree stand conditions. Located in Tyrrell County near the heart of themost extensive canebrakes remaining in the country, the site appears tohave an average grazing capacity of 1.1 to 1.5 cow months per acre insummer, which is intermediate between the exceptionally high quality rangeat the former Wenona work center and the low quality range at HermannForest. Boundary fences, corrals and weighing facilities, have been ~installed. A total of 20 separate ranges, mostly 70 to 85 acres in size,have been laid out. Fifteen of these have been fenced and the remainderwill probably be completed by July 1950. Additional grazing areas areprovided by fenced "protective strips" which have been established alongthe west and north boundaries and between the two south tiers of ranges,and also by strips of cans lying between the east fence line and a deepswamp. This set-up should be adequate for a breeding herd of 60 to 75cows and an equal number of young replacement stock. The most seriousobstacle is the soft soil which is not suitable for truck or car travel,and requires the use of a "crawler" tractor and a sled for transportingfeed and supplies.

Although small scale studies are now being conducted at TidewaterExperimental Station, the range areas there are scheduled for deveIOpmentinto improved pastures within a few years. ‘



'The immediate program

Pmflmsmbww

Until sufficient information has been obtained to guide cattlemen
and landowners in a successful range cattle operation, the practical
problems of range and cattle management doubtless deserve main attention.
From this viewpoint, the problems listed beldw are thought to be most
urgent and will receive primary consideration in the research program.
They are arbitrarily classified under three major categories or aspects
of ferest grazing in the cane forage type.

I. Range management

8:-

bl

c.

d.

Determining grazing capacity,

Determining proper degree of utilization.

Determining efficient grazing systems.

Developing efficient techniques for range appraisal, including
grazing capacity, utilization, and condition and trend.

II. ' Cattle Management

8.. Determining herd management practices which will yield profit—
able calf crops. "
1. Determining optimum calving season_

2. Relating forage and supplemental feeding practices in
winter to subsequent cow productivity.

Determining efficient procedures for raising herd replace~
ments and stocker cattle.

1. Determining the feasibility of wintering weaned calveS'
and yearlings on range.

2. Determining procedures for assuring adequate growth and
development of young cattle on summer range.

Determining the conditions necessary for a profitable range
cattle operation.

. l. Relate range conditions and management practices to
expected profits.

III. Integrating grazing and forest land management

8.. Determining how grazing can be employed most effectively to
reduce fire hazards, and to encourage pine reproduction.
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Experimental approach

we prepose to attack these problems as follows during the next
three to five years:

I. Range Management

Subproject 12 (at Tidewater Station) will be continued through its
third year (1951), or longer if necessary, to develop reliable procedures
for estimating grazing capacity and determine periods of the year when
cane is particularly vulnerable to over»use. For the latter purpose, the
study will be intensified somewhat by measuring food reserves of the cane
stands during the third year.

A new study (No. 13, described later) will be installed at the
Frying Pan work center to develop improved systems of grazing management,
investigate proper degree of utilization, measure grazing capacity, and
check the reliability of range appraisal techniques developed at Tidewater
Station.

II. Cattle Management

Study No. 13 will yield information on optimum calving dates and
the winter supplemental feed requirements of range cows, as well as herd
performance under different grazing systems., In addition, information
will be obtained on the performance of cows of three lines of breeding.

Another new study (Ne. ll, described later) will be installed at
the Frying Pan work center to investigate the feasibility of wintering
weaned calves and yearlings on range, and the practicability of supple—
mental feeding of young animals on summer range to produce better replace~
ment stock and market animals.

Complete records will be kept of the range herds and all phases of
the studies to permit economic evaluations of management practices and of
a range cattle enterprise in cane-type forest range.

III. Integrating grazing and forest land management

With the personnel and facilities now available to the project,
comprehensive studies of the fire problem will not be possible in the
foreseeable future. Nevertheless, an effort will be made to obtain some
evaluation of the effects of grazing on fire hazards, and to provide
opportunities for additional future studies. In Study No. 13, light fuel
and forest litter will be measured on grazed and ungrazed plots, to
obtain an indication of fire hazard reduction under different intensities
of grazing and systems of management.

A preliminary study of pasture firebreaks (Subproject 11) at Tide-
water Station, an a supplement at Frying Pan, will be continued" through
l951. If this special application of grazing to the fire problem shows
promise, it will be investigated further as conditions and facilities
permit.
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Responses of pine seedlings to grazing will be investigated to a
limited extent by measuring seedling establishment and growth on grazed
and ungrazed forage plots in Study 13. However, the Frying Pan workcenter offers considerable opportunity for studying regeneration andother phases of pond pine silviculture and management in relation tograzing, if such studies are desired and facilities become available.

NEW STUDIES

Two major studies, involving considerable investment in fencing,cattle, labor, and technical effort, are planned for installation at theFrying Pan Experimental Range during 1950—51. The Main aspects of theseproposed studies are described briefly in the following pages. Detailedworking plans are being prepared separately.

Study No. 13

Management of Cane-Type Forest Range:

Deferred—Rotation vs. Continuous Grazing
Purpose and objectives:

This study is expected to yield information on urgent problems,discussed in the preceding analysis, related to both forage and cattlemanagement. Specifically, it is intended to give information on: 1)”improved" systems of grazing management in comparison to the standardsystem of continuous grazing, 2) the supplemental feed requirements ofbreeding cows on winter range, 3) grazing capacity and proper degreeof utilization of cane range, and some relationships between forest standand grazing capacity. Also, it will provide an opportunity for measuringinfluences_of grazing on such factors as fire hazards and tree reproduction.
thfior range treatments and comparisons:

Continuous grazing will be compared with deferred—rotation grazing.Under continuous grazing, summer and winter range will be separate. Underthe other system, grazing on a particular range will begin with the winterseason and continue on through the following summer; then this range willbe rested through the next winter and summer. Thus, grazing will be de-ferred throughout the growing season on alternate years, but the forageproduced during the deferred season will not be wasted.
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Stocking will be adjusted to obtain an average of approximately 70
percent.utilization of cane foliage at the end of the summer grazing
period (December). Undoubtedly some portions of the ranges will be utili~
zed more than this amount and other portions less. It is anticipated,
therefore, that there will be an Opportunity to observe and measure forage
responses to summer utilization ranging from perhaps to percent to 90 per—
cent. In winter, the maximum degree of use commensurate with satisfactory
cattle performance will be tolerated, i. e., the cows will be removed only
if there is insufficient forage to satisfy their needs. Here, also, there
will be an opportunity to observe different degrees of utilization within
each grazing system. ‘

The two management systems will be evaluated by sustained grazing
capacity (in COW days) and cattle performance, and by forage responses
measured on small plots. ' '

Supplementary range treatments and forage comparisons:

An additional grazing system will be investigated on a plot or
”miniature pasture” basis, and evaluated only by forage responses. This
will be deferred-rotation grazing.of summer range Where grazing Will bedeferred until mid~season on alternate years, i. 0., a particular unit
of summer range will be grazed from may.Until August one year, and fromSeptember until December the next. The degree of utilization will be
approximately 70 percent. This system differs from the previous "rotation"system tried at wenona in two respects. First, the grazing here willactually be rotated between early and late use, whereas at wenona a rangewas grazed either late or early and not rotationally in the usual sense
of the werd. Secondly, utilization will be heavier and at a level wheredifferential responses can be expected to develop between'Systems if theireffects on a forage stand are appreciably different.

, This supplementary comparison will be obtained by constructing twoenclosures (approximately 1/2 acre in size) in each of the continuous
summer-grazing ranges. One of the enclosures will be opened to the cattle
only during the first part of the season, and the other will be opened
only during the last part of the season.l In order to assure obtaining the

. desired degree of grazing, these enclosures will be located near the watering
places. Over-use will be prevented by closing the gates.whenever necessary.

A third enclosure, paired with the two already mentioned, will begrazed continuously at an intensity which will result in 70-percent utili»zation)at the end of the season (similar to the average of the major range

Four non-grazed enclosures (approximately l/lO acre each) will be
distributed in each of the eight ranges. These enclosures will providepermanently protected areas of range with which to compare the various
grazing intensities and systems of management. Forage stand will be
inventoried periodically on permanent plots in these enclosures and oncomparable grazed areas.
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Miscellaneous forest aspects:

Pine reproduction will be Studied on~a limited scale by recording
establishment and growth of pine seedlings on grazed and protected plots(two each) at each of the enclosures.

The effect of the grazing treatments en fire hazard will be in-
vestigated at these same enclosures by measuring or estimating readily
combustible litter and light fuel. This phase, however, can be delayed
if necessary until the third or fourth year of grazing treatment.
Cattle treatments and comparisons:

The cows will be treated uniformly except for the systems of graz~ing. The herds will be made up of Brahman—Hereford crossbreds, Africander-Hereford crossbreds, and grade Herefords, permitting an evaluation ofthese three lines of breeding. During the winter grazing season (Januarythrough April), all herds will be fed protein supplent (cottonseed meal).The rate of supplemental feeding will be varied as necessary to maintaina thrifty condition of the cows, beginning with one or two pounds per headdaily and increasing to four or six pounds as the season advances.
The question of optimum calving season for range herds will bestudied by keeping records on every calf and relating gains and develop—ment to birth date. The breeding season will be extended over a fullthree months so that calves can be expected to be dropped from lateFebruary through Nay. The Calves will be weaned when they are six toeight months old.

Physical facilities:

The experimental layout will consist ofeaight ranges, numbers 13to 20 inclusive, already established at the southern end of the FryingPan work center (see attached diagram). The ranges are 60 to 85 acresin size and fall in two tiers; those in the north tier (hbs. 13~lé) aremore heavily forested and are 5 to 15 acres larger than those in thesouth tier (Nos. 17-20). Each tier will contain one replication of therange management system. The ranges appear to be reasOnably comparablein grazing capacity.

The same system of grazing management will be applied to fburadditional ranges (Nos. 9 to 12) which will be used as "overflow“ or"holding" ranges to take care of replacement and surplus cattle. Thiswill allow for adjustments of herd sizes to conform to grazing capacityof individual ranges and, essentially, it will provide an additionalreplication of the management system. .‘ '
Sixty to 75 cows will be used in the study.
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Duration:

The study should run at least four years, which would go through
two cycles of the deferred—rotation grazing systems.

§tatus:

All eight range pastures, (as well as the "overflow" ranges) have
been installed. Also the 32 ungrazed enclosures, the "miniature ranges",
and 128 permanent forage plots have been established.

The herds have been managed according to the proposed plan since
January 1950. .

Stu. ‘NOO

Cattle management on Cane Range:

Supplemental Feeding of Calves andeearlings

’Purpose and objectives:

This study deals with the problem of raising replacement heifers
in range Operations having no improved pasture. It will investigate the
practicability of supplementing range forage with concentrated feeds to
obtain better growth of the cattle from the time they are young calves
until they are put into the breeding herd at two years of age. .

The overall study will include four phases corresponding to the
following stages of growth and grazing seasons:

1) the first summer as nursing calves,

2) the first winter as weaned calves,

3) the second summer as yearling heifers,

h) the second winter as long yearling heifers.

Treatments and comparisons

I. Creep Feeding of Calves: Supplemented vs. unsupplemented. .

In two of the four herds of Study No. 13 the calves will have free
access to a mixture of concentrates fed in a creep. The other two herds
will not be creep fed. The creep feeding treatment will be alternated be~
tween replications of the herd treatment each year. The treatment will be
evaluated on the basis of calf gains in relation to feeding costs from the
viewpoint of producing both slaughter calves and stocker cattle.
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II. Wintering weaned Calves and Yearling Heifers:

Three levels of supplementing with cottonseed meal will be used:
for calves, l, 3, and 5 pounds per head daily; for heifers, 2, h, and 6
pounds. The wintering period will run from December through April.

Calves and heifers will be kept separate, with three groups of
each. There will be siX'to ten head per group, depending on calf crops
obtained from the breeding herds.

Ranges No. 3, No. A, and No. 5 will be divided by cross—fences
into six approximately square ranges of about LO acres each for this
study. These ranges have been selected because, having firm ground at
the south end, they are particularly suitable for feeding at both ends.
Range No. 2 can also be used if additional range seems advisable.

Treatments will be evaluated primarily by rate of gain in relation
to minimum acceptable growth rates for prOper development of breeding
stock. . ,

III. Supplementing Yearling Heifers on Summer Range:

The initial comparison will be supplemented vs. unsupplemented;
the supplement consisting of one or two pounds of cottonseed meal per
head daily. After two years the study may be eXpanded to include
different rates of supplementing.

Initially this study will involve only two groups of 9 to 15 head
each, depending on the number of animals available. The groups will
graze ranges No. 6 and No. 7, and will be alternated between these two
ranges each month to minimize possible effects of range variability.

Here again, treatments will be evaluated in terms of cattle gains;
primarily from the viewpoint of proper development into breeding cows,
but also for stocker cattle.

Forage and forest phases:

Due to limited personnel, no detailed studies of forage and forest
aspects will be undertaken in this subproject.

An initial forage survey will be made of each range. Also, at
least two fenced enclosures, together with fenced and grazed forage plots,
will be established in each range prior to grazing. These plots and
enclosures will provide a basis for detecting any appreciable vegetational
changes.

The degree of forage utilization will be estimated periodically
while the ranges are being grazed. The aim is to provide sufficient
forage to prevent heavy grazing. If the average utilization of summer
ranges (Nos. 6 and 7) reaches 60 percent before the end of the grazing
season, the heifers will be moved to a new range.
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Initiation:

The study will be started during 1950; treatments I and III in the
spring, and treatment II at the beginning of the winter season.

Duration:

The study will run.for four years or until definite results have
been obtained. Records of the individual animals will be kept so that
their performance can be followed for a year or two after treatments.

RESPONSIBILITY

w. 0. Shepherd will be directly responsible for the technical super—
vision: of the forage and forestry phases, and E. U. Dillard for the animal
husbandry phases. R. H. Hughes will be immediately responsible for field
work pertaining to the forage and forestry phases. General supervision
and administration of the project will be under E. H. Hostetler (Represent~
ing North Carolina State College, and U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry) andR. D. MbCulley (U. S. Forest Service, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station).
major changes in the program and publications will be considered and approved'by the directors and heads of the divisions of the various cooperating
agencies.
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CATTLE MANAGEMENT ON CANE RANGE

Supplemental Feeding of Calves and Yearlings

(Study No. 142

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

'This study is aimed primarily at the problem of raising herd replacements in a

range cattle operation having no improved pasture or farm land.

It has application to the production of market animals on range.

Specifically, this study will investigate:

The practicability of supplementing suckling calves and
yearling heifers during the summer grazing season.

The feasibility of wintering weaned calves and long
yearlings on cane tvpe forest range.

The adaptability of certain cattle breeding lines to the
conditions found in Coastal Plain range areas.

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPORTANCE

Continuous growth and development during the first two years of a cow's life

is highly important to her future size, breeding performance, sale price, and over—

_all value in a breeding herd. Therefore, efficient production of herd replace—

ments can be a deciding factor to the success of a beef cattle operation. This

would appear to be the case in our Coastal Plain range areas where forage quality,

though satisfactory for mature cows, does not seem to be adequate during a large

part of the year to maintain the rate of growth desired in young animals. Possi-

bilities for increasing growth rates economically may also influence the type of

operation to be recommended, as well as the profits realized.

The desired level of nutrition can be supplied, of course, by tame pasture,

field crops, or harvested feeds in cases where range can be used in connection with

a farming operation. But much of the best range in North Carolina occurs in areas

having limited farm land, or in locations relatively inaccessible to farm land.
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Also, herd replacements could be purchased from other regions, but in addition to
the economic and health aspects of such a practice, there are reasons to believe
that range production may be preferable. For one thing, it is thought that cattle
raised on native range do better than those not accustomed to such forage.

Possibilities for obtaining better development of young range cattle, whether
they be used as herd replacements or market stock, have an important bearing on
any range cattle enterprise in the Coastal Plain region. But developing and
demonstrating a practical system of operating a profitable beef cattle enterprise
based entirely, or primarily, on native range might have even greater implica-
tions in the tidewater section where hundreds of thousands of acres of good
forage is now only contributing to forest fire hazards. The expansion of a range
cattle industry in this region of limited farm land would benefit not only the
landowner through an increased income and reduced fire hazard, but also local
communities and counties through an increased wage and tax base.

SCOPE

This study will explore the feasibility of supplementing native cane forage
with concentrated feed as a means of obtaining better growth of range cattle from
the time they are young calves until they are put into the breeding herd at two
years of age.

The study will include four phases corresponding to successive stages of de—
velopment in relation to arbitrary management practices and grazing seasons:

1) the first summer as nursing calves,

2) the first winter as weaned calves,

3) the second summer as yearlings,

4) the second winter as long yearlings.

The wintering of weaned calves and long yearlings is described later as a
single phase.
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Cottonseed meal will be used as the supplemental feed except for the nursing

calves which will be fed a mixture of meal and grain.

Cottonseed meal was selected because it is palatable and rich in protein and

phosphorus (which are sometimes deficient in native forage), convenient to handle,

readily obtainable, and relatively cheap. Also, its nutritive properties are well

understood and replacement values of either concentrates can be readily calculated

with reasonable reliability.

The only comparison to be made in summer will be supplemented vs. unsupple-

mented. Suckling calves will be fed "free choice" in a creep. Yearlings will be

fed a daily rate of one pound per head during the early summer and two pounds late

in the season if gains tend to fall off. If the results indicate that supple-

mental feeding in summer is worthwhile, further investigadon of optimum rates may

be desirable.

In winter, supplemental feeding is almost certain to be necessary or desires

ble. Therefore, the comparison will be between three levels of feeding. A fair-

ly wide range in rates will be employed in order to find the approximate rates

that appear to be required or desirable.

An economic appraisal of the results of this study will indicate whether or

not raising herd replacements is practical on "average" cane range, such as oc-

curs at the Frying Pan work center. Also, it may reveal possibilities for profi-

tably increasing growth rates of young market animals and thus should provide a

basis for determining the age and season at which they should be sold.

The experimental cattle will be of three lines of breeding: Brahman-Hereford

crossbreds, Africander—Hereford crossbreds, and grade Herefords. Therefore, the

study will also provide an evaluation of the performance of these three cattle

populations on cane range and at different levels of nutrition.
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PAST WORK

Creep feeding of suckling calves was studied for four years on high quality

cane range at Wenona. Although gains of the creep—fed calves were higher near the

end of the grazing season, the practice was not considered profitable for this

range where calves weighed 375 to 400 pounds at weaning time without supplemental

feed. 0n the other hand, a preliminary, one—season test indicated that creep

feeding of suckling calves may be profitable at Hofmann Forest where the range was

of lower quality and the calves usually weighed between 275 and 300 pounds when

weaned.

Summer gains of yearlings grazing cane forage alone at Wenona have generally

ranged between .6 and .9 pounds per head daily for the season, which is 30 to 50

percent less than gains usually expected from good improved pasture. Gains were

somewhat lower at Hofmann Forest. In both areas gains have tended to fall off

late in the season and, for some undetermined reason, yearling cattle often make

little or no gain for a month or so in midsummer. Supplemental feeding of year-

lings during the summer has not been tried on cane range, although yearling

steers have been partially finished for market on range with a full feed of con—

centrates after August 1.

The winter season is the most critical part of the year for young range

animals. Chemical analyses and cattle gains indicate that the quality of cane

forage approaches, or falls below, the minimum requirements even for mature breed-

ing cows from January through March, especially on the less productive sites,

such as at Hofmann Forest. i

In most previous studies at both Hofmann Forest and Wenona, the weaned calves

and yearlings were taken off the range during the winter. The feasibility of

wintering young animals on cane range was not investigated except for two trials

at Wenona. There, two groups of calves were wintered on open range supplemented

with two and four pounds of cottonseed meal daily and compared with a third group
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wintered on a farm. Although the groups on range gained less than the farm group,

and somewhat less than is usually considered desirable for weaned calves, dif— .

ferences between the groups largely disappeared during the following summer when

all calves grazed together on cane range.

As a rule, cane range is not a dependable source of winter forage unless it

is protected by a tree canopy. In the open, most of the leaves usually drop off

by February or March. The present study will apply only to forested cane range.

METHODS

CREE? FEEDING OF CALVES:

Herds and ranges:

The creep feeding treatment will be applied to the breeding herds on a graz~

ing management study (Study No. 13) where the continuous grazing system is being

compared with a deferred—rotation system with two replications plus an "overflow"

herd under each system. Each herd includes Brahman~Hereford crossbreds, Africander—

Herefordcrossbreds, and grade Herefords.

Assignment of treatment in replications l and 2 will be such that one herd in

each replication and each grading system will be creep-fed concurrently. Also,

each herd will be alternately creep-fed and non~creep~fed in successive years.

Thus, under the continuous grazing system, creep feeding will be alternated be—

tween ranges 13 and 17; under the deferred-rotation system, between ranges 15 and

18 or between 16 and 19. The initial assignment will be by chance.

Creep~feeding will be alternated between the two overflow herds each year.

Feed:

A mixture of cottonseed meal and grain will be available to the supplemented

calves at all times in a creep constructed near the watering trough. Creep feeding

will continue until the calves are weaned in November or December.
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During the first two months of the breeding season (miduMay to mid-July),

when the cattle will be regrouped according to breeds, all calves will be creep—fed.

WINTERING WEANED CALVES AND YEARLINGS

Supplemental feeding treatments.

Three levels of supplemental feeding with cottonseed meal will be used; low,

medium, and high. For weaned calves the levels will be 1, 3, and 5 pounds per

head daily. For yearlings they will be 2, A, and 6 pounds.

The wintering period will begin in December and run through April.

Groups and ranges:

Calves and yearlings will be kept separate with one group of each on each

supplement level. Thus, there will be three calf groups and three yearling groups,

each on separate ranges. The groups will have 6 to 10 head each, depending on

the calf crop.

Ranges 3, A and 5 have been divided into six comparable ranges of approxi~

mately 45 acres each fer this study. The North and South halves will be used by

calf groups one year and yearling groups the next.

In addition, the groups will be periodically rotated between their reSpective

ranges so that each group will graze each of three ranges twice during one winter—

ing period.

These ranges have a rather uniform stand of cane and pine trees (pole size),

and are expected to supply ample forage for the cattle. However, another 85—acre

range (No. 2) is available in case additional range is needed.

gglves

Weaned calves will come directly from the breeding herds of Study Number 13,

and the creep—feeding phase of this experiment. Therefore, previous treatment

and breeding will be taken into consideration in assigning calves to the three
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wintering groups, i.e., each group will contain formerly creep~fed and non—creep~fed

calves of each of the three breeding lines if possible. Each group, then, should

preferably contain at least two of each breeding line and a total of six to ten,

depending on the calf crop.

The crossbred calves are liable to be limited in number. In cases where there

are not enough to divide them under both criteria, breeding will be given priority

over previous treatment in assigning the crossbred calves to wintering groups.

Heifers will ordinarily be used in the test but steer calves may be included to

augment the numbers.

Yearlings

The three yearling groups will be made up of the individuals which were in

the calf groups the preceding winter. They will also have been involved in the

supplemented vs. unsupplemented comparisons on summer range immediately before

entering the wintering study.

As in the case of the weaned calves, yearlings will be assigned to the three

wintering groups according to line of breeding and to treatment during the preced-

ing summer. Earlier treatment history will be disregarded.

SUPPLEMENTING YEAELINGS IN SUMMER

Groups and ranges

All yearlings will be divided into two groups during the summer (May to

December). They will graze ranges 6 and 7, each of which contains over 90 acres of

cane range and adequate forage for at least 20 yearlings during the summer season.

One group will receive supplemental feed and the other will not. The groups will

be shifted between the two ranges each month to minimize possible effects of range

variability.
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Depending on the number of animals available (from the wintering treatments,)

the groups will have from 9 to 15 head each. Numbers will be comparable between

groups during a given year.

Assignment to groups will be on the basis of breeding line and level of sup—

plement during the preceding winter (as weaned calves). Thus, each group will con—

tain animals previously wintered at low, medium, and high levels of supplement,

and of three lines of breeding.

Supplemental feeding

Initially, the supplemented group will be fed cottonseed meal at the daily

rate of one pound per head. This rate may be increased to two pounds per head,

after August or September if such appears to be desirable to maintain an accepta~

ble rate of gain (approximately one pound per day).

FORAGE AND FOREST ASPECTS

Although no intensive investigation of forage and forest aspects is intended

in this study, the degree of utilization will be checked periodically. Also, an

initial record will be made of the forage stand and provisions made for possible

later studies.

For these purposes, 15 milacre plots will be established in each of the winter

ranges (3N, 33, AN, AS, 5N and SS) and 30 similar plots in each of the summer

ranges (6 and 7). These plots will be systematically distributed along the edges

(one chain from the-fence) and through the center of the ranges. Also, at least
two fenced enclosures (l/louacre) will be constructed in each range, and four

l/200-acre plots (two fenced and two grazed) established at each enclosure.

The degree of utilization will be estimated at least twice per season on the
milacre plots (and the surrounding l/lO~acre): in A ugust and November on the

summer ranges, and in late January and late March on the winter ranges.
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The following record of the forage stand will be made on the milacre plots

and the l/ZOO-acre plots at the beginning and end of the study: number and height

of living cane stems per square yard (estimated total number or milTacre plots),

foliage density of cane and other forage species and the amount of tree canopy.

The same data will be estimated on twentieth~acre plots (26»foot radius), centered

at the milacre plots, for an initial inventory of the ranges as a whole.

Cattle:

Complete weight records will be maintained of individual animals during the

entire time that they are in all phases of this study (from calves to two-year-

olds), including their assignments to groups and ranges.

Nursing calves will be weighed with their dams at approximately two-month

intervals.

Weaned calves and yearlings will be weighed monthly.

Feed:

Feed consumed by each group will be recorded daily (except for the creepmfed

calves which will be fed less frequently). Pertinent observations regarding

feeding and grazing habits of the groups will also be recorded.

Forage:

Forage data will include initial and final inventories of forage plots, and

utilization estimates twice each season.

ANALYSIS

The management practices under investigation will be analyzed and interpreted

in terms of weight gains or total weight. The results will be evaluated from two

vieWpoints: proper development of breeding animals, and profitable production

of market cattle.
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Each phase of the study: creep~feeding of nursing calves, wintering weaned

calves, summering yearlings, and wintering yearlings will be analyzed separately,

but the effect of previous treatment on subsequent performance will be evaluated.

Also, the performance of the three lines of breeding will be evaluated.

The analysis procedures outlined here were suggested by Dr. H. L. Lucas,

Experimental Statistics Department, N. C. State College.

Performance of Nursing calves:

In addition to the creep~feeding comparison, performance of calves will be

studied in relation to their date of birth in order to obtain information on de—

sirable calving dates for range herds.

Date of birth;

Considering the grazing management of the breeding herds and the creep—

feeding treatment, the calf data can be divided into four categories each year for

the experiment as a whole:

continuous grazing -i- creep-fed
" " -—— non~creep—fed

rotational grazing ——— creep—fed
" " non—creep—fedq..-I

In the analysis procedure, sums of squares and products for weaning weight

(or weight at a given age) and date of birth will be computed separately for each

of the four categories as follows:

Source D.F.

Between years 3

within years n-4

(where n : the totwl number of calf
records in a particular category)

The regression for weaning weight on date of birth will be obtained from the

"within years" sums of squares and products.
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Regression coefficients of the four categories will then be tested for homoge~

neity. Also the average regression ocefficient will be tested for significance.

Creep feeding and breeds.

To test whether or not breeding lines and creep feeding have a significant ef~

feet on calf weights, the following analysis of variance will be used (for 4 years):

I“Source

, Lines of breeding (B)
Creep feeding (F)
B X F
Years (Y)
Y X B
Y x F
Y X B X F (E)
.Within E

cnngoquAJFan)‘CJ
:2N.I.\

(N = total number of calf records
in the experiment)

The method of unweighted means will be used to overcome the problem of unequal

subclass numbers. If the regression of weaning weight on date of birth is signifi—

cant, and if the average date of birth varies among Y X B x F subclasses, covariance

adjustment of weaning weight for date of birth will be made in the above analysis.

Wintering weaned calves andAyearlings:

Weaned calves:

Gains or weights of weaned calves, in relation to levels of supplement, breed~

ing lines, and previous creep—feeding, will be analyzed as follows (for one year):.

m gr...
Levels (L)
Lines of breeding (B)
L x B
Creep feeding (F)
F x L
F x B
F x L x B (E)
Within E HbNNI—‘J—‘NMZl 00
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leaders.
The above analysis will also apply to yearlings (summer supplement being

analageus to creepufeeding).

8.-u.'291.5%?”21.933Taxman

The effect of the summer supplement treatment, in relation to lines of breed~

ing and level of supplement during the preceding winter, will be analyzed as

follows (for one year):

£92392 D - .
Supplement (8)
Line of breeding (B)
S X B
Level of wintering (L)
L X B
L x B
L X S X B (E)
Within E beNNNND-J52i so

Initiation and Duration

Summer treatments were started in May 1950. The first wintering trials will

begin in December 1950.

The treatments should be continued for 4 years (through the winter of 1953—54)

to obtain two creep—feeding trials on each herd and to permit an adequate ap-

praisal of breed differences. At that time three calf crops will have gone

through two treatment cycles and will have reached breeding age.

Bespgpsibility

W. 0. Shepherd and E. U. Dillard will be directly responsible for technical

supervision of the forage management and animal husbandry phases, respectively.

R. H. Hughes will be directly reaponsible for the field work pertaining to forage

phases. The Experimental Statistics Department, N. C. State College, will co—

operate in the analysis of the data.
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General supervision and administration of the research program is under

E. H. Hostetler (representing Nerth Carolina State College and the U. S. Bureau

of Animal Industry) and R. D. McCulley (Southeastern Forest Experiment Station,

U. S. Forest Service).
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Cattle Management on Cane Range:
Supplemental Feeding of Calves and Yearlings.

Purpose and objectives:

This study deals with the problem of raising replacement heifers in range
operations having no improved pasture. It will investigate the practicability
of supplementing range forage with concentrated feeds to obtain better growth
of the cattle frem the time they are young calves until they are put into the
breeding herd at two years of age.

The overall study will include four phases corresponding to the following
stages of growth and grazing seasons:

1) the first summer as nursing calves,
2) the first winter as weaned calves,
3) the second summer as yearling heifers,
4) the second winter as long yearling heifers.

Treatments and comparisons

I. Creep Feeding of Calves: Supplemented vs. unsupplemented.
In two of the four herds of Study No. 13 the calves will have free access

to a mixture of concentrates fed in a creep. The other two herds will not be
creep fed. The creep feeding treatment will be alternated between replications
of the herd treatment each year. The treatment will be evaluated on the basis
of calf gains in relation to feeding costs from the viewpoint of producing both
slaughter calves and stacker cattle.
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II. Wintering Weaned Calves and Yearling Heifers:

Three levels of supplementing with cottonseed meal will be used: for

calves, l, 3, and 5 pounds per head daily; for heifers, 2, 4, and 6 pounds.

The wintering period will run from December through April. ’

Calves and heifers will be kept separate, with three groups of each.

There will be six to ten head per group, depending on calf crops obtained from

the breeding herds.

Ranges No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5 will be divided by crossafences into six

approximately square ranges of about 40 acres each for this study. These

ranges have been selected because, having firm ground at the south end, they

are particularly suitable for feeding at both ends. Range No. 2 can also be

used if additional range seems advisable.

Treatments will be evaluated primarily by rate of gain in relation to

minimum acceptable growth rates for proper development of breeding stock.

III. Supplementing Yearling Heifers on Summer Range:

The initial comparison will be supplemented vs. unsupplemented; the

supplement consisting of one or two pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily.

After two years the study may be organized to include different rates of sup—

plementing.

Initially this study will involve only two groups of 9 to 15 head each,

depending on the number of animals available. The groups will graze ranges

No. 6 and No. 7, and will be alternated between these two ranges each month

to minimize possible effects of range variability.

Here again, treatments will be evaluated in terms of cattle gains;

primarily from the viewpoint of proper development into breeding cows, but

also for stacker cattle.



Forage and forest phases:

Due to limited personnel, no detailed studies of forage and forest as~
pects will be undertaken in this subproject.

An initial forage survey will be made of each range. Also, at least
two fenced enclosures, together with fenced and grazed forage plots, will be
established in each range prior to grazing. These plots and enclosures will
provide a basis for detecting any appreciable vegetational changes.

The degree of forage utilization will be estimated periodically while
the ranges are being grazed. The aim is to provide sufficient forage to
prevent heavy grazing. If the average utilization of summer ranges (Nos.
6 and 7) reaches 60 percent before the end of the grazing season; the heifers
will be moved to a new range.

Initiation:

The study will be started during 1950; treatments I and III in the
Spring, and treatment II at the beginning of the winter season.

Duration:

The study will run for four years or until definite results have been
obtained. Records of the individual animals will be kept so that their per-
formance can be followed for a year or two after treatments.

RESPONSIBILITY

W. 0. Shepherd will be directly responsible for the technical super—
visions of the forage and forestry phases, and E. U. Dillard for the animal
husbandry phases. R. H. Hughes will be immediately reSponsible for field
work pertaining to the forage and forestry phases. General Supervision and



administration of the project will be under E. H. Hostetler (representing

North Carolina State College, and U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry) and

R. D. McCulley (U. S. Forest Service, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station).

Major changes in the program and publications will be considered and approved

by the directors and heads of the divisions of the various cooperating agencies.
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MANAGEMENT OF CAm-TYPE FOREST RANGE

DEFERRED-ROTATION VS. CONTINUOUS GRAZING SYSTEMS

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to-develop and evaluate methods of manag-
ing forest range and livestock fer sustaining a profitable range cattle enter—
prise in conjunction with other forest uses.

The primary objective is to evaluate deferred-rotation systems of
grazing in comparison to the common practice of<zontinuous grazing.-

Secondary objectives include an appraisal of:

l. grazing capacity
2. proper degree of utilization

. fire hazard reduction by grazing
effects of grazing on tree reproduction
the supplemental feed requirements of breeding cattle
wintered on cane range

. the relative prodict:Lvity of cattle of different lines
of breeding

0‘mph.)

THE PROBLEH

Research experience has shown that cane is very sensitive to mis~use
and it is easily killed by continuous heavy g1azing during the summer season.
Due. to unique physical and biological Charan+3floleS of cans range, it is
very difficult to achieve the disiribuion a.nd degree of grazing that will
maintain high productjviy and still make reasonably full use of the forage
under the system of continuous grazing commonly employed. A system of manage—
ment is needed which will permit efficient ut~111ation, maintain productivityg
and be easy for a practical operator to apply. Grazing capacity and accept~
able rates of utilization need to be.defined§ of course? for any system of
management.

Less urgent, thou3h important. problems reWlatedto forest grazing
include the determination of supp?ementsl feedrrequirements 01 range cows,
and the cattle breeds, or lines of breeding, nest adapted to Southeas+ern
ranges. Also, the relation of grazing to important forestmanagement
problems, particularly fire hazards and forest regeneration, need to be
investigated further in order to fully appraise forest grazing from the View;
point of integrated resource use in the Coasta1 Plain region]
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Native forage comprises a valuable natural resource of forest lands in
the Coastal Plain of North Carolina. From a survey conducted in l9hO—Al 1
.it was estimated that forest range was fUrnishing an average of about 30 per-
cent of the yearlong sustenance for over 90 percent of the beef herds in this
region. Of the principal forage types, the cane type was found to be themost valuable and most important from the standpoint of current use and future
expansion of a range cattle industry. In addition to furnishing nutritiousforage throughout the summer months, the cane type can be used for winter‘grazing under some circumstances.

A recent analysis of forest grazing problems of the N. C. Coastal Plain(may 1950) has brought out the fact that a primary hazard to a stable rangecattle enterprise is the danger of destroying the forage stand by improper use.Continued over—use progressively depletes plant vigor and forage productionuntil the cane stand is replaced by other less desirable or“worthlcss species.Once eliminated, there appears to be no practical way of re-establishing acane stand. ' r '
Obviously, the value of the range resource and the chances for itspreservation would be greatly increased by the application of a managementpractice which would maintain the forage stand under reasonably full use.There is reason to believe that the deferred-rotation system.may meet thisrequirement satisfactorily for cane range. If successful, the system willbe simple for a practical cattleman or landowner to apply.

SCOPE

On the basis of the recent problem analysis, forage management problemsare thought to warrant highest priority in the development of sound forestgrazing practices on cane ranges. Therefore, forage management is the primaryconcern of this investigation. Although cattle and forest aspects will alsobe studied, these phases have been given secondary consideration in designingthe experiment.

A supposedly "improved" system of grazing management, the deferred—rotation system, will be compared with the common practice of continuous graz~ing. One comparison involving summer and winter ranges, will be on a"practical” scale employing herds of approximately 12 cows each and 70— to 80—acre ranges. A supplemental comparison involving early and late summer rangeswill be on a small scale employing l/2~acre plots or "miniature ranges". Thelatter will be evaluated in terms of forage stand reSponses only, while theformer will allow grazing capacity and cattle performance comparisons inaddition to forage data. Each treatment will be replicated twice, while "over-flow" ranges and herds may provide a third replication. Thus, a total of 12ranges and six herds will be involved.

;/ North Carolina Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. No. 334, 1942.
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The grazing systems will be compared under the same average grazing
intensity —~ approximately 70 percent average utilization by mid~December.
This appears to be about the maximum degree of use tolerated by cane under
continuous grazing. However, an evaluation of different grazing intensities
will be possible because forage utilization will undoubtedly vary consider~
ably between different parts offa single range, and forage response to dif—
ferent intensities of grazing under each system will be measured on plots
distributed throughout the ranges. The main comparison of the grazing systems
will be in terms of changes in grazing capacity as the study progresses.
Cattle performance will be taken into account, of course, but in previous
studies cattle weights have not reflected range deterioration until the range
was heavily grazed. It is thought, therefore, that changes in grazing capacity
can be measured just as efficiently in cow days of grazing without starving
the cows near the end of the grazing season. ‘

The main cattle comparisons will be between lines of breeding since it
seems desirable to keep grazing intensity and other cattle treatments (winter
supplements, etc.) similar among herds. Africander—Herefords, Brahman—Here-
fords, and grade Herefords will be distributed among the herds and theirperformance compared under range conditions.' General information will beobtained, however, on the amount of supplemental feed required to maintainbreeding cows in thrifty condition during the winter on cane range. Thisproblem has been studied previously at Hofmann Forest but on a slightlydifferent kind of range.

The physical set—up offers an opportunity for investigating the re—duction in fire hazard under different systems and intensities or grazing.Although fire protection is an important feature of forest grazing, it willbe necessary to postpone such evaluations for at least two years due tolimited manpower in view of the requirements of other current studies.Furthermore, fire hazard investigations will be limited to fuel measurements —~no experimental fires are planned. \ f‘ '
Although pine seedling responses to grazing warrant further investi-gation, the design of the experiment will not provide an efficient approachto this aspect of forest grazing because in some of the ranges the age orcondition of the forest stand is not suitable for regeneration. Nevertheless,the rates of establishment, mortality, and growth will be compared on thegrazed and nongrazed forage plots where pine Seedlings do occur. It isdoubtful that a good comparison of the twe systems of grazing will be ob—tained in respect to seedling responses. On the other hand, we will likelyobtain a fair comparison of grazed vs. ungrazed-conditions, and it may bepossible to relate seedling reSponse to degree of grazing.

PASTIJORK

Host grazing research in the cane type has been conducted under thecontinuous grazing system, where the cattle were kept on one range through~out the summer and moved to another range or to a farm in winter.
I
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Experimental ranges at Hermann Forest were so seriously damaged by two
years of unintentional over—use with the continuous summer grazing that the
proper degree of grazing could not be demonstrated. However, subsequent plot
studies there indicated that about 30 percent of the foliage must remain at

‘the end of the grazing season if the vigor and~productivity Of the cane stand
were to be maintained.

A rather conclusive grazing study at the Wenona work center also indi—cated that 60 to 75 percent utilization of total foliage at the end of the
season in November or December is the upper limit of grazing intensity 00m?mensurate with sustained yield under continuous grazing.

Repeated observations have shown, however, that cattle seldom utilizea cane range uniformly, and some portions will often be very heavily grazedbefore other portions are used at all. The usual result is progressive
range deterioration from concentration points. Furthermore, in tall canestands cattle tend to utilize the low forage first (below four feet) and newbasal shoots, being succulent and highly palatable, are sought out and keptgrazed off. Thus, new stems tend to be eliminated and as the old stems diefrom breakage or other causes, the stand of cane gradually thins out eventhough the remaining cane may be vigorous and healthy.

Recent observational data collected at wenona have provided a clue toan Vimproved" grazing system for cane. Ranges which had been seriouslythinned out and weakened by heavy grazing for three years prior tO-Decemberl9h7, were protected during the summer of l9h8 and used for fall and earlywinter grazing (October to February) that year. A considerable number of newstems were produced during l9h8, but they were relatively short (4 to 5 feettall) in the weakest ranges. The following year, however, many more new stemsappeared and they were as large (7 to 8 feet tall) as those of the undamagedranges. Apparently one year's protection had greatly increased the vigor ofthe weakened cane stands. This suggests that alternating grazing one summerwith protection the next might maintain cane vigor even under heavy use.
Data from plot studies and observation on winter ranges indicate thatgrazing during the winter months (November to April) is not particularlyharmful. , ' .

Deferring grazing until winter, then, might be as effective as yearlongprotection in maintaining plant vigor. Therefore, a deferred-rotationalsystem, where grazing use is rotated between ranges and seasons and deferredon alternate years, may be a practical means of obtaining sustained producetivity without wasting forage. ‘



Two "rotational" systems, mid—summer rotation and 28-day rotation,
were compared with continuous summer grazing at wenona from l9hl through
l9hh. Cattle performance was similar under all three systems, indicating
that grazing can be deferred until mid-summer without sacrificing cattle
gains. Vegetational responses were difficult to interpret, because wild
fires burned over the experimental ranges three times during the study.
Also, the light rate of grazing employed (25 to AS percent average utili-
zation) could hardly be expected to affect the fbrage stand appreciably in
a short time under any system of management. Furthermore, the mid-season
"rotation” was not a rotational system in the usual sense. Rather, one
group of ranges were always grazed during the first half of the season and
another group during the last half. Observations on the growth habits of
cane indicate that deferring use until late summer should permit the
establishment of some new stems and help maintain the density of the forage
stand. In View of the limitations of the previous study, deferred-rotation-
al grazing of summer ranges seems to warrant further consideration. A mid—season rotational system might be practical if grazing is deferred onalternate years. Such a system would be particularly applicable where
winter use is not desired or feasible.

RETHODS

Major treatment and range assignment

Under continuous grazing, summer and winter range will be separate.
Continuous yearlong grazing on the same range is not practical because, intall cane, cattle tend to eat the lowermost forage first and it is this lowforage which remains green longest and furnishes the best winter forage.Therefore, under this system a herd will graze onerange in summer every yearand another range in winter. .

Under the rotation system, grazing on a particular range will beginwith the winter season and continue on through the following summer; thenthis range will be rested through the next winter and summer.
January through April will be considered as the winter period; andmay through December the summer period. About as much range is requiredfor the four months in late winter as.for the other eight months.
The treatments will be replicated twice, which will require eightranges. Four other ranges, allocated as "overflow” ranges for holding sur—plus cattle, will be managed like the ranges in this study and will essen—tialLy provide an additional replication of the treatments except that thedegree of utilization may be different. '



Assignment of ranges to treatments and replications are as follows
(see attached diagram): ‘

North Rep. South Rep. "Overflow"
, Range Area Range Area Range Area,
Treatment No. (Acres) No. (Acres) Ho. (Acres)

Continuous grazing: V , .
Summer 13 (86) 17 : (60) 12 (130) '

Winter 1a (7A) 20‘ ' " (72) 9 (so) (
Deferred—rotation grazing: ‘ - ‘- 7 .

Grazed 1950—52—5h 15 (77) 19 (73) 10 (100) .

Grazed 1951.53-55 16 (7o) 13, (73) 7 11 (93) *

Treatments have been randomly assigned within replications with the
exception of range number 17 which was not suitable for winter grazing be~
cause it has very few trees. Even though the ranges vary somewhat in size,on the basis of preliminary surveys they appear to be fairly comparable insummer grazing capacity. The South replication has the least trees andsomewhat wetter soil conditions. ‘ ‘

Grazing intensity (rate of-stocking)

Initial stocking rates will be similar for all ranges. This initialrate will be approximately six surface acres per cow, although there will be
some variation between ranges.due to differences in forage stands reflectedby the initial range inventories. During the first season of use, stocking
will be adjusted to the grazing capacity of the range, and if grazing
capacity changes appreciably during the study, stocking will be adjustedaccordingly. Adjustments will be made in the breeding line having greatest
numbers (grade Herefords). Degree of forage utilization will be the criteria
for adjusting stocking rates. 7 - -

Degree of utilization“

The standard of grazing use for the summer season will be an average
utilization of 70 percent of the total cane foliage at mid~December. Thisinfers an average utilization approximating 30 percent at the end of July.So far as possible, necessary adjustments of grazing use will be made earlyin the season. \

Undoubtedly, utilization will vary considerable within any one range,and it is anticipated that there will_be an opportunity to observe andmeasure forage responses to summer utilization ranging from perhaps no per~cent to 90 percent. *
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During the winter grazing period the maximum degree of use commensu-
rate with satisfactory cattle performance will be tolerated, i. e., the cows
will be removed from a range only when there is insufficient forage to
satisfy their needs. Since the amount of tree cover is expected to have a
considerable influence on-winter grazing capacity, forest canopy will be
evaluated in terms of percentage crown cover.

Measuringimajor treatment responses

Results will be measured and evaluated in terms of cattle performance
and forage reSponses. Cow and calf gains and calving percentage will be the
principle measures of cattle performance. Major forage responses are expect-
ed to be reflected by changes in grazing capacity as the study progresses.
Careful records will be kept of cow months of grazing use on each range.

more precise evidence of forage response will be obtained from plots
distributed throughout the ranges and subjected to varying degrees of
utilization.

The forage plots will be of two kinds:

(1) l/ZOO-acre plots (6.6’ x 33'), 16 per range, at four locations or
"sites" (2 grazed plots and 2 ungrazed plots at each site). These
plots will provide direct comparisons of grazed vs. ungrazed.

(2) Milacre plots (6.6' x 6.6’), 30 per range, systematically dis—
tributed throughout the range, will be used to determine average
forage utilization of a range and will provide an additional re~
cord of forage changes at different grazing intensities. '
For the paired l/200~acre plots, the general location of the plot sites

will be at random with the restriction that one site shall fall within each
one-fourth of the range (lengthwise). At each site, two comparable l/lO—acre
enclosures will be selected; one fenced and the other left open to grazing.
Two plots will be randomly located and staked within each enclosure (fenced
and open). Initially, and annually, the following records will be made for
each plot: estimated foliage density and average height of understoryvegetation (by species), estimated number of living cane stems per square
yard- (new current stems listed separately), average size of cans leaves

' (length of 3rd primary leaf), percent utilization at the end of the grazing
season, and number and height of pine seedlings less than six feet tall
(seedlings initially in this category will be retained in the inventory
regardless of later height growth).



The milacre plOtS‘Will be regularly spaced along three lines or,
”transects" running lengthwise through the ranges; one along each side (one
to two chains from the fenceline) and one through the approximate center
(one chain off the center tractor trail if one is established). (Random'
distribution of the plots is not practical because of the diffibulty involved
in finding them). The following records will be made initially and annually
on the milacre plots: Average number and height of living cane stems (”new"
and "old") per square yard, average number of leafy branches per stem, aver—
age leaf size, and the estimated foliage density of cans and other important
species. In addition, the degree of utilization (percent of total foliage
produced) will be estimated periodically on the milacre plot and also on the
surrounding l/lO—acre (37 feet radius). During the summer season, utilization
estimates will be made in mid—June,late August, late October, and late December.
During the winter season, utilization will be estimated at monthly intervals.

In addition to the permanent plot records, a general forage inventory
will be made of each range at the beginning of the study. The following data
will be estimated and recorded forleO temporary plots (20—foot radius)
systematically distributed_throughout each range: cane height, foliage density,
and number cf stems per square yard; density of other herbaceous and shrubby
species; average number and height of pine seedlings per square yard; and the
presence or absence of tree canopy. , . ' -

Supplementary range treatments

An additional grazing system will be investigated on a "miniature
range" basis evaluated only by forage responses. This will be deferred—
rotation grazing of summer range where grazing will be deferred until mid-
season in alternate years, i. e., a particular unit of range will be grazed
from may 1 until August 15 one year, and from August 15 until December 30 the
next year. ‘, w » ,

This supplementary treatment will be obtained by constructing three,g-acre "miniature ranges" in each of the continuously summer—grazed ranges;The deferred—rotation system will be applied to two of these miniature rangesand the other will be continuously grazed as a check treatment. Fencedenclosures in major ranges will provide a ”no-grazing" comparison.
Grazing will be at an-intensity which will result in approximately 70percent utilization at the end of the grazing period. In order to assureobtaining the desired amount of grazing, the miniature ranges will be locatednear the watering places. Over-use will be prevented by closing the gateswhenever necessary.

Response of the forage stand will be measured on 10, 3.1' x 3.1', per-manent plots in each of the miniature ranges. Initially (spring of 1950) andannually thereafter (in December or January) the following records will bemade for the cane in the plots: 1) number and height of new stems (less thanone year old) and older living stems, 2) average number of leafy branchesper stem, 3) average length of leaves (3rd primary leaf), and h) estimatedfoliage density (to be checked in early summer).
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Utilization will be estimated on the same plots at monthly intervals.
In addition, general utilization will be checked weekly to see that the
approximate desired grazing rates are being obtained.

gfiscellaneous forest aspects

The response of pine reproduction to grazing will be investigated to
a limited extent by comparing seedling establishment, growth, and mortality
on the l/200—acre plots (8 grazed and 8 nongrazed in each major range).
Even though the plotS'are not necessarily comparable as to initial seedling
numbers, forest stand, nor pine seed source, it is considered worthwhile to
collect the pine seedling data since little additional effort is involved.

The effect of grazing on fire hazard will be'investigated at the sites
of the grazed and ungrazed (fenced) plots mentioned above. Fuel (loose
litter and living material separately ) will be collected and weighed On at
least two, 3.1' x 3.1', random plots from each of the grazed and fencedien-
closures of at least one replication of the grazing treatments. The sampling
will be done during dry weather in late winter (February to April). Moisture
samples of each kind of fuel sampled will be collected for conversion to an
oven~dry basis. In analyzing the data, fuel reduction will be related todegree of grazing as well as system of grazing. Fuel sampling will not be
undertaken until after the deferred—rotation system has gone through a comeplete grazing cycle (December 1951).

Cattle treatments and comparisons

The cows will be treated uniformly except for the systems of grazing.
Initially, there will be four herds of 12 to 17 head each (depending on the
estimated grazing capacity of the ranges), and two additional herds (pro—
bably somewhat smaller in size) in the "overflow" ranges. The herds willbe made up of the following lines of breeding; Africander—Hercford, Brahman—
Hereford, and grade Hereford. Cattle from each of these breeding lines willbe randomly assigned to herds and treatments. The initial assignment to
grazing treatment will be maintained as long as the cow remains in the study.

Replacements to the four herds will be from cows which have been onthe same grazing system for at least a year in the overflow ranges. Thus,replacement heifers will always be added to the overflow herds. So far aspossible, cattle will be removed from the study only at the end of the summeror winter season.

All herds will be fed protein supplement (cottonseed meal) at the samerate during the winter grazing season (January through April). The rate offeeding will be varied as necessary to.maintain a thrifty condition of thecows, beginning with two pounds per head daily and increasing to four or sixpounds daily as the season advances.
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Cattle will be weighed bi~monthly. In.addition, birth dates of calves
will be recorded, and birth weights will be obtained if feasible.

The question of optimum calving season for range herds will be investi-
gated from the individual calf records by relating preweaning gains and
development to birth date. The breeding season will.be extended over a full
three months so that calves can be expected to be dropped from late February
through May. The calves will be weaned at six to eight months of age; the
early calves in November and the late calves in December.

The calves will also be involved in another study (Study No. la) and
one herd in each grazing system will be creep fed. ’

During the first two months of the breeding season it will be necessary
to temporarily disrupt the random herd assignment of cows, and to regroup
them according to breeds into four to six groups: Africander-Herefords,
Brahmaanerefords, and two to four Hereford groups (depending on the avail—
ability of bulls). During this time the herds will be shifted periodically
among the ranges to equalize and maintain the prescribed grazing rates, and
to minimize the chances of a breeding group being influenced appreciably by
possible differences in ranges. If it is necessary to graze two ranges with
one group of cattle, they will be shifted between the two ranges at approxi—
mately weekly intervals. " ‘

Breeding groups will be shifted to different ranges each month (or
oftener).

During the third month of the breeding season the original herds willbe re-established and the bulls will be distributed among the herds. This
seems to be the simplest procedure for extending the calving season to in-vestigate desirable calving dates with minimum disruption of the range manage-
ment treatments. However, it may not permit positive identification of thesires of some of the late calves. ‘

The regrouping and shifting of cattle during the breeding season shouldnot invalidate the results of the study. Previous experience indicates thatappreciable differences in cattle gains between treatments are not likely todevelop before mid-summer. Furthermore, cumulative changes in grazing ca-pacity will likely be the most pronounced treatment effect and this will be
measured in cow months.. ~

Photographg H

A photo station will be established at one enclosure in each of the
major range units (12 in all) and along the interior north-south fence linesbetween ranges(9in all). Locations will be selected where reasonably fullforage use is expected. Photographs of the forage stand will be taken duringthe first grazing season (at the early full leaf stage of growth) and at two-year intervals thereafter.

A similar procedure will be followed in the "miniature ranges" where onephoto station will be established along each of the interior fences (A in all).
- lO -



Supplementary photographs of cattle, forage, range conditions, etc.,
will be taken as seem desirable.

y.
DATA

Following is a summary of the data to be collected periodically during
the study.

I. Cattle

II.

III.

A detailed grazing history will be maintained of individual
cows, herds and ranges, including dates of entry and removal from
Specific ranges, amount of supplemental feeding, and any pertinent
occurrences or factors observed such as illness, accidents, etc.

Cattle will be weighed at the beginning of the wintering
period (about Januaryl) and the summering period (about May 1), and
at 2-month.intervals throughout the year.j

Calves will be weighed with the cows and also at birth and ,weaning. ‘

Forage inventories will be made at the following times:

A. Major ranges (including overflow ranges) Nos. 9 to 20 inclusive:
l/200-acre plots (8 per range): at beginning of the study and
once each year thereafter in late winter. (Forage density and
leaf size to be estimated in early summer).

B. "Miniature RangeS" (6 total): .
3.1' x 3.1' plots (10 per "range") at beginning of study (spring ‘
1950) and annually thereafter in early winter (December or
January). (Foliage density to be estimated in early summer).

Utilization estimates:

A. Milacre plots in Major ranges (30 per range):
‘Summer graZed (6 ranges per year)—-mid—June, late August,
late October and late December. T“
Winter grazed (6 ranges per year)——late February, late
March, and whenever a herd is removed from a winter range.

B. ' l/200~acre plots in Major ranges (8 per range):
Summer grazed-~near end of grazing season (December).
Winter graZed—~near end of grazing season (March or April).

C. Small plots in "Miniature ranges" (10 per range):
Rotation "ranges"——grazed "early": Monthly from May to August.Rotation “ranges"-—grazed "late": Mbnthly from September to,

December. 'Continuous "ranges": Monthly from may to December.
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IV. Photographs:

Photo stations will be photographed at two—year intervals (in
early summer) and at such other times as seems desirable.

STATUS

All ranges have been installed, and the ranges were grazed according
Vto plan during the winter period beginning in January 1950.

All enclosures and associated plots were established and inventoried
prior to January in the eight ranges of Rep. 1 and Rep. 2, and half of them
in the overflow ranges. The latter will be completed in the spring of 1950.

The utilization plots (milacre) will be established early in the
summer grazing season of 1950.

DURATION

The range treatments will run at least four years and preferably sixyears. The deferred—rotation system will have gone through two grazingcycles by December 1953. The results by that time will indicate whether' continuation in the original form is desirable.

ENALYSIS

Within the limits of practicability, the study has been designed topermit the application of statistical techniques as an aid in the interpre—
tation of the results. The relatively simple analysis of variance procedurewill be employed in most cases. The analyses outlined on the following pagesare based on two replications. It may be possible to include the results ofthe overflow ranges as a third replication for some comparisons.

Some observational data obtained from the study, such as the approxi—mate supplemental winter feed requirements of the cows, will not be suitablefor statistical treatment, and must be interpreted and evaluated accordingto previous research experience and the judgement of the investigators.
The analyses presented have been suggested by Dr. H. L. Lucas, N. C.State College, Department of Experimental StatistiCs.
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I. Cattle Ehases

In evaluating the two systems of grazing, grazing capacity will be
measured by cow days of grazing per acre, and forage quality by gain per head.
Winter and summer seasons (or portions thereof) will be analyzed separately.
Gain per head will be calculated from the cows remaining on each range for the
entire season under consideration. If there are appreciable differences in
calving percentage between herds, gains of dry_cows and cows with calves can *
be analyzed separately. To provide a uniform basis of comparing grazing
capacity in case forage stands differ initially between ranges, surface acres
can be converted to "forage acres" by adjusting for the initial density and
height of cane in accordance with the relationships worked outin Subproject
12 (at Tidewater Station).

The following analysis will apply to individual cow data such as gain.
per head (shown for 4 years and 2 replications):

. . . . 6 (error d)
v. . (n~h8)*

Y x,B x T x R (E) . . .
COWS Within .111 o o o ‘0‘ a

Source d.f.

Treatment (T) . . . . . . . . . . l
Replication (R) . . . . . . . . . l -
R x T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 (error a)
Breeds (B) . . . .‘. . . . . . 2
B x T .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
B x R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
B x.T x.R . . . . . . . . ... .'. 2 (error b)
Years (Y) . .y. . . . . . . . . . 3
Y x T ... . .'. . . .l. . . . . . 3
Y x R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Y.x T x R . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 (error c)
Y x B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Y x B x.T . . . ,.. . . . . . . 6
Y x B X R . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

* Where n z the number of cow records used.

Due to varying numbers of cattle in the .3 breeds from year to year, the
method of "unweighted means" (Snedecor, hth Ed., P. 287, 29h) will probably be
used for the above analysis.

Portions of this analysis can be used for testing separate parts of the
experiment. For example, the following will apply for comparing average gains
per head of the three breeds (for one year or the average of two or more years):
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Source d.f

Treatment (T) .
Replication (R)
R x T . . . . .
Breeds (B). . .
B x.T . . . . .
B x R . . . . .
B x.T x R . . . 00OOOOI OC00OOC

C
O I O

IOIOC

.
a=§<

* Pooling of these interactions for an error term for testing breedswill probably be justified.

Similarly, for testing treatment differences on the basis of herd per-formance (cow days of grazing per acre, gain per acre, etc.) the following will
apply (for A years and 2 reps.)

Source -d.f.

Treatment (T). .....
Replication (R) . . . .
R x T . . . . . ... . .
Years (Y). . . . . . . .
Y x T . . . . . . . . .
Y x R . . . . . . . . .
Y x T x R. . . . . . . . . .

O

OOOOOOIOoaoo
WWWWHHH

O
O
O

I O
O
Q
tOOO

, (In case the data from'the overflow ranges is suitable for a third
replication, the degrees of freedom for R x.T will be increased to 2, andY x R and Y x T xVR to 6 each).: ‘ ‘ ” '

From past experience, marked differences in calving percentages arenot anticipated in this study. If apparent differences should develOp theycan be tested with the above analyses. Percentages will be transformed toangles (arc-sin transformation) before analyzing.
The performance of the calves, including the effect of breeds and birthdates, will be evaluated in the analysis of creep feeding in Study No. 1h.

II. Forage phases

Forage responses will be evaluated in terms of measurable indicatorsof plant vigor and productivity such as number and size of new stems or totalstems, number and size of leaves, or simply foliage "density". The finalresults of Subproject 12 (at Tidewater Station) will probably provide a basisfor computing a single index of productivity from a combination of suchindexes.
data

Forage/from the major ranges and the "miniature ranges" will beanalyzed separately.
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Major ranges

'The major ranges provide essentially three treatments from the stand-
point of forage response: continuous summer grazing, continuous winter
grazing, and rotational winter4summer grazing. But for any one year the ,
rotation treatment breaks down into two treatments: currently grazed and
currently protected. Therefore, the plot data can be analyzed on the basis
of four treatments, rotation ranges being separated according to the yearthey were first grazed (1950 or 1951).

Nilacre—plot data can be averaged for each range and analyzed as follows
(for a years): ‘ ,

D... H;m
Treatment (T) . . . . . . . . .
Replication . . . . .
R x T . . . .
Years (Y) . .
Y x T . . . . . . . . .

O O o O O

oooC

0
o,0

oocO

\omxowwr-Jm
Y x R . . .
Y x T x R . 0OOOOI 5...

O
0 I I l I l 0

To investigate the proper degree of utilization without resorting tohighly complicated curvilinear analysis, forage response (indexes of vigorand productivity) will first be plotted against degree of utilization (at thelatest critical date indicated in Subproject 12). From an inspection of theplotted data, the indicated maximum acceptable degree of utilization will beapproximated for each.range. The preceding analysis can then be applied tothese approximated values to test the hypothesis that prOper utilizationvaries between grazing treatments. . V
The l/ZOO-acre-plot data will provide a nongrazed comparison as well'as an additional (though less intensive) evaluation of the treatments alreadydiscussed.

An appropriate analysis on an individual plot basis is as follows (forone year): '

0.. H)Source

Replication (R) .
Treatments (T). .
T x,R . . . . . . . .
Sites within T x R (S). . . . .
Grazed vs Ungrazed (G). . . . '
G x R . . . . . . . . . .
G x T4. . . .
G x R x T . .
G X'S . . .'. . .
Plots within G x S .. . . . . .

9 O O O O I
COO IOI

'R:

#bWWHthwH

O
O I O O C O I
I I O O O I

IOOO O o O
6‘“;

Total . 127
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Covariance can be applied to the above analysis if adjustment for finitial values, or for degree of utilization, is desired. The effect of treecanopy on forage values can also-be evaluated with the covariance procedure.
Analyzing differences between grazed and ungrazed plots at each plot"site" (four in each range) offers a simpler approaCh which may prove to beadequate for some comparisons. The analysis would be as follows (for oneyear and two replications): '

Source d.f.

Replications (R). . . . . . . . . 1
Treatment (T) . . . . . . . . . . 3
R x T C C C O O . l U C Q ' Q C C 3
Sites within R x T. . . . . . .25

Total - ‘ 31
"Miniature ranges"

Although only two grazing-systems are being compared on the %.acreranges, essentially three conditions (or "treatments") will exist at any onetime due to the deferred~rotation management. '
Since the forage stand and degree of utilization are expected to bereasonably uniform within the uranges", forage responses on the small plotscan probably be analyzed on-the basis of range means. The following analysisis appropriate for one year (on current values or difference from initialvalues : * :' ' ” .

Source d.f.
Replications (R). . . . . . . . . lV ' Treatment (T) o a a '. a a o 1‘ o I 2
T x R C . . . O ' ' ‘ C . C O I I . 2

Total 5
For four years the analysis would be

Replications (R). . . . . . . .
Treatment (T) . . . . . . a . .
T x R.. . . .p. ... .
Years (Y) . . . . . .
Y x R . . . . . . p
Y X T . . . . . . ; .
Y x T X R . . . . . . .

Total ‘ '

C O O

OOOO
O‘OWQKDAJADF‘IOOC

O O
.OQC

A)kn
In case there is considerable variability in forage response whichappears to be related to measurable factors such as degree of utilization, orcane size, regression techniques will be used to evaluate the relationshipson an individual plot basis. ‘
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III. Egrest phases

The analysis outlined for forage evaluations on the l/ZOO—acre plots
will also apply to fuel and seedling data, although for the latter, some
adjustments will need to be made for unequal subclass numbers which will
occur.

In evaluating pine seedling establishment; only the sites having a
seed source will be studied.

Comparisons of seedling growth rates will be made only on sites having
seedlings in both grazed and fenced plots. .

ASSIGNMENT

Under the general direction of E. H. Hostetler, E. U. Dillard will be
responsible for all cattle management phases including the supervision of the
herdsman in handling the cattle and making cattle records.

The forage and forestry phases will be under the general direction of
R. D. MbCulley, and the technical supervision of W. 0. Shepherd. Ralph H.
Hughes Will be responsible for the field work pertaining to the collection
of forage and forest data.

The Statistics Department of N. C. State College will cooperate in the
analysis of all phases of the data.
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Figure 2.--Diagram of the ”miniature ranges“ located in Ranges 13 and 17,

and treatment assignments.
Deferrednrotation = grazing use rotated between early summer (Lay'l to

August 15) and late summer (August 15 through December)
on alternate years;

(A) grazed.early in 1950~52 and late in 195l~533
(B) grazed late in 1950—52 and early in l951~53.

Continuous = grazed continuously from May to December every year.
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BENTAL RANGE
Tyrrell County, North Carolina
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STATE COLLEGE STATION
February 22, 1950SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONAGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICERESIDENT TEACHING

DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

Dr. D. W. Colvard
Campus

Dear Dr. Colvard:

In the lease for land in Tyrrell County which we

are using in our forest grazing work we are suppoSed to furnish

the Richmond Cedar works with a report of progreSS¢ I am sending

a copy of this refiort to Mr. 0. B. Hayes, president of the

Richmond Cedar Works and thought you would be interested in

a copy.

Ve ftruly , yours,

7%
E. H. Hostetler
Professor and Head
Animal Husbandry Section

Enc.



Bakeigh, Kcrth G&rnlina

21 February 1950

ggfiflfiéfifififi Tfi ?KQFEESGR E. fl. HGfliETLER:

Bafarance _, Lettar of Q. B. Hayaa

Hark Wfifi atartaé an the Frying Pam gzgerimant Ranga abaut New. 15, laga.
The firgt jab undertaken waa tfi maka & feraga fifié timber survey at qugrtar mila
intervala avgr tha two mile aguarm xying in thfi aamthaagt cmrnar farmaé by tbs
junctian 6f tha Frying ?&n raad ané Eighway Ho. 9&. Tha intarior qugrtsr af this
tract w&$ fbunfi by thia and earlier racennaifisaace t9 bg & qypraafi swamp anfi un~
fit for graziflg‘re$a&rah.

?encing aparatians ware started abmut Baa. l, 1948 &nd at tha prasent time
ammathing cvar tquty milsfi of faneea have baan comatructafi. It has b$an pofigibla
to maa treaa fer fsnee yoatg t9 a vexy larga axtant. whan this 1% dune baaré fitriya
are firat gut an the traeg anfi than thfi wira atfipled to the strip. £p§raximgtaxy
1590 fanaa §¢$ta &fi& mafir 3806 piacas cf rajact h&nflle fitmek (uaaé a5 aoragfifira h$w
twaan fanaa yests ar traaa) have bean yurchaaafi. ’

A teal sfiafi fi§pruximataly 8 x 8 faet, a faad heuss 8 x 16 ft. with fiaale shad
0f aama 313$ $£i§¢hafi, a faefi h¢u&@ 8 x 1% ft. anfi gaveral gfina far hmlfiing &nfi aapaw
rfitiug cattle hfiva baan built at the aita. & lfifla ayprnximfitaxy~lfia ft. in wifith has
beaa fenfiaé aff $10ng the nying Pfin rnafi, filang fiighway 94.&n& alang tha 01¢ logging
raafi nfigr tha sauthern baundary of the tract. These arefia ware grazafi rather heavixy
in 194§ ta hglp in fira eantral far the arafi. &t the prwaant tima nine (Q) ranges
avarfiging ab$ut 7fiwacrafi in siwe hfiVE b$en fanaéd agfi eight (8) were aurvayed pram
parataxy t0 fanning. '%w

The firfit cattlg (36 in number) ware mavad ta tag araa Jan. 25, 1949. Theae
wera ail caW$ anfi caxvaé on tha ranges in afirly 19A9. In aéditian t0 tha firfit graup
ef Qfiflfi anether gran? 9f fipfirwximgtaiy £5 eswa find 25 calvaa was waved t0 the firaa
th$ lgtter yart mf‘July. Rfiififi wara rathar frequant frum shertly afgar tha firgt cows
wara maveé t9 fyrrall Cannty an thrmugh 1949 ané while the cawa fiifi fairly well the
calvag were mat a% large &t waaaing timg (fievambgr) as w? hga hoped for. It wag net
unafiual fiuring a large yfirt af tha year far water he be atfinéing over mast cf the areaa
fenceé. Tha éraifiagfi ¢anals ware practiaally full tha year 10mg. Aesorfiing to rasic
dantfi 9f thfi fiffi$ tfie yefir 1949 w&a mnah wattar than naval. $3 eartainly haye tha
,atharfi aran't fig wet.

fifl invaatigatiantof tha yeasibility far aatabliahing atripfi 0f impravsfi pfifitflré
for firabreaka was gtartaé in 1949. Fear diffarant grasg apfifiififi an§ fear legumga warm
aee§afl in Mflfflh an plats §repnrefi by dishing, ar burning, 9r fiifiking after burning.
Bark? sfianfis cf $11 sgaciga wera fairly gaad,‘but hgfivy rains flaméefi tha sita flaring
the fiflmmar'find killad magi 0f the young pa$tuya plants. fhe plflnts that fiurviveé fine
-flacding, hewaver, are daiug wall &3 bf Fe§rufiry 1§§&. ¥$ fixgact ta put in anathfir
trial thia spring, an the $$3um§tion that lasfi sumaer wag unuauglly unfavnr&ble.

baring the year we flaws had cattla fit the range two cewa and & bull have diad
of unknnwn caugea, ane cew fiiafl a? impactian 9f the rumen flfié figs cawa @ra rapartfid
miaaing since August 1949. Twe calvas wera fauna deaé in efiriy 1949 thfit haé gpn
pargnflxy died at hirfih or fihartly thereafter. .Gne calf (bayn waak) has died thug
far in l?59. Thia numbar 6f laa$ea fixcaeas that we haé sufferafi in aarlier foregt
grmning elsewhera, but m&y‘h&ve haen fine, at laafit in part, to 194$ baing &n ax~
tremely wet year fit this lacatian. ' ‘



Mean. ta Prnfeafiar E. H; ficatatlar *2» El Fmbra&ry 1955

A grasing exparimant, invalving $ight tarast rfingaa (abcut 7G acras eaah)
was begun in Jan. 1956. This stuéy is expected ta yield the follawing infarmatiant

la

,3‘

Graaing aagaaity 9f thig typa af range under tau
myatama of man&gamant‘

Eupplamental faéd requiramentg 3f caws wintfirad
an feraat ragga.

Pruductivifiy sf ranga herda in karma 0f aaleable
calvea.

fiupplwmantal fiata will be fibtfiififld on:

3.:

b.

C.

Future planfiz

Fusl rafiuctica by affixing.

Effactg af gr&%ing in yina aaadling establishmant
and gruwth.

Eelfiticnahigs betweea timber Stfifid ané farage
prméuctimn. -

?l&n$ avg being mada, and aight (B) mflditianal ranges are haing fencad,
fur atarting atnfiiss in Rovamber 195% on prablama 9f vintering calves and yaarling
cattla an range.

E: gar flillfim
gaaigtamt Prafaaacr
Animal Hufibgnany



19 Dacember 1939

‘ HEfiDRARDUM’TO: Prof. E; H. Hostatlar; Head
Animal‘fiusbandry Sectian

In raviawing soma of aur projects with Assaciate fiiractor
Cummings, it appears tnat tha wbrking plans far Purnall project
Plh ara quite well norkad out but that the aubprnjecta which have
been completed or diaconbinued are still included in the work

" plans to the extent that it is quite diffieult to undsrstand just
that projects ara active and what the plans forthe next yaar

' include. With this in mind I weuld like to suggest that thosa
concerned with the project consider rewriting the marking plans
to include only the work which is new active and which will be
active in the immediate future. This can probably be done'without
a great deal of effbrt since apparantly the workers have given
considerable thought to the matter.

:3; w. Colvard, Hear}
‘Dopartment of Animal Industry
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SCHOOL or ‘
AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRYRESEARCH EXTENSIONRESIDENT TEACHING

OFFICE OF DEAN AND DIRECTOR

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION November 16 9 194:9

MEMORANDUM TO: I). W. Colvard

In reviewing the material which you supplied me relative to project
analysis and working plans for Purnell project 13-14, I should like to suggest
that the complete project outline be reviewed and a revised proposal prepared
for sutmission to the Office of mperiment Stations. I understand from our
conversation that Dr. Shepherd is on the West Coast at the present time and
that this will need to await his return. I understand that the plans are in
good shape and that a revision of the outline should be a relatively simple
matter. However, I believe that we need to prepare this revision in order
to clarify the records in this office and the Office of Experiment Stations
in Washington. I am transmitting the copy of the working plans for 1948
studies to the Office of Experiment Stations and would appreciate your
supplying me with another copy if available.

Sine ere1y yours ,

>

R. W. Cummings
Associate Director



29 October 19h9

Dr. R; w. Cummings
Associate Director
N. C. Agrficultural Experiment Station
Campus

Dear‘nr.'0ummingsz

You'will find enclosed a copy of ”First Supplemant to tha
Praject Analyais and Barking Plans fbr Studies in the Coastal

‘ Plain of worth Carolina, Second Revision, march 19h5." This
supplementwas praparad in Catcher, 19h7, and gives the status of
the wnrk under savaral of the subprojacts of Parnell Project 1h.
Hfltilization of Reeds in Fbrnst Graxing,“ referred to in Dr. Elting's
letter of September 23. In answaring the questions which Dr.
‘Elting raised, it is abrract that some of the mark fbrmerly con—
ducted under Subprojact 2 is now being married out under Subproject 6.

On Subproject 7, "Relative Grazing Valuas and Nutritive Proper—
ties of Forage," samplas have baen sent to N. R. Ellis of the Bureau

'of Animal Industry for carbohydrata analysis. The field wnrk has
been completed, but thara remains some laboratory analyses and final
summaries which will be completad during this winter.

Subprnject 8, ”Envelopment of Baaf Cattle Especially'Adapted
to tha Coastal Plain Region of North Carolina," is activa and you
‘will find enclosed a statement of the braading plana for the year

' 19b9~50. Suhprojoats 11 and 12 are haw active at tha Plymouth Station and
at the Frying Pan araa, fyrrull County;

fiinccrely yours,

b. w. Colvavd, Head \
Departmant of Animal Industry



North Carolina

Sh6-ail7 - Plh

The Breeding plans for the year l9h9-SO.

Inter se matings will be continued within the Brahman-Hereford
and Africander—Herford crossbred groups. A bull.from the inbred line
being developed from the Africander—Angus crossbred foundation at
Jenerette may be used in the Africander crossbred group during the
1950 breeding season.

During the l9h9 breeding season a part of the grade Hereford
cows were bred artifically with semen of Rome Sinuano bulls in
Colombia, S.A. Those not so bred and those failing to settle were
exposed to pasture service to a Brahman bull. One Romo Sinuano x
grade Herefbrd heifer calf was dropped in June. About 12 calves of
this breeding are expected in the 1950 calf crop.

One AfricanderdHereford F bull calf and one Brahman-Hereford
first cross bull calf will be fag for 6 months in comparison with
purebred Hereford bull calves in the bull testing program at Raleigh
during the Winter of 19h9-50. If a suitable bull calf is available
from the herd at Jenerette, he will be fed with this group. These
bulls may be future herd sires within their own breeding groups.

A study has been made of the accumulated data. Briefly, the
crossbred groups have given feedlot and reproductive performance
superior to that of grade Herefords. The grade Hereford steers have
graded higher than the crossbred groups both as feeders and slaughter
cattle, but differences in carcass value are not evident.

10/11/h9
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FOREWORD

The first copy of the project analysis and working plans,
was written in the winter of 1941442, and revised June 20, 1942;
Three of the subprojects outlined in the revised cepy have now
been completed or closed out.‘ To fulfill all the general aims of
the working plan, an up-to-date revision is needed. The main purpose
of this revision is to outline new subprojects to be started in the
Coastal Plain, and to bring up-to-date the status of each subproject
outlined in the revised copy of June 20, 1942.

Although the project analysis covers all phases of beef cattle
production andrgrazing in the Coastal Plain, the working plans are
limited mainly-to the forestry grazing phases for which special
appropriations for their study were made in 1940. Other phases of
beef cattle production, including other types of grazing, in the
Coastal Pla n are considered in other working plans and projects of,
the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station. The reader,
therefore, should not gain the idea that other important phases of
cattle production and grazing in the Coastal Plain are being
neglected.

This project analysis and outline of working plans has proved
to be invaluable on the forestry grazing project. It has proved
especially valuable because of the large number of agencies cooperattig.
General aims of the project analysis and working plans have been, and
are, as follows:

1. To provide a thorough understanding of the problems of
forest grazing in the Coastal Plain and their importance
and scepe.

2. To insure a thorough-going attack on the problems.

5. To guide the execution of the work and insure that
pertinent data are collected regardless of change in
personnel or change in vieWpoint of existing personnel.

4. To inform station directors, chiefs, and heads of divi-
sions of methods of attack and how the work is being done.

5. To serve as a schedule for the preparation of reports
and publications.

It is proposed that the working plans be rigid enough to
insure that the original intent is attained, yet general and flexible
enough to permit necessary revision and the investigation of
"sidelight" problems. As the work progresses and more information is
obtained, it will be necessary to make certain changes in technique,



but no changes should be made before seeing whether such changes canbe incorporated successfully without endangering the primary objectivesof the studies. Minor changes may be approved by the project leaderswho are responsible for the technical phases of the studies, but aany necessary major changes should be approved also by station directors,chiefs, and heads of divisions of the various cooperating agencies.All changes should be in the form of written supplements.
The subprojects herein outlined have been reviewed by repre-,sentatives of all cooperating agencies and general approval obtained.Professors Gertrude M. Cox, R. E. Comsteck, and J. A. Rigney of theStatistical Section of the Nbrth Carolina State College have kindlyconsidered and he’s approved all subprojects from the statistical‘point of view and have suggested and written out the analyses

presented.

As certain of these subprojects are completed working planswill be developed for-others.
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IN BEEF CATTLE PRODUCTION

T H E S O U T H E A S T‘E R N' ‘U N I T E D S T.A T E S

PROJECT QNALYSIS AND WORKING PLANS

FOR STUDIES IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF NORTH CAROLINA

SECOND REVISION, MHrCh 1945

BY

J. E. Foster and H. H. Biswelli/

INTRODUCTION

Experimental work and general observations, as well as the
experiences of many stockmen, indicate that cattle raising and
timber production fit very-well together on many forest areas in
the southeastern United States. This is the case on cutover
lands, particularly, where the raising of beef cattle furnishes
some annual income to the farmer while the trees are growing to
merchantable size; furthermore, the grazing affords protection
to the trees through reducing the forest fire hazard. Some studies
started in 1940 in the Coastal Plain were primarily to determine
how timber production and cattle grazing can be most satisfactorily
fitted together. The development of improved practices and the
proper correlation of the grazing of forest lands with that of
tame pastures, field craps, and feeds, together with improved
livestock management, afford a possibility of deriving greater

If I. E. Foster, North Carolina Experiment Station and Bureau
of Animal Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture; H. H. Biswell,
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station, Forest Service, U. S. Deev
partment of Agriculture;



returns from these lands than from the growing of timber alone
or the production of beef alone.

The studies are located in the Coastal Plain of both
North Carolina and Georgia and are conducted by state and federal
agencies Cooperating. The analysis and working plans presented
here are for the experiments in North Carolina and are based
largely on conditions and practices in this area.

many forest areas in the southeastern states have been
heavily cut during the war and the acreage of cutover land to
be managed and regrown.to timber is still increasing. Therefore,
the results from these studies will apply to a still larger
acreage than at present.

CONDITIONS AND PRACTICES IN FOREST RANGE MANAGEMENT

IN n13 COASTAL PLAIN or NORTH (3.430an

The statements in this section are based largely, but
not all together, on a survey of forest grazing in the Coastal
Plain of North Carolina, in the fall and winter of 1940-41,
primarily to learn more specifically about present methods of
handling beef cattle herds and forest grazing lands in this area.
Also, to find the results obtained by operators, and to discuss
with them their experiences and chief problens in raising cattle
and growing trees on the same land. The results of this survey
are presented in more detail in bulletin form (3).

lGeneral Description of the Coastal Plain of North Carolina

The Coastal Plain of nearly 15 million acres includes
44 counties in the eastern part of the state. It is primarily
a forest and farm region, with forest lands comprising 64 per can;
of the unit(ll, 12). The eastern one—third, commonly called the
Tidewater Section, is a low, level, poorly drained area
characterized.by extensive swamps and sluggish rivers. The
other portion, the western Coastal Plain, with a gently rolling
topography, is well drained, but, because none of the slepes
are very steep, soil erosion generally is not a serious problem.
The five main forest types in the Coastal Plain and the approxi—
mate percentage of each are the loblolly pine-hardwood, 45 per
cent; bottom land hardWood,‘22-per cent; pond pine-hardwood,
21 per cent; longleaf pine, 8 per cent; and upland hardwood,
6 per cent. Many forests have an undesirable, almost impenetrable



brushy undergrowth, and therefore are not well suited to grazing.
The main brush species here are gallberries (Il-ex spp ), waxmyrtles
(yyzica spp.), bays (Magnoch Virginians P5rsaza nubescens, and
Gordonia lasianthus), huckleberries (Vacciniun spp. ), laurels
(Kalmia spin), and species of Smilax (Smilazg spp. ).

Agriculture is the leading industry in the Coastal Plain,
with the important cash crops consisting of tobacco, cotton, corn,
peanuts, and potatoes. The acreage of certain of these has decreased
in the past few years and that of small grains, hays, and tame
pastures has increased. This change has favored cattle production.

Fora e pas

The forage available for grazing in the forest areas of the
Coastal Plain of North Carolina can be classed in five generalized
types on the basis of the meet abundant palatable plants present.
The generalized types and the approximate percentage of each are
the reed or switch cane, 50 per cent; woodsgrass, 30 per cent;
broomSedge, 25 per cent; wiregrass, 14 per cent; and marshgrass,
l per cent. In some p1aces,oof course, it is difficult to classify
the forage on this basis because the dominant species of two or
more types:may be present in about equal abundance. Except for the
marshgrass type, the various forage types are almost wholly in
wooded areas. -

As far as cattle grazing is concerned, the reed or switch cane
type is the most important and most extensively used. Also, the
possibilities fer eipanding forest grazing in the Coastal Plain appear
to be greatest in this type because there are large areas of it not
being grazed at present. Areas of reeds apparently have been greatly
reduced in size in the past because of overgrazing and fires (19).
Proper management of reed areas for sustained forage yield is a
problem needing considerable study. The comparative amounts of gra-
zing furnished-by the different forage types in 1940-41 when the
survey was made were approximately as follows: reed, 46 per cent;
woodsgrass, 18 per cent; broomsedge, 55 per cent; wiregrass, 2 per
cent; and marshgrass, l per cent. The reed type is suitable for
grazing practically all of the year, whereas the woodsgrass, broom-
sedge, and wiregrass types are good for only.spring and early summer
grazing, and the marshgrass type mainly for winter. While some of
these can not be used very long each year, they usually furnish
grazing at a time when other feeds are scarce and for this reason
are more important than the length of their use indicates.

Some of the main forage species in the different types are
as follows: reed type -- reed jArundinaria tecta) and Panic grasses
(Panicum spp.); woodsgrass type -- bluestems (Andropogon spp.),
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Panic grasses, and sedges (Carer spp. ); broomsedge type ~— yellow~
sedge bluestem (Andropogon VLTg‘nicus), and other bluestems;
wiregrass type ~~ threeawn (firiuilug~sppd, muhly grasses~‘Mww
(Mhhlenbergiafispp.), and drOpseeds (Sporobolusspp ); mrshgraés_.——‘. n~~—
type -- rushes (Juncus app.) and salt—tolerant grasses.

Browse Plants and Poisonous Plants

Several vines, shrubs, and trees in the Coastal Plain furnish
some browse, although.none are exceptionally good. However, these
supply feed mainly in winter and early spring when herbaceous forage
is scarce. Vines comm01 y browsed are honeysuckles (Lonicera spp.)
and laurel greenbriar or smilax, chiefly during the winter. Among
‘shrubs taken to some extent are myrtle dahoon (Ilex cassine var.
myrtifolia), American cyrilla (Cyrilla racemiflora), summersweet
clothra (glethra alnifolia), common sweetleai (Symplocos tinctoria),
and tall gallberry'(£;§§.90ria£e§) mainly during the winter. Of
the trees, bays are browsed some during the winter and the gums
(Liquidambar styraciflua and Nyssa sylvatica), sourwood (Oxydendrum
arboreum), and a few others during early spring. Ordinarily
'pine trees are not browsed appreciably.

Poisonous plants are respnnsible for the death of many
livestock every year. Some of the more common Species of pOisonous
plants include: Carolina jessamine (Gelsemium sanpervirens),
lambkill kalmia or wicky (Kalmia angustifolia), and crow-poison
(Amianthium.muscaetoxiCum). In 1943 the North Carolina Agri-
cultural Expernnent Station published a bulletin (17) on some
stock—poisoning plants of North Carolina, but further studies are
needed in the Coastal Plain to determine When and in what
abundanCe they_ cause trouble, and more about what can be done to '
control them. '

Status of Beef Cattle Industry.

Interest in raising beef cattle in the Coastal Plain of
'North Carolina has increased.markedly in recent years as indicated
by the increase in number of herds, number bf cattle, and

I;improvement in beef type. From 1958 to 1940, for example, the ~*
hhmber of herds and cattle nearly doubled, and the number of” 1”
purebred bulls more than trebled. There has been a somewhat
shnilar expansion in cattle numbers in the Coastal Plain throughOut
the South and Southeast, amounting to an increase of about 20-
per cent in the past 5 years (10). In view of this rapid expansion,
the forestry grazing studies should be of considerable value in

f3“heipilng guide the forest and beef cattle programs of many land oWners
,. «an». .. 1mm” . .1...
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The chief factors contributing to the increased interest are:

1. Reduction in cash crop acreages.

8. Increased farm diversification and the realization
that an added source of income can be derived fram
beef cattle by utilizing native forage, and roughage
that may otherwise go tO‘waste.

3. more emphasis placed on soil conservation.

4. The need of manure in maintaining soil fertility on
thefarm.

5. Increase in amount and quality of tame permanent pastures

6. Increase in production of feed crops.

7. Farm labor difficulties.

8. Relative prices received for beef cattle, feed crops,
and cash crops.

9. Increased local demand for beef cattle and beef cattle
products and improvement in local marketing facilitiest

10. Increase in 4-H Clubs and other extension.work.

ll. Use of trench silos.

12. Increased demand for beef and hides during the war
period. .

Hereford breeding by far predominates in the Coastal Plain,
although all of the more common breeds are represented. The
quality of cattle varies from native to purebreds, but a majority
of the farmers seem to realize the value of geod animals and are
trying to get those best suited to their conditions. The herds
vary in size from a few animals up to about l, 000 head.

An average example of year-round management is approximately
as follows: a '

April l5 to November 15: ‘ f' Ranging in forests and on pastures.

November l5-to January 15: 7 Gleaning corn stalks and soybean
av‘ . ‘ ‘ ‘or velvet bean fields.



if“ .

January 15 to April 15: Grazing on one or more of the
following: ‘rye, pats,.barley,
wheat, crimson clover, Italian
rye grass, vetch.; "

November 15 to April 15: Gleanings and grazing supplemented’ '" i ' 'when necessary with some of the
following feeds: Peanut straw,
soybean hay, lespedeza-hay, corn
stover, grass hay, silage, cotton-
seed hulls, corn, cottonseed meal,
and soybean meal.

Systems of management vary from ranging cattle.onvf0restareas throughout the year to keeping then entirely on tame permanentpastures and cultivated crops, Based on the survey, forest rangesaccount for 29 per cent of the year~long sustenance of the anhmals;tame permanent pastures, 29 per cent; maintenance feeds, 18 percent; corn stalks, etc., 11 per cent; and small grains, fatteningfeeds, and summer annuals the renainder...Usuallyzallyof thesedifferent sburces of feed fit well into,a yearelong program ofmanagement. In a few cases farmers have cattle primarily becausethey have an abundance of_wild,native;forage, but even these generallyrely on other sources of feeds for certain seasons of the year. Onreome farms there is little native forage and this is used only asa supplement to improved permanent.and annual pastures.

Twenty—eight per cent of the stockmen finish but some steers,either of their own raising or additional ones purchased. An in-creasing number of breeders are marketing~their cattle chiefly asweaned calves, feeling that it is more profitable to keep larger
cow herds and thus sell more calves. This being the case, many beefproducers are interested in how to produce the most prefitable _weaned calves and desire information on the value of supplemental ‘feeding. A study on creep feeding has just been completed and a‘.
bulletin covering the results is in preparation./ : ; ‘=’

Less than half of the farmers give their cattle mineral supple-
ments other than saltl‘ Most of those using calcium and phosphorus
supplements state that they obtain marked improvements through their
use, as indicated by more thrifty condition. Some think that other
mineral deficiencies exist in certain localities and a few are now
adding iron, copper,_and cobalt to the mineral mixtures. Exploratory
studies being’made on this project indicate that certain of these
minerals as supplements improve both the percentage calf crop and
the general condition of the.anhnals. Without the supplements,
blood analyses showed the hemoglobin content to be low during some
seasons of the year. Mbre information and research is needed on



the extent and severity of.mineral deficiencies and on.methods of
correcting them. (In the studies here outlined-all groups of
cattle, except those in subproject No. 4, will have free access
to a mineral mixture composed of calcium, phosphorus, salt, iron,
copper, and cobalt. Because there is very little information
available for this area regarding mineral deficiencies it is thought
advisable to keep this mixture before the animals as a safety measure.)

Tame Permanent Pastures

Tame permanent pastures are an important source of grazing
in the Coastal Plain. As stated previously, the survey in 1940-41
showed them to furnish 29 per cent of the yearelong sustenance of
the animals. The extent of their use is also increasing. This
is brought out by the fact that approximately 56 per cent of them
were seeded between 1937 and 194l and at that time there was a
considerably larger acreage of planned seeding. many forest ranges
will be used to a greater extent for late fall, winter, and early
spring grazing when tame permanent pastures are develOped for
summer use. .At present, lespedeza is the most extensively used
pasture plant, furnishing grazing from about the first of June to
the first of November. Other important pasture plants are bermuda
grass, red top, Dallis grass, blue graSs, and white clover. A few
open forest areas have been planted to tame pasture grasses.

Tests carried on at the Blackland Branch Station during the
past four summers show lespedeza pastures to furnish good grazing
during late summer(7). Calves grazed on forest range up until
about August 1 and then on.lespedeza pasture until weaned about the
middle of November averaged 415 pounds in weight whereas those
grazed all swmner on native range weighed 588 pounds. However, for
one summer the calves that grazed all season on native range out—
weighed those grazed in late summer on lespedeza pasture. This was
because the lespedeza pasture was very poor due to severe drought.
As a result of the studies extending oVer four seasons, it was
concluded that the use of lespedeza pastures for late summer grazing
should be encouraged.

LITERATURE COVERING EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON FOREST GRAZING

IN THE SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES

Studies of grazing and beef cattle production in the reed
or switch cane forage type have been carried on at the Blackland
Branch Station in eastern North Carolina for the past 18 years
by state agencies, and state and federal agencies cooperating.



Some of the results are reported in publioations by Foster, Hostetler,
and Case (13) and Hostetler, Foster, and Hankins (16). These studies
had to do with beef cattle production in general in the reed forage
type, and with the production and quality of meat of native yearling.
cattle compared with grade yearlings. Reeds were used for about
8 months each year, from about the first of May to the first of
January, and represented only 9 per cent of the total cost of keeping
a cow trmough the year. The calves were dropped in February, march,
and April, and were also on reed pastures until weaned about N0e«
vember 15. At this time they usually weighed between 550 and 400
pounds. The winter feed cost represented an average of 85 per cent
of the total cost of weaned calves.

, The calves and yearlings usually made satisfactory gains on
the native forage from the time they were turned on the pastures
until about the first of August when the rate of gains for the re-
mainder of the season dropped to less than half. ‘The pastures were
stocked at an average rate of about 2 acres per animal unit for each
season. However, an unpublished analysis made of the rate of
stocking of the pastures for ll years indicates that this rate of
stocking (average of 2.1 acres per animal for 11-year period) was
too high for sustained yield. At the end of ll years many of the
reeds were killed by heavy grazing and some of the pastures had
decreased to about half in grazing capacity. 'General observations
showed that most of the decrease occurred just previous to 1941
when the weather was drier than usual.

., The experhnents comparing the cost of producing grade versus
native cattle showed that the gains of the former were about $1.31
per th. cheaper. When the cattle were on reed pastures during the
summer the calves from the grade animals gained 0.14 pounds more
per head daily than those from the native settle and Weighed 55
pounds more when weaned in November.

The results of a forest grazing survey in Louisianauare
reported by Campbell and Rhodes (9), and a survey in the Coastal
Plain of Georgia are reported by Biswell, Southwell, Stevenson, and
Shepherd (4). Forest lands in Louisiana and Georgia contribute
a large percentage of the yearlong sustenance of beef cattle in
both of these states. HbWever, the calf crops are generally low,
ranging from about 30 per cent to 85 per cent, and many farmers
are not getting as good returns from their cow herds as they should.
There are several problems in forest range grazing and beef cattle
management on which more information is needed, the chief of which
are: 1, development of practices that will result in more profitable
use of the forest range each year and thereby reduCe the wintering
costs; 2, correlation of imprOved permanent pastures and forest



ranges; 5, fire hazard reduction, and development of improved
practices in prescribed burning to improve the forage for grazing;
4, determination of the grazing capacity of different types of
forest range for sustained yield, and the effect of different
intensities of grazing on tree reproduction and growth and on cattle
gains; and 5, the kinds and extent of any mineral deficiencies and
means, costs, and values of correcting them.

Studies by Biswell gt_al; in the Geastal Plain of Georgia (5),
and by Biswell gt_al, in the Coastal Plain of North Carolina (6)
show that the native forage is deficient in protein, calcium, and
phosphorus during the winter months., When cattle are on range during
the winter they need protein supplements to make up for this deficiency.
Mineral supplements are needed year—long. ~

rStudies on the digestibility of reeds by Blackmon (8) showed
that the digestible nutrients furnished to cattle that are grazing
good reeds in June ranges from 52.2 to 57.6 pounds per 100 pounds
of reeds consumed on a moisture free basis, averaging 55.05 for
four sets of data. On a green weight basis, this places the T.D.N.
value at 12.42 pounds per hundred~weight. This means that the
T.D.N. of reeds compares very favorably with that of other green
feeds.

Mahlenberg, Greene, and Reed (18), working in Mississippi,
report the effects of four land treatments -- burned pasture, un—
burned pasture, burned ungrazed, and unburned ungrazed -- on the
use of longleaf pine land for cattle grazing as well as for timber
production. They found that annual winter burning of uncontrolled
intensity retarded the growth of longleaf pine sapling trees by
about one-fifth in diameter and one-fourth in height during a
5—year period. The survival of seedlings after 10 years following
a good seed crop, was 45 per cent on the unburned, ungrazed area
as against not over 5 per cent for any one of the other three land
treatments. Hewever, because of the brown spot needle disease,
none of the treatments were successful in bringing new longleaf
pine seedlings out of the grass stage. During this time both the
growth and cone production of older trees apparently was little
affected.

Annual winter burning of uncontrolled intensity in the
"wiregrass” type maintained more favorable composition, quality,
and quantity of forage than did exclusion of fires. This was
reflected in the greater seasonal gains in weight of cattle on the
burned area. The authors concluded that while annual winter firesof uncontrolled intensity improved the forage conditions for cattle,the results indicate that successful regeneration of longleaf pine
may depend upon some system.of periodic controlled burning rather
than the extremes of annual fires of uncontrolled intensity or fire



exclusion, both found by this study to be unsatisfactory. Burning
and grazing did not.result in serious soil degradation. The
burned-over soils exhibited slightly favorable chemical characteristics
and unfavorable physical characteristics in comparison with un—
burned soils, althOugh none of these changes appeared to be of any
practical significance. The net effect on plant growth of these
soil changes was not measured.

Animal nutrition studies by Becker, Neal, and Shealy (l, 2)
in Florida show that animals on open range may be in poor condition
because of mineral deficiencies in the native forage and that by
supplying proper minerals their condition may be improved.

Wahlenberg, Greene, and Reed (18) present a rather thorough
review of world literature pertaining to forest grazing and burning
in other places.

FOREST RANGE enAzrnGTPRosinns

many problems and guestions'about effective forest range
grazing need research, as was revealed by: l, farmers interviewed
in a survey; 2, experimental work already done in this area;
3, general observations; 4, discussions with persons interested
in land—use problems; and 5, literature on this subject. The chief
of these problems are:

1: To determine the sustained grazing capaCity of the
different types of forest range, especially the reed
or switch cane type which seems to be very sensitive
to heavy grazing. "

2. To determine the effects of different degrees, seasons,
and syStems of grazing on the forage and on cattle
gains, and on tree reproduction and growth.

‘5. ' To determine the value of grazing in reducing the forest
‘ fire hazard.

4. To determine the value of supplementary feeding of
different classes of animals on the forest range at
different seasons of the year, including different planes
of nutrition, and of providing supplemental pastures
'for late summer grazing. 'Also, studies are needed to
determine the practicability of finishing yearling steers
eompletely or partially onforest range.
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5. To detennine the need for mineral supplements of
different kinds on fo rest ranges and the value of
correcting any deficiencies.

6. lb determine the effect of having the cows breed
either earlier or later than in the present practice,
and the effect upon beef production of breeding
heifers to calve the first time as twocyear-olds
as compared to calving the first time as three-year-'
olds.

7. To detennine more fully the kinds of poisonous plants,
their distribution, abundance, poisonous properties,
effect on beef production, method of control, and
economic importanCe on the forest range.

Obviously a research program can not effectively cover all
these at any one time, or perhaps all the different phases of.a
single problem.‘ Therefore, it is necessary to select the problems
of greatest impertance and first tackle these phases which it is
thought williyield the greatest and quickest returns to the farmer.
In selecting these, it is necessary to give consideration to both
‘efficient Cattle production and efficient timber production if
the most is to be obtained from.the land. I

Research studies may eventually indicate when and under
what conditions either of these should be given primary consideration.
In fitting these uses together some practices that may be bene-
ficial to one, may to some extent, of course, be detrimental to
the other. ’ ‘

SELECTION OF FORAGE TYPE AND LOCATION OF STUDIES

The studies have been mainly in the reed forage type and
it is thought they should be continued here for the following
reasons:

1. It is one of the largest forage types in the Coastal
Plain.

2. it is most-extensively used for cattle grazing at
present.

5. The possibilities for expanding cattle grazing appear
to be greatest in this type.

-11—



One of the work centers is at the Hofmann Forest in the south-
eastern section of the Coastal Plain, and the other is at the Black—
land Branch Station in the northeastern section of the-Coastal Plain.
The forage at the Hofmann Forest is mainly of reeds, although a great
‘combination of herbaceous and browse plants, and different types of
forage occur here. Parts of the forest are typical of the wiregrass
type. The forest grazing land at the Blackland Branch Station,
largely muck soil, was drained and legged several years ago and since
then has burned over so frequently that practically no trees survive.
The forage is mainly of reeds. Hewever, in spring and early summer,
warty panicum (Panicum verrucosum) provides considerable forage.
Other species appear to be of minor impertance. Until fires are
controlled, grazing will represent the main source of income from
fluslmm.

Although the Blackland BranchStatiOn was sold, and replaced
by the Tidewater Branch Station, in 1944, _it has been decided to
arry on with studies there in the reed areas for the next three

years. This should give time to plan and make developments for studies
at the Tidewater Branch Station. The reed areas at the Blackland
Brarch Station are on leased land and were not sold, of course. No
more fences Will be needed to Continue the studies for another three
years. some ofthe cattle will probably be moved to the Tidewater
Branch tation for wintering and then m0ved back to the reed areas
for summer grazing. The cattle can be driven along an old railroad-
bed from the reed areas to the Tidewater Branch Station, a distance
of 5 or 6smiles.f .7L4

racemes OR senses or PROBEMS ssiscmn FOR STUDY
Tline Project)

The problems or phases of problems selected for study all
have to do with finding the most practical systems for utilizing
the reed forage type by beef cattle.fl Four of the subprojects listed
below were outlined in the revised working plan of June 1942. The -
other four are new subprojects. The subprojects that have been closed
'out, or completed, since the working plan Of June,1942, are. listed
further on in this working plan; each is discussed briefly.

-(Subprojects) V i .1;
Subprojects selected for study at present, are:,' '

1. Effects of heavy grazing and.moderate grazing on reeds:;
and on cattle gains at Wenona (new Subproject).

2. Use of reeds in finishing yearling steers (new subproject).. amt "m
3. Logging effects and degree of graZ1ng (old subproject,

NO. 5). . x“. . ..~,.‘ ,7 i;
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4. Mineral requirements on forest range (new Subproject,
largely under supervision of Animal Nutrition Division,
A.‘H. Department, North Carolina State College).

5. Different planes of nutrition for wintering breeding
cows on forest range (old subproject, No. 5).

6. Wintering calves on reeds (old subproject, No. 6).

7. Relative grazing values and nutritive properties of
forage plants as shown by chemical analyses (old sub-
project; No. 7).

8. Development of beef cattle especially adapted to the
Coastal Plain region of North Carolina (new subproject,
largely under supervision of Animal Husbandry Department,
North Carolina State College).

OUTLINE OF FOREST GRAZING PROJECT PROGRAM

This seetion presents the following information about each
of the subprojects selected for study:

Purpose .
Importance of study
Status
thhods

Field procedure and records
Statistical analysis

Duration

Certain parts of the methods section will be expanded in more detail
as the work develops.

Effects of Heavy Grazing and Moderate Grazing
on Reeds and on Cattle Gains at Wenona

(Subproject No. 1)

Purpose:

-To find the effects of heavy and moderate grazing on dense
vigorous reeds and on cattle gains, and to develop "yard-sticks"
for judging utilization (to be done at the Blackland Branch Station).

-13-



Importance of Study:

Studies of the effects of two degrees of grazing on logged and
unlOgged areas are already in progress at the Hoflmann Forest. How—
ever, preperly stocking reed areas to prevent over grazing and killing
the reeds and to produce maximum cattle gains is one of the biggest
problems in their proper management. Additional studies are needed
at the Blackland Branch Station, therefore, where the reeds are of
higher grazing value than those at the Hbfmann Forest. Previous studies
have shown that reeds are easily killed if over grazed during the &v
summer but more infomnation is needed on optimum rate of-stocking for
maintaining vigor in reeds and for best cattle gains. If "yard-
sticks" can be develOped whereby the proper use of reeds can be
determined in different trpes of stands it will be possible to avoid
overgrazing, killing the reeds, and destroying the grazing capacity
of forage ranges.

Status:

This is a new subproject.

methods:

Field Procedure and Records?

1. The six lS—acre steer pastures that were used in the
rotation grazing subproject (closed Out) will be used
for this study. The treatments will be run. in triplicate
as indicated by the number of animals in each pasture in
the following figure:

Pasture No.
6 5 4 3 . 2 l

I 1 Lu ' .‘I 1 ' I IH] ~ " '7'] . . 74f
6 cows 6 cows 4 cows 4 cows 6 cows 4 cows
and and and . and and and

N their their‘ their their U;their their [gates
calves calveS" calves calves , calves calves cwells

"A" Canal and Road » x3e scales

.4

The forage in these pastures was not changed appreciably
as a result of previous use in the rotation grazing
experiment. EOWever; a fire burned the muck soil in the
end of some of the pastures so that two of them appeared
better than the others. In addition, two of the remaining
four pastures were also slightly better than the two
poorest ones. As a result of these differences the pastures
were grouped by two's and the treatments assigned at random.
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Divide 30 cows and their calves into uniform.groups
(numbers indicated in figure above) about May 15 and
graze them.on pastures until about Nevember 15. (The
calves from this subproject will be used in subproject
No. 6 - Wintering Calves on Reeds.)

At the beginning and close of each grazing season, the
animals will be graded by a committee. The cows will
also be graded according to condition and vigor, and
the calves appraised. All cattle will be weighed
individually at the beginning and close of a test and
at 28-day intervals during a grazing period. The initial
and final weights used will be, where practical, the
average of those taken on three consecutive days at the
beginning and close of a grazing season.

Pictures will be taken of typical animals in the various
treatments at the beginning and the close of each grazing
season.

The forage in each pasture will be sampled (4 plots per
pasture) at the beginning and end of each grazing season
.for composition, density, and vigor. Degree of forage
utilization will be measured at the close of each grazing
season.

General observations of utilization, and stage of growth
of the important species will be made and recorded each
28—day weigh period, with any other general notes of
differences between pastures or groups.

Statistical Analysis:

CATTLE (for one year) , FORAGE (for one year)

Source of variation 9:3; Source ofsvariation,ttd;f.

Intensity , l Intensity l

Replications 2 Replications 2

Replication x intensity 2 Replications X intemntyz

Cows in groups '3 §é_‘ Plot locations lg

Total 29 Total 23
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Duration;

'It is planned to begin this subproject in may 1945 and continue
it at least three full seasons.

Use of Reeds in Finishing Yearling Steers

(Subproject No. 2)

Purpose:

To determine the practicability of finishing yearling steers
completely or partially on reed areas by the addition of concentrated
supplemental feeds after AuguSt 1, rather than finishing entirely in
the dry lot (to be done at the Blackland Branch Station).

anortance of Study:‘

Finishing yearling steers in the dry lot after about November 15
on corn, soybean hay, and cottonseed meal has proved to be rather
expensive. It is quite possible that it WOuld be cheaper and more
practical to finish or partial-1y finish yearling steers by feeding
them concentrated supplemental feeds on reed areas where there is an
abundance of forage. ' -

stars
This is a new subprojeot.

Methodsi

Field Procedure and Records.

1. The areas used in the creep feeding subproject (closed
out) and those used for the heifers in the rotation
grazing subproject (also closed out) at the Blackland
Branch Station will be used for this study. The steers
will be shifted among the areas so that plenty of forage
will always be available, and in such a way as to alleviate
pasture differences.

2. Graze 30 steers together on reed areas from about may 15
to about August 1 and then divide them into three uniform
groups and graze and feed as follows: ““w~\n-

Group 1

Graze 10 steers on reed areas from about August 1 to
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November 15 and then finish them out in the dry lot
on shelled corn and shredded corn stover full fed,
cottonseed meal 2 pounds per head daily, and soybean
hay 5 pounds per head daily. This procedure has been
carried on for several years at the Blackland Branch
Station, and the results for 1941-42, 1942-43, and
1945-44 have been written up and published (14). The
1944-45 group completes another finishing trial in
April 1945. This group of steers will serve as a
check on the other two.

Group 2

Finish out 10 steers on reed areas after about August 1
by full feeding them a concentrated supplement of 5
pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily and a full
feeding of ground corn.

Group 3

Finish out 10 steers on reed areas and in the dry lot
by feeding them the same as group 2 from about August 1
to November 15 and then handling and feeding them the
same as group 1 until they are finished.

All steers will be weighed individually at the beginning
and end of each trial and at 28-day intervals. Where
practical the initial and final weights used will be the
average of those taken on three consecutive days at the
start and close of each trial. Each animal will be
graded according to the U. S. Grading System by a
committee about August 1 and again when finished. Ad»:
ditional grades will be taken when the steers in groups
1 and 5 are put in dry lot.

Daily feed records as well as complete cost records and
financial returns of the different methods of handling
the groups will be kept throughout the period. Pictures
of representative animals will be made about August 1;
about November 15, and at the end of the finishing
periods.

Every 28 days (weigh periods) measurenents will be
made of degree of grazing, kinds and amounts of forage
available, and Observations of cattle condition.
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'StatistiCaI Analysis.

1'W*QAT§§§ (for one year)

9.Source of‘variation H

'Between groups 2

Steers in groups N - 3

Total. N — 1

Duration:

It is planned to begin this subproject in may 1945 and con—
tinue it for at least three full seasons.

Logging Effects and Degree of Grazing

(Subproject No. 3)

w=
To find .the effects of cattle grazing on tree reproduction

following logging, and the effects of logging and degree of use
on grazing capacity (in progress at the Hofmann Forest).

Importance of Study:

There has been considerable question among foresters and
cattle producers as to whether grazing in this forage type is
beneficial or detrimental to tree reprdduction. On this hinges
largely the practicability and econcomics of the multiple use of
forest lands for timber growing and cattle raising. Some land
managers claim.that cattle grazing in this forage and forest type
will destroy seedlings and young trees while others maintain that
it keeps down Some of the undergrowth and by doing this, tree
reproduction is favored. more information is definitely needed
on this question before forest grazing in this type can be fully
and properly evaluated.

In order to make proper adjustments in cattle numbers
fellowing timber cutting operations it is deSirable to determine
how the grazing capacity and rate of animal gain is affected by
logging. '
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Status:

This is an old subproject. Thus far the study shows that all
the areas are overstocked with cattle. There is not enough forage
in the areas to carry them through the entire season, and every year
they have been removed about August 15. .As a result, the number of
cattle will be reduced this year from.9 down to 6 for heavy grazing,
and from 6 down to 4 for light or moderate grazing. Intensity of
logging was rather un-uniform in the various areas so that the logged
areas are hardly replications. During the winter of 1945—46 an
analysis of_data will be made to determine differences between the
logged and unlogged areas. If differences are not significant and
if arrangements permit, one group of calves under each treatment
(4 groups) will be creepofed.

The cattle trample and kill a few seedlings each year in the
grazed areas. However, in the grazed areas a few more seedlings
start here each year than in the areas not grazed so that in the
end there are about the same number of seedlings coming on both
areas.

methods:

Field Procedure and Records:

1. Eight areas of 48 acres each.were fenced and are
treated.as indicated in the figure below. The lower
set of areas in the figure is a replication of the
upper set. The treatments were assigned at random
with the provision that two logged or unlogged
pastures would not lie beside each other.
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Pasture No.

North pastures

Logged Unlogged Logged Unlogged
and and and and

. grazed grazed grazed grazed

with with with with

4 6 6 4

cOws cows cows cows
and and and and
_their their vtheir their
calves calves ‘ calves calves

Scales '& Corrals'
I

04
.1 [J’r‘ii 2 5. ll 4i Y FT’/ .’ l/’/' I”
’1’ r,Zl’l 2 3' 4:

Unlogged Logged Unlogged Logged
and and » and and

-grazed grazed grazed grazed

with with with with

6 '4 4 6

cows cows 'cows cows
and and and and
their their their their
calves calves calves calves

South pastures
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2.
\

Forty cows and their calves are divided into uniform
groups (numbers indicated in figure) about may 1
and grazed on the areas until about August 15. When
the cows come off of this experiment each year they
are placed together inpa pasture until started on
subproject No. 5, (different planes of nutrition for
wintering breeding cows on forest range).' About
November 15 the calves are weaned. The steers are
moved to Raleigh for finishing tests and the heifers
are kept at the Forest for replacement and to build
up the number of cattle on the Forest.

At the beginning and close of each grazing season,
the animals are graded by a committee. The cows are
also graded according to condition and vigor, and
the calves are appraised. All cattle are weighed
individually at the beginning and close of a test
and at 28—day intervals during-a grazing period.
The initial and final weights used are, where practical,
the average Of those taken on three consecutive days
at the beginning and close of a grazing season.

Group pictures of the Cattle are taken when needed
in each of the four treatments to show any differences.
One square plot, 1/4 acre in area, was placed at random
in each one—fourth section of an area and staked.
Another plot was paired with each of these and fenced,
making a total of four unfenced and four fenced plots
in each area. The unfenced plots are at least one
chain from those fenced.

In each unfenced and fenced area, two plots 66 X 3.3
feet in size were placed at random.(border strip within
each unfenced or fenced enclosure of about 10 feet),
on.which the following.measurements are made: (The
initialzmeasurmments were made in-the fall of 1942
before any grazing was started).

a. ‘ All tree seedlings are counted and height measured;
if above breast high, diameter at this level instead
of height is measured.

b. ~~Density and composition of other plants on the
plots are estimated and height measurements taken.
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c. Vigor is estimated.

a. Degree of utilization is estimated.-

e. Any tree grazing or other danage done by the
'cattle is noted and recorded.

Similar measurements are made at the close of each
grazing season. Thus far, they have been made each
year.

In each fenced and unfenced area it is planned to make
clippings each fall to determine the difference in
amount of fuel on the grazed and ungrazed plots, as a
possible indicator of fire hazard reduction. Thus far,
two sets of clippings have been made.

General observations of utilization and stage of growth
of the important species are made and recorded each
28-day weigh period with any other general notes of
differences between pastures or groups.

A permanent photo-station was established on each of
the fence lines separating the pastures and pictures
were made before any grazing was started. Pictures
are made at the close of each grazing season. Another
station was established on the boundary of one of the
fenced enclosures in each of the areas. A picture
was made here also before any grazing was started, and
one is made at the end of each grazing season.

Statistical Analysis.

CATTLE (for one year) ‘FORAGE (for one year)

Source of variation d;£. Source of variation d.f.

Replication l Replication 1
Logging 1) Logging 1)
Intensity l) Intensity l)
L x I 1) L x I 1)
Rep. x main effects 5 Error (a) 5
Animals in groups N-8 Location in plot 24

Total N-l Treat (grazing) 1)
~ ' T x L 1)

T x I l)
T x L x I 1).
Error (b) 4
Treat]: location in plot 24
Sampling error §g_

Total 127
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For such variables as amount of forage removed by
grazing, which is measured by the difference between
the fenced and unfenoed plots, only the first half
of the forage analysis is applicable.

.Duration:

This experiment should be continued for a period of at
least 10 years. The fencing and logging was started in the fall
of 1941 but the grazing was not started until 1943. Two trials
have now been completed (march 1945). As stated in the Status of
this subproject, the logged pastures may be used later in a study
of creep feeding.

Mineral Requirements on Forest Range

(Subproject no. 4, largely under supervision of Animal Nutrition
Division, A. H. Department, North Carolina State College)

Pur se:

To study the effects of the absence of different minerals in‘
a mixture on growth and reproduction of cattle on forest range.
(This is largely an exploratory study).

Importance of Study:

The native forage is deficient in calcium and phosphorus
and perhaps in some of the rare mineral elements. In many places
the percentage calf crop is low and the cattle do not do as Well as
expected. It is possible that this is partly due to some mineral
deficiency that we know very little or nothing about at present.
If so, it is possible that this deficiency might be corrected at
little cost and be of great economical value.

Status:

This subproject was started in 1937. When the cows were first
moved to the Hofmann Forest preliminary results with feeding cobalt
indicated that when this was added to a mineral mixture the cows did
better and the percentage calf crop was increased. Hewever, present
studies are indicating that the addition of cobalt in the mineral
ration has no noticeable effect on the heifers.
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Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

1. Thirty yearling heifers that had been born and raised .
on forest range at the Hofmann Forest were divided into two uniform ~A~w£i4
groups June 3, 1943. ”They were given access to mineral mixturesl
in addition to salt, as follows:

Group 1

Steamed bonemeal 80 % and salt 20%

Group 2

Steamed bonemeal 80%, salt 19.95%, and cobalt carborate .05%

2. A range area of approximately 1200 acres containing
scattered reeds, woods grasses, and browse is used in this experiment.
It had been fenced for a few years but a division fence was put in
to divide the area as equally as possible in acreage and types of
forage.

3. All cattle are weighed at the beginning and close of
each supplemental feeding period, and on about August 1 at the close
of the breeding season. The animals are graded at the start and
close of each summer grazing season and are also scored according
to condition and vigor. The calves are to be graded at the start
of the grazing season, and graded and appraised when weaned about
November 15. ' " ‘ '

4. The heifers are left in the Same range area throughout
the test. The winter after they were yearlings they received two
pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily from.December 17 to
April 20. The second winter the supplemental feeding consisted of
4 pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily and was started on
January 3. They were with bulls from April 20 to August 17, 1944.

5. Blood samples for analysis were taken at the start of
the trial and at the beginning and close of the supplemental feeding
period for the first year. Other blood samples will be taken when—
ever it is deemed worthwhile. The breeding season will extend
from about may 1 to August 1.

6. Observations of the animals are made every 28 days to
note any differences if they appear.
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7. Pictures of representative animals in each group are
taken when needed to show effects of the treaUnents.

8. The calves will be removed from.the areas when weaned
in November. ' ‘ ‘

Statistical Analysis:

CATTLE (for one year) d.f.

Source of variation

Between Groups V 1

Animals in Groups N—2

Total N—l

Duration:

This exploratory study will extend over a period of at least
three more years. After that it is possible that a more detailed
study will be outlined.

Different Planes of Nutrition for Wintering
Breeding Cows on Forest Range

(Subproject No. 5)

Purpose:

To study the relative value of different planes of nutrition
for wintering breeding cows on forest land, and the effects of winter
grazing on the forage and on tree reproduction (in progress at the
Hofmann Forest).

Importance of Study:

Forest lands, especially those containing thick and protected
stands of reeds, furnish.mnch winter feed. Some cattlemen rely on
forest range entirely for wintering their cows, while others
supplement this with varying amounts of.harvested.feeds. Where no
supplements are fed, the calf crops are very low and usually death
losses are high, but the most profitable plane of nutrition to winter
the cows needs investigating. Work will also be needed later to
determine this for different ages and classes of cattle as well as
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for cows. To fully evaluate forest grazing, studies are needed to
determine the effect of winter grazing on the forage and on the
trees, and to find how the grazing capacity for this season of
year compares with that during the summer.

Status:

This is an old subproject. Studies are showing that the
cows wintered on the higher planes of nutrition come through the
winter in the best condition and produce the highest percentage calf
crop; Death losses are also lowest in the'herds fed at the higher
levels. An article covering the results of this subproject has
been published in the Journal of Animal Science (15).

Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

1. The cows used in subpreject No. 3 (Logging Effects and
Begree of Grazing), plus about 60 cows held in reserve‘
are_divided into three uniform groups abouthanuary l
(earlier if the animals begin to lose weight) and are,
wintered as follows: ' ‘ ' - -

Group 1

Thirty or more animals are grazed on reeds and supplemented
with 2 pounds of-eottonseed meal per head daily.

Group 2m.-
Thirty or more animals are grazed on reeds and supplemented
with 4 pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily.

‘Group 3

Thirty or more animals are grazed on reeds and supplementei
with 6 pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily.

Three range areas of 1000 to 1200 acres each containing
scattered reeds are used in this experiment (these were fenced
several years ago but are proving to be suitable for this
subproject). The three groups of cattle are shifted among
the pastures every 28 days to lessen any pasture differences.
The pasture layout and shifting arrangements are as follows:
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lst 28 days
2nd 28 days
5rd 28 days
4th 28 days
5th 28 days

etc.

A B C

l 2 5
3 l 2
2 3 l
l 2 3
5 l p 2

r

A, B, C. - Pastures .
l, 2, 3. - Cattle groups

All cattle are weighed individually at the beginning and
close of each test and at 28-day intervals. The initial
and final weights used are, where practical to weigh
three times, the averageof weights taken on three consecutive
days at the beginning and close of a test. The cows are
graded by a committee at the start and close of a test
and are also scored according to condition and vigor.
At the close of a trial the calves are appraised and
graded.

Daily feed records of the cattle are kept throughout
the period as well as complete cost records and financial
returns of the different methods of handling the groups.
Records kept for experiment No. 5 (Logging Effects and
Degree of Grazing) show the effect of condition of
wintering on summer gains.

Pictures of representative animals in each group are
taken when needed to show the effects of the treatments.

Observations are made in the areas every 28 days to
note any differences in utilization, feed available,
and to record the stage of development of the important
species.

Measurements will be made each winter (new phase of the
study) to determine the amount of_damage done to pine
tree seedlings and saplings.
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Statistical Analysis.

CATTLE (for one year)v

Source of variation.

Between groups
Cows in groups

'M” Tetal

‘ With variations in supplemental feeding the general plan of
. this subproject will probably continue for about 10 years. This study
was started in the winter of 1941-42. The fourth test will be
completed about may 1, 1945. i '

Wintering Calvesign Reeds

(Subprgject No. 6)

, Purgose:

To compare wintering weaned calves in reed areas to wintering
on the farm. (This is being done at the Blackland Branch Station).

Importance of Study:

Wintering of cattle on the fann is the most expensive period
of any season of the year. Where reed forage is available, the
studies are showing that through supplemental feeding on the range,
the cost of wintering can be greatly reduced.

Status:

This is an old Subproject. Thus far the study shows that weaned
calves can be wintered satisfactorily on9reed range when the forage
is supplemented with two or four pounds of cottonseed meal per head
daily. During mild winters, when the reed leaves do not shed so badly
as a result of frosts, the calves do better than they do during "cold"
winters. During the winters of 1941 and 1943 the calves were not
wintered on reeds because of fires that destroyed the forage.



l-A—:—-————~—~—‘
Methods:mm

Field Procedure and Records.

1;
,!

Calves from Subproject No. 1 (Effect of Heavy Grazing
and Mbderate Grazing on Reeds and on Cattle Gains at
the Blackland Branch Station) and from cows in the
reserve group are divided into four equal groups at
weaning time. The groups will each consist of 10 calves
or more.

Groups 1 and 2

These calves are wintered on the farm.much as in farmer
years on the Blackland Branch Station, namely; corn stalk
and soybean field gleanings and winter pasture supplemented
with corn stover and soybean hay when sufficient_forage
is not available. In addition, approximately 2 pounds of
concentrates are fed per head daily. When winter pasture
is available, Group 1 is grazed on Abruzzi Rye and Group 2
on Italian Rye grass. Therefore, the only differenCe in
the treatment of Groups 1 and 2 is in the Kind of winter
pasture. These winter pastures are approximately 10
acres each and are seeded early. When tests by the
Agronomy Department of North Carolina tate College indicate
that other pasture crops may be better suited for Winter
grazing, they will be substituted for the ones used in
this test.
2Groups 3 and 4

These calves are.grazed on reeds; Group 5 supplemented
with 2 pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily and
Group 4 with 4 pounds; Abundant feed forage is provided
in pastures already fenced, but the groups are alternated
between these two pastures every weigh-day to lessen the
effects of any pasture differences.

All cattle are weighed individually at the beginning
and clOSe of each test and at 28-day intervals during the
grazing period. The initial and final weights used are,
where practical, the average of weights taken on three
consecutive days at the beginning and close of each test.
Each animal is also graded according to the U. 6. Grading
Systan by a committee at the start and close of each
test.

Daily feed records of the cattle are kept throughout the
period as well as complete cost records and financial
returns of the different methods of handling the groups.
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4. Group pictures of the cattle are made when.desirable
to show any results of different wintering treestments.

5. At the end of every 28-day period, the reed pastures
are observed and a record made'of the degree and
uniformity of utilization and condition of the forage.
The cattle will also be observed each time to find the
forage species graZed and the portions of plants consumed.

Statistical Analysis.

CATTLE (for one year)

Source of variation d.f.

Between groups 5
(Reeds vs. Farm Gleanings 1)
Animals in groups . N-4

Total ' N-l

(At the close of this test, the steers will be
used in subproject No. 2, Use of reeds in Finishing
Yearling Steers.)

Duration:

This experiment should be continued through at least 8 fullseasons. The pastures were burned over in the falls of 1941 and1945 which delayed progress on the experiment. At the end of thisseason (19e5), however, two trials will have been completed.

Relative Grazing values and Nutritive Properties of Forage

(Subproject No. 7)

Puroose:

To study utilization, ealattability, and value of forage plantsfor grazine (being done at the Blackland Branch Station and theHofmann Forest)

Importance of Study:

To manage properly any grizing e.rea , it is necessary to knowthe plants tlnt furnish the bulk of the forage at different seasonsof the year, and something of their palatability and nutritive values.
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This type of data is necessary for determining such things as grazing
capacity, season of most profitable use, and kinds and amounts of
supplements needed.

Status:

This is an old subproject. One bulletin on this subject
is now in print —- "Native Forage Plants; species utilized by beef
cattle in the North Carolina Coastal Plain". Another bulletin,
"Chemistry of Southeastern Native Range Plants", is being prepared
by mr. Boggess, for U. S. Department of Agriculture publication.
The first draft of this should be completed in the fall of 1945.
A thesis on the digestibility of reeds was prepared by hr. Bruce
Blackmon. This was covered in the review of literature.

methods:

Field Proceddre and Records:

1. Cows on pastures in the subprojects already outlined at
.the Blackland Branch Station and at the Hermann Forest
have been followed systematically and ferage samples
representative of their diet collected. TheSe Were sent
to the laboratory for chemical analysis. Notes were
taken of the following:

a. Percentage of each species in the diet.

b. Portions of plants grazed.

c. Grazing habits.

1. Time of day grazing is done.
2. Type of grass grazed.

d. Approximate composition of the plants making up
the vegetation cover in the areas grazed.

2. Pure samples of tWO or three of the most important species
were also collected for chemical analysis. These were
made throughout the year when the animals were grazing
on forest range.

Statistical Analysis.

It is believed that a statistical analysis of most of
these data are not necessary in view of the type of comparisons
made. As the work develops, however, it may Jrecome advisable
to develop a program of statistical analysis.
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'W=
Most of the collections for forage analyses have been made

(March 1945). Ebwever, general observations of grazing will dentinue
as long as there are expernnents at the Hofmann Forest and the~
Blackland Branch Station.

Development of Beef Cattle Especially Adapted to the Coastal_
Plain Region of North Carolina

(Subproject No. 8, largely under supervision of Animal Husbandry
Department, North Carolina State College).

Purpose:

To learn whether beef cattle resulting from.crossing grade
Hereford cows to Brahman and Africander bulls are more productive
'in the Coastal Plain (particularly for reed grazing) than a high
grade of Herefords. Also if the cross-brads are more productive,
efforts will be made to develop a relatively pure breeding strain
frOm one or both of the crossbred groups.

Importance of Study:

It is well known that the British breeds of beef cattle do
not perform as satisfactorily as Brahman or Africanders in tropical
or sub-tropical climates. Crosses of the common beef breeds with
either the Brahman or the Efricanders also perform better in such
climates than do the British breeds.

It is desirable to know what kind of cattle are most productive
in the Coastal Plain and in particular whether cattle carrying
Brahman or Africander blood will Show the same‘advantage demonstrated
in slightly more~extreme (tropical)'climates. If they are better
by even a portion of the amount by which they excel‘the British breeds
in some other portions of the United States, their use in this area
would be of tremendous economic importance.

Status:

This project was started in 1944.
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Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

The female foundation stock will be comprised of the
overflow females from the grade Hereford herd at the Hofmann
Forest. About 50 were available in the spring of 1944;
equal numbers were bred to Africander and Brahman bulls.
About 60 cows and heifers will be available for this purpose
in the spring of 1945. The sane use will be made of all
overflow Hereford females for as many years as the production
of Fl's is required. Since grade Hereford calves are produced
at the Forest every year, the two crossbred groups can be
compared to them as well as to each other.

The Crossbred calves and their dams will be grazed in
the same pastures as Hereford calves and their dams. Thus
a fair comparison can be made each year. The number of
pastures used will probably Change from year to year.

All Fl females, excepting-those decidedly inferior,
will be retained for breeding. They will be bred as two-
year-olds to bulls of their own Fl group. Intense selection
based on growth rate, conformation, vigor, temperament*andt
mothering ability will be practiced starting with the F2
generation. Both the records of individuals and of their
progeny when available will be considered.'

If sufficient animals satisfactory in conformation do
not appear in generations following the F2 some females will
be bred to Hereford bulls that are superior in beef type.
The extent of such.matings cannot be foresast.

The data to be recorded are as follows:-

1. On calves

a. At birth or shortly after-—date of birth, sex,
weight (if practical), and color.

b. At weaning—~weight, confonnation, condition,
and color.

0.. At beginning and end of each grazing season
until maturity (for those retained)--weight
and conformation. '
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2. On cows——weight and condition at or shortly after
calving and at weaning time. Conformation will be
.recorded at weaning time.

3. On bulls-sweight, condition and conformation at
' beginning of breeding season; and per cent of cows

bred that conceived.

4. On all animalSd-pedigrees and coefficients of in-
breeding; and all unusual characteristics of a
specific nature. ‘

These records Will be Supplemented by suitable pictures.

Conformation and finish will be scored on numerical scales
Conformation scores shall be based on (a) compactness, (b) loinn
(0) quarter will be evaluated considering levelness of rump
as-well as fullness and depth of the entire rear quarters, and
(d) thrift. Notes will.be made of outstanding faults.

Periodic slaughter tests will be made to check on carcass
quality. AWhenever possible rate of gain and efficiency of
food utilization of steers of the new strains and of Hereford
‘steers will be compared within the structure of nutrition
experiments.

Statistical Analysis:

CATTLE (for one year)

Source of variation ‘ d.f.

Type of breeding 2

Pastures p-l

Calves of same breeding in same
pasture N—p-Z

Total N - l
r Weaning weight of calves will be adjusted for age by

Covariance. Comparisons of the productivity of F1 and Hereford
females will not be possible until 1948 or 1949 at the earliest.

Duration:

Thirty years unless it is decided neither cross has sufficientmerit to juStify carrying on with it.
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Subprojects Completed or Closed Out

Since the June 20, 1942 revision of the project analysis and
working plans was written two subprojects have been completed and
another closed out. These are as follows:

1. Rotation Grazing on Forest Range (old subpreject No. l).
The purpose of this subproject was to compare the practice of continuous
grazing of the reed forage type with the practice of rotating one
time at mid~seasen and with rotating every 28 days. This subproject
was carried through three full seasons and one short season. This
experiment was done at the Blackland Branch Station.

The results of this Subproject will be prepared in bulletin
form in 1946 for publication by the North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station.

2. Creep Feeding Nursing Calves on Forest Range (old sub-
preject No. 2). The purpose of this experiment was to determine the
Value of creep feeding nursing calves on reed Pastures to weaning
age, and to compare this with the value of running calves en reed
pastures in the early part of the season and then transferring them
to lespedeza pasture until weened. This e::periment was carried on
at the Blaehland Branch Station, through three full seasons and one
short season.

The results ef this subproject will be prepared in bulletin
fonn in 1945 for publication by the North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station.

3. ' Effect of Two Rates of Grazing on Burned and Unburned
'Areas (old subproject No. 4). The purpose of this subpreject was
to find the effect on reeds oftwo rates of grazing on both burned
and unburned areas. This experiment was carried on at the Blackland
Branch Station for one year, but then an accidental fire (not in
connection with this experiment, however) burned the muck soil to
a depth of about 18 inches and it was necessry to close out the
experiment. Results of one year, however, supplemented with general
observations, show that it is not advisable to burn reed areas for
several reasons: First, burning deleys the grazing season from 1 to
4 weeks because new reeds are veryeasily damaged, even by light
grazing; therefore, it is necessary to keep the cattle off of them
until they are about 50 inches tall. Second, the foliage produced
after a fire has low frost resistance the following fall and the
leaves drop earlier than.en unburned areas. ‘Third, the amount of ‘
reed ferage available during the first growing season after a fire is
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.less than on unburned areas and a larger acreage is needed for each
animal. Fourth, it is not only difficult but usually impossible to
control reed fires, because of their speed and sorority. The results
are included in the bulletin, "Native Forage Plants; Species utilized
by Beef Cattle on Forest Range in the North Carolina Coastal Plain".

PREPARATION OF REPORTS

Brief progress reports covering each subproject are prepared
annually. About every 5 years bulletins will be published covering"
the work completed up to that time. These bulletins may be on
individual subprejects or may cover two or more subprejects combined.
For subprejects of longer duration publications in the form of pre-
gress reports will also be prepared about every 5 years.

Subprejects that should yield enough worthwhile information
to justify publications at the end of three complete trials are as
follows: -

(Subpreject No.)

1. Effect of heavy grazing and moderate grazing
on reeds and on cattle gains at the Blackland
Branch Station. ~

2. Use of reeds in finishing yearling steers.

5. Logging effects and degree of grazing.

5. Different planes of nutrition for wintering
breeding cows on forest range.

6. Wintering calves on reeds.

7. Relative grazing values and nutritive properties
of forage (one bulletin in hands of printer, another
being prepared).

Technical or popular articles may be prepared covering certain 7
phases of this-work whenever it is deemed desirable.

All compilations and publications of these data will be per-
formed jointly by representatives of the cooperating agencies.
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RESPONSIBILITY

H. H. Biswell will be directly responsible for the technical
supervision of the forestry and forage phaSes, and J. E. Foster for
the animal husbandry phases. The forestry and animal husbandry
technicians will have immediate direction of the field work. All
statistical analyses will be under the supervision of the Department
of Experimen al Statistics, INorth Carolina 3 periment Station. All
major changes in the program and publications will be considered and
approved by the directors and heads of the divisions of the various
COOperating agencies. '

STUDIES OF HIGH PRIORITY TO BE UNDERTAKEN LATER

As the subprojects already outlined are completed, others
will be outlined and work started. This project analysis and working
plans should be revised and brought up—tc-date about every three
years. Some of the problems of high priority on Which work is needed
are as follows:

1. To study the kinds and extent of mineral deficiencies
‘ and the value of correcting them. >Some exploratory

studies are in progress at present, as mentioned in the
section,on.mineral deficiencies and in subproject No. 4.

2. To study the poisonous plants, their distribution,
abundance, effects on beef production, methods of control,
poisonous properties, and the most practical solution
to this problem. ‘

5. To study proper breeding season and breeding age for
cattle run on forest.range.

4. To study the value of creep feeding calves on forest
range at the Hofmann Forest. A similar study has been
made at the Blackland Branch Station where the forage
is more abundant and nutritious than that at the Hofman
Forest. Additional studies are needed, however, where
the forage is not so abundant and nutritious to more
nearly represent the entire Coastal Plain.
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5. To study methods of wintering calves on forest range
of the type prevailing at the Hermann Forest. .A similar w
study is in progress at the Blackland Branch Station
where the forage is more abundant and nutritious than
at the Hofmann Forest. Additional studies are needed,
however, in poorer reed areas.
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SCHOOL OF OFFICE OF DEAN AND DIRECTOR
AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRYRESEARCH I EXTENSIONRESIDENT TEACHING
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION September 26 , 1949

MEMORANDUM TO: D. W. Calvard:

I am enclosing a. copy of a. letter received from Mr. E. C. Elting of the
Office of Experiment Stations regarding the status of work on the Parnell
project "Utilizatien of Reeds in Forest Grazing.” Will you please supply
me with the information requested in this letter at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

R. We CWingS
Associate Director

Enclosure
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Y 136131;. 25, 1949

Dr. R. W. Cummings
Raleigh, N. C.

Dear Dr. Cmings: 3F": (9 1 «’44:?

We would appreciate knowing What subprojects will be active this year M W [4
under Purnell project l4,"Uti1ization of Reeds in Forest Grazing."

Are we correct in our understanding that the work formerly conducted under
subprojeot 2, "Winterizig; Calves on Reed Pasture," is now being carried out
under subproj eat 6‘? If not, we would like to have a plan of work for sub- 92 {a
project 6 to bring our records up to date.

/4"'~- W afluh
Likewise, if any research is to be done on subproject 7, “Relative Grazing

Values and Nutritive Properties of Forage," and subproject 8, "Development
of Beef Cattle, Especially Adapted to the Coastal Plain Region of North
Carolina", a plan of work for each of them also, would be ap‘precated. ~—

{1/

3-!
Very truly yours,

Signed/ E. c. Elting
Associate Chief
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GERTRUDE M. Cox, DIRECTORWILLIAM G. COCHRAN. ASSOCIATE DIRECTORHAROLD HOTELLING. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR March 18, 19h8

memorandum To: R. ER Cummings

From: H. L. Lucas

I have studied over the project outline on the "Role of Forest Grazing in BeefCattle Production in Southeastern United States." Projects 9, 10, 11 and 12 are
very well written. I have penciled in a feW'wording changes in the manuscript,and think that perhaps a sentence or two might be added on page 11 in sub-project10. These sentences should be to the effectizhat the design, due to a lack of
replication, allows no estimate of the error for general application of the
results. The design gives only an estimate of error pertinent to the particular
site involved in the study. I we sure the author is aware of this point and plans
to do more extensive studies after basic techniques have been worked out. On
page 12, near the bottom, a phrase is included to the effect that the error termis of questionable reliability. This phrase should be stricken out because the
sentences just suggested explain what the author means by the term, questionable
reliability.

Sub-project 13 was not written very well. I have penciled in changes in sentence
structure and wording in the manuscript (pages 35, 3h, 35). There are also somecomments to be made on the design of the experiment. One of these is relative to
item 3 on page 3h. The process of alternating the groups between ranges at 2-
week intervals tends to under-estimate the amount of feed required for the
“maintenance” treatment and to over-estimate the feed required for the "gain"treatment. How serious such errors are probably depends to a large extent on howheavily the pastures are grazed. The procedure of alternating is apparently in—
corporated in order to cancel pasture differences and thereby reduce experimental
error. This may or may not be a desirable thing to do depending on the aims ofthe study. I would judge it would be much better to not use the alternatingscheme, but rather set up the experiment on a replicated basis that is, with twoor more pastures on each feeding treatment. Some objective characterization ofthe carrying capacity of the pastures should also be made. These changes seennecessary if the results are to be of any practical value. I say this becausethere is little doubt in my mind that the amount of supplemental feed required tomaintain weight or to provide the desired rate of gain will vary tremendously
from pasture to pasture and from location to location.
The analysis proposed by the author is

Source 2E variation d.f.
Between groups 1
Heifers in groups N—2

Total N-l



Dr. Cummings
Page 2
March 18, lQbfi

This analysis has absolutely no meaning for the winter feeding results because
the author is feeding the animals to maintain some arbitrary average rates of
growth which are known to be different for each group. The variable truly under
study thus is the feed required to obtain the desired average rates of growth
and not the rates of growth parse. Obviously there will be only two data for
the experiment, one for each group. Thee, no analysis is possible. On the
other hand, the analysis proposed can be properly used for a study of subsequent
growth and reproduction. In this event covariance on winter gain would improve
the analysis considerably.

To sum up the comments just made relative to sub-project 13, it can be said that
the experiment is very poor from the standpoint of estimating the feed required
to give a desired winter gain, (this criticiam can only be over-come by replicating
the experiment, either at the one site or preferably at several other sites in the
region). On the other hand, the effect of rate of winter gain on subsequent growth
and reproduction can be assessed quite well from the experiment.

Knowing something about the conditions under which sub-project 13 must be con-
ducted, I think little can be done with regard to improving its bad featureso
I th.ink, however, the author should point out the deficiencies and make strong
the point that the experiment will be replicated when facilities are arailable.

dfflw
Associate Proféssor
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utilimigg the raga (switah cane} for;: '3 haef eattlo'. filthaugh ear»

tain phases at this grahlaa will be asatinnad, ataflieg have firagxaéasd ta

the stage mam wnsidsmble arm-rt ma be 3111Med w othar impartan‘h 35m».

lama. $ha atflfiy @laaa inalndeé ia thia anyplamant invelve tun majar §r9b~

leaa inelufisé in the ariginal problam analyais whieh ara new eansidarud ta

ha at yrimary imyarfianea, fire yrateatian fifid fgrgga mggggament.



PREEEflT STATUE 6? 3“‘ .fig GfimLIfiEE IE THE REVISEB
$0EKI§&4FLAES G? Héfififi 1945

Eh: grazing pregram whiéh h&s been earriad an in tha vicinity at the

el&.Elaaklana Braneh fitafiiaa at Vancna will be transferraé ta tha Tidewater

Exparfimsnt Statian, near 91 mfiuth. Eng éeairahility at saah a mnva beeams ap»

yarant (ané wag ant1e1§atefi in the l9¢5 marking plana} when the Eiaakland

Statian wag Bela ané reylaeed by the fiéawatar Statiafi in 1944. Th3 atafiiss

nan 1n yragrosa will b6 elesaé aufi aecoréing to sehadule at the ané ef the

1947 grazing seasaa.

gt Kafkann rarest the naeé for afiditianal rasaarah fasilitiea an& a

rfiviaien of the stufiiaa hag b96539 increasingly aviaent in reeant years. In-
aasquate raafis, trails aha raneas has Maia aattle figfégafifint éiffieult ané has
ragulteé in exfirbitant laaasg 9f expgrimantal cattla. A lack 9? suitable flintar

pafituras tanés to limit the applieatien 9f rasults of wintsring stafiiafi. An
initial lagk 0f waifarmity amsng the ”leggeé pasturofi‘, ia bath faraga stané

ané lagging treatmant, gas been aggravatefl by reyaatafi_wilé fires aad ever»

grazing tatha exwent that thasa yaaturas firs at limited valaa ta the study
for which thgy ware daaignaé. fiswovar, absQIVations in theaa §a$turea havs

amphafiimaé tha imyartanee cf fire as a prehlam ané $186 as a valuabla tael in
graaing and timhar‘managamaat. Ta attack 59mg of the mgst impartaat rarest
grazing prablems 03 a sauné basis at flatmaan Ebreat will rfiquira a new sat at

sx$arimental pasturaa. fihether it will ha mast fsasihls is lacate thasa pag-
tures at flgimann Farast er at same aseessible arsa, is new ands: aensideratian.
When a éecisian is reacheé the prejfiet analysifi ané marking piaag will be ra~
viseé ta ineoryerate results obtainefl to ants and Ram'studies ta be uaéartakan.

The subprojeets autliaaé in the 1945 study plans are lifiteé bal¢w*ané £h$
preaent atatng of aaeh 18 inéieated. All studies whieh are being ecmpletad er



elegaé fiat will ha axalyzaé as saga as yessihla anfl ra§arts prefiaraé for §ub~

licatiena

Snb re $et 3%. l, “Effécts at fiaavy Graging anfi fioéara%a Graging an Raaas
am am awn gains at fianmaé”. This sway amiaatw at the algae of the 3.947
grazing aaasan in fi§?amhar.

Sfihprajeat KO. 2, ‘33» gf Rfifiéfi in Finishiag Yaarlifig Stfiara“. Tfiis atafiy,
eeaéugtad at fianaaa ané Tidewntar Statiaa, will be camylatefi at the elcsa 0f tha
thirfi finighing trial in the sfiring $1 1948.

gubgrnjeet fie. 3, fiLoggiag Effa§t$ aafi Begres a: Graaing”. Thie atuéy at
fistmaan Faregt, sehadalgfi ta rfia “at lagst 15 yaarfifi, wag elagaé aux 1a 1§A6
after faar grasing saaaena whea it beaama aggaraat that little aéfiitieaal 13*
fezmatian wealfi be abtainefi by caatifiaing it furthar. The yastureg laakad uni»
fbxmifiy batk as ta farags ané lagging intaaaity, gaé tha fiata are fiat eaaelusive
ragarfiing tbs affaets 9f lagging 9r éagraa at grazing an eattle gaias. 'Twn $116
firea in 1&45 further aaeeatafitaé fiifferaaeaa aaang gagturaa aha éiarngtsé tha
firiginal aeaiga. fhasa pasturaa ngw'ara aseral $313 far stafiise ragfliring no
paatara mgarimna.

Th5 stufly has ahaun thafi grafiing has signifiaaatly ineraaa&é tha aatgblisha
msa$,.gaz¢ality aaé grewth cf yifie saeflliags. Same garfiinaat infaraatian has
alas bafin @fitaiaaa ragaréing tha gffaat er fire an gwaé 313a rageaaratién. A run
part an thasa ghfigss is bsiag prapgrsé far yufilieatiea.

Subgragfiet an. 4, “Eingral Raguiramsnts an Fereat Rangs“. Thifi study, fifiifih
has baan aaaéuateé at flatmann F¢raat aaaar the sugarvisian 9f tha £nxmal Entritiea
fisetian, Dfiyartmant 9f Aniflal Inéaatry, R. 6. Stats aollaga, 1a being 610885 aufi
fiith the aalviag data ta §a ebtainaé 13 tag syriag af 1948. 2ha stafiy railsé ta
éamgnstrata a nebalt éefieienay ia tha faraga, ggrhays age is tha faet that all
eattla raeeivsfi gagglamants at banafisal aaé eattaaaged fisal mhieh cantaineé traess
af aahait. $ha atudy was rafisgignaé in tha fall ef 1946 but 1% fig baing aiseanu
tinaaé‘aatil bettsr fagilities far a well canfircllad axyartmant are available!

‘*7 , ', ‘Eiffargut Flgnas 9f.§ntritian fer fiiataxiag Breafiiag
Gang 6a ?®rast Ranga“. mag sixth trial aamgaring thwae levals sf @rotein gagglew
manfis (tug, fag: and six gauaés per head fiaily) fram¢3gnnary aatil figxil, wag
eaagletaé in 1947; Khan ihig study was glaaeé aafi. Eeaalta a: tha firat tun
trials, anfl an aarliar ens wmayaring tub gag fear yaaaég af aagglemant, ware
yahliaksé in EQéS. @hs ragga pastarea an wbieh these trials wars canéuataé ware
qaits hataraganaaus aaé gafiaahat daficiant in fiasirable wiatar faraga. further
wintering atafiias are neafifié iifih variatiens nf thg anyylam$atal fafiéiag gragram
gaé an rangafi mare snit&ble far wiater nag.

Saharagaat Eb. é, “fiiateriag Galvaa an Eaaés‘. fihis wag set up as a
three year stufiy at wanafia; Firsa in 1941 ané l9é3 interrugfieé tha axgsriment,
hat twe triala Hera nanfiugtaé during tha wintsrs af 19g2~43 ana l§44~45. This
study will ha eantinusé at fiéewatar Statian, gr aigefihara, whsn facilitifis are
available.



3.

sabpggjset Re. 7, “Ragtivs Grazing Values anti Eutritim Properties 01‘
Range“. The: faraga gaming ané shmical analysers far this study haw ham
mylataé‘ 'flm éata am Ming awrismfl by 3. R. mu, :3? the Burma atAnna}. Iafiastry, ’6. 8. my. er” Agnienltm. fibsamtmml éam «warning
galatahility, amen 43f nan, relative imgartaaee, etc-2., have bean collaetaé133 all at the grazing stating anti will be watinaaé in ratm “Mien.

gab 31%: wt m. a, “Bevfleimant {21' Beef 6attl& npwially Aéaytsfi to theefiaasml Plain Ragian 62‘ Earth fiamlma’. flats lengwfim ymjwt, bum in,1?“, is baring matiauaé. In 1%? tmyamlé heifers ehtainod by atom-mgmm Bantam: wars with. am am Afr}.mam bulls were lama to yam ballsat! thfi 5m anaastm fer the first tiara in. thia xtwfiy.



éh

Effset ef i:: as and Saasan 6f Eafaliation an
tha ?rafiuntivityrané Vigor sf fiaiteh Sana.

(Subgrcjaet $6. 9)

fin axplaratcry investigatian cf tha reggaaaa cf switch eane ta éefinita

éegraan ef éafaliatien at aiffareat saafiaas. Th3 results abtainaé kayo will

be at graategt valus a3 haakgxfiunfi infanmgtiaa far éevaiaping imgrovad manage»

meat mathoda and graaing gtnfiies invnlving switah eaha.

Eggerfianes at Stagzg

The é;;§§%;as tazms, “haavy‘, ‘mafiarats‘, and “light” havg eamfianly

bsen awpkayed fig inéiaate intansity at atilization. Eb fie msaaingful, thess

tarmg maat ha éefiaeé aeaaziing ta sans taugihla ¢ritaria aueh as par 99::

éefaliafiian ar axiliaatien at Fartiealar fiaagaag. fiha éagraa 9f éetaliatioa

that suiteh eans will anéara at varieaa seasans, &nd still gaiatain its viger

ana yraéaativity, has Ea? baan detezaiaaé. Sflfih infermatlen is naaéeé far

ia$elligent managikent a? this mast flmpartank natiyu farage ayaeias af’

fifirfik caralinais Caaetal Plain rggian.

Switeh eane faraga fits null 13 a grazing pragxam éuxing ans ar mar»

9f $ha fallafiing pexieés:

{1) Dfiriag the gpring and aaxiy sagas: bafare lespaéazg

and @the: late Fastures ara praduging well.

(2) During tbs antirs sfifiaer ta sagplsmsnt, fir raglfiea,

farm pgatma.

{3) During the fall 6r wintar artar fiermanant paaturas

hava heaama garment.

Tfiese parisas ara inaluéeé in the prsaant in?astigatians at askitrary “light“

and ”haavy“ rates a? atixizatien, and al$a “total“ éefoliatian, aaylaying

hand harvasting.



5.

Status:

Eng study wag bagun infarmally in l?£6 and in ncw'in the saeanfi aeasoa.
efiaarwatians thug far indieate: (a) that the balk at the annual ferage grawth
an ungraxafi cans aeaurs ia.fiay anfi fans; {b} ragruuth at rcliage is alight aka
nax'leavas arm small tnllawing daraliatian in.3uly at later, and ages net bagin
far at least ans manth arts: dofaliatiaa; (a) graufih is ap§arantly darfiant by
Havumhar; {d} light utilization, aw yraatieaé bars, stimulat¢a vary_littlo raw
gzawth; (a) mare than gas yaar is aeaesgary ta evaluate the effects at the
traatmants hsing used, siaaa tha aazky raliaga grnuth aypearafi ta be nnrmal 63
all plots tha secand seaean.

Hathnds sag Praaeéura:

Hana glanking an swall pletfi is anpleyed ta simulate graaing effecta af
tha rallawing $3fi50fi$ aaé intangitiaa 3f utilimatian:

Gantinuaus aarly (flay threugh July), bath light anfi haavy.
Guntinugua aammerlang (Hay threugh HQV$mbarJ, light anfi haavy
Wintsr (35?. ~ Eee.), light and heavy.

Total :atilizatiaa (9219 $1.313 per gamma} 1:: flay, 3915?, and! Sew...
(In aééitian t9 thsae nine enaéitions, cheek plats with §$
fixilizatian are iaelufiea far camgariaaa.)

The dagrae a: éafaliatian arbitrarily fielacteé fer 'haavy’ utilizatian
15 £0 pereant 0f tha available feligge eaah menth far hath tag “aariy” and
“summarleflgfi yariaés, &né a iingla 1&9 peraenfi éafaliatian in wintar. Ehe
earrespanfiing “light“ utilizatiaa rata is 15 peraent aaeh manth fer sufimar»
long”, 29 gareant far ”aarly‘, and 59 pareaat in winter. A.eenstant per~
eantage was afleptefi as tha hasia 6f éegrse 6f utilizafiien beeauso n0 rsliabla
infarmatian wag available ta inaieate the ameaat 0f initial grswth ta arpeafi,
aha seasiderable rsgrewth was antieigataé. £.single defeliatign in early winter
1% alpaetad ta prawiée an afiequato, thaugh rignrouw, taat 3f wintar utilizatien



b33§§5e greith is fiarmfiat at that time anfi $9§e 9f tha slfler laavaa ara‘ahedaingfi

V'Lfieatiaaz'

iha study 12 bsing eanéagtaa in.a anirama atané at ungrazad switah can:

335% mast a: the “laggeé pfifitures' at fibeann.Fbrgat. Th3 area had baan eampr

filatgly harneé evar by'a aevere wilfl fir» 6f aarly figril IQAS. Kan grawth at

tha sane gas vigareufi anfl uniform, evnrwtquing all braah apreufis. I

Hfimher aad size or glatg:

Flata ragrasanting «gen er the aims afiilixatian traatmaats, aha glaa an

fififirfiataé chaek plat, are rgplieatafi thrse timsa, making a tetal at 39 $1683.

Eaéfi'rafili¢a$ien is grnuyeé in a bleak af'ylata aaparatad imam aha ethar bloeks

by & aistanag at 73 £9 39 mum.fr Egan plat is 3.3 x 6‘6 feet (1/2680 - gets).

Eafiahlishmant at plmtfi:

In saga bleak area 16 plats ware saleetaa for fiaifemmity; than traatments

uwra asaignad at raaaam. fihe plot earners gura xaxkaé by wooé atakas abgut tun

fsat 163g, and wire was atruag batwaan the stakes ta claarly éclineate the henna

darfiasm

Brm&fi sprauta “firs eu$ off near tha greaaé ana refievad fram the §lfitfi. Tkia

yracedura will be rsyeated at least sues eaeh yaar in aréar ta miaimiza paasibls

affects at brash flampatitian.

Harvefiting proaaéur$:

331w gamma gercmtaga er ffllifigfi 1a yiaekeé by hangm emeh inaiviaual

aane stalk. 39 far as Fcasihle, tha alfister cf three ta six lagvss of an indiviéaal

branah ara glufikad tagathar, that 13, utilimatien 13 ky firanah alustars. Tb eh~

taig greatast agenragy, indiviéual leavas were tha unit a? utilizatiea &t the be»

gigging 0f thg stufiy. It became apgarant that plaeking.enfi or twn leaves frma a

elagtar éia nat aimalata grazing eonéitiens a3 elasaly as $16 @laaking a eluster

at a time. fherafare tha greeednre was ahangafl the seaanfi seasan.



'i.‘

Barragted tarage is baggeé separately fer «gab glet anfl bath graea ané

avanufiry waighta ara chtainafi. finy'rhiaamaa @fimmaeting glaata insid$ fiha plots

wfith giants aafiaids, are cut aaah syriag by sgaéing anéfer chapping ta a dapth

at l6 iaehss algae a liné eamplataly garraaaéing the pleta anfi aha fast eufigiéa
the‘baunéary. This éne-font ”buffer“ striy raaaivaa tha same traatmant as tbs giet.
{gaming the first saasan, whila tha aévisability 9f gavoring eanaeetiva rhixnmas

in fihig manner wag being invefitigakaé, a thraevfaet buffer atrip arouné eaéh §1¢t
was inalufiafl in the a$ilizatiea treafimants aka xhizamas wara hat gux.)

Earvasting bagiag when fiha gang has pafi aafi twn fnll laavag (“anally marl?
1% flay) and aantinans at fauruwsak iatarvalg thareafter antil tha mintar harvagtw
ing in flmvagfimr at Eacambsrg

Ecearéa: %

In aééitian tn faragg 313153, the fallawing‘iafarmatian is raaarfiaé aaah
time a plat is harveatedx ‘

(E Estimatea faliaga éansifiy €13 ysrfianfi at greund esvar}
f* %3- évnraga afimher aka s13: ef leaves gar atalk (aatimatsd tram

sample aaunta ané meaaarafiaata)

Awarage aafiber af leavna harvéstaé gar stalk (astimated)

absarvatiana an amsuat at regxmwth, fienaitian at farags, ate.
fiha ayprfiximate aumfier 33% size 9f live stalks! éaafi stalks, aaé aew haaal
ahaats will be reearéeé at tha afié a: aaah saasan. Avsrage eaaa heigkt anfi a$~
timgtafl faliaga density Esra raaaréaé far all §13ta at the begianing 9f tha stufiyg
Burstiaa;

Qha‘stafly fihgulé be eentiauaé at leagt thraugh tha thirfl saaaan (1943).



3.

fitatiatieal aafilyais:

Fer foraga yieléa, aaa ather samparisena a? the niag atilizatian traat“

aanta, tha fallawing analyaia will apgly (fer saw ya&r}:

Blaeka 2

Traatmsats g

Errar _§£§'

iatgl 36

Far-egmyariaanfi imalmfliag flag aheak gletg, tha dagrasfi a? freaéam fimfilfi

ha inaxaaseé ta 9 far £raatm&ata aafi ta la fer arrar.

Ta infiraasa greaiaian, tha faraga yisiéa may fia aéjastad fax initial

§l¢% aaagity, aaaa haigkt, er gnmhar a? atalkfi par yiet by aevarianea aaalygig.
t;§glfiaaa£ai Inrgxwatiaag

Far aaéiti$aal $¥&l%fi$ififi a? the anmalativa, a: rasiéual, affaets 3f
thasa traatéanta it may %a feaaibla ha éatemmina thg lavels flf faad rasar?a£
6f the fiana at tha glass 9? tha stag? {3&8 sungmjaefi £6}, a: ts harvaat the
fatal ffirage prafiueafi tha fallawiag saaaea.



arganie Fcafl Reserves at Ewiteh Cans in Ealatian
te Season ané Stgga at Grauth

(Subyrnjeat fiumher 19)

W
%a aetamnins tha seasgnal fluetuatians a: tha £394 raaervas 0f guitah

gang, 13 rmlatien ta raeogaizahla grawth stages, as a basis far better anéar»
atanfiing the prayer maaagamsnt at this faragg ayaaiaa.

Egfigrtaa¢t aad aaage at atfigzg

( Th9 éaylstian 0f steraé faafis flaring tha enriy rayifl gruwth staga, ané
ta: raylenishmaat 9f r993 reservas auxing sn§gaqaant stages a: grawth, art
wéll Ragga phennmsna er seaaanal davnleyment in parannial plants. varians
atafiiee with parannial farage speeiés barn ahaun thafi hnrwaating tha faliage
nhaa tbs read ruaervaa are at a law laval fianés ta raéuge the vigor Rafi prbu
dfictivity a? the farage gtaads. Far sfistainad farage firofiuctian, the giants
mugt be allawad $9 build a; their fasé reserves betwean harvgstings.

Ewiteh gags agyearg ts yasfiags the faeilities far rather ramarkgbla faeé
staraga eagaeity in its stau$ rhizamaa aafi parennial stama, but thig syaeiaa is
vary fianaitivs ta aisnme and 1a easily waakaned a: killafi by'heavy aantiaueus
grazing. aimple miaroehaaiaal tasts shew that tha rhiaamas eaataia abgfifiaat
atarfih aafi raeogniaabla aasfiats cf sag&r; fihfiaubtafily the aegufinlatiaas 9f
fiheaa aha ather plant reaés flagtuate gmnsiaerably éariag tbs year, ané grwbfi-
blyxin ralatien ta rseagnigable stages of aeaaanal granth. If the periads at
agglatiaa ané law'levelg 9f {sea rasarves, ané alga the geriads at reglsnish‘
meat anfi high ragarV$a, cealé ha aafiahlishefi, it maulfi eaatribata matarially to
a ketter unfierstanéing 9f prepar fi;:;aamant ef the awiteh gaze ferage typo.
flufik 13 the primary'abjaefiiva 9f tbs §rssant study.

Infarmatian will alga be abtaiaefi pertaiging to fins pringipal sterage
grafiaata, the ralativa imyertanee er aarial atgas ag steraga argans, the gross



ehemiaal campasitien a? tha leavsa ané ether plant parts at éiffarsnt aeasans,

aka ralatienshigs amgng savaral ehamieal cumgananta. gueh infarmatien will
praviéa a basis far simplifying further fitudies invclving raga raaervag, aaé
will glam aéfi samething to tbs preaant'fiaagsr knawigdga a? switgh eane §Ey~
aielagy. I

Tfiifi fihysiolegiaal ayyraach may greva t9 hfiva rather wide apylioatien
in gwifich eane managamant r$3$areh. Sines a fiaplation 9? tbs egn$*$ fond ram
aarveg firabfibly‘yraceées the apfiarant reéuctian in vigar and farags praéactivi~
ty rfiaultiag frfim misnfla, it aagaa quita lcgical t0 axyaet that a maasuramant'
af'the r965 rasarvas aighfi be helyful fer fin eariy avaluatian.ef'maaagamfint
stafiies aafi far éateating éetariormtian a? eaae vigar bafara tha feraga Etanfi
is sariafislyréamagafi. This apylieatien will be tastaé in the fatare if the rsm
aulfis @f the yraaant atuay iafiigate that it wnulé ha feasible.

Stgtas:r

Thia inwngtigatiaa nag bagflm infammally in 1946. Samples 9: atams aha
r§1maasa hava been eallaetsd at manthly*intervaia aiaeaVJEly 1946 sxcayt fer ths
nanths at January; fisfirfiary aha Harah in 194?; .Preliainary ahamiaal analyaea
havn bean mafia $36 the preaervatiaa mathgds and aaalytieal praeeéurea ta ha
tallagad bars baan aac§tad. It hag bean fauna that awuawéryiflg (at 7093) aaé
$133ha1 praaervatian 6f the giant material giva aampsrshle raaulta, and that tha
firiaé ganglaa are maze easily Fraeggssfi in the labaratery;
Hathaéa aafi.?ra¢eéurax

. Plant mafierial:

Ehizamas and ataaa ara agileeted at monthly intarvalg throughuut tbs yaar.
Leavaa are alse agaplad axespt in late winter Raga insignificaat afiewmts rumain
an tha glaflta in tha agaa aite whara tha callaetians are haing made.
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fiumgling arua: 2

In arder #0 Einimiza pogsibls sffaata af sita variatian, all samplas araa>fi?
, ‘ggk '. -

gallaatefi 13 a rastrietad area at Eafimann Farest. ané fram «ans 0? unifanu éfiGi

heightfi ibis yarticular area was burnsé in 1945 an& new has a Efllfahfi staaé'ér;b$§

eaka 3% ta 4% feet tall, a limitefi gmeunt 9f firugh, ané vary raw tress. V “if;

'eellectian snfi graparatiea 0f 3a§ylesz

?i¢aas 9f :96 a? eanvaniant.aizs {93$ ta twm sqaare faat) are 39$ eat,

£1.41 Yfia 6.35;with the aarial §Gr%ian$ intfiat, finé Wfifihfid frga 9? $011. B§at3 ara.r1

sarfaca water alléweé be avayerata £39m tha rhizafies. Than, apyraximataly 296

gram aamples (gragn W%ight) cf tha iafivas, stems, ané rhizfimas (inelufliag tha

aaésrgxafiafi figrfiiens 3? tbs stams) &re eallaetgé in pagar bagg, tha at$ms anfl

thigamsa baigg eat inte $1§1ants lasa thaa aa'inch 163g t9 faeilitata érying;

Efiflk flampk$ is a eampagita a? ganral graups 3f plantg. finanevar yessihla,

samyliag is dane abeux fihe Baas ttme af éay {early aftarnasn) every menth.

$3 saga as tkay ean be transyarteé ta Eaiaigh tha samgleg ara flrieé ta canw

staat flfiight in a faraaéwdrsft o?an at 650 fie 790$ Thsy ara than shiyyefl $0

the ehamieal labaratery far analyfiig.

Buriag 194$ the fraahly cut mfitarial was glae&é in giags jars and‘fiaffieiaflfi

95 gargant aleshal was afldeé in tha fialé ta yraviée at least an 38 gereant aalfifi

tian after fiilutiea by the watar in ths plaaj tissuu‘ Tha firying mathsd was afiku

stitataé in l?47 after fiesta shaweé that the tfiv gathedg gave eGEparahle rasalts.

daemiaal anaiysis: .

TEE sam§laa ara baing aaalyzéfi at Baitsvilie, Karylafié and Tiftaa, Gaargia

nnégr the éiractiaa a: E. R; Ellis, ?rinaipal chafiigt fig Sharga, énimal Euxritiaa

Inva$tigatiens, Bureau af £fiimal Iafiustry, E;$.fi.&m Eatarminatigns are beiag mad;

my team: sugars, starch, when? extract, ermie gromin, 8611111083, 113313., ewe

ribs? $36 gsh. fifter ralationghipa amang thase canatituants fire est&biiahefi ffir

anitah flake, saveral 5f ths éetarmimationfi can yrababiy be amittaé with im§unity

1a fnxfihur etudiga.
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fine aaaylss 5:9 wuighad when they ara baggeé ané again rhea ramavefi tram

tha érying evan. , I

On aaeh sample fiata, the fallawiag itams are Raina ané raeardad:

V Staga a? grauth and aanditian at faliage

fifima {hear} at saayiiag aka firying

Sail msisture canditiens afifi height at water table.

Any unnflual absarvatians or aircflmstancsa.

Duration; '

Th3 stufly will ha narriaé thrfiugh two full yeara at whieh tiga it will

ha agaideé tram an 1aspaatiaa of tha fiata nhsthar gr Eat mar» gamylea arc

nenasgary.

3tatiafii¢alrénalyaisz

Cauaiéariag tbs typa 9f data invclvafi ané the axperimantfil dagiga fififid,

it 1% baiiavaa that a statiatical treatmant wvald be_ef limited valhz in the

ifixaryrstatian 3f thia atafly. fibwsvar¥ tha roilawing ;~e *fiifi might ha ayyliad

ta :%§%%:; variatien hetwaan manihs and batwaan yaars, far any 539 at ths

ehauieal eanstifiaaats, a “iwwfirrar~$aafimmay~beMfif*

“ygmfiéahé;&$xflw

Ebathn ll

Yaara 1

thfiha x years (errni) ll

fatal 23
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thgga Spaciaz anfi Construatian.fletheds useful far E5tab~
lighiggrPasture Firebraaks in the Pena Pine Ehrest Typa.

(Sfibgroggct Mamba: llj

ngggse;

Thia is an explanatary stnfiy ta investigate (a) teehniqngfGr tha aaa~
stragtian anfi astablishmsnt of gasture firebreaka and (b) forage speeies aéaptni
red ta Gaafifial Plain fareat sitas and auitable for use an firebraaka.
Eggartanee and scape sf atuézi

Wilé fire is tha majnr hazarfi 9f the farfist industry in mueh er tbs
wastal Plain 92* Earth carolma. At the time 03? the 1937 rarest mas-my, almost-
109 gereent er the Pena §1ne-haxfiwnoé typs shcwafi eviéeaee cf burning, and an
1/4 ts 1/3:ef ita area fire hafl been severa aaeugh tc_kill fiawatimbar traaa
(Farest Survay Ralaaae EU. 4 and Rh. 5, 1949). Althmugh the éamaga wa$ lass
severe in athar typas, frnu 71 parcent (in tha nartharn fiiviaian) to 82 parcant
(gauzhern éivision) of all faraat lama in tha Caastal Plain gave evidance or
having been burned evnr. In this area fire canéitians havs ingravsd but little
in raeant ysara aad many araas continua to barn aver svery twn fie fiva years.
Fire eantral is aiffieult baaausa of tha‘axpanae and limiteé aeeaasihility cf
rarest traets with few fire barriers. $he yralifia undergtory sf barbs ana
brush nhiah eharaaterizag tha fiaastel Plain fieraats profiueafl iateaae firas which
are dirriault ané éangereus ta aombat. 'fiat eeaditiona which erfiiaarily Frevail
evar.mnah 6? tbs year afld be the difficulty ana axyanaa a: maihtfiining an ads»
qaatx system of firebrsaks 13 yreparstien for the ceeaaiangl dry §ariada at
high fira hazarfi.

¥here are gead inflieatiena that grazing wight be agpliefl ta the fira
preblam t9 gfieé advantaga. Berinite benefits cf grazing ware demenstrataé an
thraa roenat aaaaaians at flatmann Forast whan wild firas died eat or warm breught
under eantrol upon eatariag the exyarimantal range p&starea. Gbservatiana at



1%.

the Eiaana axpawimental araa and alaauhara inéieats fihat fira hazarés are may

tarially rwéuéeé by grazing“ If it'uara aggliaa ayaaifiaally fay'maxifium fir:

grataetzen,ths affiaiensy'af grazing as a fire gantrwl teal eaulé andafibteaxy

ha gr%afi1y inaraaaefi. Qua 9f the meat grafiising a§ylieatiaas aypaars t0 ha in

tha ahnay mniatsaanee a? wiéa.£ira lanaa a: “yagtfire firsbrsaks”; establisheé

at atratagie laeatieagfzg ta yrevanfi firs Erna aatsriag the feraafi er ta break

Hy laxga traatfi aha thna aanrine aafiidafital buraa t5 ralafiivaly aaall araaa.

Th1315$thefi inwelvaa the aatabliahmaat ef a ”39$” er'gaatars ylaatg which will

:h;a aativa vagatatifin amta thfi lane, ané whiehyravaat the inxagiaa ef inflama

13,1taalt will be a fira bfirriar by vixfiua af baing graaa ar glaaaly grazsé

éaring the fire aeasan. By thamaalvea, gawk lanas sealé not he axygateé ta

atfip intaaaa firms in a strang 3193, but aafier*kha dry ¢anfiitiana af baa fir:

$333353 thqy waulé serve as efiargaaey aaaess raaés ané pzaviée ralativaly

aafa avaauae a! afitaflk tar fira fighters aad aquiymant.

fig 3 yruragaiaite $6.1nraatigating this maans 0r fira aantrgl, infézmaw

tian 13 neeéafi an graatiaal yraeafiarea far emaat$u¢tiag tha fira lanes and yra-

gazing fiha aaefl baé, ané an f6raga a?¢aiaa whieh are guitable far thig yawn

gage anfi afiaytaé ta eenaitiena anaenntarsé in ferasts 9f tha lawar fiaastal Plgin‘

It is wifih gags» yxaliminary phaaas that tbs praaant atafly is primarily aaaw

eaxaad. If raanlts aha abaarvatiuns hara iaéiaate tkat this agplieatian a?

grazing is yraétieehle, th@ mathafi will ha éavalagafi farfiher in later afindies.

Statnsg"

’ This is a m snbymjwt.
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Hafihaflsrafié‘FTnaafiara:

'3 I is

«1"

fiathaas a: aanatrfigfiiag firs laaefi ané fireyaxikg xar saga“
iag, fiha fallawiag 1m§lsmfints ané aafihaés 3111 be iayasiiggteé:
A. awash afifiter cnly ~w as flitfihafi at giéaa a? firs laaa‘
B. Brash efi£tur a3 ia.& gfifi éitaheé at bafih afigax ky age

at a fir; ylan'a: anglawéaaar.

g; Eirfi glaw far marking fifi firg 1&aa aaé aagiamfiazar a?
; rnaé gvzéar far lavsl&£g, wifih filtekes left at bath @dgagw

A bufih»and~bag harrgfig a: ather farm imglamamt, will
fig aged £9 $u§plamaat thaaa mafihads it mgesagary ta
grayara & aui$abl¢ fifififl bafi.

fimbsr ma wiflth :31“ 1mm (All lanes will 233 1/3,, mm 1:22;ng
Thrae lakes 1 rfia rifle; aagh eenstrfietafi by a éifffirfifit Efifihfié.
Que Kane 2 reéa wifla $fifi£§1maf$é by'mathgé B.

Laaatisn af lana£:.

Ehe lafias will ha ariamteé fiarfihaaauth in Black I 9f the

Tifieflatar Exygrifi$n£ Statimfi. Tfifi? will be $§fl¢$§ at laaat

255 faet fiyart. Aftar the sitgs far the lafiaa hava $533
galeetad, the lseatign a? tka sgaaifisé tygas a? iaaag

will B9 rfinéamly agfiignefi.

gita prsyaratiafii

31a txfisa and raprafiufifiiafi‘tae larga $9 $9 eat a? by the“a
brufih efittar er fira Flaw will fia rfiasvaé in gévanas Er ths
mast fsasihla mathsfl at hanfi.
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Rfiearfim (Phfififl I):

Ea¢araa will ha kayt a? fiha gawk at aatablishiag a suifiabla

asaébafi an eaeh lama; agniymant aka flak hgurg ragu1r$fi far agah ghaaa

lat aaastyuetiam,~tha aambar of twigs @var fiha fiafifl araa raqairaé far

«nah tyge er eqaiymaafi, ska. £183 abaarwatiana aaaagxning fiha agyaraat

adapfiabiiity at gawk kiné er aqaiymant fer tha aite éfinéitiana aafieantar»

ma will he ruearfiafl.

fliagram a! langa

1 ra$ wida § Kira plaW’ w llfiitahafi , :::
a a a "fi‘Rwy h aafitar - fiitghfifir ‘V,,,"aw-w
fl fl 3 p _ ' 7‘!g *5 613$th "‘“ Mt fiitfihfié CO.f

2 raéa waéa _ Brush aafiter w aligned
4‘?!4

All lanas agyxuzxaafieiy 75 rnéa.lang.

fiknge II‘ ybraga aatabliafimaat.

Pmfimiwiag faraga 5ywaiea anfi wixmura will hm taa%a& an the
firw Lanna wanatrnetefi in.?ha£a I. wfia prinaipgl aritaria 1a jafiging
‘a ayaeiaw ar‘mix£nra will Ea ita n$ility in tha mainfiananae 3? an at»

faafiiva tixskraak andar farast graaiag aaafl§tiangw fiaofl faraga pawn

éfiativity; partiaularly'f‘ w a&rly fall aatil lata syriag, ia alga

agairahlefi ‘

Egaaies ané mixfiaras:

fihe faliowing spaaias mall ha taateé 13 pure atanfis mné in all

paafiihle atmgla mixfiuzas aamhining ane gxafia wifih an» lagums:
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6333333

Italian ryegrass {Lalium multiflorum)
Tall 333333 133333 {F333333 313tier 3:333133333),

Ky. 31 a: Alta straing.
Reétep (A3rfistis 3133)
Ballisgrass ZPasgf333 aglatatm)

Lagumaa

3uhelavar (331:31133-333333333333),3t. Barker 3r Tallareek strainsLafiinn 313333 (Trifelium 333333)
Eetland d3arvat3h (“big trefoil”) (L3tu3 filigiaesufi)
3333 133333333 (Lesyaéaza 3tri3ta)

These 3p3eias reprasent winter annual3 and c331 waather 93*
ranniala of bath gra3333 and lagumes, a summer parannial grass, 333 a
33333! annual 135333. fling $333333 anfi legumes having rather Law'far»
tility raquirameata and teler3nt 0: W33 3333131335 firs inaludad. They
were saleetad by the B3partment 3f Agrenamy, 3. C. State'ccllegg 33 repre-
senting tha kinfis of farage 3p33133 offsring mo3t prwmisa fer firabr33k
paStare mixturaa in the fidewater seetien of the 3; C. ceastal Plain.
Rm inf3xm3tian is new availabls eonearfling their 33133 for 3313 par»
tiauiar 333.

Rate 3f sasding and 3133 of planting:

The fallawing r3233 3? s3afiing are 33333333 t3 give 33313-
{aetery £33353 3tanéaz

3233138 Lbs.af gaeé 33: £619

In para 13 3133
333333 taras

Italian ryegrasa 50 352311 33333: £33333 2% 12
363309 15 10
Dallisgrass 25 15
Subelaver 28 15
Ladina elavar 4 3
Wetland daervatah 6 A
K333 leapedeza 40 29
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fill yiats will b3 sewn as afirly in the spring a5 moiaturs ean~

éitififia permit. flinea ryggraas gas subclavax fira mat wall aéaytefi to

$?ring sewing, theae sgecies will be rfisaun in tha fall if thay fail ta

maka & fitfifié ané greéuga a fiaad arap the first seaaaa.

gail traafimaats:

fill l$fi$$ will be limefi unifermly at tha rata a? 3 £633 §ar aera.

Th8 iime will b9 apgliad éuring tbs lafii phasa of aaedhafi greparatian.

Ail legfima ané mixfiara glats will ba ferfiilizafi with 2~12~12

fartilizer, at the rate a? 583 peaafis Far acre, §ricr ta aaaéing. Grasa

ylata will raceive 696 yoanés per acr$ of 1G~é~4 fertilizar, This will

yraviée 60 paunés gar aera efiP265 and sz for plota agntaifiing legumeg,

anfl 66 paunds gr aitragaa gar aura far glats with graas caly.

Theaa retss af liming afifi fartilizing have fiaan suggested by tha

Eggartmaat cf Agrfinemy a3 abaux the miflimum wfiich will prebably hg sat13«

factary far abtaining a gaea staafi a? all thg syeeias being tri9d. Alw

though thara is a naed fer infermatian canaarning the raapansa 9f thege

spaaies t9 airfarent levals at lima aafi fartilizar, partieularly unéar

the eenfiifiiens haing lavegtigatefi here, this Phasa has baan emitted ta

31mplify fiha axyarimantal agaign.

Rumbar aaé aiza 9f yleta, anfl axparimaatal design:

Plefia will b3 the wiéth 9f tha 13338 anfi 2£ faet lang, allewing

50 plafia par lane, 4 '

Thera will b9 tww blacks {feylicatiena} par lama, with 25 plats

par biaak.

Blessing 3:111 be éifiéad mm subobmaks er 5 plats; 4 plots 339mg

$9 033 sash cf the lagfimas aaé the ether with an lggume.
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Each of the tour grasses will be aaaéed over an antirn sub»

blaak; tbs ether aubwblock will have me grass.(enly legamea and a check

plat net seeded).

Spaaies will be assigned to glota anfi $ub~blocka at randcm.

Diagram 9f planting aeaign for eaeh lane

1 plot, 24 feet a}
§
Ean grass ...... T- .4... fimss l

_ ‘ _ Grass 2, eta.
Lean-es Lamas ’ 3

Me 1. 2 3 A £39113 1 i 2 3 a“ $136.

..............A)

Hanagament a? fire lansa:

The lanes will be egan to grazing at all timss excapt for the

first Month or tum 0! tbs initial grmwing season. Brufih or other-inn

vading species will be ramoved the ascend or thirfl year if neeesaary t0

maintain the usefulness of the lane as a firebraak. For this parpesa a

brush euttar‘ bush-ané~bag harraw; 0r ether suitabla equipment will ha useé.

If aflflitienal fertilization appears to be needsd during theK

saeoad at third saaaaa, the deaign ean raafiily ha medifiad to ineorparata

this treatment an half plata.

Reasrfis:

Earaga stand will be estimated in aarly sammer ané early wintar

and rateé 1 ta 10, 1 being exselleat.

Bensity or grow woven: will be wtimatafl (in tenths) far femgs

spe¢1as and waeés in late fall or Early wintar.



Aygarant inflammability 9f grauad eevnr will b3 rated éuring the

usual fira saa$on at late wintar anfl aarly syring; rate 1 ta 1%, 1 being mini~

mm mamahfiny (axeellsnt pmtwtian) . It may ha faagible t9 amt

this rating by firing ans edge 9f eaah lama with a tareh gaming firy waathsr

ana xeearfiing the éistanee anfi rate of firs panatration inta eaeh ylat.

tharvatians a? ralativs yalat&bility, aeaaanal grewth, anfl genau

ral perfarmance 0f iadiviéual S§$eiaa and mixtarss will ha mafia and ran

eeréoé paricéically.

Farége yialfi will amt ha attemgteé the first year. This measure—

aent will be includsé later if it seems to be doairable aaa if faailities

aafi available labar pemmit.

Statistieal analyaia:

Tha fallowing analysis will ha appliad to ferage ataaé an& in.

flamma§ility fiata (analyaia ahawn far 93% yaar):

Searea §.£.

Lfifiefi (L) 3
Blocks (B) l
E x L (array a) 3 (applies £9 E)
Grassea (G) A
G x:L 12
G x B A
GK B x L (arrer b) 12 (apfiliag ta G, Six L, & G x B)
Lagmaa (L3) 4
Lg sz 12
£g x B . A
Lg x B 21L {errar a) 12 (applie$ ta Lg, 3g x L, éng x B)
Lg x a» 16
{33235311. AB
Lg x G-x B 16
L5 x Q‘x B x L (errGr-é) 43 (agplieg t9 Lg x Q, Lg x G x L, Lg x,G x B,

W fixBxL,anéLngxL.

Tatal 19?

This analysia can $3 refinafi furthar i5 teat the perfermaace 0f in» ‘

diviflual Epeaies er mixtureg.
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Kata: Thara 15 an array term fer testing the gigaifieanee of air.

fersnces betwaan lansa. If ayyraaiable éiffaranees eecar,

fialfi abgervatians will grobably aeccant fer tham. A raters

replication 3f this stfifly, here or elsewhare, will yrovide

an aatimate at error far testiag lane differeneaa.

Dr. R‘ L.jbucaa 9f the lastituze 9f Statistias, E. C. State Gellege,

baa aypravafl the éesign 6f study ané has suggestefi the anglysin

. prssantad here.

Eaterialg needed:

ugehiaery ané equiymant:

A.haevy fire play, an ”angls—éczar‘ er heavy rnaéw gradar,

a ratary braah autter ané pesgibly a bush~ané~bog barren} anfl a

truek~type tractar.

Land araa to ha séeéad:

Ehree lanea l raé uiés, fifid ena 2 rods wida, at least 75

rafis Rang; approximately 1/2 aere 13 each narrow lane and one

acra in the wide lane, a tetal 3f aboux 2% acras.

Lima and fertiliz&r:

Lime - 7% tans

2~l2~12 fartilizar - 1350 pounés

1046~4 fertilifisr -, 2&0 younfis

Saéd:
,/

Sufficient saga of saeh Specias t9 ylant .&§*acr3 in

standa anériiééraeraa in mixtureg at the r&t$s spacifiaé.

Dur&tion:

‘At laast three years.

pure



grazing Capaaity a: switch Game by Saaaens in Relatian ta
Banaity and.fisight 3f Cane anfl Tree Gavar, and Raspenae
cf fiwitek Game %0 Uiilizatian at Differefit Saasaas.

(Efibprojeet Eumbér l2)

?§§gaae:

The puryaga of thia study is ta afitaia infcrmation vital to the éevaleyn

gant at a rang: appraiaal methafl ané ugeful far éavalaping managameat aystams

fer the switch eana forage tygs. The speaifia aims are to fietarmine {1) forage

pmduetivity (in ear éaya a? grazing} and Manage {Emmi (as; infliea’sed by emu-

cal analysis} at five éiffsrsnt $ea$ens in relating t9 density anfi height at cane;

(2) fsaponse of awiteh aane ta heavy utilization at thafia five seaacns 5a re~

tlaetad in sang vigor gnfi forage prodneticn flaring saccaaaive yaars; [3) the

affect that traa cover may have an {1) and (2).

Imgertance and 38993 cf Stuézfi

Efficient managamant 9f nativa range iavelvas, first, the datexminatifin

a! fag amnunt of available ravage, or grazing eapaeity, aad $ecand, the aypli~

aation 9f grazing systams which will msat naarly prnéune the resuits éésirad.

Bfiaally‘tha abjacfiive is maximum heat proéuetion ané a aaatained ferage yialé«

In same instanaes, hcwaver, it may be praferabls to partially éastray tha forage

researce, ané yarhayg sacrifiea samathing in cattla gains, in ordar to cbtain

cthsr banefita sudh as fire éantral, inereasea gins ragroéucticn, hagfinaofl

cantrol, eta.

TD flate, n0 avaluatian feetors have haen éevisafl for detammining grazing

capacity 9f gwitah cane range with any pracigion. Exam lcng axyerienea, the

eapaeity 9f the highly graduativa sxparimental ranges at Eenaaa hgva bsen quite

acaarataly datanaineé. At Hermann Farast, hawsvar, the capacity cf the experi~

manta; ranges was ovor—estimataé at tha baginniag ef tha stufiy ané the atana of
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guitcfi cans was severaly éamaged bsfore the situation was eerreated. Heaee,

there 13 n9 standard af correct utilization for madium $Rd smell cane suah a5

oceur at Earmann Feraat aha generally throughout tbs pené pine farest type.

The orthadox methad is ta éetsrmine graziag eapaeity fram a range survey,

or invantory cf kinfis aha amaunta 9f grazable foraga. The ”amounts” are some-

timas estimated in unitg of waight, but usually they are expressad in tefims of

”dgasity”, or ground aaver, which has baen fauna tn ha a usabla ahfi rapié method

sf forage apfiraisal an nativa rangas. Certain “yrséuctivity” faetors are than

ayplied in ordar ta convert the fienaity data to graging capacity* Thasa yro~

duetivity factcra are intandafi t0 expreas tha relativa amfiunts cf uaable foragfi

represented by a unit 0? density of tha various foraga sgeeies. For axample:

If fiha praductivity faeters,or rating§,of syeciaa A and speciss B ware 40.3na 80,

resgactivaly, than a uait of fienaity (a square fact, acra, etc.) af sgecies A

wculd ragrefiaat ans-half as much usable farage as wauld a wait 0f spacies B.

Such faetors fir ratingfi may vary‘with seaaens. Same apeeies, far instanes, ara

not usable in winter ané ethars are grazad only during tha Spring. Fer switch

ean$, at laast, the ratings may require afijnstmfint far the size of the plants.

Farage quality and alga yraduetivity gar unit 9f daagity apyaar ta be eorralated

with cane height which in turn, prcbably reflects site quality.

A first ste§ in fieveleping factmrs fer the calcul&tion of grazing capacity

9f awiteh aane ranges fram forage surveyg is t0 determine th$ grass ferage §IQ~

duetian in tarms 6? new d&ys er mantha 0f grazing‘psr unit of felimge fiangity.

This shoulé be fiaterminad by_seasans ecrreapending to grnwth habits and ferage

charaateriaties sf thfi afieeiea. The relatian at height 0f cane t9 preéaativity

hhonlé be establisheé alga. 'The relatianahip 0f dansity to foragé yield (by

waight) flan be intermined by elipping 9r plucking the farage tram plats an whieh

éansity gatimatas have been mafia. Thia datarmination offers anether apyraaah to
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the grazing eapaaity yrnblem ané also graviéea a chaek an tha aceuraay ef the
'"density eatimatian“ taahniqua as applied ta range appraiaal. After faetars
axyregsing tbs relatianahip cf feligge éansity anfi cane haight ta ferage yiald
anfi grazing aapaeity are éatarminad, they eaa ha aéjuateé far carreet utili~
zatian, Gr "prayer age“, what tha lattar 18 detexminad fram further atufiias.

fisavy a$ilizatian far & ahcrt garioé, amounting to almsst ecmplate flew
fnliatien during a restrieted saasen, shcald rgveal the seasan or seaaens when
switeh aana 13 valnarahle or rasiatant to grazing. The preblam wili than be
t@ datermiae the éegree 0f utilizatisa thi$ syaeiafi wil; talerata éuring the
pariaéa when it 1% gan51t1V$ ta ovar~usa‘ In previews studies thia gpaeies baa
bfiaa grazeé éuring aithar fine antire sammar 9: winter saaaaa&. fiintar grazing
haé nae rafineeé the $13G? ané proéuctivity a? the cans stané aypreeiably. Gmnw
tinnmus heavy $5M$9r grazing has serieualy éamagefl this syeeias in tau or thraa
yearg. sinca the summar grazing seascn has axfiende§ fram.fiay until gaptsfiber
er Deaember, it hag ant beea pesaible ta detarmina whsthar 0: Eat switch cane
is gartienlarly susceptiblé ta grazing damag$ during esrtain yortieng a? that
periofi. Limitaé facilities precl&fla tha invastigatien sf flpiffarent fiagreefi af
utilizatian in thia gtufiy at the presant time.

A good appartanity to invaatigata the affect 9f tree gave? on grafiing
eapaeity ané toleranaa 9f axilization 13 effarafi at ths Tidewater Statign whera
mane atands accur bath in fareateé sites and in opan‘fiitas withaux trea$.

Statfis:

This is a neW‘Eubprajaet.
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flethods anfi,Praeedare:

Trsatments:

Praetieally eamplate utilization of foliage 9f Switch c&ne of

éiffarant heights during aaah of the follewing yeriada:

1. Kay w Jung (activa grawth stage)

2. July ~ Auguat (late grawth and early fall leaf ataga)

3. Eept. - Set. {matnra leaf ataga)

A. Kev. - nae. ~ Jan. (early wintar)

5. Feb. - Ear. - Ayr. (late wintgr - bafnre s§ring growth)

Canditiflnsz

frees vs. n9 trees: Tha atufly will be eenducteé bath on a gita

havigg a fairly densa gtané 0? young psaé gins traea (29 ta 30 feet tall)

and an an cyan site(with no treg’éverstaryfif

Cane haight and density: The gaadgaka ”will. b3 89 Jigted that the

avsrage flaggity ané average height of switch cane will vary acnsidarably

bgtyean paddocks but will ha as uniform aa praeticahla within padéocka.

Size and numbar af range yadéacks:

2 reps. (10 paédoeks) unéar traes

2 rays. (10 paddocka) in the apen {ha trees)

Each yaédaek aha acre in $123.

Lecatisn sf yaddeeks and treatment aasignment:

The padéacka undar traas will be loeated in Tiers l and 2 of

Bleak I; thess without traes will be loeatad in wiera 2 and 3 of Black K

of the Tidawater Experiment Statiafi. Within aaeh of tha twe candi—

tians, treea vs. no treag, the trfifitmants and rayligatians will b3 as-

sigaed at ranéam, éisragarfling eana éeasity ané haight effeetfi which



will he evaluafiaé by the ayplieatien at eavarianea analygia.
[Small plate: I

Small filfltfi, iaitially aomparable, as to ésnsity and aims at
swifiah cane anelesafi, will be fitakefi aux in triylieates within aaeh
paééeek an an area having tarags aaa trfie canditians regraaentativa
af ths yadéeek. Twu 6? these glets till he prateated frfia grazing
by a {aneeé euelaaara; tha thirfi will be cyan to grazing. 9&3 0f the
faneaé plata will ha plunkad by‘hana, at the tima the catfile &ra raw
mavafl,to gimulata thg flagraa of utilizatian of tha graxnd gist (and
the paéé0¢k}¢

Thssa fififill plats ara fiat ia$enflad t9 gamyls th$ yadaaeks
(which will be earsrully anrveyeé by afihsr matheés), but are being
usad ta gvaluate same 9f the resalts thraagh preeise measaramants
ufiieh Vania not be feasible an thé antire paédaek. Spacifically,
tha Email plots will previde an satimfite cf: (a) yaarly variatieng
in forage gram$h (fencaé plats), (b) cumalative effaets 0f the graz~
13g treatments {feneed yiats vs. grazaé plats}, (e) trampling ané
breaking effecfs an eane invblved in grazing as agaifigt merely utiliu
zatian effaetg (grazad vs. pludkad plats), (é) farage yieid, (by waight)
fram y$ar ta year Haéer the five “tréatm3nts” as ralatad ts fianfiity and '
height af eana (glueked ylotg), ané (i) tha aecuraey a? the éeasity

. «firmly/r 71'0157 r »astimata mathaé as a maans gr napac fly. Fer this last puryfiae (a) theA
plazkaé plats in the paééoak analcsaras will be‘sapplemaafiea by pluaku
iag 19 additienal plats af’angrazad aan$ 6f variaufi heights #5 batfier
determine the rsgregaien sf ésnaity and height an faraga yialéa.
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Sigwxn l. Biagxam illastrating tbs assign anfi skewing a raflfiam aasiggaant 9f

gr&migg pariedg anfl rsgliaatieas. Thu shaye at inflivifiual yaééaaks may

be alteraé alightly an that, far bath traa eaaditiena, aama.§aadaeka will

eaataia ralatively aharfi gang aaé otherfi tall gang.

Ereeg flb Twas;
§ . ii 3 , 3 géfiaya3une§ Julyeéug R¢?;~Daa.~$ulngag$

f , 5 gan. é
‘:

M.«memm...»-a.“
Seyt.3atw Eah.éfia‘ - ' fisyhguna Fab.afiarua

% Ayr.§ figr.
2

4?

g Iulywéng fiav.fieaéa . Ssgt.~0afi Feh.4§ars
E Ian‘ g fipr. '%

3:

Jan.
g wamenaag 33yt.~aét. yflfiv.~fle&~ Saptawaet»

L..__.

M" ”m“ gmwmr fiayJuaeé :uzrmgé
{ Afir' 3an.: ‘ é

r3, y.“WWW..."WWWMMM..-V W... g- “warm—W .mwmw. ,. < m. W..." MW

Iignrfi 2; Biagram 9f amall $1323 in a singis yafidaek. Ehaaa gista, 1a
trifilicata,‘wili ha lacated in an area salaataa afi reprasaatative 6!
tbs farage eafiditians ia.the paéénck.

Gwaxaéwwwt:fi

?eaaad vwfiwmw
Flufikeé VE;

fiheak 5



$he 512% of tha small §lot$ will be 3.1 x 3.1 faet. Thig $123 gar~

mita eaaveniant acaafia to tha antira glat frwm thfi sfigas aka &l$e gigglifies

aanversifia ef farags yieléa ya: plat ta paunég per aera (graas parglat x 10 :

pounés par fiara}. A

Eflmber at anttla and mathefi or grasing:

fitaeking will b3 at the rate at twa eéxg par yaédaak, & tetal a? anly

eight gang will he requirad since caly ans gafldack af eaeh ra§lieatiea will

b3 gra§eé emncurraatly. fiatura eewa, eamyarabl¢ in eanéitian and withmut

aalvaa at their sifie, will be use& if yaafiibla. Pairing will he at ranfiam

unlaas thara is sangiderahle variatian in size, in whieh gage light eaws

will ha gaired with haavy saws. fihe pairings will be maintaiaafi, ané @wws

will ¢ontinna an aha sane tree eaaéitiens (treas va. 3a traas), fer a gear

glete grazing eyela (ans yfiar). fiithin tha tree eenfiitioaa, assignmaat ta

raplieatiana will he at randaa.

Eng eattla will ha tuzaea inte apyraprigta paéfieaka aarly anaugh in

tha fiasignated graging geriaa ta insur$ that tha aana faliaga will be rally

fitiiizaé bsfare tha and 9f the pariafi. fihan the paééacka havs ba¢n utilizad

£3 the yeint whare tha GflWfi fail ta attain & ”fill"’ the aattls will be re»

amwwd and held an auxiliary switeh aana raaga until tima to hagin tbs nag?

graming ysricd. firaziag will begin in flay aftar the sane has put 93$ twe

at thrse full lsaveg. It 1% anticiyataé that any aaa af the Fafificaks will

suggert the tan eggs far twe to six fiaaks. The graaiag will fie flags agar the

xiaéle 9f aach ax tha five grazing yeriafia. Baring tbs wintar tha eaws will

ha 296 63$ er tua pQunda at yrotain sn§@lam§nt (eotteaaead 0r aayhean meal)

beaaase switeh cang forage is deficient in prateia at this aeaaan.



Eaaerfia ané‘fieasuramantaz

Paédecks:

Ferage survsyg will 3% mafia 9f each yaééoek at beginning at

stafiy t9 detexmina hatanieal sampesitien 5f vegetative eavsr &nd as-

yeeially the dansity aha haight a? éwitch cana, Fer this gfirpafie, each

yfiééaak will be sub~éiviéad infie 8 t0 10 partigns, ané a ferage writan

n@.m§é$ fer aach geparate pertion. Thgaé will ha cambinaé to abtain

tha average fer & pgééack. grazing égtas will be raearéea for Each

9aééaek.

fiegrae at utilizatiafl will he eflttmateé far each gaééaek whan

the cowg are remcvefl.

Fhata fitgticna will be establifiheé in was r$§licatian 0f pad»

éeeks {19 tétal). Tfiaaé will be phatagraghad berets and after graam

ing saah yaar.

Flats:

On each glet tha follewing racsraa mill be mafia at the begianing

at the atafiy, and eaeh year theraaftar'fifiaxing the full lea: $3336 9f

grawth33

ffiliaga asagity

fiambar and 312$ a: can; sfialks

Rumba: and 3129 at new baaal Shasta

Average nfimbex at hrsnahas yer stalk and lea¥as yer braneh

fixarage 3133 cf laavas ~

In aééition, forage 31:16 {agavartsé #9 dry waight) will be rum

caréad far the filfltfi harvestsé by hané émring aaeh graziag fiariaé.

Amanat af regrawth affiar fiiilizatien will he hated periadieally

ané at tbs and 3f tha growing seassn.
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Sapplamantnry data:

8§m§133 at @gae rhizama$ aha stalks will he eailentaa Tram $fi¢h

yaéflaek fer earbahyérage analyssa at the elase a? tha stfifiy ané ycsaibiy

at the enfi af each seaaan.

A sfimgle a! aana reraga fer raefi analyfiaa will ha aallaefied frag

eaeh gaflaeak nhila tha padfiaek ia bsing graxeé.

flha aattla will be wwigh$d &$ thay are turasd in and taken cut at

tha paééaaka. A.ehaak greag at abcai ffiur efiua, staged an abunfiant egg;

faraga, will §a wvighaé at the saws timefi

Initiatien and Baratiag:

Eng gtudy will be startafi 13.an 194$ and will coating; fer a% laast

threz full seaaens.

$t&tiatieal anaigais;

Far grazing eapaeity er the §aaéeeka in aww égys the saalysis far Qua
yaar will 9e:

Eraas vs. 39 traes (T) 1

Rays. mama T {amr a) 2

fiaasans at axilimatian {8} A

S x ? A

S I 399$. within T (errcr b) _J§

A Tfifial l?
<1W 1M“: My.

Th3 ragresgiaa aféfiéigfit énd Béfisity 0? came 2+1" x “a
will ha fiataxmiflefl; algg, yha yarfiial rggrfiasian Qf'”faraga othar
thaa 3333' will bgflymwffig-ng§§§ if this prevsa ta by iagartant,

leavifig xiv: figgraas 6f traeéaam for tha final srrer tama.
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Tha effegt an graging aapaaity at §$ilizatian at éiffarant ssasena will b9

raflaataé by fiha analyais givan abgva fiuring anaeesaivm yearfi. Eta 5mall plat

data will give sagylamantal iafermatian an itamg &ffa$ting grazing eaggeity; Saab

itamfi $5 number afié size a? aaw fihnetg, anfi Rumba: and 312% sf laa?es rgfleat fiha

vigfir‘af the awiteh gang &3 affsetafi by seasen 3f utilizatian. ?hase itamfi, gr

athera ma&3fireé an the smfill ylots, @&3 ha analyzaé inéayanfiantly (for axamyla,
'farage y1a1&.03.ylaakeé glets) er as yairgé camgariaana (grazafi V3. ahack glata,
grazed vs. §lafigaé §iots, 3:3,). I

Qwa axam§lefi 0f tha gmall $10: aaalys@a (for 033 yaax} fellcw:

é; fiaraga yielfl fram pluekad plats:

Searca d.f.

$r$ea vs. 35 trges l
Saaaan at grazimg 4
Treeg x fiaagon 4
gaps. within Traaa x fieasoa {errer} $§_

_; Tvtsl l9
:1; 9w” ”5‘79: 013%

Ragwaggien aféflaaaity and.Hfiight eamyieié will rmduge tha

fiegraa at freséam far array t9 3,

E. Eifreranee in anabar sf naw sheata an grazed plats va. cheak glatg:

wraee #8. ma firaaa {fi} 1
fiaafiaa af Graaing {5) A
T x 8 é
Re§$. within_T K S 19
araaaé vs. ehaek {G} l
G x T 1
Q :78 A
G x T x 8 A
G x Rapg. within T x 8 ;§_

$e£al 39
The ragragsian g? 9%har faetara, sack as numbar ané 5133 at atalks.

faliags éansity, eta., whisk may a£feet the namber 3f naw'ahfiats,‘

can be invegtiga‘tsé by utilizing 1 "M. far we}: faetez.
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The effagt an grazing eagaaity 9f utiliaatiaa at airfarant as&saas xiii ha

refleetad by tha analyaig givaa abfiww flaring sugcaasivw yaarg. Tfig gmall plat

flats will give suyylamental iafarmatian a3 itama affecting grazing gagaeity; gaah

itams as numhar ané size of max ghaeta, anfi Qumbar and 512% 9f laayas rafleet fiha
vigar 5f the Switeh eana a5 &ffaetaé by £3asen sf utilizatian. @hese itamfi, 3r

atherfi meaaureé an the Small ylcts, aaa ha analyzed inéageaéantly (far gxaayle,
'faraga yialé.afi.plunked Qlcta} a: as yairgé ewmgariaeh$ (gr&zeé #3. efiack plota,

gr&zad vs. glacaaé plats, eta,). >

$wa axamglas 0f tha Small filet analyses (for 033 yaar) fallgwa

&. Faraga yialfi tram plaekaé glats:

fiourea é.f.

Traas vs. n6 trgas l
$aaaan at grazing 4
Treag x fiaason A
Raga. within Traaa x Saa$n§r{arrar) gg

,; @6tal l9
4“r" W

Hagrefigian éfgflafigity and.Eaight eawgfia&€ will rfiduge the

aegraa a? freséam far arrar ta $.

8* Eifrergnea in nnmbar 9f new Qfitfitfi en grazed @1923 vs. aback glnts:

Traea V3. n6 tra&a {T} 1
$$fi$flfi af Grazing (S) A
T x g A
E6QE. within T X S 1%
Qrazad v3. ehaek (Ga 1
G x T l
G x.$ A
G x T x 8 4
3 x Rags. within T x 8 $9.

Tatal 3?

The regreaaien g! athar tasters, such as numbar aaé 9123 at stalks.

faliags éamsity, ata., whieh may atfsat the number 9f naw'ahoata,‘

can be investigated by utiliziag; 1 6.x. far each faster.



Kata: Br. Hm L..Euaaa af tbs Instikuka a? Statistiafi, E. 6.

fitate Gellega, ha$ aygrnvad the assign 0? this atuéy

tram tha atatistiaal yaint 9f viau‘anfi haa fiuggegtefi

the atatiatiggl analygaa graaantad here.

Egnigaaat ané Eatarial Raqyireé:

Feneiag: figyraximataly‘twm $3193 ar fangs 113$;

24 xalls a? b&rbeé wira (f9: thrsa afiranés); :gé almgfit 769

yaats {at 15* inter?ala). Eha yest reguiramant eafilé yasai-

bly ha raaugeé by at laaat anemfanrth by attaahing wits t0

stanfiiag treaa.

ethar Eqaipmant: fiataring faailitiaa will he aaaéea

far aight eawa in fear greaga; iaalufling fan: fiataring tubs

and fear hanfl yuaya 9r a1: shallaw'apan‘wslla.
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Ainterigg Yearling Heifara an.FareAt Range

(Sahprojeet fiumber 13)

The Auryese sf this stufly is to ebtain infermation Agnearning the

winter feeding cf maneentrates to yearling haiferfi rangefi on medium Quality

read type farage. The syaeifie aims are ta Aatermina (1) the amountg cf sup-

plémental feeé requireé to maintain yearling haifera at tun levals cf natri»

Alan Aaring the wintering periaé AAA (2) tbs sffaet Af-wuryéag autriticnal

levals during the winter?en snhseqasnt grsuth,and:eéneepticn the fellowiag

aeasan. I

Egyarianee at stuézi

The wintering 9f beaf‘cattlefan the fazm7ia tha mast ezyansiveiééwiééxfiw

3f Aha year. Previoag studies have indieatefi Aha samnnmy affectaé by winter»
4;,

ing cattle an reeds ifiéteaé a: harvesteé rofighagea in eastern Earth Carulina.

Q fiawnveiQ‘Ahila the winter feafi east can be greatly raduaeé by the use at rAAdA, f

the methed has prnvmn eostly to proéugers that failed to prayerly gug§1$ment

forest range with ApprOAriata caaeantrats reads flh1fi£ has been reflectad in

high Aeath lasses AAA reflaeaé calf eraps.

Previaus stufiias with matura AAWA AAA also ferage analyses have Ahcwn

that reedA Alana are inadequate as A scares of winter teafl. Furthérmar831tm

has bAAA demensfrateé tAat young animAls are lass adapteé to ufiilize the coarAe

farast feraga. fiAkAheflgh the farage quAlity 0f"£@£fifi$range centinusugly graz~

afi*unéaubtedlyvfiatsriorates as the wintering period prcgreeses,iaii~previous

stufiiaa have been eanduatad furnishing AeeAstant ameuntA:66E99§$§fi$98. It

seaAA highly Assirable ta fie$exmine tha AAAAAt Ar sugylement required ta main«

tain a specific nutritianal lavel.. Alan information is needed relative to

the sffeet of different nutritianl levals during uintaring on subsequant par-
:i:»~cb

fcrmanee under K5£¥8temof ferasA—gramdmu;



Stgtaaz

T§is is a flaw aabgrajaet. iPravious wiataring trials 1a thifi arfia

{fiakprajaet 36s 5) hava baan afineernefi with maiuxa‘aewa $36 at aaagtant rataa

sf gagglemefital faafiing.

Estheés anéIFrueaéurs:

2““!‘.

3mmtianal £33313;

firaay l.‘ fiiafiaraa t9 agyrcxim&taiy maintaia fall waighta. (36?. 15 waightsH

; e‘ ar « A 0% “9 ;its is f; i QM“

@raup II. ~$i§taraé £6 maintain éfiikygaifis9f abeufi 3/4 pfifififi par haaé.

fiattls:

Yearling heifarfi prméngafl ané aavslayad an faragt range will be

éivideé inta kwa grflnps, ef angut 15 anim&l$, eumparahle &a te brs$é~

13g; graviafis traataanfi aka parfarmanaa. Fer thg imwefiiats fufiara

haifars grwéusaé Hfiéfir snbgrajeet Eu. 3 aafi eansigtiag a? graée Karatarés,

Brahmaa x fierefaré anfl fifriaanéar : Earafaré will be inelufiafi.

Feséing ané,§anagafiantz

l.

2.

E39 winteriag §ariafi will sxfiané frmm miénfibvambar thrgugh fiyril.
Cattle» will he» waighaé at th% Baginnizzg $35: at away ikfiemfala

«ssaut tag wint$ring Egrieé.

Eta tub grafigg will bg grazaé asparatsly &nd altargatafi hatfiaan

ramgag at tu®~waaag intarwals ta minimizm effsats at §aaturs

fiiffaraaaes.

Fer tha initial léméay; yeriafi n6 sugglemantal fsafi

will ha givan.l Tharaafter f$fifi will ha $E§§li$fi ta the ram

ayfietive graapa 3% aaeaagary ta maintain thg sgeeifieé rates

3f gaia. Afijafitmaafia ifi rats at augplamsfital raa&iflg will be

mafia enly aa weigh aays aaé will b3 baaaé an perfcrmaacs awn»

iag tha yrfieaéing geried.
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A. Gottonsaafi meal will be usad era the only warm of zoneentrates
far rateaof faeding up to 15% 1961231615 per head yer clay. Adfii»

tional requirementg will be supplied thmugh the use of grams:

earn.

Wintar Range:

1 3.. Tbs first teat will ‘03 canductm at the fiaggafl “pastures", 4,3111 1

Hefmanu Fermi»

Further tests; cw: he mafia at Beam Fox-9st or at any other
E 1 suitabla lawman in the read forage tma.

1. Haifars fill be gradaé afid scored gem-rating ta thrift and. mnéitioa
at the beginning and class cf the wintering gamed.

2. Heifers will 13% weighed at film ené of tha gamer grazing pended to den
termine the effects sf wintering on subsaquent $331323.

3. Bataileé razords will be maintainefi relative to fiates cf mneeption,

paremtaga calf'emp, and waight of calf at birth and weaning through
j“ the first two yearfi in the herd anti hanger if fiesmeé naeassm at

that time.

1 4. Complete daily meal reeorfis will be kept on web may thmughaut
9 the wintering puma.

Egatistieal Analysis: . ’ “

.." r Gattle I :02? we yams)

w gamma of vvariatien ‘ £33; > 1 EN,“

‘11 Between gmupa l 1 I 1 I 1
‘1: Heifers in gmups ”3:3 1: A : 7" .
g Total Eu»). W .1 1

Initiatiou and Duration: This auhprojee’c was began in 191.7 and will cgnfinay 1’ '
1 for three er more years. 1 , i » 1 -’ “" ’

.44_,A“k44‘4‘.‘
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l«- .3 “"' FINAL REPORT, COMPLETED on REVISED PROJECTS

‘finfikhflfieroline Agricultural Experiment Station
, I v

Project title, number, and fund: Utilization of Reeds in Forest Grezing- Phase l.B,
Creep Feeding Calves. P.15rA13 - Parnell

Departments and cooperating agencies: Animal Industry; N. 0. Dept. of Agr.; Bureau
of Animal Industry, U;S.DMA., and U; 8. Forest Service.

Major personnel: J. E. Foster, 3- H. Biewell, and Earl H. Hostetler.

Date begun: June 19, 1941 Date revieed/comrleted: may 1946
If discontinued without completion state reasons:

Estimated total cost by funds (salaries and maintenance): Parnell $5000.00

The problem (briefly restate its nature, imnortance, and economic significance):

To determine the value of creep feeding calves on reed pastures to weaning age,
and to compare this with the value of running calves on reed pastures in the early
part of the season and then transferring them to leenedeze pasture until weaned
(to be done at the Blackland Test Farm).

An increasing number of breeders are marketing their cattle chiefly as weaned
calves, feeling that it is more profitable to keep larger cow herds and thus sell
more calves. This being the case, many beef yroducere are interested in the pro-
duction of weaned calves and desire information on the values of supplemental feed~
ing. Supplementary feeding of calves on forest range, through either creep feeding
or imrroved pastures, offers possibilities of economically increasing meat and hide
production in this area.

major results and conclusions:
In these tests creep feeding during the summer on good native range in the

doaetel Plain did not prove worthwhile. The calves would not eat the supplement
satisfactorily, and their increased gains in weight and condition were not suf-
ficient to pay for the feed consumed and the labor involved.

Leopedeze pastures produce good calf gains and can be grazed to good advan~
tage in late summer. They should be more widely used.

Whether the results of creep feeding nursing calves are favorable or non
favorable depend very largely, it seems, on the forage and on the supyly of milk.
When.the forage is poor in quality, is grazed too close, or if the cows are poor
milkers, the calves can be expected to eat more supplement: and make better gains
than where the forage is good and milk supply plentiful.

* inn copies to be sent to the Office of J3xperiment Stations.
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?racticel applications and public benefits achieved er in prospect:
There are over nine million acres of forest land in the Coastal Plain

region ofiflorth Carolina. Forest lend grazing in this area.makes up 29% of
the yearlong keep of beef cattle and reeds are the most important source of
native fowége.

Creey feeding under these conditions did not increase the weights or
finish of the calves enough to offset the cost of grain consumed and the.
extra labor involved. This is especially important at the present time when
there is a scarcity of both meet and concentrate feeds. .A calf creep-fed
from May 1 to Nevamber 15 will consume approximately 600 pounds of concentrates.
In a herd of fifty calves this would be a saving of fifteen tone of concentrates.

Publications:

A manuscript on Grazing'end Creep Feeding Studies on Reeds has been com»
pleted and is ready for publication.

Director
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Nerth Cerolina Agricultural Experiment Station
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*

Project title, number, and fund: Utilization of Reeds in Forest Grazing~ Phase I.A.
Rotational Grazing. P.149Ai3 - Purnell

Departments and cooperating agencies: nnimal Industry; N. G. Dept. of Agr., Bureau
of Animal Industry, U}S.DLA., and U. S. Forest Service.

Major personnel: 3. E. Foster, H. H. Biswell, and Earl H. Hestetler.

Date begun: June 19, 1941 Date revised/completed: .May 1946
If discontinued without comrletion state reasons.

Estimated total cost by funds (salaries and maintenance): Furnell $5000.00

The problem (briefly restate its nature, importance, and economic significance):
To compare.the practice of continuous grazing of the reed forage type with

the practice of rotating one time during the season end with rotating every 28
days (to be done at Blacklend Test Porno.

Past experiments on beef cattle production in the reed forage type, together
with general observations, show that reeds may be easily killed by continuous
heavy spring grazing. Further, these studies and observations show that cattle
usually'make satisfactory gains on this type of forage until about the first of
August, but for the remainder of the season the rate of gain usually droys to less
than half and is not considered satisfactory. To best use this type of range for
sustained forage yield and for better cattle gains after the first of August, more
information is needed on different management prectices.

Major results and conclusions:
In the four trials rotational grazing of beef cattle on reed pasture-showed

no advantage over continuous grazing.
Continuous grazing was compared with changing to ungrazed pastures on ep-

proximately.nugust l, and with rotating between two pastures every 28-day weigh
period until the close of the grazing season. The pastures were grazed at the
rate of three acres per yearling from about May 10 to November 15. Six groves
of ten steers or heifers each, were used in all trials.

The results of this experiment show that livestockmen would not be justi-
fied in the extra expense of fencing and management necessary to provide rote,
tionel grazing in reeds during the growing season. Previous tests at this
Station, though, brought out the-necessity of rotating between summer and
winter reed ranges.

Two copies to be sent to the Office of Experiment Stations.



8. Practical applications and public benefits achieved or in prospect:

There are over nine million acres of farest land in the Coastal Plain
region of Ebrth Carolina. Forest land grazing in this area makes up 29% of
the yearlong keep of beef cattle and reeds are the most important source of
natiVe forage.

These studies showed that continuous grazing, from the standpoint of
both cattle gains and condition of pastures, was equal to monthly or mid-
seaeon rotation. This woulé mean a vast eating in cost of extra fencing,
watering and other facilities and labor required for rotational grazing.
Fencing alone.at present prices, even in this area where posts can be
ariven, costs $350.00 per mile.

9. Publications:

A.manuscript on Rotational Grazing on Reeds has been prepared and
should be ready for publication at an early date.

Director
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STATE COLLEGE STATION
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION April 12’ 1948
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICERESIDENT TEACHING

Dr. D. W. Colvard
Animal Endustry Dept.
Campus

Dear Dr. Colvard:

Since it has been decided that we will abandon our Forest Grazing work
at the Hofmann Forest it Would seem advisable that we move the cattle on or
about May 1 to Wenona and hold them there until a new Forest Grazing Area is
selected, which we believe can be done by this fall.

The principal reasons for suggesting the move now rather than later
are as follows:

1. At Wenona the grazing is much superior to that at Hofmann Forest.

2. At Wenona there are 12 pastures of 15 acres each and 4 pastures of
40 acres that will greatly facilitate breeding the several different groups of
cows this spring.

3. The monthly expense at Hofmann Forest is now approximately $36§¥>
This can be reduced at least $200 if the cattle are moved to Wénona early in
may.

L: It will be appreciated if you will let me have your decision on this
as early as possible so that we can plan accordingly.

Very truly yours,
__,»/ - ‘ ,_I ~ . , 1”I” f A f f 5‘ , ‘ /

. «‘2 v v » i ; ,v T
Q . . Hostetler

.Professor and Head
Animal Husbandry Section

(1)8alaries 150
Travel 80
Rent(calves)‘l§2

Total $ 365
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SCHOOL OF OFFICE OF DEAN AND DIRECTORAGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRYRESEARCH EXTENSIONRESIDENT TEACHING
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

November 18, 1947

MEMORANDUM TO: James H. Hilton

Just for the records, this is to advise that the following
committee has ‘been appointed to handle the selection of the forest
grazing site in Eastern Carolina:

I. H. Sims, U. S. Forest Service, Chairman
W. 0. Shepherd, U. S. Forest Service
E. H. Hostetler, Animal Industry
H. 'A. Stewart, Animal Industry
Clemens Kaufman, Forestry

Very truly yours ,

L. D. Baver
Dean and Director

LDB:H
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STATE COLLEGE STATIONSCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL INDUSTRYAGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 1mAGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE J 8 7, 1947RESIDENT TEACHING

Dr. J. H. Hilton
Head, Animal Industry
Polk Hall, Campus

Dear Dr. Hilton:

I am enclosing herewith final reports for Rotational

Grazing, Phase 1 A, and Creep Feeding Calves, Phase 1 B, under

Parnell Project Pl4—ai3, Utilization of Reeds in "Forest Grazing.

:1 truly yours ,

\[Egdfidi Hostetler
Professor and Head
Animal Husbandry Section
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Agricultural Experiment Station

Project, tile, number, and fund:

Major Personner 3* E. mwma: E. .. ‘

Data begun: ififiaa;%§i ignk
If discontinued without campletion state reasons:

Estimated total cost by funds (salaries and maintenance):

* Two copies to be sent to the Office of Experiment Stations.
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& Report of Conference April 1, 1947, concerning Forest Grazing Projects at
Hofmann Forest.

Present: J. E. Foster, H. A. Stewart, e. o. Shepard and s. s. Hostetler.

A - It is the feeling of those in charge of the work at Hofmann Forest that:

1. That anticipated results do not justify the continued expenditure of

approximately $10,000 per year.

2. That the expense necessary to continue new and revised projects at the

Hofmann Forest will be as greet or greater than at a neW'location which will be

more typical of the area and will yield more valuable experimental data.

8 — It is agreed that the following procedure will be followed:

1. That during the period May 5 to 15, 1947, that Messrs. Foster, Stewart

and Shepard will investigate possibilities for a new location.

2. That about bay 1, 1947 all cattle at Deppe, except those in C pasture,

will be moved to Comfort. The cows and two-year old heifers will be divided into

four groups for breeding. The yearling heifers at Comfort will be moved to the

reed area back of the Deppe fire tower.

3. That about August 1,.1947 all unsuitable cows and heifers will be

Sold.

4. That about August 1, 1947, all cows and calves at Comfort will be moved

to reed area back of Deppe fire tower.

5. That about November 15, 1947, when calves are weaned, all cattle that

can not be cared for at Comfort will either be sold or moved to a new location.‘

6. That about hovember 15, 1947, all cattle work at Deppe, including

mineral experiment in C pasture, will be discontinued unless it is necessary to

hold some of the cattle there temporarily and later move them to a new location.

7. That the forest grazing projects at Hofmananorest will be revised so

that they can be carried out at Cemfort with the facilities and labor (hash Thomas)



now available and on federal funds alone (about $5500 annually).

8. That Dr. Hofmenn be requested to take over the salary of Charlie

Carter beginning 7-1-47. If he agrees to de this, some of the changes infliceted
may be revised.

0 - numbers of cattle now at Hofmann Forest and owned by Animal Husbandry

Section of Animal Industry department.

1. At Denpe (to be moved to Comfort May 1) 67 cows, 22 two—year old

heifers.

2. At Deppe (C pasture) 22 cows.

3. At Comfort, Al yearling heifers, 9 bulls.

4. At Kit's Island (unable to get out)

22 cows, 2 two—year-old heifers and 4 yearlings.



9m L. D. Bower, 'Biroctnr,
agricultural Experiment Station,
Stats Collage fitation,

Bear Dr. Bavér3~

This is to adviso that mothers of ha Forestry aha animal

Industxy Bapartoostw mat last fionday to diagonals the mutual problems

in cannaction with the greasing projects on tho hofaasn Forsst. After ;

a rather molahs discussion of thass mementos tho attachafi momma

‘ wars washes out ans agreed upon By the two dapartsehts. If these meet

with your mama so shall “proceed in accordance with those mums]. un—

‘ asrstsnsings. ‘

Youra vary tmly,

s. a. sums; Haas»
Bammtof animal Inelasti?‘



State Gellaga mfiafiian,
Raleigh, NnC.

Br. J. V; Hafmann
Ricks Hall
sampus

Bear Dr. Hafmann:

It 1F my understana?wing from cur conierenca in Dr. Hilton' F
affica yesterday that we will centinue with the cattle wark at the
Batmann Foraat an the same basia as farmerly which 18 briefly:

1. That the Farestry FFFFrtment pravifie roads and traila to
cattla pasturas.

2. That the Farestry Fapartmfint Fifi with equipment anfi labar
in builfiing such feaces, feed barns and wells as'may ha needed‘to sue»
eefiafulky carry out the apprevaé Foreat Grazing prcjects.

3. Tth the AniFFl Industry dspartment (A.H. Fectien) pay the
Feraatry departmeat, each autumn after th$ calves are weaned, cue—half the
value of all aalvea prcflucefi an the Hofmann Fareat that year.

4. That all of tha administrative work on the Fafmann Forest be
under the general superviaicn of the Superviaor and, that until some ona
can b6 emplnyed ta have immediate anyarvision Ff the Faraat Graaing pram
jects, the present herdaman will d0 such.work;as seems nficeagaxy for the
furtharaace cf the pragram when thair afforts are not neadad an the Forest
Graming prnjecta.

It was agreed in conferenca that the fellowing matters Wauld be
undartaken in tha near future sand mania be completed by October 1, 19453

1. That approximatexy'ben miles of barbeé wire fence (4 atranés,
pasfia 12 feet apart) be arestefi araund tha raga Frag northweat of the Beppe
tawar. Tha Fareatry-Fepartmant to furniah equipment, labor Fnd posts, ana
the Animal Induatryciepartment to furaish the wire for builfiing this fauna."

3. That the twail, nmrthwaat.from the Beppe tawer t0 the pump and
faed.barn, be imprevad 39 as be be passable far moving feed and cattle during
the winter manthfi.

3. That the Forestny department provide galvaniaed iron rwafing,
1mmediataly, far the cattle barn at Cypress Creek anF that Fasars. Themaa
and Craft erect this material a3 rapidly a3 their Other duties wfill permit.

It will be fippreciated if yam will make any suggestfians 0r rem
visians you think neceasary and return t0 me in orfler that these suggeSticns
may be gent ta each ORE cancarned.

Very truly yaurs,

(Signad) Earl R. Hastetlar,
Prafas5or and Faafi, A. H. Section,
Asseciate in Animal Industry.

' .Appravad.may 3Q, ‘45
‘ (Figned) J. V. FFfmann.
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FOREWORD

General aims of this project analysis and working plan are as

l. To provide a thorough understanding of the problems of
forest grazing in this area and their importance and
scope.

2. To insure a thorough—going attack on the problems.

3. To guide the execution of the work and insure that
pertinent data are collected regardless of change in
personnel or change in VieWpoint of eXisting personnel.

A. To inform station directors, chiefs, and heads of divi—
sions of methods of attack and how the work is being done.

5. To serve as a basis for the areparation of reports and,_ 1‘ .L .L
publications.

it is proposed that the working plans be rigid enough to insure that
the original intent is attained, yet general and flexible enough to permit
necessary revision and the investigation of ”sidelight" problems. As the
‘work progresses and more information is obtained, it will be necessary to
make certain changes in technique, but no changes should be made before
seeing whether such changes can be incorporated suCCessfully without en~
dangering the primary objectives of the studies. Minor changes may be
approved by the project leaders who are responsible for the technical
*phases of the studies, but any necessary najor changes should be approved
also by station directors, chiefs, and heads of divisions of the various
cooperating agencies. All changes should be in the form of written
supplemtnts.

The subprojects herein outlined have been reviewed by representatives
of all cooperating agencies and general approval obtained. Professors
Gertrude n, Cox and J; A. higney of the Statistical Section of the North
Carolina State College have considered and approved all Subprojects from
the statistical point of view and have suggested and written out the
analyses preSented.

As certain of these subprojects are completed working plans will be
deVeloped for others.
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OJQCT AN% SIS AND REVISND NORKING PLANS

01 oTUDI“” IN THE COASTAL-PLAIN or NORTH CAROLINA

* {By-
-J; A.IF¢QQQQ,WOILh Carol1na EXpQrirnQnt StationAnd Bureau of Animal

Industry, UnitedStates DQpartment of Agriculture ’

and

H. H. EIQWQIIIIAppaIQchIQfi Forestteriment Station, FQrest Service,
Un1th states DQnarthnt of Agriculture'“

INTRODUCTION

.1. General ObsQIVQtIOns as WQII as the QXpQrienCQsQI many stockmen
‘-indicate th1t cattie.rois1nb and timber production fit very WQII to~‘
innQr on many iorest 1IQQQ in thQ'southQQsthn -United States. This

..1s thecnse on cthv;r lends, particularly, Where thQ raising Of beef
cattIQ furniShQs SomQ annuaI income to thQ faerr wh1IQ the trees are
grow1ng to merchant1bl SIZQ; iurthermore , the grazing affords protec—
t1on to tbs-trees through reducing thQ forest fire hazard. Some
stud1Qs'Sthth chQntIy in thQ‘CohstaI‘PIain'er pIanned primarily

; to dfiQterhinw hoW t1mber production and cattle Jrazing Qanbe most sat—
9IQ11ctorIIy iittcd together..The dochOment of improved practices

h and t11~ 1ro>Qrco:reIQtion of the grazing of forest -Iands With that of
time pasturQs, f1QIa crops, and fest, together withimproved livestock
smin1me,ht afford a pcSSIbiIity or der1v1ng greater r'Qturns from these

1;,Inds than from thQ'rr0W1n5 of timer -anne or. the production Of beef
-l,LOfl,. ‘ w -

I The othdlh”QrQ Iocstcd in the Coastal PIaih of both North Carolina
fl.hnd QQorgih and 1rQ conducth bystate and feerQI aan01es cooperating.

1Q;1nainIs .nd WrkingpIczns orQscntQQ hQrQ are for the experiments
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in North Carolina and she based lsrgely on present conditions and prac—
t10es in this area. To arrive 1t the major objective set forth, the
fields of animal husbnIidry, 1w;ng~'nhndg3ment,”fOrestry; soils, farm
crops, economics, L:Lnd penisoth3rs, should be d"awn upon.

The studies ere especially important at this time because they
dle With vital necessities for the war 11 timber products and meat
and hides. The present damand for these in the s3utheastern state
is great becaus3 of the concentrqtion ofaarmy camps in this area.
'N . fore3t NIL'“ ebeing ncov1ly cut end the &Lrvué of cutovcx
lend to b3 mnagLd is TaOlGlV 1n01e3s1n51 host cattle products of
e3u3se h Lv; to bL shipped in. With transportation 11c111tics harder
rivomLuL‘Lll the tim<3, it is st1ll more 1mportant that as much of th%
nece551tiL es pcssible be klOWD or produced in this area. These
studies will also have 1moortaocc dur1ng the post—war period, especi—
371” bILc'use of the greater.acreage of cutover lands to be managed.

CUWDLIOl'AND PunCTLC‘O IN F'OfES RANGE MANiGiihNT

1N Nisan};8111 PLLIN or News (31110111

The ststements in this section are bssed largely on a survey of
’orest grazing in the COLstil Plain 0:5 North CL“;Lrolinm mode, in the
all and winter of lghomhl,pr1mrily to learn more specifically about
resent methods of handlingW:3;f thtlL erds and forL‘: st grazing lands

in this area. Alsc, to find the xesults obtained oy operators, and
9-93.111
"O
,to discuss with them their of:Iiences and chief. problems in rsi.sing
ttl e.ndv. g'row1nt, trees on the some lem The results of this survey
or xresentcd here brlcfl so i=s to man» this project analysis more
‘complotc. They are presented in more dctuil in bulletin form (?)

I

General Description of the Coastal_Plain of North Carolina

N The Coastal Plain of nearly 15 million acres includes an counties
the.eastern part oi the state. It is prime ily a forest and farm

Arficlon, with iorest lw1nd comprising 01 percent of the unit (5, e).
The eastern one—third, commonly called. the Tidewater Section, is a
.low, level poorly drained zirea coardctr.ized by extensive swamps
3.1nd slurbsh rivers. The other portion, the western Coastal Plain, with
a L,Lrtly rol13ng topobrdot is well drained, but, because none of the
slopes are very steep, soil erosion generally is not a serious probleml
The five- main forest types in the Co1stel Plain and the approximate

“ percentage ofbech are theloblolly pins—nirdwood AB percent; bottom—
and hgrdwOOd , 2’2 oVrCent pond pine~nsrdw00d 21 percent; longleef

pine, percent, and upland herciwood, 6 percent. Nany forests have an
undesirable, almost impenetrable brushy undergrowth, and therefore are

_'2 _



(IlLX spp. ), WalTyltldn (Lyri.cq spp. ), b9ys (19gnoli Virginians, Persea
pre9L0ens, end Gordoan lzsLnthus), hue}::lebcrries (Veccinium spp.),
leurels (191n19 spp.), and speciees of Smilax (Smilax spp.

not well suited to grazing. The main brush species here are gallberries

'Agriculture is the leading industry in the Coastal Plain, with the
important cash crops consisting of tobacco, cotton, corn, peanuts, and
potetoes. The ecrccpc oi Certain of these has decree.sed in the paest
:EVcw ycir and th: t of smell grains, hays, and tame pastures has increased‘
ins change hss favored cettle production.

ForaeeI‘vpes

The forage available for grazing in the forest areas of the Coastal
Plain of North laroline can be classed in five noncreliaed types on the
basis of the most abundant palatable plants present. The generalized
types end tne‘epproxinnte pureentsge of each ire the reed, 30 percent;
moonsaresu, 30 percent; broomsodge, 25 percent; wiregrass, 14 percent;
and marshgrsss, 1 percent. In some pls‘es, of course, it is difficult
to classify the forage on this be9sis because the domin.int speocies of
two or more types may be present in about equal abundance.

As far-es cattle grazing is concerned, the reed type is the most
important end most extensively used. Also, the possibilities for exr
puanHL E'or:t WIsin» in the Co stal Plain appear to be greatest in
this typ- be sues thcr..91, large er't-ns of it not being grazed at pres—
ent. Areas 01' reeds apparently hsve been greatly reduced in size in
the psst bePhbk of chr111siix and Eir s(lQ). Proper management of
reed arse. for sustsiined for‘“ yi L is 1 problem that should be stud—
ied. The Conmp““CJVV amounts of 53“Uln- fur ished at pressent by the
cliicient Enlarc types :are uhDTOXLquViy as follows9: reed, 46 percent;
woodsbriss 18 percent; broomcedfe, 33 perctnt, wiregrass, 2 percent,
and n~r9nriss, l pe1:ent. ”he; reed tyne is uitsb1e for grazing prac—
ticcally ell oi the V63U”, wherees theinods"ess, briomsedwe, and wire—

"I 1

.4.
gr1ss types are ;good Eor only upPlU; and esrly summer fr331n9 nd the
marshgress type miinly for tinter; while some of these cen not be used
very 1019 each yesr, they usuilly furnish grazing at 9 time when other,
feeds ere so;Ice and ior this reason are more important then the length.1!
of their use iioizitcs.

Srmhe of the main forage species in the different types are as fol—
lows- reed type —— reed (firunggnsrin tecte) end Panicum grasses (Panicum
spp.); woodsgrass type ~— bluestems (Lndropogon spp.), Penicum grasses,
and sedgcs (Csrex spp. ); broomsedge type ~— yellowsedge bluestem (Androg—
0103 VlP“lHHCUQ), and other bluestems; wiregrass type —— threeawns
(1r19uidL spp. ), nuhly grasses (thlenbergia spp.), and dropseeds
(Qp91obo1u9 spp. )5 mershgrass typo —~ rushes (gggggg spp.) and salt—
to1erun grasses. .



' Browse Plants and Poisonous Plants

Several vines, shrubs, and trees in the Coastal Plain furnish
some browse,.aalthoughpnone are exceptionally good. However, these sup—
ply feed mainly in winter and early Spring when herbaceous forage is
scarce. 'Vinos commonly browsed are honeysuckles (Lonicera spp.) and
smilax, chiefly during the winter. ,Among shrubs taken to some extent
are Vixtyrtles grounds cl tree (Baccharis halimifolia), sumach (EQEE
'00ballinum), and holly (IIex spp. ) during the winter, and some of the
hUanCbCITIB‘ during the spring Of the trees ,bays are browsed some
du13ng the winto“ and the gums (Liquidambar styracif]Ina and Nissa svl~
v~tica) and sourwood (Ogydendrum arboreum) durIng early spring.

Not a great deaaI is hnovn about poisonous pl.nts in this area.
Yellow jessamine (LcISemiwu sompcrv1rens;,and wicIKy (haImia sp. ) are
generally rega.rd.ed as poisonous, {Ind it is likely that these and others
cause more dosth Iosses than‘the farmers realize. Studies are definitely

'.needed to determine what poisonous pL nts are present in the Coastal
‘ Plain, when and in what abund'lnce thufi’ cause trouble, and what can be
done to control them.

Status of Beef Cattle InduStrx'

”nte‘est i-n raisIng beof cattle in the 0011staI Plain of North
Ca.rolina‘has increased markedly in recent years as indicated by the
'lnCPLuSL in number of herds, number 01 cattle, and improvement in beef
’type. - EromI938 to 1940, for ‘”3mUIo, the number of herds and cattle
incarlvdoublcudwand the number-of purebr e:d bulls more than trebled.
”In Viewof this raoid UADShuIUM, the Iorestry grating studies_should
be oi censI'derable value in thplb‘ amid? the beef.cattle program of
-nany farmers. l'ho chief factors contri‘outing to the increased interest
'CAPG: V ' I

I. .Reduction in cash crop acreages.

. Increased'farm.divorsification and the realization that
an added sour eof income can be derived from beef cattle
by utilizing n:tive forage, and roughage that may other—
wise go to waste. .

{‘0

3. More emphasis placed on soil conservation.

A.‘ The need of manure in maintaining soil fertility on the
A ‘chl1‘1'11. . ‘

5. ‘Increase in amount and quality of tame permanent pastures.

6. Increase in production of feed crops.



7. Farm labor difficulties.

8. iRelative prices received for beef cattle, feed crOps, and
“cash crops.

9. Increased local demand for beef cattle and beef cattle
products and improvement in local marketing facilities.

10. Increase in A—H Clubs and other extension work.

"ll ;.Use of trench silos.

5Hereford breeding by far predominates in the Coastal Plain, although
all of the more common breeds are represented. The quality of cattle
varies from nstive to purebreds, but the farmers seen to realize the.
value of'-good animals and are.trying to get those best suited to their:
conditions. .The herds vary in size from a few animals up to about
1,000 head '

An averagecrimoie of year~round manipement is approximately as
follows:

'April 15 to November 15: Ranging in forests and on tame.. . 1 > - permanent pastures

November l5 to January 15: Gleaning corn stalks and soybean
or velvet bean fields.

January 15 to April 15: Grazing on one or more of the following:
‘ ' 1‘ ,rye,_oats, barley, wheat, crimson

-olover, Italian rye grass, vetch.

, November l5 to April l5: Glosnings and.grazing supplemented
, when necessary with some of the fol—

lowing feeds: peanut straw, soybean
.hay, lespedeza nay, corn stover, .
grass hay, silage, cottonseed hulls,
corn, cottonse ed meal, and soybean
meal. -

' System‘s of management vary from ranging ca.ttle on forest areas
th1oughout the year to keeping them entirely on t.ame permanent pastures
and cultivated crops. Based on the survey forest ranges account for
29 prcent of tno ye51r~longrsustenance of the an M1 tame permanent
p.asstures, 29 percent, maintenance feeds, 18 percent; c‘orn stalks, etc.,
ll oeraclt and sznall gxains, fattening feeds, and summer annuals the
Lemiind—l. Usually :1ll of these different sources of feed fit well into
a year—~long program of m1.agcmnt. In a few cases farmers have cattle
mrimaxily oecause they have an abundance of wild native forage, but
even these generally rely on other sources of feeds for certain seasons
of the year



Twcnty—eigOht percent of the stockmen finish out some steers, either
oi their own raising or add1tional ones purchased. An increasing num—
ber of breeders are marketing their cattle chief]-y as weaned calves,
feelir1: that it is more prof1table to keep larger cow herds and thus
sell more cal es. This bein5 the casee, many beef producers are inter-
:sted 1n how to produce the most profitable weaned calves and desire
LUIUTMmtlJn on the value of supplemental feeding.

Less than half of the farmers give their cattle mineral supple~
Lents other then salt. Most of those using phoSphorus and calcium
supplements state that they obtain marked improvements through their
us :,1s indicated by more thrifty condi.tion. Some think that other
Ainwral deficiencies eXiSt in certain loCalities ands few are now add—
in;; iron, copper, and cobalt to the mineral mi}:tures. fl+ploratory
Studies Hiad9.0n thi. project indiC1te th: t supplements of certain of
these minerals improve both the percenta5e cal1 Crop and the general
condition of the animals. Hithout the supplements, blood analyses
showed the_‘cm05lobin content to be low durin5 some seasons of the
year. ”More infor11t1on and research is needed on the extent and sever~
ity of mineral deficiencies and on methods of correcting them. '(In
the studies here outlined all groups of cattle will have free access
to a minezral mixture composed of céilcium, phosphorus, salt, iron,
copper, and cobalt.)

Tame Permanent Pastures

. Tame permdnent pastures are an important source of grazing in the
Coastil‘P“:has evidenced by their furnishing 29 percent of the year-
long sustenance of theanimals.‘ The extent of their use is also
1ncrcesin5. T‘h1311s bro Light out bv the .fact that approximately 56 per—
cent o1 them have been seeded since 193' and there is a cdnsider.qably
larger acreage of planned seedin5., In fact, many forest ranges will be
used to'a 5r'ater extent for cmarlr spring and winter grazin5 when tame A
denAfltflt pistures are developed for swmner use. At present, lespedeza
isthe most eitcn51vcly u3cd _pasture pl:.nt, furnishin5 5razin5 from
about the first of June to the first of November. Other important pas»
ture plents are carpet grass, bermuda 5rsss, red top, Dallispgrass,
blue 5rass, and white clover. .A few open forest areas have been planted
to tame pasture grasses. ‘ *’



LITRRATUh.COVbAING EXPRRIARNTAL LORA ON FOREST GRAZING

IVTHR'SOUTHETERN UNITED bTATfiS

StudiRs of PPRAino-TnR bRf Ratth oPoductlon in thR PRed IOPRP
tpr hVR been cnPPIR ci'l at thr bchIlana Test.FaPmin eastern NRPth
CRTRIInq IQP the pfi“t 12VRRPR by~thR=aan01Rs,Rni .stvatR and federal
’RHLIUS RmopRPfitIn£.' ROAR RI thRPRRults PPR Pedurbfd in publications
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TTR f:Th,btpr, and with thR pPoauct1onand- qualityvoI_mth OI native
IHIPllnI ttlCompiPnd withPPIRRyrarlinPs.WRds WRPR used for about

STIR ARPtnRRRRCh yRM fPom ‘bodt thR IiPst of. Mav t>- thR first of January,
‘ andPRRPRQTPthonIV?9 pRPPRIt RI thRtotI cost of AcRgInJ a cow thPough
tnR anP. ThR CalvRo wRPR RTprRd -in FRbPURPy,MRP<n x Rand April, and
WSTO 3150 onPRRR )CSLUFLb antIl*WRan abOut NRvRLbPwl5.At this
timRtRRy- usuhllyWRIPnRR bR-tWRRm 350 and, A00 pcunRsTfl The winter feed
cusR PRpPsRntRa An IVOPTUR Rf 85pRPoRnt ch. thR Total cast of weaned

TnRcIIVRo .1Ad ynirlinIR usue2.113 mRRR satictRPy gains on the
nativR foragR from.thR time they WRPR turned on thR pwstuPRs until

I about thR Iilst of Aug;gust thn the PatR OI wIn.) IRP the PRmaindRP of
.' thRSRRSRndroppedto IRIS thin haNJI.TThe AstuPRr wcrpistUChRd at an

averaU‘TJthRf“bunt2Acres peaPaniARl unit IQP Rachseason. How—
IRVP wan unoublITthInlysis madPRCRntlJof thR PItR ofstocking OI
tHH'UvSturbu fRP:thR hastll yRRPs inuithRR that _this Pthof stocking
(Var'fibRI2LCPRs.p..n1Al fQP ll—"RAP pRPIRR) VItoo high I'OP
uRtIInRR yikida‘5fitfth2fiendldx _IL3:RPA memyoithe PRRR WRPR kiliRd

13b3Avavvr.Au1n§ and sRmR.cI tukDJSEHFLS haaddRcPRRst t:about hali
inPRZIn'rpC1t3PLSCncP‘l QbSDrVtIuns ohRWRR thIt most Rf the de—
CPRiRsR RCRuTPRR in tRR buntIRWVRRPSwnunthRWRRthT HRS dPiRP than

., uuuvtl . ‘

‘5*M=¥1 IhRprPILRntR CQmfldrlfl thRcosITtPRI:pPRRUCRngbgPRRRavRPsus native
’fbattIR~sthRd,tth-tthbI1ATnoI;theerPmRPgwRPR;abQut Rl.31 per cwt

thiAII‘RP?‘.‘J UhRn the catth WRPRon IRdevstuPRR during. the swimmer the
calves from thR “ PARR ani.mals gain RIC lA'RPunRs RQPRTpRP‘hRad daily
thaIn thosR from the drblvb cattleAzId W\l"hbk 53 pounds mOPe when

"WRPRRRinNuvumbRP. {EVA rfl*;1ia fun ~;u,L,wgw;;,L..*'

‘V~7fiiiV““ThCVTRRRItsio$1 fOPQQt APRzInI.RuPVRy 1nthe CRAPTStal Plain of
GRIPgi~ HTS PepoPth bybISWRll SRuthwell StRVRnson and Shepherd (A).

’JTheysstatR thrr t f>PRst lands in thisarea contribute a large pRPCRntagR
'VV-36-fthey“*1lone“ RuRtRancRRI.beRf CAttlfihulflDwever,gthG calf crops

~RPvaR 3low, PanInwI'Pomabout A0QRTCCHt‘Up’tG 7Q pRPcRnt, and many
t~"**;*IRPRRPszPR not¢R+t1n"as God PRtuPns IPRn.thR1Tcow herds as they

should. ThRPPR are several pPDblRAR in IRPRst range grazing and beef



cattle management in this area on which more information is needed, the
chief of which are: (1) development of praCtices that will result in
more profitable use of the forest range each year and thereby reduce the
t11tc11ng costs; (2) development of improved practices in controlled
buining to improve the forage for grazing; (3) determination of the graze
ing CmJabltJ of different thes of forest range for sustained yield, and
thee1'fect of different intensities of grazing on tree reproduction and
nltfl and on Cattle gains, and (a) the hinds and extent of any mineral
d :i Lcncls and means, costs, and values of correcting them.(i)

Wahlenberg, Greene, and Reed (9), working in Mississippi, report the
effect of four land treatments —~ burned pasture, unburned pasture, burned
ungraaeié ’and~unburned ungrazed ~— on the use of longleaf pine land for
Lcattle ZlPT as v.ell as for timber production. They found that annual
w1nter buining of uncontlol1ed intensity retarded the growth of longleaf
pine-sapling-trees by about one—fifth in d1amete1 and one—fourth in height
during a 5~year pa1iod. The survival of seedlings after 10 years follow—
ing a good seed Crop, was 43.percent on the unburned, ungrazed area as
againSt not ever 5 percent for any one of the other three land treatments.
However, because of the brown spot needle disease, none of the treatments
were successful in bringing new longleaf pine seedlings out of the grass
stage. During this time both the growth and cone production of older
trees apparently-was little affected.

Annual Winter burning of uncontrolled intensity in the "wiregrass"
type maintained more favorable composition, quality, and quantity of
forage than did exclusion of fires;. This was reflected in the greater
seasonal gains in Weight of cattle on the burned area. The authors
concluded that while annual winter fires of uncontrolled intensity imr
proved the forage conditibne for cattle, the results indicate that
successful regeneration ofVIOngleaf.pine may depend upon some system of
periodic controlled burning rather than-the extremes of annual fires of
uncontrolled intensity~ r fire-exclusion, both found by this study to be
unsatisfactory. Burning and grazing did not result in serious soil degra~
dation. The burned~over soils exhibited slightly favorable chemical
characteristics and unfavorable physical.characteristics in comparison
with unburned soils, although none of-these changes appeared to be of
any practicel‘significance.The net effect on plant growth of these
soil changes was not measured.

Animal nutrition studies by Becker, Neal, and Shealy (l, 2) in
Florida show that animals on open range may be in poor condition because
of mineral deficiencies in the native forage and that by supplying proper
minerals their condition may be improved.

E3ecause Nahlanbcrg, Greene and-Re'ed (Q) present an excellent review
of World literature pertaining to forest raging and burning in other
places up to this time, it is not nacessary to present another here.
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Many roblems arid questions about effective forest range grazing
ilneed research, as was revealed by: (l) the faxzners interviewed on the
su1veJ, (2) the experimental work already done in th1s area, (3) general
ohservat1ons, (L) discussions with perSons interested in land—use prob—
lers, and (5, the literature on this subject. The chief of these prob~
lens are:

1. To determine the sustained grazing capaCity of the different
types of forest range, the relative values of the important
forage plants through all seasons of the year and the ef~
fects of different degrees, seasons, and svsto1s of grazing
on the forage and on cattle gains, and on tree reproduction
and growth.

2., To deetermine the value of supplementary feeding of different
classes of animals 'on. the forest range at different seasons
of the year, and of providing supplemental pastures for late
summeier graz1ng.

:3, To decernine the relative values of'different planes Of nu~
(trition for Wintering various ages of Cattle that are run

, primarily on forest range.

A. _To determ1ne the need for mineral supplements of different
kinds on Iorest rang-es and the value Of Correcting any de~
ficiencies.

9. To determine the effect of breeding season and breeding age
upon beef production.

0. To determine the kinds of poisonous plants, their distribu~
tion, abundance, poisonous properties, effect on beef produc—
tion, method of control, and economic importanceon the
forest range.‘ .

Obviously a research program can not effectively coVer all these at
any one time, or perhaps all the different phases of a single problem.
Therefore, it is necessary to Select the most important forage type, or
types, and problems of greatest importance and first tackle those phases
it is thought will yield the greatest and quickest returns to the farmer.
In selecting these, it is necessary to give consideration to both effi—
cient cattle production and efficient timber production if the most is
to be obtained from the land.

Research studies mav eve:wtuall indicate when and under what condi~
tion either of these should be given primary censideration. In fitting
these uses together some practices that may be eneficial to one, may to
some extent, of course, be detrimental to the other.

_ 9 _
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It1is thought the studies should begin primarily in the reed forage
type for the following reasons:

l.‘ It is one of the largest iorage t"pes in the Coastal Plain.

P It is most extensively used for cattle graz1ng at present.

Tr1eposs1bilit1es fo1 expanding cattle araz1np appear to
be wrsatest in this tvpe. - 1

h. T‘wo state work centers Where the exocriments can be conducted
are alleady establ1shed here.

One of the work centers is at‘the‘Hofmann Forest in the southeastern
section of the Coastal Plain, and the other is at the Blachland Test Farm
in the northeastern section of the Coastal Plain. The forage at the
hofnann Forest is mainly of reeds, although a great combination of herba~
cei_ous’and browse plants, and different types of forage occur here. Parts
01 the forest are typical of the wiregras8 type.. The forest grazing land
at t.fiir1e Blechland Test farm, largely peatsoil, was drained and logged sev~
eral years ac:o a.nd since then has burned over so freouently that practic~
ally no trees surv1ve. The forage is mainly oi reeds. However, in spring
and ear1V summer warty panicum (Panicum verrucosum) provides considerable
feed. Other SJULioS apocar tohe of minor importance.

PROBLEMS Oh PI~7;ASES OP rh*,IE1S SELECTED FOR STUDY
(1.111113 PFC ' SCI»)

The problems or phases of problems selected for study all have to
do 11th finding the most practical systems for utilizing‘the reed forage
:03?e UV cattle.

p w. (Subprojects)

Subtrojects selected 1or studv at present5 are: '

1. Rotation grazing on forest range,‘ . , . , _
2. Creep feeding of calves on forest range

3. ‘Logging effects and degree of grazing.’

" Effect of two rates of grazing on burned and unburned areas.‘

~ 10 a



5. Different planes of nutrition for wintering breeding cows
on forest range.

5. Wintering calves On reeds.

7. Eelative grazing values and nutritive properties of forage
plants as shown by chemical analyses.

OUTLINE or FOREST GRAZING PROJECT Pnjgm

This section presents the following information about each of the
subprojects selected for study:

Purpose
Importance of study
Methods

Field prQCeduro and records
Statistical analysis

Duration

Certain pé3rts of the nothOds section will be eXpanoded in more detail as
the work develops. ’

Rotation Grazing on Forest Range
(Subproject No; l)

Purposet

To campare’ths practice of continuous grazing of the reed forage type
with the practice of rotating one time during the season and with rotating
every;28 days (to be done at Blackland Test Farm).

Importanceof Studj:“

Dastwperimcnts on beef cattle production in the reed forage type,
tohotncr xith general Observations show that reeds may be easily killed
,by continuous heaVy Soring grazing. Further, these studies and observa-
tions Show that cattle usually make satisfactory gains on this type of
forage until about the first of August but for the remainder of the sea—
son the rate of gain usually drops to less than half and is not considered
satisfaotOry. To best use this ty_pe of range for sustained forage yield,
and for better cattle gains after the first of August more information
is needed on different mangoeucnt practices.'

a ll —



serge:
Field Procedure and Records.
1.Lo (A); Divide 30 Hereford yearling steers into three uniform

grOups about may 1 and graze on reed pasture until
about November 15 as follows;

i 1 ,uroub i

This grou; of 10 steers to be Subdivided into two uni»
form groups designated as Groups lea and lub; each sub~
division of 5 steers to be grazed on lS—acre pastures
continuously, but the two groups rotated between the
pastures every 28 days.- These two su «groups will have
similar treasuett and ma3 be considered as one grouo
of l9 steers.

.. 9£39324;
'G.a2e 10 steers on a lfieacre reed pasture from about
ay 1 to August 1 (end of a weigh period} then transfer

tliem to another of 15 acres until Novaiber 15 (end of
season).

Graze l0 steers on a lS~acre'pesture'for 28 days, from
about may l, and then transfer to another for 28 dafi*
Continue rotating between the two pastures every 28
davs until Novenb43r l5. These pastures have not been.
grazed extensivelv since l93o, and are exceptionally
uniform.in every respect. ' ' ‘

{33‘ hegeat A, except use heifers insteado steers ~~ this to
serve as a replication oI A. Strictly1 speaking, this is
not a replication° but becauseo " finances and the diffi—
culty o: 5ettIns either 60 steers or 60 heifers, and the
need Ior at least 10 animals Ior each treatment, it is
thou5ht best to use this combination. There is no reason
to believe that the sexes would respond diIferently to
the rotation systems, or that the3 would have diIferent
effects on the forage; however, this can be determined
from the data. it is wpectcd theat the steers, on.an'
average, will make slighflvbetter gains than the heifers,
as they usually do'in-pasture or feeding tests.

~ 12;.“
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The pasture layout and the rotation systems are as follows:

B. "3 IF” S

3~b l—b , 2—b 3—8. 1—3. 2—a Each pasture
15 acres in
size

Pasture dimen~
(/ - , V . ,=” ”. sions
I”? . I", , ’ I47! 3.320! X [+95I

A. ST EERS_
' .r 7 / Gates

2gb 34b l—b 2"a 3—a lwa fl . hells

~—~ 15' Lane

‘3 To Scales”A" Canal and Road

Pastures l — G—razed continuOusly with‘5 cattle each, but'
the cattle are shifted every 28 days. (A
and B a:e handled indecendently of each other.)

Pastures 2 — Ten cattle crazed in 2~a from about May 1 to
about August 1 then grazed in 2—b to about
November l5.

Pastures 3 — Ten cattle turned in 3—a about May 1 (opening
\ i of grazing season) and rotated between 3—a

and 3~b every 20 days until about November 15
(end of grazing season).

_All yearlings will be weighed individually at the beginning and
close of each grazing season and at 28—day intervals during the
"glaZing period.7 The initiaal and final weights used will be the
average of those taken On three consecutive days at the begin—
ning and close o*f each grazing season. mach yearling will also
be graded according to the U. 8. Grading System by a committee
just before pasturing and after removal. _The grade will form
the basis for appraised value.

_ 13 _



4“ Notes on the condition of the cattle will be kept throughout
the period as well as complete cost records and financial
returns of the different methods of handling the groups. Pic~
tures of representative animals will be made at the beginning
and close of each grazing season.

\J‘: 6 r,ix plots, each 3 x 3 feet in size, will be placed at random
\_ia each pasture before any grazing is started and the follow—
ing meaSnrements made'on the forage:

a. Estimates of total forage density and of species composi~
tiom * ‘

b. 'Heiéht of reeds.~_ h p 5

0. Density of reeds (number of stalks);

d. Average length and width of leaves;

e. ~Leaves Weighed (plucned).

f. Stems out 6 inches aboVe soil and weighed.

A plot at the end of each pasture on the outside will be
treated in the same way. 4 ” ’

Similar measurements will be made at the end of each grazing
season. ’ ‘ -

Observations of cattle grazing and degree of use of the pastures
'will be made_and recorded at the.beginning of each 28—day period.

0»

Statistical Analysis.

CA’TLE (for one year) ”’ EQRAQQ (for one year)W3—.—
§33rce of variation Q:f* Source of variation d:f.

Type of animal (replications) l Replication l
Grazing system 2 I 'Between pastures 5
experimental error ” 2 Experimental error 5
Sampling error (animal_v r.) l08 'Within pastures 60

Total . , ll3 - Total ‘71

Concomitant variates will also be used in the analysis of the results.
‘ .
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This subproject Should be carried througC7h at least three full seasons.

As far as I1e effects on the forage are concerned, it should be carried on
for a period 01 about l0 years. This study was started in the fall of l9AO.

Creep Feeding of Calves on Forest Range
(Subproject No. 2)

Eflfiflfififi‘
To determine the V1lue of creep feeding calves on reed pastures to

weaning aEde and to comoare this With the value 01 runninr calves on reed
pastures in the early part of the season and then trans1erring them to
leSpedeza EDasture until weaned (to be done at the Blachland Test Farm).

Importance'of Study:

An inexoaSan number 01 breeders are fldrhetlnb their cattle chiefly
as weaned calves, feeling that 1t is mor-e orofitable to keep larger cow
herds and thus sell more calves. This being the case, many beef producers
are interested in the production_o1 Weaned calves and_ desire information
on thzl values 01 supplement1 feed1ng Supplementary feeding of calves
on forest rmngc, through either oreeo feedinp or improved pastures, of~
fierSpos31b111t1cs oi cconem1cally lflCFGaSJflg meat and. hide production in
this area. -

Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

'11 =Divide 40 grade Hereford cows and their 40 nursing spring‘Calves
‘ 7(at the'Blachland Test Farm the cows are usually bred between
3l and. August 1. ieifers are bred to droo their first calves
at three years of age.d) into four uniform grouos about May 1 and
gmrIze until \ovcmbcr l5 as follows:

grout l

Graze 10 cows and their 1030alVeS on reed pasture without any
supplements ~~ this group to serve as a check.

' grouoflg

Graze 10 cows and their lO calves en reed pasture and creep
‘eedthe calves thloubhout the period on a concentrate mixr
ture of h pIts shelled corn and one part cottons 3ed meal.

”—915;
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Group 2

"Graze 10 cows and their 10 calves on reed pasture and
creep feed the calves after August 1 on a concentrate

I mixtuie of parts shelled corn and one part cottonseed
Inea3_.

£23359 it
Graze 10 cows and their 10 calves on reed pasture until
about July 1 (at the end of a weigh period) and then
tiansfei them to lespedeza pasture.

‘Four reed pastures of 40 acres each will be used in this
experiment and it is thought this acreage will provide
abundant grazing for the summer period. The pastures will
join those used in the rotation grazing eXperiment. This
area has not been used extensively for grazing since 1936
and is ver3 uniform in character. The four groups of
cattle will be shifted between the pastures every228 da3s

‘ain order to lessen the effect of an3 pasture differences.
The pasture layOUt and shifting arrangement will be as
shown in the diagram.on the following page.

All cattle will be weighed individual3 at the beginning and
, close of eaCh grazing season and at 28~da3 intervals durinb a
braginu period. The initial and final weights used will be the
average oi those taken on three consecutive days at the start
and close of each trial. Each animal will also be graded ac—
cording to the U. S. Grading System by a committee about May 1
and November 15. The grade will form the basis for appraised
value. ' "”

Dail3 feed reco:ds.as well as complete cost records and fihan~
Vcial returns of the different methods of handling the groups
wilL be Kept thioughout the period. Pictures of representative
animals will be made. at the becginning of each season and of groups
a.t tne close of each season. -

fively 28 da33 tEle pastures will be observed to find if any dif—
iarences are showing in degUrea oi' utilization and if plenty of
isediis available. Notes will be prepared each time.

Statistical Analysis.

CATTLE (for one Warr)

Source of variation . 7 ' ' - d.f.
Between groups "' ' ~3
Within groups 6

Total N . 39



1st $8 days (1911) 2 3 l 4
(:19 2) 3 1 1 2
(#343) 1 4 2 3 fiaéh pasture
(i9h4) 4 2 3 1 A0 acres in

1 0 was (1911) 3 A 2 1 Size'
(10-111) 11 :3 1 3

‘1 o! f \ C1 l ‘
E:§Zi) Z 3 i : Pasture

"‘ dimensions
am as 11p (19m) 2 1 ,1 3 3485’ X 500'

(l9h2) ‘ 1 3 2 ‘
(.1943) 1 3 2 1 ~
1.1-9111) ’ , 2 1 3 / hates

Ath 2:3 days (1911].) l 3 2 a . Wells
(1942) 3 2 l
(l9‘3) 2 l 3
(1-9411) 1 3 2 A, B, c, D
, , " t

5th 21 days (1.911) 3 2 l Pas “es
£l942) 2 l 3
£l?43\ l 3, 2
($744} 3 Z l l: 2: .3: 1+

6th 25 days (lQQl) l 3 2 Cattle groups
{19h2) 3 3' l
(19:13) :2 1. 3
(l94h) l 3 2
(etc1); D C B A

' .4]; ..s11 3 w , . a; I V
' f; ‘ Scales and Corrals
"A" Canal and Road '

1 1 1 1 1 C]

Duration:

Thls experiment should be continUed through at least four full sea~
sons. Thls study was started in the fall of l9h0.
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Logging Effects and Degree of Grazing
(Subproject No. 3)

Purpose:

To find the effect of cattle grazing on tree reproduction following
logging, and the effect of logging and degree of use on grazing capacity
(to be done at the Hofmann Forest).

leper anCe of Study:

There is considerable_question among foresters and cattle producers
as to whether grazing in this forage type is beneficial or detrimental
to tree reproduction. On this hinges largely the practicability and
economics of the multiple use of forest lands fer timber growing and
cattle raisinv. Some land managers claim that cattle grazing in this
forage and forest type will destroy seedlings and young trees while others
maintain that it keeps down some of the undergrowth and by doing this,
tree reproduction is favored. More information is definitely needed on
this question before forest grazing in this type can be fully and properly
evaluated.

In order to make proper adjustments in cattle numbers following logging
operations it is desirable to determine how the grazing capacity and rate.
of animal gain is affected. '

Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

1. Fence 8 pastures of AB acres each and treat as indicated in the
figure. The lower set of pastures in the figure is a replica~
tion of the upper set of pastures.

2. Divide 72 cows and their calves into uniform groups (numbersin—~
dicated in figure) about May 1 and graze them on the pastures
until about November 15. When the animals come off this
experiment’each year they will be placed together in a pasture
until started on subproject No. 5. (Different planes of nutri—
tion for wintering breeding cows on forest range.)

3. At the beginning and close of each grazing season, the animals
will be graded according to the U. S. Grading System by a come
mittee. The cows will also be graded according to condition
and vigor, and the calves will be appraised. All cattle will be
weighed individually at the beginning and close of a test and
at 28—day intervals during a grazing period. The initial and
final weights used will be the averagecof those.taken on three
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consecutive days at the beginning and close of a grazing seasone
The cows will go bacK into the same pastures each season.

A D B C

gged Unlogged Logged Unloggcd
and ami and and

c“azed grazed grazed g1azed

wi+h with with with

5 12 12 e
coWS‘ cows cows cows

. and and and and
their their their their 31,
celves calves calves calves lasture”” D ‘* L 'flimensions

3002' x 700'

Scales & Corrals
I D', etc.

,/ f?# r f Replication' I
/x%/ I / t 7W e" e4 67. I I ;« , 19 ' A C. B 5 Wells

[/3 Unlogged Logged Unlogged Lopced-
” e111£i 8.11Ci turiti £111Cl

‘Road grazed grazed grazed grazeed-

with with hlth with‘

12 s“ 5 12
cows cows cows cows
52 no; and and and
their' their their their
calves 'Calves calVes calves

Grouo pictures of the cattle will be made for
pasture treatments at the beginning and close of a grazing
season. ‘ .

each of the four

One square plot, l/A acre in area, will be placed at random in
each one-fourth section of a pasture and staked.

1. ~19—
Another plot



will be paired with each of these and fenced, making a total of
A unfenced and A fenced plots in each pasture. The unfenced
plots will be at least 1 chain from those fenced.

In each unfenced and fenced area, two plots 6.6 x 6.6 feet in
size will be placed at random (border strip within each unfenced

(or fenced enclosure of about 10 feet), on which the following
measurements will be made: (The initial measurements should be
made in the fall at about the time of the close of the normal
grazing season.)

a. All tree seedlings to be counted and height measured; if
above breast high, diameter at this level instead of
height will be measured.

b. Density and composition of other plants on the plots
'will be estimated and height measurements tanen.

c. Vigor to be estimated.

d. Degree of utilization to be estimated.

e. Any tree grazing or other damage done by the cattle to
bo_noted and recor ed.

Similar measurements should be made at the close of each grazing
season if time permits.

General obser ations of utilization, and stage of growth of the
important species will be made and recorded each 28~day weigh
period. '

Cattle in four of the pastures, one pasture of each treatment,
will be followed near each weigh period (the time to be divided
between the pastures) and composite forage samples representa—
tive of the diet will be collected. Composites of these samples,
by pastures, will be made for the entire grazing season.

Observations and collections will be made in one set of pastures
one period and in the replicated set of pastures the next time.
The composite forage samples will be made up of portions of the
plants grazed at the time.~ These will be sent to the laboratory
at the end of the season for chemical analysis. During each
observation period, notes will be taken of the following:

a. Approximate percentage of each species in the diet.

b. Portions of plants taken.

420..



d c. Grazing habits.

l. ~Time of day.“
2. Type of areas grazed.

d. lensrsl notes of any other differences between pastures 0r
groups.

9. A permanent photo—station will be established on each of the
fence lines separating the pastures and pictures made before
starting any grazing and at the close of each grazing season.
Another will be established on the boundary of one of the
fenced enclosures in each of the pastures. A picture will be

. made here also before any grazing is started, and at the end
of each grazing season;

tstistical Analysis.

QATTLé (for one year) FORAGE (for one year)‘

Source of variation d.f.Source of variation d.f.

Replication
Logging
Intensity .
L x I
Rep. X Main effects
Animals in groups

Replicstion
Logging
Int ensity
L x I
Error (a)
Location in plot

Total ‘ 71- Treat (grsZing) l)
' TXL, l)

T X l l)
T X L x l 1)
Error (b) 4_

' ” Trent x Location in plot ‘ 2h
Sampling error ~ 64

cm , . c . . Total . 127

For such variables as mnount of forage removed by grazing, which
is measured by the difference between the fenced and unfenced
plots, only the first half of the forage analysis is applicable.

Dtutition:

This experiment should be continued for a period of st least 10
years. This study was stsrted in the fall of 1941.



Effect of Two hates of Grazing on Burned and Unburned Areas
(Subproject No. A)

7') W'W‘ "- “a -LEO: DQbL .

To find the effect on reeds of two rates of grazing on both burned
and:unburned areas (to be done at Blackland Test Farm),

lmgortanee of 3tudy:

Reeds die out very readily if too heavily grazed, especially in areas
that have been.burned over. For this reason it is especially important to
Know the degrees of use that result in a decrease in the grazing capacity
under different conditions and to develop measures that can be used in pre—
dicting the effects of different degrees of use.

Methods:

Field Procedure and Records.

1. Twelve enclosdres of about 1 acre each to be fenced and treated
as indicated in the figure below; The treatMents in each half
of the burned and unburned areas to be assigned at random.

-BURN£D UNBURNfiD - . _ ’

graze Protectmoderately‘ ‘
4, Plot size

'Protect “rate I 300' x 150'" heaVily
TWt ' . _, . 2 Wells

Graze Graze
heavily' moderately \iIt r

Protect Protect

Graze Graze
heavily rmoderately

It
Graze ' Graze

moderately heavily ) ' ’ ‘7
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d. ‘Rbbd stelks counted.

”Starting at the beginning 01 the grazing season, two enimsls
”to be kzept on e-ech 01 the heavily-grazed plots while there is
one on each of the moderately grazed plots. If the enimals in
the heavilyb"razed plots do not maintain their weight,ow1ng to
lack of feed: :11 of the inlM‘lS may have to be removed from
the plots tor e short time to allow for some forage regrowth
The mein object is to keep certain slots vrazed he-vily while
others are grazed moderately.

Records will be kept of the number of cow—days grazing frOm each
plot. Although there are not enough animals in each area for
cattle gains or losses to mean very much, they will be weighed
each time they are put on or taken off the plots.

Two plots each 3 x 3 feet in size ,will be placed at random
in each 01' theenclosures and the following measurements made on
the vegetation:

a. Estimates of total plant density.

,0. ’Estimates_of forage composition.

c. 'Heights of important'species.

e. Len3th andwidth of reed blados111easured.

f. Vigor of reeds estimated.

Similar measur=meqts will be- L‘dc at the;snd‘of each grazing
-S€ELSOII o

At the end of 5 years all plots will be protected for a full
season (or smell enclosures established) and measurements made
of forage yield unWreach condition. ”W‘””"”"‘“W ~~~ 1

'i-Two permzrznt photo~sttion.s willb t"blished for eech of the
-'grnzing cond1t1ons., Pictures willfb_e trken at the start of '
tht'cxperiment and at the close oi each ru21n seaSon. Pictur
may be taken more often if dualrufl to snow degree of utilization
sit dificront times tnrough :1 season.
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Statistical Analysis.

FORAQE (for one year) . 1 7. «gong (for five years)

' :Source of Variation‘ '-'g;§; C Source of variation d.f.

’“heplicstion' l Replication l
'Burnifig' " 1 Burning 1
Error (a) 1 Error (a) l
Grazing 2 Grazing 2
Grazing x Burning 2 Grazing X Burning 2
drrOr'(b)‘ _;g_ Error (b) A
-* " Years . A

Total‘ ll Grazing x Years 8
Burning x Years A
‘Grazing x Burning x Years 3 8
Error (0) .iyt.

59Total

Duration:

This experiment should be continued through at least five full
razing seasons. This project-was started in the fall ofi lQMDr5

Different Planes cf Nutrition for Wintering Breeding Cows on Forest Range
" ~(Subproj'ect Nof 5)‘ ‘

Purpose:

' To Study the relative value of different‘planes of nutrition for win—
tering breeding cows on forest land, and the effect of winter'grazing on
the forage and tree reproduction Qto be done at the Hofmann Forest).c
Importance of Study:

‘2 Forest lands, especially those containing thick and protected stands'
of reeds, furniSh'muCh Winter feed, Also, burned wiregrass ranges'may
furnish early spring grsZing. ”some cattlemen rely on the forest range
-entirely for‘wintering their COWS, While others supplement this with-vary~
ing amounts of harvested feedSLi Where no supplements are fed; the calf
crops are very low and usually death losses are high; but the most profit~
able plane of nutrition to winter the cows needs investigating. Work
will also be needed later to determine this for different ages and classes
of cattle as well as for cows. To fully evaluate forest grazing, studies
are needed to determine the effect of winter grazing on the forage and on
the trees, and to find how the grazing capacity for this season of year
compares with that during the summer.
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Method821~w‘"

~bFielderocedurewandlRecords.

I 930qu .1.

d'f'cbbug‘Bf

Three reed pastures bf‘spproximately l25 acres each will be used in
this experiment and it is-thOught.this acreage will provide.abundant
grazing for this period (six cows will come out of each group about
March_l5 as explained later); -The three groups of cattle will be
shifted between the pasturesoevoryw28 days to lessen any pasture

TWenty~four animals to be'grazed
.with 2 pounds of cottonseed meal

Q—‘m'.2
Twenty—four animals to-bngrszed.
with 4 pounds of cottonseed meal

differences.
as follows:

' lst 28
2nd 28
3rd 28

"4th 28
5thj28.days

', Twentyéfour animals to besgrszed; _
with 6 pounds of Cottonseed meal per head daily;

on reed pasture
per head daily.

on reed pasture
per head daily.

_ ' DIAGRAM

on reed posture

éTno 2 cows used in subproject No; 3 (Logging Effects and Degree
of Grazing) to be divided-into three uniform groups about
Janua”y l5 (earlier if the animals begin to lose weight) and

, winter as follows: '

and supplemented

“and supplemented

and supplemented

pThe pasture layout and shifting arrangements will be

,25_

A. B" C
i 2 3‘ 1
l " j 2 3
3 'l 2
‘2‘, 3 l
'l; 2 3

A, B, Pastures
l,_2, 3. ,5 Cattle groups



’111}. About March 15 (end of 3 weigh period) six cows will be taken
from each of the three groups and pluced on Wire“ass type
r3nge 3“"qulOOd—Dhrncd in l3t;: ucccmbcl, 3nd protected 353inst
any b.3zinb up thil mnrch 15. Betwecn 3 3nd 5 3cres of burned>
range will be provided for each cow. This group of cows Will .

ireceive no supulcmcnts in 3ddition to th3burn3d r3nge. ‘lhe
proscribed burning will be rotated over the range and different
portions burned every other year.

All cattle will be weighed individu3lly at the beginning and
close of each test and 3t 28—d3y intervals during 3 grazing
period. The initial and finel Weights used will be, where prec—
tical to weigh three times, the average of weights taken on
three consecutive days at the beginning and close of 3 test.
Etch enimel will also be greded according to the U. S. Greding
System by 3 committee at the start and close of 3 test. At the
close of 3 tri3l, the cows will be greded according to condition
3nd vigor and the calves will be 3p reised.

Daily feed records of the cattle will be kept throughout the
“cried 35 well 3s complete cost records and financi3l returns
of the oiilcrnt methods of handling the groups. Records kept
for experiment No. 3 (Logging Effects 3nd Degree of Grazing) will
show the effect of condition of wintering on summer gains.

Pictures of representative animals in erch group will be taken
at the start end close of e3ch test. V

Four equnre plots, each lA were in e.r33, will be placed 3t rene
dom in each of the three red nose res fld sURed. Four other
plots, of 3 similar size,vlll be pniredwith these and fenced.
in the orcscribodeburncu wileggr3ss pasture two of erch of these,
largely'ior sneervation3l purpoSes,will be esteblisned ~~ more
leter ii n3eded. In each unfoiced 33d 1need 3r3., two plots4'.36.3 x o. 6 feet in size will be placed 33 r3ndom and the follow~
ing um;wiements made:

3. All tree Seedlings will be enumer3te and height measured;
if ebove breast high, the diameter at this level will be
iL16353.S ill" JCL .

b. Composition in1d dennsity of other vegetation on the plots
will be 333im3t9 3nd height measurements taken.

0. Stage of development of the important species will be
recorded.

d. Vigor to be esti33 ed.

3. Degree of utilization 3t close of season to be estimated.



9.

Similar measurements will be made at.the close of each grazing
soasbn. . 3

Observations will be mads of tho pastures every 28 days to note
our differences in utilization, feed available, and to record
th2 stage of dcvclopmsnt of the important species.

Some cattle of each group will be fOllowod near each weigh
period and compOSite forage samples representative of their
diet colloctod. Samples by groups for each entire test period
to be compositod. The composite forage samples will comprise
portions of the plants grazed at the time. At the 2nd of tho‘ .
“‘WZlnb period th2se will b2 Sont to the laboratory ior chemical
analysis. Notes of the following will be taken during csch-
obsorvation period:

n t I2 Approximate percentage of sach species in thsvdistuW

b; Portions of plants taken. ”

c. Grazing habits.

1. Time of dsv grazing is done.
2. Type of srsas grazed.

,d.”qun2r>l notes2f.unyothsr dliicrenccs octhcn pastures or
Av.r”rUulp.2. ‘

Two oormancnt photo~sttions‘Wil he osteblj.shod in each pasture
on tho boundary f2nc2 of two o:E tn2 enclosures. Pictures will
be taken at the beginning 2nd 2nd of each yoarly test.

Statistical Analysis.

EggTTLE‘(for\on2:y22r)H “ E‘ _“ ( LOE{AGE (for one year)
léuntil,diyision‘mado about Morj'lfi)..g (Eor rcod pastures)
Source of variation . ‘,d.f. 5 source .of variation ' géi;
‘BetwoonEgroupsf .3 “ ~ 2 2 .. Pastures ' , - ~‘ _ 2
Cows in groups .. . . 69.- Treatment (grazed~not

’.Totsl _ :1 ‘ 2 '71. ..P‘xT ‘ . - . 2
. g .' " ' ' LoCstions,in osstures 91 1 . .= ' ‘ .1 ..ggggggx ._ hkprcntai error 9' V‘" ' 3 at . r“ 3.1 J‘ _ _ 1 3. 3 . .232plirig 2:221- 24(after lelSlon made about Mgr; 15) - . ”"”“

‘ ‘7.\".- ; .BotW2en groups 3 Tvtsl " - , 47
Cows in groups m§§_

Total E 7i



Durs1tion:

Exespt for minor variations i pplemsnta,l fccdin&, this uYOmTlMLntn u
sh3uld be continued for a period of at least 10 years. This study was
sVted in the winter of lQAl—AZ.

L117?“-

Wintcrin Calves on Reeds
(Subnrogcct No. 6)

.m’tk53':ng -

To compare wintering weaned calves in reed paéturss to Wintoring
on the farm.

Importance of Study:

Wintering of cattle on the farm is tnc most cxW
‘Er..

vs period of anyMs
season of the year. thrc rscd +oxb)c is avaiMolv, it is pWssiblo that

0i“tin“ oug‘n
grsstlv:1

MC___;thGd_:3 .

supplsmcntsl feuding in tn3 iorcst, the cost Vintelin can be
roduccd. Th3 practicabilit; oiVintWing on reeds needs testing.

Field ProCodurs and Records.

1 9 :.' -Cslvcs from sutprjcct No.-2 \Crcco chdlflfi 3f Cales on
VForcst angc) willbe divid.cd int3 four equal Egroups at weaning
tims;t .Ths 0351s for uiViSion 3133 includes individuals from
such of the four rrouus.‘ ‘

Groups 1 3nd 2~

These calves to be wintsrcd muchcas:in former years on the
BliCklsnd Test Farm, 1emclv; corn stalk 11.nd soybean field:
lLLHlLs andJlnt~"jfiasturs supplemented with corn stovcrw
and soybean haV wncn sufficient forage is not available. In1
Vddition, soponimrt1ly 2 pounds of concentrates are fed per
hosd da1ily. When winter pasturo is lvailsblc, Group 1 will
be grrazed on Abruzzi {yc and Group 2 on Italian Ryc grass.
Trcforc, the oan diffcrsnce in the treatment of Groups 1
and 2 Mill _bc in tnc kind of wintsr pasture. These Winterfpas~
turss will oc,sporoXimtcly 10 acres cw3ch and will be seeded
early. 1h1n tosts by tnrs- Agronomy 3133rtmcnt of north Carolina
tats College ludicutc that othcr pasture cro_ps may be better
suited ior wint r‘grsZinD, they mny bc substitutcd iOr ‘t_he ones
ussd in tl1is test.
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figmgsfll and I1

, These calves will bL grazed on rLLds; Group 3 supplemented with
-2 pounds of cottonseLdfnual per hLad daily and Group A v.1th
A pounds. budVLt rLLd fora;§L will be prov1dedin pasturcs'
LlTLLdy 1110Ld but thL ~r3uLs will be :ltLrnthd b“.tWL1Ln tn.uL
two pasturLS Lvery weigh day t. lLssen the effect of any1sturv
diferanLs.

2. Al] 01.ttlL will be w;1ghed 1nd1v1du11ly “t tho bLb1u1ing 1nd
c1153 of each tht and at 2S—d3y intLrVals darln: thL grazing
period th initial ~nd final weights uSLd w1ll b9, thre
VP‘CtiCll thL ”VLTSJC of weights taken on three consecut1VL
11;181t WL bLg1nn1D: and close of Ga1Ch test. Each animal will

.Lalsc. bL'Hr1de LccorQan to thL U E. urqdlnp SthLm by1ch~
mitte 1t thL start 1nd close ofL ch tLSt.

3. D111 feed recmrds of thL cattlc will be keayt Lnrourhout theI
parisd Ls wel 13 CJ111LtLcost rLCQrds and financial rLturns
L1 thL 111Lant mLtnLds Li h1nd11n« thLraups.jv'

a; Group alctuLLs of thL cqttlL W111 bL nmdL a1t thL bLginning and:
closing Di LL h w1ntLr1ng_er1ud__ "" "

5. At the Lud of LVLr5 28~d1y pcriod, thL reLd p.58tures will bL ob»
SLrVLd 1ndL rLcurd m:1dL of thL derLL und uniformity of‘ utiliu
zation Lad conditicn oi thL for1gL.ThL cattlL will also be
obSLrVLd Lach time to find thL f0agL spLCiLs grLZLd andthe
po1tldns of p11"nts wnsumed.

b. The Agronomy‘DLpnrtmcnt of \ortu LfirLl1na StatL ColngL plsans
to mka "ertn.mLfiLurcant 51.nd Jlle studJLL oi the Lhnual WintLr
pastures . 1 I. ._ ‘1 ‘ ‘1 :l‘

Statistical An1lysis.

QAEIQE (for onL year) ‘

Source of variatian d.£; ' 'VZK' '

BotWLLnggroups ' 'C3 : 7“ '1
(RLLds VS._Frm ClL1n1ngs l) '
Anim118.1n draups g ;_;1, .q36 .

Total I “ ”39’
‘L(At thL clLLL of this test thL u11131118 will bL used in subpr0~
.cht N ‘ Rotatlon urnz1n” LnFLALstfi'flpL) ‘



‘his experiment should be continued through at least 3 full seasons.
The psstures were burned ever in the fall of lQAl which delayed one year
the starting cf the study.

fieletive Grazing Values and Nutritive Preperties or Forage

(Subpreject No. 7)

1_ To study utilization, palatability, and value of forage plants fer
grazing (ts be done at the Blackland Test Farm and the Hofmann Forest).

CFInfertzmce oi“ Stu jg;

‘Tc manage properly any grazing area, it is necessary to know the
lants that furnish the bulk of the feed at different seaSUns of the

?
Vyeer,_nnd something of their palatdbility and nutritive values. This type
3f date is necessary for determining such things as grazing capacity,
season of most profitable use, and kinds and emeunts of supplements needed.

Methdds: ”7, v' -. 4‘“ >
, 'Field PreCedure and Recerds.

1. Each tWe weeks some of the cows on pasture at the Blacklend
Test Farm and at the Hofmnnn Forest will be followed and forage
samples representative of their diet collected. TheSe.will
be Sent te‘the'leberatery for chemical analysis.- Notes will
be taken of the following: . 7

’5‘.) . PerCentage sf each species in the diet.

b. Pertiens sf plants grsZed.

c. GraZing habits.

1. Time of day grazing is dune.
2. Type ef dress grazed.

d. Approximate compesitien of the plants making up the vegeta—
tion cover in the areas grezed.

‘2. Pure samples ef two or three of the most important species will
also he cellected each twe weeks fer chemical analysis. These
cellectiens will be mnde'threugheut the year.when animals are
grazed on forest range.
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‘Statistical Analysis.

Tb333 d‘ata will not be suit3d t3 3ny statistical tr3atm3nt.

Qurati3gz

[Thcs3 CClleCtiQflS 3nd analyses'should b3 CQntinued for a p3riod
11%3t 3 y33rs. These studies were started in thc fall of 1930.

PREPJinTION OF REPORTS

Bri3f 3333335533333133 civ3r1nw 3333 subprddoct will b3 pr3par3d
annually. About 3V3ry 3 y3ars bulletins will b3 publishud Czsvsrino the
work 33mpl3t3d up to that tim3. These bull3tins may be of individual
suobrugncts 3r nmy 33or tW3Mir n3T3-subpr'j3cts C'>mbin3d For subpro—
j3cts of 13- ger durqtiunbubllcat1>n3 in th3 T3rm of pr3~r3ss r3p3rts
will alsz; b3 pr3;3nred ab3ut 3V3ry 3 yeals;.

‘ subor333cts unit on3uld y13ld 3n.uh w>rtnwnil3 information t3 jus-
tiiy pubicti3ns at tn3 333 31 thr33 Campl3t3 trials 21r333$ follows:

(Squr‘J3Ct Ng.)

1} ”~“ i'" ‘l;”*R3t3ti3n grazing.3n iorcst r13333..

~2; Cr3opf3d1nnw3f~33133s3n Tm~rst rannsz3

3. Eff3ct 0T tws r3t3s )f razin onburn3d 3nd unburned areas.

~5; 'Diff3r3nt olfinfls 3T nutrition fir w1nt3r1n1 br33d1np cows
':33 foreat rin ' -~ - 1 . .

63" Wint3rinfl“¢3lV3s on r33ds-

7. Grazixm' Hbsrv3t1ns and chemical 3H3lyses of forage

Subproj3ct No. 3, Lfifijiflf lff3cts:nd D33r33 3T Grazing, will require
at 133st 10 y«33rs Tr Cm313t13n.3_auw3V3r it shauld yi3ld valuable
indications, worth plbllsulda in part, b3T>r3 that time.‘

Technical or populeir art1313s may bepr3p3r3d cgv3ringleertain phases
;>f this¢* W3rk Nu3fl3V6T it -is d33n3d d331rble.': ‘

All C\m01Lrt13n3 3n publicatiwns >T £3353 d3t3 will be performed
jointly bgrr3presentlt1V3s 3fvth3 3333~r3tiuk 333n013s.

g, .



RESPONSIBILITZ

H. H. Biswell will be directly responsible for the technical super—
vie3ion of the forestry 313nd fora3c phases, and J. E. Foster for the
inimsi husb33nd1y phases The‘forestry'snd animal husbandry technicians
will hays lhmefilatc‘QlPoCtian of field work. All major changes in tie
prnurfir “nd the proposal of repurts for publication, and the reports theme
sslvW33 will be cynsidcrcd and apprJVed by the directors and heads of the
ciivisions of the Various cooperating agencies.

STUDIES OF HIGH WIORITY TO BE UNDERLAkQN LATER

As the subprsjects already outlined are completed, .others will be
outlined and wfirk stsrted. Some 3f the problems of high priority on which
WW‘K is needed are .is full>ws:

l. ,Tm determine the‘.prscticebility of finishing yearling steers
ijplut31y ;:r p,?rtielly on reed pastures by the.eddition of
a protein concentrate after August 1,1rather than finishingtv
entirely in the dry lot. f

2. Tu study the kinds and extent of mineral deficiencies and the, Q
value ofccsrrectin; them. Some exploratory studiesare in '
progress at present, as mentioned.in.the section on mineral
deficiencies.

3. To study the psisonous plants, their distribution, abundance,
effects on beef production, methods of control, poisonous
properties, and the most p‘sctics31 Solution to this problem.

A. To study proper breeding season and.breedin¢ 818for cattle
run on forest rang.w
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General aims of this project analysis and working plan are as follows:
l. To provide a thorough understanding of the problems of forest

grazing in this area and their importance and scope.

2. To insure a thoroughgoing attack on the problems.

3. To guide the execution of the work and insure that pertinent data
are collected regardless of change in personnel or change in vieWpoint of
existing personnel.

4. To inform station directors, chiefs and heads of divisions of
methods of attack and progress of the work.

5. To serve as a basis for the preparation of reports and publica-
tions.

It is intended that the working plans be rigid enough to insure that
the original intent is attained, yet general and flexible enough to permit
necessary revision and the investigation of "sidelight" problems. As the

' work progresses and more information is obtained it will be necessary to make
certain changes in technique, but no changes should be made before seeing
whether such changes can be incorporated successfully without endangering the
primary objectives of the studies. Minor changes may be approved by the pro—
ject leaders who are responsible for the technical phases of the studies, but
may necessary major changes should be approved also by station directors,
chiefs and heads of divisions of the various cooperating agencies. All
changes should be in the form of written supplements.

The subprojects herein outlined have been reviewed by representatives
of all cooperating agencies and general approval obtained.

As certain of these subprojects are completed working plans will be
developed for others.
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INTRODUCTION

Forest lands comprise nearly two—thirds of the southeastern
Coastal Plain region of the United States. Millions of these acres are
open forest range that produce forage suitable for livestock production.
Since early settlement days relatively large numbers of cattle have
grazed here, but only recently.much interest was given to developing im—
proved grazing practices on cut~over areas, especially in relation to
other types of grazing and timber production. The main reasons for the
increased interest are: l. the eradication of the cattlenfeVer tick, ex—
cept for a small area in Florida, 2. greater emphasis on soil conserva-
tion, with more winter feed crops and tame pastures to complement forest
greziig, 3. scarcity or high cost of farm labor, a. higher beef prices,
and 5. a greater interest in diversified agriculture.

Studies to develop and test improved methods of integrating cattle
grazing and timber production were started in lQhO in the Coastal Plain
of both Georgia and North Carolina by cooperating State and Federal
Agencies. The analysis and working plans presented here are for the exe
periments in Georgia and are based largely on present conditions and
practices in this area. The studies are planned primarily to find how
cattle raising and timber production can be most satisfactorily fitted
together; with yearlong cattle management practices taken into considera~
tion. In more general terms, the aim is to find how more money can be
derived from cut~over lands by combining cattle raising and timber pro~
duction, and not to compare cattle raising on forest lands with timber
production alone. To arrive at this major objective, the fields of
animal husbandry, range management, forestry, soils, agronomy, economics,
and perhaps others should be drawn upon.

l/ Investigations conducted by the Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Sta—
tion, Tifton, Georgia, in cooperation with the United States Department
of fsgriculture through the Forest Service and Bureaus of Animal and Plant
Industry, and the Georgia Experiment Station.

2/ H. H. Biswell, Appal3chian Forest Experiment Station, Forest Service,
U. S. Department of -igriculture; B. L. Southwell, Georgia Coastal Plain
Experiment Station and Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Department of
Agriculture.



The studies have special importance at this time because they deal
with vital necessities for the war -— meat and hides and timber. To meet
the demands of the large number of army camps in this area most cattle
products are shipped in, and many forest areas are being heavily cut. The
studies will have importance during the post-war period also because of
the larger acreage of cut-over lands to be managed. ‘

It is recognized that forest lands in this area are generally well
adapted to growing timber and in many places perhaps this should be the
primary, or sole, objective. On the other hand, trees are relatively slow
growing and farmers often have to wait several years to derive any income
from their forest lands; yet, they have to pay taxes on them yearly. By
combining grazing and timber production, it is possible to have an annual
income. To a very large degree the success of such a program depends on
foresters willing to make the modifications of practice necessary to aid
cattle, and on cattlemen interested in producing high grade timber stands
as well as livestock. A sympathetic understanding of both viewpoints is
desirable.

SCOPE OF FOREST RANGE GRAZING STUDIES

The principal southeastern Coastal Plain forest ranges are in the
55 million acres of longleaf—slash pine forests extending mainly through
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and MiSsissippi
(10). Other extensive forest ranges are in the shortleaf~loblolly pine~
hardwood forest type of the upper Coastal Plain. This type extends over
most of the Piedmont region, covering approximately 80 million acres. It

. is usually more dense than the longleaf~slash pine type and has less for—
age. Also, it is in a sectiOn where the topography is rolling and the
soil fairly erodible; therefore, the question arises as to whether or not
the forage should be removed through grazing or left to protect the soil.
-In mom places it is or can be grazed to advantage no doubt, and by hav—
ing some of the materials removed from the ground, the fire hazard and
losses from devastating fires are reduced. ,

The forest grazing and beef cattle experiments in Georgia are in a
representative section of the lonrleaf—slash p1ne forest type, and because
the results will apply to some extent to all of this vast forest area, ob-
viously they are of considerable importance. In addition, the studies
apply to large acreages of farm lands used in the production of feed crops
and tame pastures. They have further importance economically and socially,
for, besides affecting the land owners or operators, they affect directly
or indirectly all people in the section who depend largely on the pros—
perity of the farmers for their livelihood. A large percentage of the
longleaf~slash pine forest type is already used for cattle grazing, and
there is no reason why still greater advantageous use cannot be made
through economical management practices. It is estimated that the produc—
tion of beef cattle on forest lands could be about doubled through better
range and cattle management practices, and improving the quality and in-
creasing the number of animals.



CONDITIONS AND newness IN FOREST RANGE MANAGEl/‘ENT

IN THE COAs'mL PLAIN OF GEORGIA

the statements in this Section of the report are based largely on
a survey of forest grazing in the Coastal Plain of Georgia made, in the
spring of 1941, primarily to find specifically about present methods and
results of meneging beef cattle herds and forest grazing lands, and to
discuss with farmers their experiences and chief problems in raising cattle
and growing trees on the same land (A). It is judged that conditions and
practices here are fairly representative of other sections of the 55 mil~
lion acres of longleef-slash pine forests of the southeastern United
States. A total of 106 operators using forest lands for cattle grazing
were interviewed.

General Description of.the Coastal Plain of Georgia

On the basis of soils, forest types, and topography, the Coastal
Plain of Georgia can be subdivided into the upper Coastal Plain, the middle
Coastal Plain, and the lower Coastal Plain. The upper division is more or
less typical of the shortleef-loblolly pine—hardwood type, and the middle
and lower divisions of the longleaf~slash pine forests. Approximately
three—fourths of the forest land in the entire Coastal Plain region is of
second growth timber, 15 percent is old growth timber, and 10 percent is
clear cut. The chief shrubs in the upper Coastal Plain division are black—
berry briars, hawthornes, end myrtle; in the middle division they are gall-
berries, blackberry briers, runner oak, and huckleberries; and in the lower
division, palmetto, gallberry, huckleberries, runner oak and myrtle. The
main native forage species in the forests in the upper division are beard~
grasses, penicgrnsses end dropseeds; in the middle and lower divisions they
are beardgresses, panicgresses, end wiregresses consisting of threeawns,
muhly grasses, dropseeds, and similar species. Carpetgress has become
naturalized in many forest areas and furnishes considerable feed after the
first of June. Although the forage in the Coastal Plain as a whole is
generally recognized locally as the wiregress type, observations show that
several minor types vary considerably in season of use and in grazing
capacity.

Stock laws requiring fencing of grazing animals apply to all coun-
ties of the upper Coastal Plain division and about one—half of those in
the.middle division. None of the counties in the lower division have such
lens. Counties without stock laws comprise what is commonly termed "Open
range country”. Cultivated lends comprise nearly 35 percent of the total
area in the upper and middle divisions, but only 10 percent in the lower.
About 5 percent of this is classed as abandoned firm lend (8). Forested
lands in the lower division are assessed at 75¢ to $2 per acre, and in the
mere agricultural counties of the middle and upper divisions, at $3.75 to
$6.75 per acre (8). Because of this low value, it can be considered that
the average beef producer, particularly in the lower division, is farming ‘
on a small scale.



The climate is favorable to rapid growth of vegetation. The sumr
mers are long, with an average frost—free period of about 2&5 days. The
average annual rainfall is about 50 inches fairly uniformly distributed
throughout the year, although July and August are often wetter than other
months.

Cattle Management Practices

Handling Systems

Four general ways of handling herds run on forest ranges, are:
l. yearlong on forest areas without any supplemental feeds, 2. yearlong
on forest with supplemental feeds given during the poorest grazing sea-
son ~— usually from about January 1 to March 1, 3. on forest range from
about March 15 to November 1, then on field crops and supplemental feeds,
and A. on forest-range together with tame pasture from about March 15 to
November l, and field crops and maintenance feeds during the remainder of
the year. t

The first two handling systems are common in the lower Coastal
Plain division where there is little cultivated land for growing field
crops and feeds. The most pressing problems in cattle management on for-
est lands, on which experimental work is badly needed, appear to be in
this area. Cattle on forest range yearlong without supplements are usually
in very poor condition during the winter and spring, death losses are high,
and the calf crop often below 40 percent. However, farmers handling their
cattle this way seldom have much money or time invested in their stock, and
they figure that any income from them is almost clear money. The farmers
who leave their cattle on the forest range yearlong and give supplemental
feeds during the_winter, usually give just enough feed to keep the animals
living. When handled this way, the calf crop is not much better than when
no supplements are given, but death losses are usually not as high. The
most common supplements fed on the range are peanut hay, mixed grass hay,
and corn shucks. Many farmers have learned from experience that when the
forest range is supplemented with feeds of this type the animals lie around
waiting to be fed and do not graze the range forage as they should. This
particular feeding system is therefore considered unpractical. Whether or
not the animals would react this way when fed a concentrated protein feed
alone, such as cottonseed meal, is not known. Thus far, concentrated pro~
tein supplements alone have not been used on forest ranges in this section.

The last two handling systems, whereby seasonal use is made of for—
est range, are common in the middle and upper Coastal Plain divisions
where there are more field crops and tame pastures and the native forage in
the forests becomes browner and is not as well suited for winter grazing.
When the cattle are handled in either of these ways the farmers usually
have more money and time invested in their herds and expect considerably
more income from their cattle. The most common field crops for grazing are
corn stalks and velvet beans in the fall, and oats in the winter for green
pasture grazing. Most of the tame pastures have been developed and used
since 1936.



Very little information is available on the acreage of different
kinds of forest range needed per cow, or the kinds of plants that make up
the diet at different seasons of the year. Such information is essential
to the proper management of grazing lands to determine the season of most
profitable use. to maintain forage production, and to know the kinds or
mounts of supplemental feeds needed. More familiarity with the different
forage types and with the species grazed at different seasons of the year'
would be of definite value and studies along these lines are needed.
Usually it is esti1ated that from 5 to 15 acres of cut—over ran3e will
support an animal unit for about seven months from March 15 to October
15. .About yearlong grazing still less is known} for it is usually prac—
ticed in the open range country where the animals are not confined to a
definite acrea:e. Observations indicate that damage to trees by beef cat—
tle grazing in the longleaf~slash pine type of this area is almost negli—
gible; although studies to determine the extent of tree damage under dif—
ferent rates and seasons of grazing should be made.

Salting and Use of Other Minerals

There is wide variation in salting practices of operators using
forest range. Approximately 70 percent of the farmers keep salt before
their animals yearlong, 5 percent intermittently, 10 percent only when
the animals are in fields, and 15 percent never use salt. Several of the
operators not using salt run their animals on open range, and to keep
from salting other people's stool: they do not put any out. Also. several
say that their cattle will not eat salt even if it is made available.
General observations bear out this statement. Apparently cattle depen—
dent largely on forest range do not have any great craving for salt. How—
ever cattle do have a craving for certain:ninerals, particularly phos—
phorus, this being indicated by their tendency to chew on bones. These
observations would indicate that probabl;r phosphorus should be fed alone.
At present mineral mixtures are used by about 20 percent of the forest
range operators. fiperimental york is needed to determine more specifi—
cally what minerals are deficient in the forage, and ways and values of
supplying them.

Breeding

Herd improvement in the Coastal Plain of Georgia has been defi—
nitely on the increase in the last few years, and the number of piney
woods or native animals is decreasing. For a long time, little could be
done in the may of improved breeding because better grade animals, intro—
dneed from non-infected tick areas, were more susceptible to tick—fever.
at present only about 5 percent of the farmers using forest ranges have
herds of piney woods cattle on.Ly; about 75 percent have herds of mixed
grade.(cattle showing evidence of improved beef breeding) and native ani~
mals. About 15 percent of them have grade herds, and a few have mainly
dairy cows with which beef bulls are used. There are a few scattered
herds of purebred cattle. Herd improvement is also reflected in the hump
ber of good bulls used. At present about 65 percent of the operators are
using purebred bulls, 25 percent good quality bulls, and little less than
10 percent are using native bulls. Even though the quality of beef is



inproving, there is still considerable demand for low grade meats. There
is no question among beef cattle operators about the desirability of hav~
ing high quality animals where feeds are available for taking care of the
cattle during the Winter. However, where the cattle are almost entirely
dependent on forest range, some farmers believe that low grade cows bred
to good bulls make the most profitable herd because they are hardier and
keep in better condition during the winter. Experimental work is needed
0 determine just what quality animals are best suited for forest land-LJ-

grazing operations, particularly those using yearlong forest range.
c+

hearly 95 percent of the farmers keep their bulls in the herds year—0.1.1long and as 1 result the calves ere dropped all seasons oi one year. How~NVJ.ever, most of them are dropped either in early Spring or in early fall.

'Fattening and ”“1eting_Beef Cattle

nor 'lnaoci 25 percent of the operators using forest range in pro-
ducing peel Cattle do some fattening. Usually fattening rations are fed
for periods of 60 to 120 days. With market conditions as they are at pre~
sent m=ny fLPfleTS ere Selling calves at about wee1ing age, thinking that by
doing this Eu"" save t1‘1 enjense of wintering young animals and any extra
winter feeds can be 3iven the cow herd. Also, it is possible thzt more
cows can be kept or the calf crop increased through better winter feeding
and in the end more clvw could be sold from the farm.

m,

Percentage Calf Crop

is near as the avernge calf crop can be figured from available in—
formation, it amounts to about 40 percent in the lower Coastal Plain Divi—
sion of Georgia, 55 percent in the middle division, end 70 percent in the
upper division. ‘hcre considerable attention is given to cattle, these
percentages are generally too lov i'or most profitable beef production, and
better practices should go a lone way in inproving the calf crOp end
profits iron the herd.

Tame Permanent Pastur

l‘earrly all oi‘ the t1ne permanent and improved pastures, mainly of
Bermuda gress, Chrpetgrass, and annual lespedezu, have been developed and
used sL1ce 1936, and it is likely that in the future considerably more
qrazing will come from this source. However, it is not lilzely that they
will replice, to any great extent, the grazi of n;tive forest ranges.

t, many forest rsngeu may be use. more extensivel/ for es ly springL.
inn when tame or improveed pastures are evelope-or summer use.

Forest Renee Burning in the Coast;iPlain

One hundred percent of the fa mere interv n'ed in the survey st;tevie
tht uncontrolled iires do e3{cessive damage to treeereproduction, there~
fore they are either trying to keep fires out of th ir forest areas com—



pletely or are doing some form of controlled or prescribed ;/ burning. A
few are giving no attention to fires. The breakdown is about as follows:
nearly 60 percent of the farmers using forest lands for grazing are prac—
ticing complete fire protection and 40 percent some form of prescribed
burning. In parts of the open range country it is difficult to protect
against fire because there is a lack of respect for land ownership by
those who do not own the land. Burning the other fellow's land to improve
grazing for a few cows, destroy boll~weevil, or for some other reason, is
a wideSpread custom. Firns started this way are considered accidental to
the owner. Greater use of fences for enclosing both cattle and forest
areas probably would go a long way in reducing the number of fires of this
type, for then the other fellow does not gain by burning his neighbor's
forest land to improve grazing for his cattle. Of those practicing com-
plete protection, approximately half have had no major fires in the past
five years, and the remainder have had accidental fires annually or occa—
sionally up to about every four years. This means there are considerably
more fires in the forests than is indicated by the number of farmers prac-
ticing prescribed burning.

Phases of prescribed burning on the forest range about which ques—
tions are most frequently asked, are:

1. Whether it is advisable to prescribe burn the forest range
as a measure in avoiding accidental fires, or to practice
complete fire protection, especially where main considera-
tion is given to the pro uction of timber.

2. Effect of prescribed burning on forage, cattle gains, tree
reproduction, and tree growth.

3. How often prescribed burning should be done, best season,
and proper way.

A. Efficiency of prescribed burning in checking brush invasion.

5. Relation of different intensities of grazing to fire hazard
and damage.

if Burning to a prescription - to accomplish most satisfactorily the pur—
pose of the burn. A few farmers are using the following method of pre-
scribed burning to improve the forage for grazing, with very little ap~
parent damage to the trees.

l. Areas of suitable tree seedling stands are protected against fire
until after the young trees are 10 to 15 feet high and are not badly
damaged by prescribed burning.
2. After this, any given area is prescribed~burned about every two or
three years, This is done by burning portions of the range each year;
thus the cattle have some burned range every spring and summer. Spot
burning of saall areas here and there is preferable to burning over
large areas because these scattered fresh burns act as fire breaks if
an accidental fire occurs.
3. Burning is done against the wind at night or during very damp
periods when the fire will burn slowly.



Tne three main reasons given by farmer witl1 beef cattle herds for
prescribed burning are as follows: 1. to insure ag3inst devastating acci—
dental fires, 2. to improve forage for cattle gr; ing and 3. to check
brush invasion. Nearly 50 percent of those doing some form of prescribed
urning are doing it annually and the others at intervals of two or three

years. Farmers with small holdings interested in raising cattle for sn~
nual income, and poorly equipped for fire fighti1ng, are often criticized
for doing prescribed burning, but 11hen everything is considered they can
hardly be blamed 1or this practice. Part of the criticism is because of
poor burning practices. Little research has been done on improved prac—
tices mprc-scribed burnino and still less h1s been published or other—
wise made available to the farmers. as a rule occidental fires occur at

time when the iuel is driest, the wind is blowing, and the fires burn
hottes and do the greatest damage to the trees. Fires of this type have
been described is the most serious menace to the future of forestry in
south Georgia (8). Therefore, the fa mers feel they had rather prescribe
b11~n end hive some da1a~e done to their trees then run the risk of having
an accidental fire cause almost complete destruction. Grazed areas
usually burn 1’sith less intcisity than unwrazco anes, and some farmers hNe
cattle primarily because the removal of forage growth through “rz1nv re~
duces the forest fire hazard Some farmors procticing prescribed burning
on grazed areas are able to get by with burning every third year, whereas
without grazing they usually have to burn every gear.

The second reason for prescribed burning is to improve the forage
for cattle grazing, and there seems to be no doubt that it does help.
Although the study conducted at theill, nississippi (9) we not one of
prescribed burning, it showed that burning maintained more favorable com?
position, quality, and quantity of forage than did exclusion of fires.
Preliminary studies elre: y mtde on this project in the Coastal Plain of
Georgia bear out the f1cd1nrs s ncNeill, ississippi, and in addition
show that the cattle prof'er forage on bur1e areas. In the absence of
fire the grazing copccity mrv decrease as ;m1ch es one-half in 10 years,
accorc1n; to some if the 1armers 1nterV1cxol The third common reason for
prescribed burning is to check brush inv:.si311 on the forest range; brush
reduces the grazing coincity and increases the fire hazard. The studies
at ficNeill, Mississippi, show that gallberries, one of the most common
invaders, is readily killed out by snnuel fires of uncontrolled intensity,
but whether or not prescribed fires at is-ss freouentqintervals will hold
it in check is not knoian. Experimental studies are needed to find answers
to the many quucstions about the value of prescribed burning in forest
range management.

Any conflict between cattle raising and ti.ber management interests
is most likely to be in the use of prescribed fires for improving grazing.
Even though prescribed burning in the "wiregrass“ type is helpful in
bringing about good grazing for cattle it should be done in such a way
that the trees ere damaged as little as possible. As the trees increase
in abundance and size, the grazing capacity of the forest decreases some,
of course; sit the increise in the value of the trees should more than
.riake up1for the loss in grazing. - '



LITERATURE COVERING~F'TERIMENTA W RK ON FOREST GRAZING

IILTHE-soumspmsumuslinruns;

The literature reveals that very little experimentel work bearing
di“ectly on forest grazing has been done in the longlcef-slash pine type
of the southeastern United States. The most extensive, and also most re—
cent, is that reported on by Wehlenberg, Greene, and Reed, in 1939, "The
effect of fire end ccttle gruz ing on longleuf pine lands as studied at
McNeill, Mississippi." hey report the effects of four lend treatments —
burned pasture, unburned posture, burned ungrezed, end unburned ungrezed -
on the use of longloef pine lend for cattle grazing as Well as for timber
production. They found that during 3 5—year period, annual winter burning
of uncontrolled intensity re'erded the growth of longleef pine sapling
trees by about one—fifth in diameter and one-fourth in height. The survi~
vol of seedlings after 10 yours following a good seed crop, was 43 percent
on the unburned, ungrezed area as against not over 5 percent for any one
of the other three land treatments. However, because of the brown spot
needle disease, none of the treatments were successful in bringing new
longleaf pine seedlings out of the grass stave. During this time both the
growth and cone production of older trees apparently was little effected.

Annual winter burning of uncontrolled intensity maintained more
favorable composition, quality, end quantity of forage then did exclusion
of fires. This was reflected in the greater seasonal gains in weight of
cattle on the burned ores. The authors concluded that while annual win-
ter fires of uncontrolled intensity improved the forage conditions for
cattle, the results indicated that successful regeneration of longlecf
pine may depend upon some system of periodic controlled burning rather
than upon the extremes of annual fires of uncontrolled intensity or fire
exclusion, both found unsatisfactory in this study. Burning and grazing
did not result in serious soil degradation. The burned—over soils exhi—
bitedi slightly favorable chemical characteristics and unfavorable physi—
cal cheracteristics in comparison with unburned soils, although none of
these changes appeared to be of any practical significance. The net ef—
fect on plant growth of favorable and unfavorable soil changes was not
measured.

Some studies have been made in the reed forage type in eastern
North Carolina by Foster, Hostetler, end Cese (6), and Hostetler, Foster,
and Honkins (7). These studies had to do with beef cattle production in
generel in this area, and with the production and quality of meat of ne—
tive yearling cattle compared with grade yearlings. Reeds were used for
about eight months each year, from about the first of hey to the first of
Jenunry, and represented only 9 percent of the total cost of keeping a
cow through the year. The calves were dropped in February, March, and
April, end were on reed postures until weaned about November 15. At this
time they usually weighed between 350 and 400 pounds. The postures were
stocked at on nveroge rate of about two acres per animal unit for each
season. However, n recent unpublished enilysis of the rate of stocking
of the pastures for the pest ll yours indicetes that this rate of stocking
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either should be given primary attention. General observations as well
as the experiences of many stockmen indicate that the two fit very well
together on many cutaover forest areas. Cattle raising furnishes some
annual income while the trees are growing to merchantable size, and
grazing helps reduce the fire hazard. Some practices that may be bene~
ficial to one purpose may, of course, be detrimental to the other, and
vice versa. This can always be expected under any nonintensive manage—
ment system.

hany problems and questions about effective forest range grazing
need research, as was revealed by: l, the farmers interviewed on the
survey, 2. general observation, 3.-discussions with persons interested
in land use problems, and ’. the literature. The chief of these prob-
lems are:

1. To determine practical herd management systems that re—
sult in the maximum use of forest range and make for
better and more economical wintering of beef cattle,
particularly for herds run primarily on forests. Also,
to determine the amount of good breeding desirable in
herds under different management systems.

2. To determine the place of some form of prescribed burn—
ing in forest range management, including best season
and best methods.

3. To determine the grazing capacity of various types of
forest range, the relative value of the important for»
age plants through all seasons of the year, and the
effects of different degrees and seasons of grazing on
the forage, and tree reproduction and growth.'

4. To determine the practicability of correlating tame
pastures with native forest range grazing, doing arti~
ficial reseeding on open forests, and of fertilizing
productive forage areas.

5. To determine the need for mineral supplements on the
forest range and the value of correcting any defici~
encies.

Obviously a research program can not effectively cover all-these
important problems at any one time, or perhaps even all the different
phases of a single problem. Therefore, it is necessary to select one
or two of the most practical and important problems and tackle these
phases it is thought will yield the quickest and greatest returns to
the farmers. Looking at the practicability of forest range grazing
from the standpoint of cattle raising alone probably the most important
problem is one of economically providing for the cattle through the
-period from about October 15 to March l5 when they are usually losing
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‘weight. Looking at it from the standpoint of both forage and timber
production prescribed burning is the problem of greatest concern to the

‘ land owners. Since both of these problems effect pra.cticelly every
farmer using forest lands for grazing, as vall es m1ny producing only

’ timber, it seems the.t they should be given first consideration. In
studying them certain phases of other proble‘ms necessarily will be
touched upon, some rather fully. The experiment1 tract, where the
studies will be conducted, is located two mile south of Alspaha, Geor~
gia, in the up;“)er edge of the lower Coastal Plein and, considering the
forage and trees, the.area is fairly typical of the region.I

OUTLIIE OF FOREST rRAZlI‘IG PFLOJuCTRROGRAI-«I

This section presents the following information about such of
the two major subprojects selected for study:

Purpose

Importzince of study

Methods

Research aspects

Duration

Certain ports 0£ the methods section will be expanded in more
detail as the work develops.

Improving Herd Management Systems to Make More EffectiVe use of Forest
Renge (SubproQt No. 1}

Purpose

To determine prnotice1 herd m.:ngement sysstems that result in
the most effective use of forest range and make for better and more
economical wintering of beef cattle, pe.rticularly for herds run pri—
marily on 'forest range. Also, to determine the amount of good_breed~
ing desirable in herds under different meme3ment systems.

Inportsnce of Study;

In the lower and parts of the middle Coastal Plain there is
little land suitable for cultivationand the production of feed crops,
e.nd wintering the cattle (i.e. caring for them from absut October 15
to March 15) is the most costly operation of theyear. The calf crops
average about #0 percent, death losses are high, 8nd the cattle are
uSually inpoor condition and are not marketed to good advantage. It
'appeersthat this .condition Couldbe improved and the cost of winter—
ing reduced considerably bv meking mere effective use of the forest
range during much of this time. Native forage is usually cheep feed,
and it should be used to the greatest advantage to shorten the winter—
ing season and lessen the cost of harvested feeds.

~12...



The practicability of different management systems, no doubt;
depends partly on the type of animals kept on the range. Many cattle
on forest range are of low quality) and many farmers believe that ani~
mals of this type are best suited to range conditions because they are
hardier and maintain better condition than do well bred animals. On
the other hand, some maintain that if the animals are given more care
during the critical feed deficiency seasons the better grade animals
are more profitable. More information on the quality of animals best
suited to range conditions is definitely needed.

0
Methods

Field Procedure and Records.

1. Divide 60 native range.cows and 29 good grade Hereford
cows into four equal groups or herds on the basis of
grade, weight, and-condition and manage each as follows:

Groupfil

Herd of 15 native and 5 good'grade Hereford cows to be
grazed on 300 acres of forest range from March 15 to
February1, with a supplement of cottonseed meal given

“1H.after Octdber 15. To avoid labor, the cows will be
' fed only three times each week —— A 2/3 pounds each
feeding. This amount is equal to two pounds each day.
From February 1 to March l5'the cows will be in a dry—
lot and fed a maintenance ration as explained later.

Group2

Herdof15 native and 5 good grade Hereford cows to be
grazed on 300 acres of forest range from March 15 to
February 1, with a supplement of cottonseed meal given
after October 15, exactly as with group 1. From Febru~
-ary l to March 15 the cows will be on additional range
_and fed cottonseed meal;.8 before. In other words, this
groupwill be .on range yearlong and fed cottonseed meal
fronl October 15 to March 15. Treatment of this group
differs from the first only for the period of February 1
to March 15.

Grou

Herd of 15 native and 5 good grade Hereford cows to be
grazed on 300 acres of forest range from March 15 to
February'l, with a Supplement of cottonseed meal given
after October 15. The cows will be fed 2 1/3 pounds
three times each week This amount is equal to one ,
pound each day. From February 1 to March 15 the cows
will be in a dry~lot and fed a maintenance ration as
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- explained later. Theonly difference in treatment of
this group and group 1 is inamount of cottonSeed meal
~fed from Dotober 15 to February 1 —— this group re—
ceives only one—half as much cottonSeed meal as does .
group .1.' ‘ '1 1 ~ W

GrOup E .tfl'

Herd of 15 native and 5 good grade Hereford cows to
be grazed on 300 acres of forest range from March 15
to February 1 without any supplement (to serve as check
on groups 1 and 3). Group1 will serve as check on group
2, since there is only one difference in the treatment
of these two groups, From February 1 to March 15 the
cows will be in a dryelot and fed a maintenance ration
as explained later.

Diagrammed the management systems are as followsi’

Range + cottonseed_
ggpup 1 Range alone -meal at rate of ‘ . Dryulot
'11. ' a ., 2# per day “.‘ ’ _,
Mar. 15 V Oct. 15 "' ' Feb; 1 1 Mar. 15

l

1 rGroupp2Range alone,1 Range +a60tt0nseed meal at'
- ’ . rate of 2# per day .
Mar. 15 Oct; 15 " 'MarL 15

Range + cottonseed: WW:
Group 3 } Range aloneWr meal at rate of j I‘. Dry#1ot

' ' , ; . ll#="per day' '_ l M
' Marg'15 ”4 ‘ , 2 Oct. 15 T _" ' Feb, 1 . Mar. 15

group 1‘ ' Range alone TIDry—lot

Mar. 15 ”“ ' Feb. 1 .1 M‘ar‘; "15

”2. Groups1 3 and h

TheSe groups will be- placed in separate_ dry—lots
and each fed the san‘;e maintenance rat.ion- fromaa:
,Eebruary 1toMarch 15. The maintenance ratiOns"
may be composed of different kinds of feeds from
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months. The bulls will be alternated between the cow
herds from year to year so as to avoid breeding one herd
continuously to'a superior or inferior performing animal.
In this reSpect it would be well to use the same bulls
for four years straight, thus each bull would be with
each herd one year.

To begin the experiment, a mixture of equal parts of salt,
limestone, and bonemeal will be available to each herd.
Although the eXact value of adding this to the diet is
not known, and it is not feasible to determine at present,
it is thought advisable to keep it before the animals all
the time for everything indicates that certain minerals
are needed. ‘ General observations indicate that cattle on
forest range alone have little or no craving for salt but
do have a marked craving for phosphorus.

Prescribe burn one~third of each pasture every year, about
the first of January for improving grazing. Any parti—
cular portion will be burned every three years. The burn—
ing in each pasture to be in two separated spots each year.

one square encloSure, one—fourth acre in size, will be
placed at random in each one~third of a pasture and staked.
Another plot Will be paired with each of these and fenced,
making a total of 3 unfenced and 3 fenced areas in a

. pasture.

In each unfenced and fenced area, will be placed at random
two plots 6.6 x 6.6 feet in size (border strip within each
unfenced or fenced'enclosdre of 19.8 ft.) on which the fol-
lowing measurements will be nade each fall: (The initial ‘
measurements should be made before any prescribed burning ‘
is done.) A

a. Foliar density and the composition of herbaceous
plants on the plots will be estimated and height
measurements taken.

b. Foliar density and composition of shrubby plants on
the plots will be estimated and height measurements
taken.

0. Any tree grazing or other daraage done by the cattle
will be noted and recorded.

d. Degree of utilizationylwill be estimated.

A larger plot, 66 x 6. 6 feet will be placed across the
6. 6 x 6. 6 feet plots on which the seedlings and young
trees will be counted, classified into height groups,
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ll.

12.

13.

la.

15.

lo.

andeeasured. The groups are 0 ~ 1', l' — A', A' ~ 8',
and 8' — l2f. If the trees are above 12' in height
they will be classified into diameter groups d.b.h.
The groups are 0 - 3", 3" ~ 6", 6" — 9", 9” — 12", and
12” ~ up. '

All animals (including calres) will be weighed individu—
ally at the beginning of the experiment and on the follow—
ing dates each year.

October 15 — — — At start of supplemental feeding.
December lO - — ~ Midway of supplemental feeding period.
February 1 - - - At time they go into the dry4lot.
March 15 — — — — At time they go onto the range.
May 15 ————— About peak of forage growth.
July 1 ~~~~~ About end of best grazing season.
September 1 ~ ~ ~ About midway to supplemental feeding

period.

The initial weights of the cows will be the average of
weights taken on three consecutive days (this weight will
be the one used in dividing the animals at the start of
the experiment). The animals will be graded when weaned.
During the course of the experiment the animals will be
weighed only one time at each weigh period.

Birth weights of the calves willee obtained.

Daily feed records will be kept, as well as cost records
and financial returns of the different methods of handling
the herds.

Blood samples for analyses will be taken from about S cows
in each herd every year about October 15.

Observations of grazing habits will be made biwweekly when
the animals are in the pastures. This will include the
following: -

a. Where the animals tend to do most of their grazing.

b. Time of day they graze.

c. Species and portions of plants grazed.

Collect pure samples of the important forage species (per-
haps 5 or 6 to begin with) in four or five different stages
of development and analyze in the laboratory. The number
of samples collected will be determined in part by how
many samples can be handled in the laboratory.
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17. In the fall before any treatments are started, 300 tempo—
rary plots, each 6.6 x 6.6 feet in size, will be placed
according to a randomized block system in each of the
pastures and the seedlings and young trees counted, classi—
fied into height groups, and measured. The groups are

‘0 ~ 1’, l' — 4’, A' ~ 8', and 8' ~ l2'. If the trees are.
above 12' in height ,they will be classified into diameter
groups d. b. h. The groups are 0 —3”, 3" ~ 6”, 6" ~ 9”,
9" — l2”, and 12" ~ up. These measurements should be.
made about every three years. ‘ '

18. A permanent photo station Will be placed on a fence line
of each of the three fenced enclosures in each of the
pastures. Pictures will be taken at the start of the
experiment and as often as desired thereafter to show
results. In evaluating the different management systems
and practices, consideration will be given to the follow—
ing Comparisons:

1. Percentage calf crop, birth weights, and value of
calves at weaning time as follows:

(a) from each herd, (b) from grades of cows in
each herd, (c) by grades combined and, (d) from
different ages of cows.

2. General condition, nrade, and wei2hts of the cows
by herds, and by whether native, good.c:rade}1ere~
fords, or crosses, and the value of any cows sold.

.3. Development of replacu1ent heifers by herd manage-
ment systems, and by 2rade of animal.

A. Amounts of salt and other minerals consumed by each
"herd.

5. Full costs and returns from the different herds,
and also the different grades. ,

6. Blood samples-from each herd.

7. ‘Grazing habits, i. e., how and where they tend to
graze when managed according to these different
systems, and the effect of grazing on reproduc~
tion.

8. Forage Species taken under the different management
systems.

9. Chanqes in tree seedling stands and rate of seedling
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and tree growth under each condition.

Research Aspects

In order-to clarify some of the points listed under field pro—
cedure this section is presented. ‘

1.

3.

It is proposed not to replicate this-experiment at the
present time. Ordinarily it Would be highly advisable
to replicate, but it is thought best to delay this for
‘a while because of the large set»up-involved, limited
facilities, urgent need during war times for experiments
of a demonstrational nature, data on as many management
practices as possible, and limited available information.
hot eneugh research has been done, nor is information
available at present, to indicate which of the four
management practices might be most feasible, or yield
'the most profitable results. ‘However, the set—up is
arranged so that two of the practiCes can be discontinued
and two replicated whenever it seems desirable.

,All four of the herd management systems to be tested are
considered improved practices, for many farmers leave
their cattle on forest range yearlong without any supple~
ments. Later on it may be advisable to run one group on
forest range yearlong without any supplements to determine
more specifically what happens under this condition, es—
pecially since‘many fanners handle their cattle this way.

Other treatments to be tested soon and that should
yield worthwhile information are as follows:

a. A part of the range deferred during the summer for
-grazing after October 15.

b. Supplementing forest range after mid-summer with
.improved pasture.

c. Yearlong on forest range, where one—third is burned
annually. -

d. Yearlong on forest range, where one~third-is burned
annually, but with the‘animals fenced off of the
burned portion from about February 1 to March 15.

e. On forest range from March 15 to October 15, on
corn stalk and velVet bean fields during late
fall and early winter, and green oat pasture and
maintenance feeds the remainder of the year.

Each of the pastures will be_300 acres, thus.allowing 15
acres for each of the 20 c0ws in a herd. WIt is judged
that about 7 or 8 acres of this type of range per cow is

J > .-
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sufficient for grazing from about March 15 to October 15,
but since there is only limited plant growth during the
remainder of the time, nearly double the acreage will be
required for the full season. It is hoped there Will be
no scarcity of pasturage with this rate of stocking and
if observations show a deficiency, the number of animals
in each pasture will have to be reduced. ‘

A. 80 that grazing in all the pastures will be about equal,
group 2 will be on additional range from February 1 to
March 15 while the other herds are in dryelots. There
will not be any burned range available to group 2 between
'February l and march 15.

5. The period frOm the first of February until about the
middle of March is considered most critical, since most
death losses occur on the range during that time and it
appears that it might be well to keep the cattle in a
dry—lot and feed them a maintenance ration. Cattle on
range during this period often have access to an in—
sufficient acreage of burned range, and because they
prefer the new succulent forage that starts growth here
in February to that on unburned areas the3r may nearly
starve themselves trying to graZe the slowly growing
new forage. It is thou3ht that most fanuers now using
forest range yearlong would be ahead by feeding a main—
tenance ration during this period.

be It is thought best to have the calves ber,~in dropping
soon after the cows go into dry—lots for the following
reasons: ' .

a. Animals in the dryelots can be looked after more
easily at Calving time. ' '

b. When the cattle are turned in the pasture the calves
will soon be large enough to graze some of‘the new
forage.

c. Calves can be weaned before the feed in the pastures
become too poor. '

d. Cows in the dryelots can be fed enough to start a
milk flow, and when turned in the pastures-the new
forage should maintain it. ‘

Duration

"Feeding phases should be Carried through at least 3 full seasons,
and breeding phases 6 to 8 years,
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Prescribed Burning of Cut—over Forest Lands as a
' Practice in Forest Range Management

(Subproject No. 2)

Purpose

To compare and evaluate the effects of different frequencies of
prescribed burning on forage, cattle and trees, as follows;- 1. Pre—
scribed burning one~third of the range each year. '2. Prescribed burn~
ing one-half of the range each year. 3. Prescribed burning all of the
range each year. A. Total protection of the forest range.

Importance of Study

Many farmers burn portions of their forest range each year without
very much information regarding best practices, or the good or ill effects
produced. Many.fires are carelessly set and allowed to burn without any
attention and censecuently do severe damage to tree reproduction. Some
operators that have protected their forest areas against fires for the
past several years plan to start sone form of burning in the near future
More information about proper methods in prescribed burning, and its
affects, should go a long‘way in improving both cattle production and
forest stands. . ‘M _ ., m_ r ' ' . é

Methods

Field Procedure and Records.»

1. Divide 2A yearlings and 2A two~year—old steers, produced
in the cow herds of experiment No. 1, into eight equal
'groups on the basis of past treatment, grade, weight,
and condition, and graze each group onA8acre pastures
from about March 15 to October 15 as follows. (All steers
will have to be purchased the first year, and the twp—year—
olds the second year )

Groups 1 and 2

On unburned pastures.

932925 3 and A

On-pastures where one—half is prescribed burned each
year +— each particular half is burned every two years.

Groups5and 6

On pastures where one~third is prescribed burned each
year —- each particular third is burned every three
years.. . .w . a
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PRESCRIBED BURNING EXPERIMENT

Pastures A8 acres in size — 6 steers in each pasture — grazed from
March 15 to October 15. ‘

Treatments:

A—Al ~ Pastures unburned _
B~Bl — Pastures one~half burned each year
0—01 - Pastures one‘third burned each year
D~Dl — Pastures completely burned each year

D ' , A1

C B]. o

. . . t 3 .~.~ ~ — Enclesure
f ”I ~{:] Scales

B I D1 .

-9...—...-——...-.o—
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3.

5.

6'.

Groups 7 and 3

On pastures that are completely prescribed burned
each year.?l ’ c I -

I The 8 pastures to be used in this study Were located, and
the burning treatments assigned later at random.

Six one—fourth acre square enclosures will‘be placed at
random in each of the pastures (exclusive of swamps) and
staked. Other plots will be paired with each of these and
fenCed, making a total of six unfenced and six fenced en—
closures in each pasture. In the pastures where one-half
and,oneethird is prescribed burned each year distribute the
plots equally over the portions burned at different times.

In each unfenced and fenced area. will be placed at random
two permanent plots 6.6 x 6.6 feet in size (border strip
within each unfenced or fenced enclosure of 19.8 feet) on
which the following measurements will be made each fall:
(The initial measurements should be made before any pre~
scribed burning is done.)

jar 'Foliar density and cemposition of herbaceous plants
on the plots will be estimated and height measurements
taken. -

b; Foliar density and composition of shrubby plants on
the plots will be estimated and height measurements
taken. ‘

c. Degree of utilization will be estimated.

A larger permanent plot, 66 x 6.6 feet, will be placed across
each of the 6.6 x 6.6 feet plots on which seedlings and young
trees will be counted, classified into height groups, and
measured. The groups are 0 — l', l'wé‘h', A' ~ 8', and 8' ~ 12'.
If the trees are above 12' in height they will be classified in—
to diameter groups d.b.h. The groups are 0 — 3", 3" ~ 6",
6n _. 9H, 9H ,, 12H, and‘lgu __ up.-

In the fall before any treatments are Started, 300 temporary
plots, each 6.6 x 6.6 feet in size, will be placed accord—
ing to a randomized block system in each of the pastures and
the seedlings and trees Will be counted; classified into
height groups, and meaSureda The groups are 0 ~ 1', l' — A',
A" .- 8', and 8' a 12'. If the trees are: above 12 v‘ in height,
they will be classified into diameter groups d.b.h.' The
groups are 0 e 3", 3" ~ 6", 6" r 9",:9"-— 12", and 12" — up.
These measurements should be made in the fall about every
three years.
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10.

ll.

12.

Two permanent photo stations will be located in each of
the pastures, one from a corner of a staked enclosure
and the other from a similar position in the paired and
fenced enclosure. Pictures should be taken here before
any prescribed burning is done and thereafter asoften
as needed to show results._.

The prescribed burning will be done in late December or
early January, under Conditions that will do as little
damage to the trees as can be expected. In the pastures
where one—half and oneuthird is burned each year, the '
pastures will be -divided into equal portions and definite
areas burned. Experimentally, this will bean advantage
because all ages of Stands will likely be burned, thus
making it possible to study the effects of different fre—
quencies oi' burning on different agesof trees. In actual
practice probably it would be advisable to spot burn, and
get only those areas where the trees are as much as 12 feet
ighh . I

Observations of grazing'habits‘and- samples for chemical anal—
ysis will be made byaweekly'when the animals are. in the pas—
tures, as follows. ' '

a. Where the animals tend to do most of their graZing.

b. Speciesand portions of plants grated.

c. 'Durirg each observatiOn period collect a sample of forage
representative Of cattle diet, composite these by pas— '
ture treatments for the full season, and make chemical
analysis of the forage.

On two of the staked 6. 6 x 6.6 feet plots under each condition
take plant development measurements every two weeks throughout
the year.

Every animal Will be weighed individually at the beginning of
the experiment and at 28—day intervals thereafter. ”The initial

N weights will be the average of Weights taken on three consecu—
tive days before starting any treatments (this weight. will be
the one used in dividing the animals at the start Of the ex—

“periment). The animals will be graded both before dividing
V into groups and at the end of the grazing season.

To begin the experiment, a mineral mixture consisting of equal
parts of salt, limestone, and bonemeal will always be avail~
able to each herd.
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13. Soil samples will be taken for chemical and physical
analysis representing each condition of gra21ng and
burning, as folloWs: 1.

a.

l.b§.

Take two borings O —3" and four 3" ~ 10" from
geach half of each unfenced and fenced enclosure.

Composite all the O — 3" borings from the east
,side of the unfenced enclosures, and all those
from the west side in each pasture to make two
samples at this depth for the unfenced enclosures.
Do same for fenced enclosures, to make a total of
four 0 ~ 3" samples at this depth from each pas—
ture. Repeat for 3" — lO" depth.‘ These'Samples
should be taken before any treatments are started.
and as often thereafter as needed to Show results.

Comparisons to be made.

, ., The different systems of management to be compared are
' as follows: .

l.

2.

3.

4.

Areas protected from prescribed fires and ungrazed.

-Areas protected from prescribed firEs and grazed.

Areas burned every two years and ungrazed.

Areas burned every two years and grazed.

Areas burned every three years and ungrazed.f

Areas burned eVery three years and grazed.

Areas burned every year and ungrazed.

Areas burned every year and grazed.

.In evaluating these treatments, consideration will be.
.given to the following:

2 1. :Changes in composition, yield, and nutritional
qualities of forage.

Numbers of tree seedlings killed and effect on
growth of older trees.

Beneficial or detrimental effects on soils.

Cattle gains and condition under each of the four
sets of grazing conditions.-

Returns from different management systems.
..___ 25 ‘_



Research"Aspeets”

1. _Even though a cattle program consisting of using breeding
"” cows and either producing calves that can be marketed at

weaning age or feeder animals appears best suited for this
area, steers will be used in this experiment because they
are less trouble to handle, and since they are in the grown
ing stage, the amount of gains they make is probably the
best index of the comparative value of the forage in pro»
ducing beef.

2. The experimental set—up will not provide answers to many of
the questions asked about prescribed burning. For example,
it will not answer the question concerned with the season
to prescribe burn to obtain the best forage and cattle
gains. Some observations made last winter indicate that
it might be possible to prescribe burn in early fall and
have good early winter grazing. This important phase of
prescribed burning.must wait for later consideration.

3. Because of the question concerning the amount of good
' ' breeding desirable in animals run primarily on forest

range it will be well to have about an equal number of
crosses and good grade steers in each pasture. The gains
of these different grade animals can then be compared.

Duration ‘

The treatments should be continued for at least nine years. All
portions Of the.pastures will then have been burned over at least three
times.

- ' - PREPARATION OF REPORTS

Each year«a progress report presenting data collected on the pro—
ject up until about October 15, will be completed about the first of
Decenber. In so far as possible the data shall be kept compiled through—
out the year. . '

After the major experiments have been going three full years prog-
ress reports presenting practical information, useful to farmers, will
be prepared for publication. Sufficient useful information should be
available after this time to prepare bulletins on the following,

1. Comparative value of four different management systems
> in wintering beef cattle run primarily on forest range.

2. Extent of breeding quality desirable in beef cattle herds
run primarily on forest lange.



3. Comparative value of fire exclusiOn and of prescribed
burning one—half, one—third, and all of the forest range
each Iyear._‘ ,

- Reports will be prepared by representatives of the different co~
operating agencies, and so far as possible all phases of the studies,
including animal, forage, and trees, will be presented.together.

Technical papers dealing with individual aspects of the investi—
gations also will be prepared for scientific journals. These will be
prepared as rapidly as material bebomes available., -

Short articles presenting practical information will be prepared
occasionally for livestock jOurnals.

RESPONSIBILITY

Technical supervision of the project will be under B. L. Southwell
for Animal Husbandry‘phaSes, and H. H. Biswell for forage and forestry
phases. The field and laboratory work. will be under the immediate direc—
tion of Animal Husbandry, Forestry and Chemistry Technicians. The Animal
Husbandry Technician will be living on the experimental tract and will
care for the structural plant and equipment and act as general superinten»
dent on the area. ~

‘ STUDIES OF HIGH PRIORITY TO BE UNDERTAKEN LATER.N-..“

As the subprojects outlined are well underway, others will be plan—
ned and work started. Some of the problems of high priority to be under~
taken later are as folloWs: . ‘ -‘

I. To determine the best season to prescribe burn to improve
the forage for grazing.

2. To determine the effect of different degrees of grazing on
forage and ontree stands..,

3. To study the kinds and extent of mineral deficiencies and _
ways and values of correcting them.

A. To study the'kinds of poisonous plants, their distribution,
abundance, poisonous properties, and the most practical solu—
tion to this problem. 4



5.

9.

10.

Becker,
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